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FINE ARTS WORK CENTER
IN PROVINCETOWN^H

The Fine Arts Work Center in Provincetown is a

SEVEIU-MOIUTH WIHITER RESIDENCY
providing time and space and a modest stipend

for emerging creative writers and visual artists.

To benefit the winter fellowship program

we are offering SUMMER WORKSHOPS
AND RESIDENCIES IN CREATIVE
WRITING AND VISUAL ARTS Our

distinguished faculty includes Dorothy Allison,

Mark Doty, Grace Paley, Michael Cunningham,

Robert Pinsky, Gregory Gillespie, Michael Mazur,

Judy Pfaff, Paul Resika, Sharon Horvath, Selina

Trieff, and many others. Catalogs for 1 995 are

available at FAWC. 1996 catalogs will be

available in January.

THE NEW PROVINCETOWN
PRINT PROJECT was created to benefit the

winter fellowship program. Monoprints available

at FAWC are by Eric Avery, Richard Baker, Jim

Balia, Varujan Boghosian, Paul Bowen, Sue Coe,

Mary Frank, Gregory Gillespie, Jacqueline

Humphries, Georgia Marsh, Michael Mazur,

George McNeil, Sam Messer, Nathan Oliveira,

Therese Oulton, Sylvia Plimack Mangold,

Richard Rosenblum, Fred Sandback, Joan Snyder,

David True and John Walker.

20TH BENEFIT AUCTION
Saturday, August 5, 1995 at 7:30 pm
Stephen Fletcher, Auctioneer

SILENT AUCTION AND PREVIEW

Thursday, Friday and Saturday, August 3, 4, 5

FINE ARTS WORK CENTER

24 Pearl Street • Provincetown • Massachusetts 02657

Telephone (508) 487-9960 • Fax 487-8873



Bangs Street Gallery

BOB BAILEY, "VERGE" MONA DUKESS, "VASE AND TWO APPLES" CAROLINE THOMSON, "WILD CHILDREN"

LEFT; KAREN GUNDERSON, "TINA'S

ROSE," courtesy E M Donahue Gallery, NYC
and Cherry Stone Gallery, Wellfleet

BELOW: TOWNEE NEW,

"DRAGON SLAYER "

RIGHT: MIRA SCHOR, "JOY,"
courtesy Horodner Romley Gallery, NYC

Representing:

BOB BAILEY / NORRIS CHURCH / MONA DUKESS / KAREN GUNDERSON / TOWNEE NEW
MIRA SCHOR / CAROLYN TACKE / CARL TASHA / CAROLINE THOMSON / VICKY TOMAYKO

ESTATE OF PETER BUSA

465B Commercial Street, Provincetown, MA 02657 • Opposite Provincetown Art Association & Museum • (508) 487-0743
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Published annually in July, Provincetown Ans focuses

broadly on the artists and writers who inhabit or visit

the tip of Cape Cod, and seeks to stimulate creative

activity and enhance public awareness of the cultural

life of the nation's oldest continuous art colony.

Drawing upon a century-long tradition rich in visual

art, literature, and theater, Provincetown Arts publishes

material with a view toward demonstrating that a

community of artists, functioning outside the urban

centers, is a utopian dream with an ongoing vitality.

© 1995 by Provincetown Arts, Inc. All rights reserved.

Reproduction in whole or in part expressly forbidden

without the permission the publisher.

Unsolicited manuscripts and photographs are welcome

on an exclusive basis and will be read between August

and February. Reasonable care will be taken in

handling materials, but Provincetown Arts is not

responsible for loss or damage.

Address all correspondence to:

Provincetown Arts

P.O. Box 35, 650 Commercial Street

Provincetown, MA 02657

Tel: (508) 487-3167 • in Mass: (800) 649-1155

Fax: (508) 487-8634

Subscriptions are $10 per annual issue

Back issues available • Order form on page 131

Information concerning advertising is available on

request.

PRINTED IN USA

National and Canada Distribution:

Ingram Periodicals, Nashville, TN
International Periodical Distributors, Solana Beach, CA

New England, New York, Long Island DiSTRiBimoN:

Publishers Circulation Corporation, Parsippany, NJ

ISSN: 1053-5012

ISBN: 0-944854-21-4

Member: Council of Literary Magazines and Presses

RECENT AWARDS

Elizabeth McCracken’s essay, “Loving Elvis,” published

in Provincetown Arts in 1993, was selected by Robert

Atwan as a “Notable Essay of 1993” for the Best

American Essays 1 994, edited by Tracy Kidder.

Cyrus Cassells’ poem, “Sung from a Hospice,”

published in Provincetown Arts in 1 994, was selected

for inclusion in the Pushcart Prize XX: Best of the

Small Presses.

FACING PAGE: LOREN MACIVER, "PORTRAIT OF DOUGLASS
ROACH." COURTESY FOGG ART MUSEUM



JULIE
P R O V

HELLER GALLERYINCETOWN ART

ETHEL MARS, Pink Hat. c. 1919

JANICE GORDON, Arched Eyes, Secrets & Sorrows, 1994

A gallery dedicated to the artists who

established Provincetown as an

important art colony and to those who

continue to carry on the tradition:

Avery, Lazzell, Nordfeldt, Moffett, Brown*

W. M. Chase, L Engle* Marantz* Bailey*

Clymer*, de Groot* Hofmann, Chaffee,

Knaths, Freedman* Loeb* Merinoff*

Diehl, Weinrich, Hawthorne, McKain,

Malicoat, Burliuk, Lindenmuth, Mars,

Wilson, Kaplan, Browne, Busa* Hondius,

Leighton, Simon, Walkowitz, Grant,

Hensche, Sterne, Zorach and others.

New work by: Bruce, Colebrook, Dente,

Dubs, Evans, Gordon, Solomon, Garnet,

Mockler Webb

•ESTATE REPRESENTATION

2 GOSNOLD STREET, PROVINCETOWN, M A 02657 / 508-487-21 69

BLANCHE LAZZELL, Silos, 1926

(across from Adams Pharmacy, Town Landing, on the Beach)



CHET

JONES

sept. 2-23, 1995

©
GALLERY 349

349 Commercial Street

Provincetown, MA
508.487.1200



THE ART OFCARTOGRAPHY

Original Antique Maps & Sea Charts
W. Blaeii (1635) liami-colored copperplate

engraving.

This classic work from the Dutch Golden Age
of Cartography reveals the Northeast as seen

by Europeans just after colonies were
launched in Plymouth and Manhattan.
North is to the right on the well-composed
engraving, which was the first map to depict

animals indigenous to North America. A
relatively accurate Cape Cod urns based on
the e.xplorations of Adriaen Block who
entered the Bay seven years prior to the

arrival of the Pilgrims. Three possible names
are given for Cape Cod on the map, including

its eventual one. Intriguing inaccuracies

elsewhere on the map are Nantucket and
Martha's Vineyard shown as a single,
horizontally elongated island; Manhattan in

a triangidar shape; and an oversized and
misplaced Lake Champlain.

Call or Write for
Illustrated Catalogue $5

800-423-3741 OR 212-308-0018

FAX 212-308-0074

Martayan Lan
48 East St.

New York, NY 10022

Gallery Hours: Mon-Fri, 10-6

Cai.l for Sat & Evening Hours

PROVINCETOWN TO NEW YORK NIGHTS

AUGUST 18 - 25, 1995

opening

Reception

Friday,

August 18

7 pm

JULIE
HELLER
GALLERY

2 Gosnold Street

(508) 487-2169
(Across from Adam’s

Pharmacy. Town Landing on

the beach. Parking

Available)

Prints from the

New
Provincetown

Print Project

now available at

UFO Gallery

424 Commercial St., Provincetown

(508) 487-4424

WORKS BY:

Frank • Sandback • McNeil

Gillespie • Plimack • Humphries

Jacquette • True • Juarez

Walker • Oulton • Oliveira • Coe

Avery • Messer • Snyder • Bowen

Baker • Rosenblum

Boghosian • Mazur • Marsh • Balia

DIRECTORS:
Bob Bailey / Andrew Mockler



C/5
Specializing in the

collection and exhibition

h- of art by Cape artists.

EXHIBITIONS:

< Yankee Mysticjue

June 25—July 30

LU Printmaking:

z Past and Present

Aug. 6—Sept. 17

LL. Nw Forms From the

1

1

Fine Arts Work Center:Uh A Sculpture Show

0 Oct. 15—Dec. 3

STUDIO ART CLASSES

D
Oil painting, drawing, open

life, clay portraiture, water-

color, pastels, children’s

LU collage, printmaking, & more.

C/5 GZrJ
MV

CAPE MUSEUM OF
FINE ARTS
Route 6A, Dennis, MA

LU (508) 385-4477

Q. On the grounds of the Cape Playhouse

<
u

Tuesday — Saturday 10 am to 5 pm
Sunday 1 to 4 pm
Mon., Tues., Sat., 7 to 9 pm

Admission: S2.00

Members and children free

We represent

I

Elise

Asher
and

Carmen
Cicero

JUNE KELLY GALLERY
591 Broadway, New York, NY 10012/212-226-1660

NG POINT GALLERY

Robert Beauchamp

Varujan Boghosian

Paul Bowen

Fritz Bultman

Carmen Cicero

Gilbert Franklin

Sideo Fromboluti

Edward Giobbi

Budd Hopkins

Leo Manso

Robert Motherwell

Renate Ponsold

Paul Resika

Judith Rothschild

Sidney Simon

Nora Speyer

Tony Vevers

1995 SEASON

June 25—July 15

SECRETS
Reception July 2

July 16—29

BEAUCHAMP & MEMBERS:
WORKS ON PAPER

July 30—August 12

VEVERS &
NEW MEMBERS

August 13—26

FROMBOLUTI
& RESIKA

August 27—Sept. 16

SUMMER’S WORK

RECEPTIONS ON SUNDAYS-5:30 TO 7:30 PM

DIRECTOR: ROSALIND PACE •508-487-1795

492 COMMERCIAL STREET • PROVINCETOWN, MA

OPEN DAILY 11-3 & 8— 10 OR BY APPT.

OPEN RAINY AFTERNOONS/AMPLE PARKING



The W I l l I a m - S c o t t Gallery

{}<'') Commercial St., P r o v i n c e t o vv n , M A 0 2 6 5 7 5 0 8.4 8 7.4 0 4 0

featiiri}ig:

John Dowd
Joel Meyerowitz

Linda Cook
Linda Etcoff

William G. Gilroy

Will Klemm
David Tomb

John Do\\d, ‘Beach Point” oil on canvas. 24" X 36”

JMargaret iMcWetliy

Opening August A

American
Impressionism

"Copper Pitcher with Conch Shell, oil

WOHLFARTH GALLERIES
234 Commercial Street (Union Square) • Provincetown, MA 02657

(508)487-6569



ROBERT
CARDINAL
also representing

JO MARIE DI lORIO

FRANCOIS FAUCHER

MARY GIAMMARINO

ANN HARTLEY

STEVE KENNEDY

SIMIE MARYLES

FRANK MILBY

JUDITH RAGUSA

RUTH STECHER
"Highland Light" oil on canvas, 22” x 30”

Kiley Court Gallery
Fine Representational Painting

445 COMMERCIAL STREET • PROVINCETOWN, MA 02657 • (508) 487-4496

FRANCOIS FAUCHER

Recent Paintings

July 29th—August 4th, 1995

Reception for the Artist:

Friday, July 29th, 7—9 p.m.

Kiley Court Gallery

445 Commercial Street

Provincetown, MA 02657

Tel: (508) 487-4496

‘‘Pianissimo” oil on canvas, 36” x *18”



BERTA WALKER GALLERIES EAST &WEST

“The Berta Walker Gallery is one of

the most prestif'ious in Provincetown”

Cape Cod Travel

“The Berta Walker Gallery in the East

End, still the most impressive exhibi-

tion space in Provincetown, has

opened a second venue this summer

—

Berta Walker Gallery West Window.”

Robert Taylor, Livinf; Arts Section,

The Boston (Jltjhe, Summer 1994 TOM MCCANNA, "SEAHORSE TEAPOT," 1994

TERRACOHA, 9" H

EAST 208 BRADFORD STREET • PROVINCETOWN • MA 02657 • (508) 487-641

1

WEST 1 53 COMMERCIAL STREET (AT ATLANTIC AVE) • PROVINCETOWN • (508) 487-8794

OPEN DAILY 11-4 AND 8-10 PM (AND ALWAYS BY APPOINTMENT)

PAST, PRESENT, FUTURE
Representing: Graham Ashton, Bill Behnken,

Barbara Cohen, Romolo Del Deo, Martha

Dunigan, Jane Eccles, Sue Fuller, Karen

Harding, Robert Henry, Brenda Horowitz, Al

Jatlee, John Kearney, James Lechay, Anne Mac

Adam, Thomas Me Canna, Tom O'Connell, Lee

Musselman, Ewa Nogiec, Richard Pepitone, Jim

Peters, Mutlin Ray, Janice Redman, Richard

Rosenblum, Helen Strong, Selina Triell, Nancy

Whorl, Jane Winter. Additonal work by:

Paul Bowen, Oliver Chattee, Joseph Di Martini,

Nancy Fried, Charles Howthorne, Marion

Hawthorne, Karl Knaths, Blanche Lazzell,

Norman Mailer, Herman Maril, Jettrey Maron,

Ross Mottett, Paul Resika, Marjorie Strider,

Agnes Weinrich.

JOHN KEARNEY, GIRAFFE DUET, 1994

AUTOMOBILE BUMPERS
LARGE 1

1

' TALL, SMALL 7' TALL

NANCY WHORF, UNTITLED, 1995

OIL ON PANEL, 16X 12"

MARTHA M DUNIGAN, "MITOSE," 1994

WOOD, STEEL, LEAD, TACKS, PAPER MACHE, RED DIRT

BRENDA HOROWITZ, "RIVER RUN" I, 1995

ACRYLIC ON CANVAS

JAMES LECHAY, "HEAD OF A WOMAN (BLUE EYE)"

OIL ON CANVAS, 20 X 16"

SELINA TRIEFF, "WITH A PILGRIM," 1995

OIL ON CANVAS

ROSS MOFFETT, "THE COD FISHERMAN," 1926

OIL ON CANVAS, 48X60"



EAST END
GALLERY
-1995 SCHEDULE-

May 25—June 29
Group Show, Nw Worfo

June 30—July 13

New Artists, Nw Worfes

Gallery Artists, Nw Worfa

July 14-27
Thomas Vinton, Nw Worfa

Gallery Artists, Nw Worfa

July 28—August 10

Michael Costello, Nw Worfa

Bunny Pearlman, An Early Spring

August 11—24
Arthur Cohen, Nw Works

Nicholas Kahn & Richard Selesnick

Zelt der Biscuit Menscfi

(Tent of the Biscuit Man)

August 25—September 15

T^bitha Vevers, Skin. Maps, Shields

Phillip Schwartz, Nw Works

OPENINGS FRIDAYS AT 8 PM
Also featuring the work of Susan Belton.

Laura Davidson, Rebecca Doughty, Harry

Pearlman, Nancy Pearlman, Susan Sawyer,

lean Vallon, and Sheryl White.

Director: Bunny Pearlman

Assistants: Lise King & Jahna Rain

432 Commercial St., Provincetown,

MA 02657 • (508) 4874745

GALLERY

1995 Schedule

JUNE 30-jULY 13: "Flowers"

curated by Tim Callis

JULY 14-27: James Balia

JULY 21—31: Print Show Part I:

The 1994 Provincetown Print Project Portfolio

JULY 28—AUG 10: Pasquale Natale

AUG I— 10: Print Show Part II:

Master Prints

AUGUST 11—24: James Hansen

AUGUST 25-SEPT 7: Richard Baker

New Work By: Mark Bell • Polly Burnell

• Ann Chernow • Donna Flax • Jacqueline

Humphries • Cary S. Leibowitz/Candyass

• Michael Mazur • Dan McCleary • Todd McKie

• Bill Mead • Garry Mitchell • Jack Pierson

• Duane Slick • Sallyann Wekstein • Bert

Yarborough • Estate of Jim Forsberg, Picasso

Ceramics & Master Prints

RISING TIDE GALLERY
DON BEAL

lOAN BLASKO
RACHEL BROWN
ROBERT DUTOIT
ANTHONY FISHER
FRED GARBERS
NOA HALL

ELSPETH HALVORSEN
SIDNEY HURWITZ
PETER MACARA

JOAN MCD. MILLER
MARTIN MUGAR
VITA PETERSEN
JACK PHILLIPS

MICHAEL ROGOVSKY
DAVID SHAINBERG
ELLEN SINCLAIR

PETER WATTS

-1995 SCHEDULE-
JUNE 18’-]ULY 1

Members: Large & Small Work
JULY 2*-15

Peter Macara & Jack Phillips

JULY 17* -29
Fred Garbers & Peter Watts

JULY 30’-AUG. 12

Joan Mc.D. Miller 8z Michael Rogovsky

AUGUST 13 *-26

Elspeth Halvorsen Si Vita Petersen

AUGUST 27* -SEPT. 16

Members-New Work
'Opening Receptions: Sundays 6-8 pm

OPEN DAILY 12-5 • 7-10
494 Commercial St, Provincetown, MA

(508) 487-4037 • AMPLE PARKING

June 23—July 5

LARRY YOUNG
LARRY COLLINS

RAFAELLO LA MANTIA
July 7-July 19

ROB ADAMCIK
HARRY WHITE

July 21—August 2

DIANE SHUMWAY
HEATHER BRUCE

August 4—August 16

ELLEN SIDOR
JONATHAN BLUM

MARIAN PARRY-FELD

August 18—August 30
DONALD BEAL

PETER PLAMONDON
MARIAN ROTH
Sept. 1—Sept. 13

JOHN DiMESTICO
JOHN RUGGIERI
JAGK LOUTH

Sept. 15—Sept. 27

JOHN ROGERS
KIM & PHILIPPE VILLARD

MIGHAEL MURPHY

GALLERY MATRIX

“Bathers”

Donald Beal

DIRECTOR:

DAVID SIMPSON
, 168 Commercial Street • Provincetown, MA 02657 • 508-487-3435

OPEN DAILY 12-4 and 7-11 OR BY APPOINTMENT



The Cape Cod School of Art
— Now in its 96th Year —

America's first school of Plein Air painting, established in 1899 by Charles W. Hawthorne

and dedicated to his artistic philosophy and the rich legacy of Impressionistic painting

LANDSCAPES

PORTRAITS

STILL LIFE

OILS

PASTELS

WATERCOLORS

Lois Griffel Flags and Flowers

Director Lois Griffel's paintings can be seen at the Wohlfarth Gallery, 234 Commercial Street or by appointment at the School

Please, call, write or come by for 1995 Schedule

THE CAPE COD SCHOOL OF ART • 48 PEARL STREET • PROVINCETOWN • (508) 487-0101

r

CHARLES W. HAWTHORNE
1872—1930

Repreoentmq a ckveroe

oeleclLon of pauiluicfo

am) u’dte/rolorj

from the

Jooeph C. Hawthorne Triiot.

Pleaoe write for our

free eheekliot.

BARKER GALLERY 236 Newbur'y Street, Boston, MA 02116

617 / 262 / 8020



JOHN HULTBERG
Vintage and Current Work

Represented by

Exhibition:

Nevada Museum of Art, Reno, Nevada-September, 1996

"Shacks" 1949, San Francisco oil on canvas, 52" x 48"

DENISE BIBRO GALLERY
584 Broadway Suite 307

New York, NY 10012 212 941-1734

ELAINE WECHSLER FINE ART
245 W. 104 St. Suite 5B

New York, NY 10025 212 222-3619

JUANITA
G U C C I O N E

American Surrealist

Silk Screen Prints of this painting

are available

“She Had Many Faces,” oil, 1947

WOHLFARTH GALLERIES
234 Commercial Street • Provincetown, MA 02657 3418 9th Street N.E. • Washington, D,C. 20017

(508)487-6569 (202)526-8022



CHERRY STONE GALLERY

Berenice Abbott

Elise Asher

Eugene Atget

Kathleen Bacon

John Beerman

Fritz Bultman

Pat de Groot

Tina Dickey

Linda Etcoff

Karen Gunderson

Chuck Holtzman

Iren Handschuh

William Hudders

Works by:

Jasper Johns

Jeanne Kunze

Katheryne Lynch

Richard McKown
Dimitry Merinoff

Gloria Nardin

Marjorie Portnow

Robert Raushenberg

Christina Schlesinger

Jack Tworkov

Helen Miranda Wilson

Timothy Woodman

CORTLAND

GALLERY
“The Cortland Jessup Gallery is

rousing, risky, politically creative

and as artful as they come"

—The Boston Globe

1995 SCHEDULE

EYE OF HORUS
GALLERY

July 28th - August 10th

BRUCE SODERVICK ELLI CROCKER
SUZANNE HOWES-STEVENS STEVEN SKOLLAR

Opening Reception Friday, July 28th • 8pm

August 11th- August 24th

MALLORY LAKE ELLEN LEBOW
JOHN STEVENS ROBIN WINFIELD

Opening Reception Friday, August 11th* 8pm

August 25th - September 7th

SAM BARBER JOHN LEWIS

ROMANOS RIZK LINDA TOUBY
Opening Reception Friday, August 25th • 8pm

October 13th - November 19th

WOMEN’S WEEKEND PHOTOGRAPHY SHOW

GROUP SHOW - INVITATIONAL

OpeningReceptionFriday, October 13th • 8pm

432 Commercial St •Provincetown MA 02657

(508)487-4479
(Opening Receptions Fridays 7-10)

MARLA RICE • RICHARD POLAK, DIRECTORS

*ARTISTS
4 THE

ARTISTS

7 FREEMAN STREET
P-TOWN, MA 026S7

508.487.1395

dULY28-AUGUST9
TETSUJI SETA
TOM SEGHI

JIM CHARTER

AUGUST 4-16
ROY STAAB

AUGUST 25-SEPTEMBER 6
JULLIET HOLLAND

ED BAYNARD
NORMA HOLT & KAREN GUNDERSON

SEPTEMBERM7
“LIFE FORM AND COLOR”-

PROVINCETOWN
KOGANEI-10 Women Artists from Tokyo

CHI SUGANO-TOSHIE
KAWANI-ETSUKO KIBAI-AKIKO

KON-AYAKO YODOE*STUDIO HANE
'65: SATOKO YAMAMOTO, REIKO

IIDA-MIDORI TAGUCHI-MARI YAMARYO

SEPTEMBER 22-OCTOBER 4
PETER GEE

RICHARD NEAL
DAVID DUNLOP

0CT0BER7t22
KATE MILLETT
LOLA FLASH

ROSEMARY BASILE
SHARI KADISON
MARY KASS

May 6th - June 29th

GROUP SHOW - Gallery Artists

May 29th - June 18th

RAY KEYTON - MEMORIAL RETROSPECTIVE

Reception Monday, May 29th • 4 p.m.

at the Mews Restaurant &. Cafe

June 30th- July 13th

JAMES RAYAN STEVEN HENDERSON
OLGA ANTONOVA KARIN ROSENTHAL
Opening Reception Friday, June 30th • 8pm

July 14th - July 27th

SHAUN MACDAVID JAMES TYLER

JAN COLLINS SELMAN JOHN DONOVAN
Opening Reception Friday, July 14th • 8pm

RICE/POLAK GALLERY
430 Commercial Street Tel/Fax (508) 487- 1 052

Provincetown, MA 02657 Open Daily; 11-11

1995 Exhibition Schedule
JUNE 20-JULY 1

Gallery Artists

JULY 3-15
Lillian Orlovysky, Drawings

JULY 18-29
Hal Mayforth, New Paintings

AUGUST 1-12
Andrus, Bowen, Ketchman, Redman, Fried,

Monteith—New Sculpture

AUGUST 15-SEPT. 2

Sophie Webb
Original paintings illustrating “A Guide to the

Birds of Mexico & Northern Central America,”

Oxford Press

SEPT. 5-16
Renate Ponsold / Robert Motherwell

Remembered: Prints & Photographs

Open Tues—Sat 12—6 PM & by appointment

70 E. Commercial Street, Wellfleet, MA
(508) 349-3026

MAY26-JUNE22
NANCY GROSSMAN

LINDA STEIN
RAMONA PETERS

JUNE 23-29
“DOLLS"

LILLIAN ORLOWSKY
"(Reception Sun. June 25th 3-6pm)

JUNE 30-JULY12

JONATHAN WEINBERG
MAUREEN MULLARKEY

“The Moon Thing”
JOHN CHOLY

JULY 14-26
New Paintings & Prints-Primarily

Provincetown!

JOE KAMINSKI-ELISABETH
PEARL-MYRNA HARRISON-KATHI
SMITH-ALAN PETRULIS-JAMES
VEATCH-JANET SCHRIVER

BETH AMES SWARTZ

AUGUST 11-23
F. RONALD FOWLER
AL WASSERMAN
FRANK YAMRUS
ROSS MUNRO



34th SEASON

EXHIBIT

SCHEDULE
Welcome to one of Cape Cod's

finest galleries.

OPENING GROUP SHOW: May 27-on-going

SHIRLEY ALEMAN July 1-14
Cape Cod land and seascape oils & pastels

“SILK ROAD FOLK” July 1-July 7

Joan Lebord Cohen: photos of China

WALTER DORRELL July 15-July 28

Inspired by Cape Cod, recent watercolors and
drawings by our Resident Artist!

ROBERT SWEENEY .... July 29-August 11

The best of New England & Cape Cod land-

scapes in oil and pastel

C. MENG August 12—August 25

Unique oil paintings that explore both Eastern

and Western pictorial conventions

JOAN PATCHEN August 26-Sept. 1

Exquisite, painterly works of artist-made paper

Exhibits open Saturday Evenings, 6-8 p.m.

KENDALL ART GALLERY
and WELLFLEET FRAME SHOP

40 East Main St., Wellfleet, MA
349-2482

OPEN MAY — OCTOBER

Box 248 • Wellfleet • MA 02667

VISUAL ARTISTS
CO-OPERATIVE

Shirley Aleman
‘Laura Baksa

Constance Black

Lindsay Charles

Georgia M. Coxe
*Gay Dickerson

lane Eccles

Woody English

Roz Goldway
Ruth Greenblatt

Marcia Howe
‘Alexander lasnow

‘llise lohnson

Hans Marum
Barbara Melcher
Blossom Newman

Nancy Nicol

‘Shirley Nisbett

Erna Partoll

loseph T. Patrick

Sheila Ryan
Nene Schardt

Hyman Shrand
Fausta Weingeist

‘New Members

SWANSBOROUGH

GALLERY

1995 Exhibit Schedule

July 1—14
Mona Dukess: Stillife Abstractions

featuring

Cy Fried: Photo Aquatint Impressions

July 15—28
Lawrence Szycher; Recent Landscapes

featuring

John Avakian: Recent Abstracts

July 29—August 1

1

Shirley Nisbet: Beyond Landscapes

featuring

David Kupferman: Transportation Abstracts

August 12—25
Carol Odell: Current Work-

Painting & Monotypes

featuring

Arthur Cohen: Works on Paper

August 26—Sept. 8

Miriam Fried: Unexplored Territories

featuring

Peter Watts: Recent Works

OPENING RECEPTIONS
First Saturday of each show, 5—7 PM

Main & School Streets, Wellfleet, MA

(508) 349-1883

at ( hill
Painting: Sculpture:

‘h.

aC Writing: Clay:
Jim Peters Judy Pfaff Alan Dugan Harvey Sadow
Sal Del Deo Paul Bowen Marge Piercy Mikhail Zakin

Don Beal Sidney Simon '//„ % Joseph P. Kahn Tom McCanna
Elizabeth Pratt Anna Poor Pete Johnston Jim Phillips

Mona Dukess Ellen Sidor Pamela Painter Diane Heart

Joan Hopkins Coughlin Joyce Johnson
' ' 'f'

'
''

Eleanor Munro Philip Homes
Gary Komarin Sally Fine Mary Stackhouse
Fred Mitchell

Edith Vonnegut

Photography:

K;fkf
Wood / Metal /

Fiber:
Dan Mack

Jerry Kaplan

Drawing: Marian Roth
y!/.,} , "yMv, «.•

,
'4

Eric Lintella
Printmaking:

Ethel Edwards
Cynthia Packard
Tabitha Vevers
Joan McD Miller

Jack Coughlin

Khristine Hopkins John Wolfrum Robert Blackburn

Dorothy Cochran
Joyce Zavorskas
Rosalind Pace
Marcia Simon

Leslie Jackson
Jack Lamed

and ebildren Martha Dunigan
Bill Evaul

I ff'ii f

TRURO CENTER^FOR THE ARTS
P.O. Box 756, Truro MA 02666

CaJJ for catalogue: (508) 349-7511
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KAROL

RICHARDSON

Contemporary
Women's Clothing

& Accessories

For All Seasons

47 Main Street • Orleans • 508-255-3944

Photo Credit . tom Johnson I I WeST Main STREET • WellFLEET • 508-349-6378

UNITED COLORS
OF BENETTON.

Benetton Factory Outlet

317 Commercial Street, Provincetown, MA

OPEN YEAR ROUND



BY HEATHER

I

PRYCE-WRIGHT
I

SUSAN BAKER, "SOMEDAY THIS WILL BE FUNNY"

SUSAN BAKER MEMORIAL MUSEUM: The big

1
news from this small museum, dedicated to a

j

living artist, is the handmade book she produced

I following a family trip to Italy, Fatt Family in a

Fiat. Written entirely during sidebar breaks in

: the O.J. Simpson trial, the narrative and draw-

ings are funny in a chilling way, revealing the

hysteria of emotions that change as rapidly as

the Rome traffic: ‘“Someday this will be funny,’

I

1 say to my reflection in the side window,

through my tears, speeding past the environs of

Rome, my favorite place, in the wrong direction,

planning my divorce settlement, leaving him

nothing, the boy scared silent.” “Someday” has

arrived in this delightful book.

BARBARA ANDRUS

THE CAPE MUSEUM OF FINE ARTS IN DENNIS

this fall presents New Forms from the Fine Arts Work’

Center: A SailfHiire Show, curated by Ann Wilson

Lloyd. The show acknowledges the diversity and

talent of the numerous former fellows of the Fine

Arts Work Center in Provincetown, several of

whom have gone on to develop national and

international reputations. The artists in the show

integrate various early-, mid- and late-20th cen-

tury contributions to sculpture in their work

—

from constructivism to deconstruction, from sur-

realism and minimalism to the metaphoric mise

en scene of installation work.

JONATHAN WEINBERG, who wrote a memorial

for Henry Geldzahler in this issue oi Provincetown

Arts, will be exhibiting this season at Cortland

Jessup. Weinberg’s use of letters and words in

his paintings is as important as his use of color.

Also at Cordand Jessup, Norma Holt will show
new black-and-white photographs of Native

African people in collaboration with Karen

Gunderson’s paintings of black flowers. Besides

running her very busy Provincetown gallery,

Cortland Jessup is the founder and artistic direc-

tor of Lamia Ink, a performance and exhibition

group in New York now in its sixth year.

TABITHA VEVERS, "MAP II," 1995,

OIL & MIXED MEDIA ON WOOD

BUNNY PEARLMAN and her daughter Jahna

Rain direct the East End Gallery where Richard

Selesnick and Nicholas Kahn, a collaborative

team, will exhibit drawings that made them fa-

mous when they were commissioned to portray

the Pope for Time’s “Man of the Year” issue. Their

first commercial job was the top assignment in

the industry. In a long article about the NEA in

the New Refmblic this winter, Tabitha Vevers, also

at East End, was cited by the endowment head,

Jane Alexander, as being the kind of artist she

prefers for her focus on explicitly feminine

themes. In her effort to reclaim the female nude

from male-dominated art history, Vevers has

turned to the connection between flesh and ge-

ography, exploring how the skin of a person is

like the skin of the earth. She found a paragraph

in Annie Dillard’s An American Childhood that

made the same connection: “An infant watches

her hands and feels them move. Gradually she

fixes her own boundaries at the complex

incurved rim of her skin. Later she touches one

palm to another and tries for a game to distin-

guish each hand’s sensation of feeling and being

"TIME" MAGAZINE COVER BY NICHOLAS KAHN
AND RICHARD SELESNICK

felt. What is a house but a bigger skin, and a

neighborhood map but the world’s skin ever

expanding?”

THE FINE ARTS WORK CENTER will sorely miss

Fred Leebron, its talented director, who will leave

in January, 1996, to take a position teaching fic-

tion writing at the University of North Carolina

at Charlotte. His brief tenure has been transfor-

mative, particularly his implementation of an

ambitious summer program of workshops taught

by exceptional artists and writers, several of

whom figure in these pages.

WALTER DORRELL, Amherst class of ’55 and the

principal artist at the Kendall Gallery in Well-

fleet, returned to Amherst this winter for his 40th

class reunion and an exhibition of his work and

several other alumni. He had a great time meet-

ing old classmates who never knew him as an

artist.

MARY ABELL is now the emeritus director of

Long Point Gallery, having given up the posi-

tion to pursue a Ph.D. in art history at New York

University. The new director is Rosalind Pace,

an artist and poet who has been associated with

the gallery since it’s beginning. In the fall, Pace,

along with Jim Peters, will join the faculty of

Lighthouse Charter School in Orleans.

JOHN DOWD has opened the Williams-Scott

Gallery with director Brian Galloway in the space

occupied by the former Hells Kitchen Gallery,

run so efficiently by Steve Fitzgerald until last

year when he became stricken with illness and

was obliged to retire.

HILDA NEILY spent the winter painting in Florida

and the blazing light has caused her to use lots

more white.
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CAROLINE THOMSON, "DAVID SCHACHTER. M.D."

GILLIAN DRAKE, the associate publisher of

Provincetown Arts, will direct the Bangs Street

Gallery this summer, featuring the work of Bob

Bailey, Norris Church, Mona Dukess, Karen

Gunderson, Mira Schor, Carl Tasha, Caroline

Thomson, and others. The season opens with a

group show and a chess exhibition by Peter

Hutchinson and Christopher Busa using a chess

set fashioned in silver and bronze by Carl Tasha.

The gallery is located across from the Art Asso-

ciation at the foot of Bangs Street, on the water,

in the space occupied last season by Helltown

Salon.

ERAr.COIS EAUCHER, "FLUTE PLAYER"

FRANCOIS FAUCHER, visiting from Quebec last

summer, walked into the Kiley Court Gallery,

began speaking a few words of faltering English,

and was immediately interrupted in French by

Page 13 PROVINCETOWN ARTS 1995

Robert Cardinal, the star of the gallery whose

exhibition of serene Cape Cod houses was on

the wall. A native of Montreal, Cardinal was

aware of Faucher's popular “vibrationist” style

with its fractured, bright colors which seem to

escape into ecstasy. This year Faucher returns to

Provincetown for a one-man show at the gallery.

JENNIFER DITACCHIO, "POPLARS"

GALLERY 349, new this year, is smartly directed

by Kir Priore. Its roster includes Carole Carlson,

David Carrino, Michael Carroll, Jennifer

Ditacchio, Chet Jones, Raphael Noz, and M.P

Landis, the winner of the juried national com-

petition at the Art Association.

JAMES R. BAKKER GALLERY in Boston, the key

dealer in early Provincetown artists, exhibited a

selection of oils and watercolors from the estate

of Charles Hawthorne, the artist who founded

his famous school in Provincetown in 1899 and

whose success as a painter and dedication as a

CHARLES W. HAWTHORNE, "HAWTHORNE GARDEN,
PROVINCETOWN"

teacher (the Cape Cod School of Art continued

under Hawthorne until his death in 1930) was an

inspiration for the entire art colony. Hawthorne’s

marvelous late watercolors still look as fresh as if

they were painted yesterday.

Meanwhile, the house and studio where Haw-

thorne lived in Provincetown, high on a hill sur-

rounded by blueberries, is again being used as

an art school.

MICHELLE WEINBERG DE PEREYRA, "MOTHER AND CHILD"

THE HAWTHORNE SCHOOL OF ART, now in its

second season, has classes with Peter Gee,

Mitsuyo Mori, William Von der Heydt, Michelle

Weinberg de Pereyra, John Grillo, Lila Katzen,

and Ivan Chermayeff.

JONATHAN BLUM, based in Washington, D.C.,

mounted shows this year in Germany, Israel,

Louisiana, and elsewhere. For the past nine years

he has focused exclusively on the foreheads of

his subjects, including, sometimes, the hair and

eyes, and now even the nose. The limitations of

his format have led to inventive portraits that

are like no one else’s. We have not looked at the

human face until we have seen it cropped by

Blum. The elusive artist will exhibit here again

this season at Gallery Matrix, but, as has been

his pattern for the past two seasons, he will not

be present himself.

AT THE PILGRIM MONUMENT'S MUSEUM, the

steep climb up Monument Hill is rewarded by a

season-long exhibition of fascinating archival

photographs, postcards, and maps showing im-

ages of Provincetown from the early 19th century.



At the PROVINCETOWN ART ASSOCIATION &
MUSEUM, Robyn Watson and Paul Bowen have

developed a program, now in its second year, to

provide the second graders at the Provincetown

Elementary School the opportunity to curate

their own exhibitions, drawing upon work in

I

the permanent collection. Children are said to

1

be natural artists, and their curatorial choices,

i too, are spontaneous and authentic. The Art

Association produced catalogues detailing the

j

comments and sketches by these naturals. In

! response to a marine painting by Frederick

j

Waugh, second grader Liana Papaleo wrote, “The

j

sunlight sparkles on the water. It looks like the

j|
water is moving. The rocks look very real. It feels

like you are standing in the painting.” Bravo to

i Watson and Bowen for bringing the children of

\
the community face to face with real painting.

SHAUN MACDAVID, "NUDE WITH BLACK TABLE

AND WHITE CUP"

At RICE-POLAK GALLERY, directors Marla Freed-

man and Richard Polak have added several new
artists to their roster, including Mallory Lake,

Shaun MacDavid, James Wilson Rayen, Steven

Skollar, John Donovan, and Sam Barber whose

sun-filled canvasses will be shown in the season’s

finale.

THE TRURO CENTER FOR THE ARTS AT CASTLE
HILL, a former horse farm, enters its 24th year

with workshops in painting, drawing, print-

making, sculpture, photography, foundry, ceram-

ics, and fiber arts. Most classes are taught by

artists who are residents of the area, including

Paul Bowen, Marian Roth, Jim Peters, Dan Joy,

and Susan Baker. Castle Hill also offers work-

shops in poetry with Alan Dugan and Marge

Piercy, fiction with Pamela Painter, non-fiction

with Joseph P. Kahn, and memoir with Eleanor

Munro. This season the Teichman Lecture at

Castle Hill will be given by Robert Blackburn,

founder of the Printmaker’s Workshop in New
York and a recent MacArthur Fellow. Castle Hill

has redesigned its gallery into an innovative

milieu for installations and work of a personal

nature that may not be suitable to a commercial

gallery, including a pinhole camera installation

by Marian Roth and sculpture by the poet Sarah

Randolph.

New this year is the rebel UNDERGROUND GAL-

LERY, directed by Earl the Pearl de Vries, former

owner of The Joke Shop located in the base-

ment beneath Lemba’s Natural Foods on

Standish Street. Out has gone Earl’s chewing

gum that makes your mouth drip blood, out the

masks and costumes, and in the art. Go down
the steps and see.

CARY S. LEIBOWITZ/CANDYASS, "FLOWERS"

At UFO, directed by Albert Merola, a dazzling

series of shows with Richard Baker, James Balia,

Daniel Cleary, Robert Gober, Jared Handelsman,

Cary S. Leibowitz/Candyass, Michael Mazur,

Dan McCleary, Jack Pierson, Tabbool, and Helen

Miranda Wilson. The season opened with an

exhibition of flower-inspired work curated by

the greenest thumb in Provincetown, Tim Callis,

who has created, planted, and tended so many

gorgeous gardens here.

THE VISUAL ARTISTS COOPERATIVE, founded

in 1990, now has 24 members. Among this year’s

new members are Jane Eccles, Alexander Jasnow,

and Shirley Nisbet. Like the hermit crab, the

feisty VAC has no home of their own yet man-

ages to put on five shows a year in borrowed

spaces from here to Eastham. The group also

has no president. When they have a problem,

they just talk it out.

At BERTA WALKER GALLERY, perhaps the most

active gallery in town with a wide range of art-

ists showing in two exhibition spaces, one in

the East End and the other in the West End, the

outsider artist Lee Musselman stands out as the

exceptional artist that proves the rule of diver-

sity. Musselman offers a committed social con-

sciousness, especially about homelessness,

which he personally experienced, along with an

autobiographical narrative which he discovers

LEE MUSSELMAN, "MEDICINE CHILD

(IN MEMORY OF PAULA CONSTANTIN!)"

through totemic assemblages of possessions cast-

off by children. These limbless dolls with their

scratched eyes stare out at us, unblinking and

uncanny, making us remember. The torso of a

mannequin, given to him by a friend, Paula

Constantini, sat in the artist’s basement for two

months. The day he started working on the

piece, preparing the surface in order to apply gold

leaf, his friend Paula died. She was an artist who
kept many windows clean in town with her win-

dow washing business. Musselman’s piece was

later exhibited at Berta Walker for a memorial at

which Melanie Braverman read from her prose

poem, “Elegy for a Window Washer,” asking

“Where is the pool by which I imagine you bath-

ing, dear friend, . . . not the one of your recent

drowning, ... but the one you were destined to

hover close to?”
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'Fungus" CLIFFORD WHEELER

Photography

Group Photography Gallery

234 Commercial Street, Provincetown, MA 02657 •508-487-6569

In the center of town at WOHLFARTH GALLER-

IES, Lois Griffel, head of the Cape Cod School

of Art and author of a new book of technique

and color theory, Paiiuittg the Imf^ressionist Land-

scaf^e, will exhibit recent work completed dur-

ing a painting trip to Greece. Gallery director

Lavinia Wohlfarth has opened a new gallery next

door expressly to show photographs, including

work by Kathleen Bober and Cliff Wheeler.

LOCAL NEWSPAPERS AND MAGAZINES: this

spring Sarah Randolph and Melanie Braverman

produced their elegantly tall-and-thin art and lit-

erary annual. Cosmos, and a new Cosmos Press

chapbook of poems by Kate Carter. Nick Filmore

came out with a hot-shit issue of Squid, address-

ing sticky issues while looking somewhat slick

on coated paper. Sheila McGuinness, the new
editor of Provincetown Magazine, is bringing new
intelligence to our favorite tabloid, reminding us

of the era of excellence when Tina Brown was

the editor a few years ago (not the same Tina

Brown who is the editor of the New Yorker). Tony

Kahn, the editor of a new weekly newspaper,

the Provincetown Banner, brings years of journal-

istic experience and a wide knowledge of the

community. At the venerable Provincetown Ad-

vocate, now in its 127th year, Peter Steele has

taken over the editor’s desk from father Duane,

who, by the way, is writing a book about the

first weeks of the Pilgrims’ arrival here in 1620.

JUREK, "PATRICK CLARKE EUSSELL, 1993"

PATRICK CLARKE FUSSELL, the poet, artist, and

impressario who created the now legendary

Makeshift Salon in Provincetown, died this

spring. On New Year’s Day he wrote a prose

poem about his last days, "Stringy”: “I just hate,

sometimes, that you know me like this—old,

stringy with my wisdom and my sure way of

doing things. 1 liked myself better when I was

younger, pretentious, growing wings as a precau-

tionary measure in case the earth gave way, and I

fell. Now I plod silently, putting each potato in

the appropriate place—nine inches apart my step-

father says. Some may flower, some not. I spent

half my life in fear, the other half smelling out the

danger.” Fair journey, dear Patrick.

Heather Pryce-Wright, a }:>seudonym for the editor,

is the magazine's mythical director ofsales and

marketing.
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Letter from the Editor

' V:

-

One of the questions we raise in this issue oiProvincetown Arts is whether

there is such a thing as a woman artist. Certainly our featured poet, Mary

Oliver, would resent reference to her gender in any description of her

poetry. As Mark Doty, last year's cover subject, deftly elaborates in his

essay in this issue, the “I” of Oliver’s poems comes to stand for the “I” of

the reader. The individual reader, this man, that woman

—

you—becomes

non-gendered, “purified,” perhaps, through his or her identification with

the rigorous persona in Oliver's poems. In place of a social drama, her

poems enact various confrontations with the solitary individual facing all

of Nature, fi'om the flea that flies under the wing of a seagull to the dark

expanses of emptiness in intergalactic space. Oliver shows the individual,

alone, as we all are ultimately alone, not as a representative of a class

based on race, age, sex or sexual preference, but a consciousness common
to all humanity. Reading her poems, a great clearing of the head happens,

noise becomes distant and tiny, and, as she says in one poem, “we becomes

singular.”

Here at Provincetown Arts we place an emphasis on singularity in a frank

attempt to bring unity to an assortment of originals with nothing in

common except that they all are finding forms to record the dialogue the

body has with the soul. Camille Paglia is a warrior poet who says she

would have become a soldier or a nun if she had not become a writer.

Lawrence Ferlinghetti, the celebrated Beat poet, was the captain of a sub-

chaser during the Second World War. Another instance of creative colloquy

is Robert Lunday’s poem, written in Japan and mailed here to Paul Bowen,

who took the text of the poem and painstakingly burnt each letter into

the surface of a wooden sculpture. The poem arose from a trans-global

dream—Lunday envisioning his distant friend rowing in a small craft

toward him, except he was not in Japan, but nearby at Long Point. In the

dream, the sculptor waves his leather paddle while the poet sees the boat

coming without arriving, since it keeps “shapeshifting” from kayak to skiff

to rowboat. Meanwhile seagulls surround a dead bird on the beach,

marking the sand with “an angry poem of gull-footprints” and showing

that creatures firom the natural world, like humans, can write poems.

In the conversation between body and soul, the body, like a dead bird,

sometimes has difficulty making itself heard. Michael Cunningham, author

oiFlesh and Blood, speaks to us about the novelist’s awkwardness in writing

well about sex. In her extraordinary work in progress, “26 Erotic Etudes,”

published in this issue, Carole Maso proves that the difficulty can be

mastered if one’s prose is as well written as a poem. Following reading

this, we recommend a cold shower or a dip in the ocean.

—Christopher Busa

FINGER OF THE TIDE RUSHING ACROSS LONG POINT PENINSULA

PHOTOGRAPH BY AMY WHORF, 1986

'
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MARY OLIVER
NEW POEMS

From lFc5f Wind: 1

If there is life after the earth-life, will you come with me?

Even then? Since we’re bound to be something, why not

together. Imagine! Two little stones, two fleas under the

wing of a gull, flying along through the fog! Or, ten blades

of grass. Ten loops of honeysuckle all flung against each

other, at the edge of Race Road! Beach plums! Snowflakes,

coasting into the winter woods, making a very small sound,

like this

sooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo

as they marry the dusty shoulders of the pitch-pines. Or, rain

—

that gray light running over the sea, pocking it, lacquering it,

coming, all morning and afternoon, from the west wind’s

youth and abundance and jollity—pinging and jangling

down upon the roofs of Provincetown.

From West Wind: 12

You are young. So you know everything. You leap into the

boat and begin rowing. But, listen to me. Without fanfare,

without embarrassment, without any doubt, I talk directly

to your soul. Listen to me. Lift the oars from the water, let

your arms rest, and your heart, and heart’s little intelligence,

and listen to me. There is life without love. It is not worth a

bent penny, or a scuffed shoe. It is not worth the body of a

dead dog nine days unburied. When you hear, a mile away

and still out of sight, the churn of the water as it begins to

swirl and roil, fretting around the sharp rocks—when you

hear that unmistakable pounding—when you feel the mist

on your mouth and sense ahead the embattlement, the long

falls plunging and steaming—then row, row for your life

toward it.
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Dogs

Over

the wide field

they flung themselves

on the grass

the dark deer

went running,

panting

and steaming.

five dogs

screaming

It took hours

but finally

at his flanks,

at his heels.

in the half-drowned light

in the silence

my own two darlings

among them

of the summer evening

they woke

lunging and buckling

with desire

from fitful naps,

they stepped

as they leaped

for the throat

in their old good natures

toward us

as they tried

and tried again

look look

into their eyes

to bring him down.

At the lake

bright as planets

under the long lashes

the deer

plunged

—

here is such happiness when you speak their names

here is such unforced love!

1 could hear

the green wind

here is such shyness such courage!

here is the shining rudimentary soul

of his breath

tearing

but the long legs

never stopped

till he clambered

up the far shore.

The dogs

moaned and screeched

here is hope retching, the world as it is

here is the black the red the bottomless pool.
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MARY OLI\TR

Shelley

When I’m dying,

and near Paradise,

maybe

the little boat will come

like a cloud

—

like a wing

—

like a white light burning.

This morning,

in the actual fog

beside the rocking sea,

there was nothing

—

not a sail,

not a soul.

There was only this

—

an idea.

Beauty

can die all right

—

but don’t you worry,

from utter darkness

—

since opposites are, finally, the same

—

comes light’s snowy field.

And, as for eternity, what’s that

but the collation of all the hours all of us have known
of sweetness

and urgency?

The boat bounced and sparkled,

then it trembled,

then it shook,

then it lay down on the waves.

I believe in death.

I believe it is the last wonderful work.

So they spilled from the boat,

they plunged toward darkness, they drowned.

You know the story.

How the sky flares and grows brighter, all the time!

How time extends!
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Stars

Here in my head, language

keeps making its tiny noises.

I found the white skull of a bear

and it was utterly silent

—

How can I hope to be friends

with the hard white stars

and once a river otter, in a steel trap,

and it too was utterly silent.

whose flaring and hissing are not speech

but a pure radiance?

What can we do

but keep on breathing in and out.

How can I hope to be friends

with the yawning spaces between them

modest and willing, and in our places?

Listen, listen, I’m forever saying.

where nothing, ever, is spoken?

Tonight, at the edge of the field.

Listen to the river, to the hawk, to the hoof,

to the mockingbird, to the jack-in-the-f>ulp>it—

I stood very still, and looked up,

and tried to be empty of words.

then I come up with a few words, like a gift.

Even as now.

What joy was it, that almost found me?

What smooth peace?

Even as the darkness has remained the pure, deep darkness.

Even as the stars have twirled a little, while I stood here.

Then it was over, the wind

roused up in the oak trees behind me
looking up,

one hot sentence after another.

and 1 fell back, easily.

Earth has a hundred thousand pure contraltos

—

even the distant night bird

as it talks threat, as it talks love

over the cold, black fields.

Once, deep in the woods.

Mary Oliver has published eight books ofpoetry. American Primitive (Atlantic-Little, Brown) received the Pulitzer Prize in 1 984 and her

New and Selected Poems (Beacon Press) won the National Book Award in 1992. Her latest collection ofpoetry is White Pine (Harcourt

Brace). For over 30 years she and Molly Malone Cook have maintained a residence in Provincetown and her poems are virtual field guides to

the woods and dunes ofthe area. Oliver will publish a volume ofessays this fall. Blue Pastures (Harcourt Brace), the title alluding to the

color of the Atlantic Ocean. From 1 991-95 she was Banister Poet in Residence at Sweet Briar College. She will be William Blackburn

Visiting Professor this fall at Duke University. The following year she will join the faculty ofBennington College as the Catherine Osgood

Foster Chair, the first endowed chair in the history of the college. The poems appearing here will be published m West Wind, forthcoming

from Harcourt Brace in 1996.
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Natural Science:

In Praise of Mary Oliver

MARY OLIVER, PROVINCETOWN 1995 PHOTOGRAPH BY RENATE PONSOLD

BY MARK DOTY

E
arly this spring, in an Italian museum, I saw

a painting which depicts a moment in Gen-

esis before the creation of human beings. God
seems to have just stepped into the frame, on

the right hand side, onto a little strip of beach.

He stands, in those billowing robes which sug-

gest frozen wind or the wearer’s imperviousness

to gravity, arms spread before Him. From those

arms the creatures of the air and sea seem to

have just issued; three-quarters of the canvas is

filled with a wild profusion of being streaming

away from Him. The air’s full of geese and ducks

and smaller birds, flying towards the left side of

the sky; the sea’s full of dolphins and eels, fins

and tails breaking the surface of the water, along
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with the humped backs of sea serpents all hur-

rying away from the divinity and into their life

in the world. This 14th-century vision illustrates

the passage in Genesis which describes the fifth

day of creation. Here it is, in the King James

Version:

Aitti Cod said, Let the waters bring forth abun-

dantly the moving creatures that hath life, and fowl

that may fly above the earth in the open firmament of

heaven.

And God created great whales, and every living

creature that moveth, which the waters brought forth

abundantly, after their kind, and every winged fowl

after his kind, and God saw that it was good.

Under the darkened varnish, it was evident

that the painter also saw that it was good. His

details shone with delight in the world’s feath-

ered and scaled profusion, earth’s bounty of dif-

ference. Of course the painting illustrated a re-

ceived, traditional scene, an idea about the ori-

gins of things, but it was finally something more

individual than that: a celebration of observa-

tion, of the world of superb particulars, the in-

exhaustible wealth which the realms of water

and air yield.

This image arises from a moment entirely

unlike our own, from a profoundly energetic

synthesis of science, art and spirituality; the

painter wouldn’t even have thought of these dis-

ciplines as separate ways of knowing. His at-

tention to the precise patterning of feathers, the

scaffolding of wings, the overlapping scales and

flat, glassy eyes of fish is technical, exact, but it

represents not only a means of rendering what’s

out there but an expression of an attitude to-

wards it, in this case of a great exuberance, un-



bridled wonder. Our notion of objectivity is ir-

relevant here; this painter can’t portray the world

without also portraying his own feelings, with-

out also pointing towards idea.

The idea, in this case, is that the created world

is something to cherish. Gone is the medieval

sense of the world as a poor and dim place best

gotten through quickly in order to arrive at a

.
brighter life. This Renaissance painter sees the

j

realm of feather and fin—even in the days be-

I fore human life exists—as bright and flashing

I evidence of divinity; the soul's joy sparkles in

j

things, in the living, sky-filling dazzle of creation,

i Wonder linked to careful study leads to the

1
spirit’s education; what does the painter see,

I studying nature, but a vast and subtle mirror of

I

heaven’s glory?

This attitude isn’t easy for us to comprehend,

here at millennium’s end, when the observing

eye of science, the expressive eye of art, and the

moral eye of the theologian seem to us like three

separate sorts of vision. The nineteenth and

twentieth centuries have proceeded by special-

I
ization; our progress has been a matter of build-

I

ing increasingly self-contained disciplines with

little to say to one another. So it’s easy for us to

forget that science, art and religion begin in the

same emotion, which is awe.

The central project of Mary Oliver’s art is, 1

think, to return us to wonder. Awe, by nature,

arises from the unfamiliar, from encountering

what we do not know, and perhaps mostly from

! encountering what we cannot know. The speaker

!
in Oliver’s poems is, most often, a kind of repre-

j

sentative person going out into the wilderness

I in search of otherness. They are in this sense

i the least psychological poems 1 can think of; they

have very little to do with the particular circum-

stance of their speaker/writer’s life, and they are

mosdy unconcerned with questions of relation-

ships to other people, with autobiography. Oliver

wishes to make the “I” of the poem a stand-in for

the “I” of the reader, and therefore the person

who’s reporting to us on her encounters in the

wild is an Everywoman—well, even gender it-

self, great shaper of perception, isn’t much of an

issue here. In the signature Mary Oliver poem, a

subjectivity goes into the woods and meets some-

thing she tries to understand, something from

which she may, if she looks and listens hard

enough, receive instruction.

Isn’t it plain the sheets of moss, except that

they have no tongues, could lecture

all day if they wanted about

spiritual patience?

(“Landscape”)

The poet’s role, for Oliver, is to learn to lis-

ten to what has no tongue, perhaps even to be-

come that tongue, a translator for the lessons of

moss and hawk and lily. Oliver shares my Re-

naissance painter’s sense that each encounter

with the natural world contributes to the artist’s

spiritual education.

Wonder awakens the moral sense; in the face

of the marvelous, we say, how can I live up to this?

What is my life next to it? Oliver moves directly

from wonder to wondering; seeking instruction,

she asks, how shall I live? Owl and goldenrod

impart their lessons—not so much because they

have an intention as because they are an inten-

tion, are purely themselves, in full immersion in

their own beings. They have a sort of seamless

identity which the self-conscious being cannot;

from their wholeness of being comes the poet’s

lessons. The hummingbird, for instance, comes

to the trumpet vine

like a small green angel, to soak

his dark tongue

in happiness—
and who doesn’t want

to live with the brisk

motor of his heart

singing. . . .

(“Hummingbird Pauses at the Trumpet Vine”)

Those creatures which the poet of Genesis

asserts were made before us can teach us, Oliver

suggests, how to live. No wonder the poet, as

she noted in a recent interview, hides pencils in

the trees along her favorite walks; the world

through which she moves brims with incipient

revelation.

This is a very old tradition in the West (look-

ing for revelation in the woods, I mean, not hid-

ing pencils). Its ancient roots lie in spiritual tra-

ditions that regard animals and plants as meta-

phors for our conditions, behaviors, and needs.

Medieval philosophy scried the book of nature

as a sort of parallel scripture to the book of God,

an earthly text which supported and illustrated

the heavenly one. As science began to describe

a rational order in nature, the Romantics turned

to its craggy chaos as a mirror to the heart’s tu-

multuous landscapes. Taking their cue, Ameri-

can Transcendentalists located wisdom in the

greenwood, and declared the book of nature to

be more readable than any other scripture. The

woods and fields became at once the most demo-

cratic and individual of teachers. Their vision of

wilderness is deeply embedded in American cul-

ture; we believe, with them, that solitude in na-

ture returns us to ourselves, that the spirit requires

the wild, the natural, in order to breathe, and that

landscape and animal life has much to teach us.

But here at century’s end, Waldens are harder

to find. The environments in which most of us

live are anything but unmediated; it’s telling that

nature is something we go out into, something

apart from us. More readers of contemporary

poetry look out their windows onto cars and

asphalt than onto woods and fields. 1 feel in-

credibly lucky to live in a place where I can see

herons and harbor seals, humpbacks and

hawks—but even in a natural world as rich and

as happily preserved as the lower Cape’s, the

interpenetration of the natural and the built is a

source of confusion. This environment’s been

shaped and reshaped by human intervention;

what, exactly, is the relationship between the

human and the natural? The very word “natu-

ral” is problematic, pulled in all directions by

advertisers and politicians and preachers who
all use it to appeal to our conservative longings

for stability. What are natural cosmetics, natural

desires? As a human being, am / natural, or does

my self-consciousness make me a permanent

exile from paradise?

Further, when we go out expecting nature to

teach us something, we run the risk of denying

otter or sunflower their otherness, their beast

natures, transforming them into emblems—turn-

ing them, in other words, into extensions of

ourselves. In an imperiled environment, we’re

all too aware of the power we wield over those

very creatures whom we’d wish to know, whom
we’d want to inspire or educate us; the notion

of a tutelary relationship between animals and

human beings can seem old-fashioned, merely

nostalgic. Sometimes it seems that all we can

write for the natural world, in 1995, are elegies.

How is it is possible to be a “nature poet,” in

America, now?

Mary Oliver is a poet of astonishing re-

sources, of a profound and wary intelligence, and

she’s dealt with the challenges of her particular

mode—difficulties which might sink a lesser

poet—in phenomenal ways.

I’d point first to the discipline of attention,

the f^ressure Oliver brings to bear on what her

poems study; she trains her eye on the world

with a remarkable intensity. This is a particu-

larly modern strategy, to use one vehicle, one

lens as a way of seeing the world. Another Ital-

ian painter—this time a modem one, Giorgio

Morandi—might serve to illustrate what I mean.

Morandi painted bottles, mostly white ones,

over and over again, with a refined palette of

cream and taupe, ash and parchment. A room

of such paintings looks at first merely soothing,

a kind of meditative rearrangement of elements,

but on closer study the depth and drama of

Morandi’s achievement comes clear. These white

bottles are a way of exploring the movement of

light across things, a way of painting light it-

self—and they’re a vehicle for feeling, a language

of mood, of shifting circumstance and emotion.

We don’t need images of people, in these

canvases, to show us how to feel; the subdest

emotional drama is taking place, played out in

the drama on the tabletop, which is finally one

of astonishing beauty.

An extreme example, but not entirely an un-

fitting one. Because we have a tradition of “na-

ture poetry,” it’s easy to miss how profoundly

modem these poems are; we think of nature as

something already seen and understood, but

Oliver’s poems place her alone, again and again,

out in the dunes or woods or fields, her eye at-

tuned to what the day will yield. This solitary

speaker is often in a kind of crisis of being, face

to face with a world that can’t talk back to her,

and caught in a paradox that is both the source

of her blessings and nearly unbearable. What

allows her to see the world, to know and to sing

about it, is precisely the consciousness that sets

her apart. The world goes on, impelled “from

the deepest spurs of its being”; the speaker’s self-
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MARY OLIVER

consciousness makes her own being far more

difficult to fathom. She brings her troubled spirit

into the woods in search, again and again, of

cure. The poem is the document of her encoun-

I ters, in the green arena of her struggle; the

' struggles are no less visceral, difficult or brutal

I than those which take place on city streets. The

' pastoral surfaces of these poems might suggest,

at first glance, that they should be illustrated by

a Wyeth or Constable, but their real visual match,

1 think, would be a painter like Francis Bacon or

Lucien Freud, one who's after the troubled inte-

riors of the soul. Oliver’s poems remain fresh

and alive because “nature” is viewed in the light

of spiritual crisis, of struggle. She’s brave enough

to place the “I” of her poems in a kind of void,

without scaffoldings of human culture or of art,

alone with the size of her struggles.

Second, Oliver’s nature is never sentimental-

ized. The world she meets is gorgeous, but not

pretty; it is instead our clearest theater for the

study of ultimate things. She loves the world

enough to look at it headlong, the way my
painter of Creation honors the world through

the exactitude of his drawing. Here’s the entirety

of “Beside the Waterfall.”

At dawn

the big dog

—

Winston by name—
reached down

into the leaves— tulips and willows mostly

—

beside the white

waterfall,

and dragged out,

into plain sight,

a fawn;

it was scarcely larger

than a rabbit

and, thankfully,

it was dead.

Winston

looked over the

delicate, spotted body and then

deftly

tackled

the beautiful flower-like head,

breaking it and

breaking it off and

swallowing it.

All the while this was happening

it was growing lighter.

When 1 called to him

Winston merely looked up.

Grizzled around the chin

and with kind eyes,

he, too, if you’re willing,

had a face

like a flower; and then the red sun.

which had been rising all the while anyway,

broke

clear of the trees and dropped its wild, clawed light

over everything.

The question of this poem is, finally, are you

willing? Will you consent to see in the devour-

ing face a flower? Oliver’s “you” is nearly always

a substitute “I”, or a kind of common meeting

ground of selves posited somewhere between

you and 1. What might it mean for us, to be will-

ing to grant that Winston’s face—death’s face

—

is also beautiful, that the light which brightens

the world is also “clawed’? The poem’s a shock-

ing embodiment of its questions, and—perfect

strategy—it reports its scene with almost radi-

ant calm, the moral scientist’s deceptive detach-

ment. “Nature” (I place those quotes there to

wonder how we could ever think of this scene

beside the waterfall as happening apart from

ourselves) is anything but an escape; it is an en-

trance into being’s largest, deepest questions.

What, in such a world, might it mean to be a

“selP—and, if we are not separate beings, apart

in our egos and sacks of flesh, how are we to

live?

Finally, I want to point to the way that Oliver

artfully rescues her poems from predictability by

questioning their very project. Here she wrestles

with her own stratagem, while studying water

lilies:

And there you are

on the shore,

fitful and thoughtful, trying

to attach them to an idea —
some news of your own life.

But the lilies

are slippery and wild — they are

devoid of meaning, they are

simply doing,

from the deepest

spurs of their being,

what they are impelled to do . . .

(“The Lilies Break Open Over the Dark Water”)

For all her immersion in otherness, Oliver is

an enormously self-conscious poet; she watches

herself watch the world, and studies her own
interpretive work while she strives to earn our

complicity in it. This passage is a marvelous ex-

ample of her method; look what happens to it

when you take out “from the deepest/ spurs of

their being.” Then it’s a story of despair, the

writer desperately trying to make the lilies mean.

But with this phrase, their meaning emerges even

as the writer’s fretting that they may not have

one; by implication, she must also find, in her

own “deepest spurs,” what she is impelled to

do.

Oliver’s role as spokesperson for the speech-

less world might weary were it not for a bracing

undercurrent, a deep strain of doubt about the

value ofhuman consciousness. One of the things

I love most in her work is her brave willingness

Because we have a tradition of "nature

f^oetry," it's easy to miss how profoundly

modem these poems are; we think of

nature as something already seen and

understood, but Oliver's poems place her

alone, again and again, out in the dunes

or woods or fields, her eye attuned to

what the day will yield. This solitary

speaker is often in a kind of crisis of

being, face to face with a world that can't

talk back to her, and caught in a paradox

that is both the source of her blessings

and nearly unbearable. What allows her

to see the world, to know and to sing

about it, is precisely the consciousness

that sets her apart.

to doubt the worth of being human. Loving

nature, finding in it the soul’s solace, and seeing

what humankind has done to the world, how
can one not live in a troubled relation to one’s

own humanity? There’s a certain longing, in her

poems, to be no one, a longing to merge, un-

conscious, with the earth and stones and pond-

mud she loves. “And what,” she asks, looking at

autumn wildflowers, “has consciousness come

to anyway, so far,/ that is better than these light-

filled bodies?”

I’m not sure 1 believe that, say, Beethoven’s

late quartets or the Temple of the Winds, “The

Tempest” or the Duino Elegies are better than

the flowers, but I believe they’re right up there.

Oliver, of course, does too; that is why she is

a poet, a maker, a driven and passionate one.

But in her willingness to doubt, her willingness

to struggle, she enlarges herself; she descends

to negation, to meaninglessness. And she

struggles up again, her wrestling enacted com-

pletely through the masks and mannequins of

her beloved beasts and leaves and flowers, the

world which is intractably itself and also her

book of emblems. She makes her own brave

spirit visible, available to us through her loving,

exacting acts of seeing. In this way she is a model

of what real artists are: scientist, moral philoso-

pher, theologian, a student of reality so devout

she can teach us all.

Mark Doty is the author of three books ofyoetr)>,

including My Alexandria, which received the

National Books Critics Circle Award in 1 994-

His new collection, Atlantis, is forthcoming

from HargerCollins.

“Besides the Waterfall” © Mary Oliver 1994 from White

Pine, published by Harcourt Brace.

Used with permission.
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C
AMILLE PAGLIA has been my dear friend since I was a student at Bennington, where she was a young professor known

for her wit, her dizzying lecture speed, and her habit of accidentally getting three cigarettes going at once as she explained

the 50 ideas that had just occurred simultaneously to her. When I arrived at Bennington in 1973, 1 expected it to be a combination of 19th-

century Oxford and 1960s Columbia, with a sprinkling of beat poetry over all. Instead I found myself lost among the cynical, ultra-sophisticated

students, some of whom were so languid they seemed in need of CPR. Then there was Camille, who was 26, just out of graduate school,

obnoxious, hilarious, always in trouble, and whose particular area of expertise was not, say, Beckett's Use of the Letter P. No, she had settled for

reinterpreting all of western literature and art.

"I thought she was a witch," recalled one classmate. She had the charismatic energy that can give rise to superstition. She zipped around the

campus in her brilliant green Mustang, loved barbecued ribs, and could quote any scene from The Importance of Being Earnest, giving exquisite

analyses of the best lines. She was the intellectual I had waited all my life to meet.

She used to speak with absolute matter-of-fact simplicity of what she would do when she became famous. Sometimes, especially after she was

fired from Bennington and was teaching night school in a helicopter factory, I doubted her. I was wrong. All three of her books. Sexual Personae:

Art and Decadence from Nefertiti to Emily Dickinson (1990), Sex, Art, and American Culture (1992), and Vamps and Tramps (1994), have become

national best-sellers.

Camille is also the only woman I've known who has made good on the common feminine dream of striking an errant man with a furled

umbrella. And she got a full refund on the umbrella (it had developed, she claimed, a "hairline fracture"). So, I can be proud to say that although

she has turned down requests for advice from both the Democrats and the Republicans, nothing I do can keep Camille from advising me.

Camille Paglia: “Angel with a Flaming Sword”

HEIDI JON SCHMIDT: Camille! How are

you?

CAMILLE PAGLIA: As usual, 1 am com-

pletely frazzled—but what else is new in our

lives, Heidi? This has been going on for, like, 25

years!

HS: That’s right. We were completely frazzled

even before you were famous! You did not need

to be spectacularly famous to be spectacularly

frazzled.

CP: You and 1, Heidi, have been in a state of

frazzlement for most of our lives—whether it’s

from family pressure or just the state of western

civilization 1 can’t be sure.

HS: We’re making an art of it!

CP: 1 just got back from New York where 1 was

asked to give the award for best screenplay by

the New York Film Critics Circle. 1 presented it

to Quentin Tarantino, who is just as much of a

motor mouth as you or 1!

HS: Horrors.

CP: And at dinner we sat next to Robert Redford

and Paul Newman, so that was all very exciting.

But Heidi, I’ve been thinking about how long

we’ve been having this conversation. How long

does it go back?

HS: 1973 or ’74—that was my first year at

Bennington.

CP: I arrived at Bennington in 1972, my first job

coming out of graduate school at Yale, and, boy,

was 1 wet behind the ears, knowing nothing

about life whatever!

HS: You got a lot done that first year before me,

too.

CP: That’s right. There was one scandal after an-

other before you even arrived on the campus!
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God, I was just such a novice at life. It was ’60s

hubris. I was at Bennington for eight years. You

know, I thought it was going to be boring up in

rural Vermont. Little did 1 dream it would be a

scandal a minute! Until finally they fired me af-

ter that fist fight at the college dance. Were you in

my freshman class?

HS: Absolutely. I went to meet you and I

thought, “She talks faster than I do!” and there-

upon, I signed up, but I was afraid to go to your

office.

CP: And that’s when we first got to know each

other.

HS: Yes, because 1 was having man troubles, and

as I was blurting them to everyone, I naturally

blurted them to you.

CP: Did you take “Aestheticism and Decaden-

ce”?

HS:Of course! How could I resist? [The texts were

Swinburne, Baudelaire, Huysmans, Gautier,

Wilde.]

CP: That course!—from the first semester I of-

fered it, it attracted every weirdo on campus to

my classroom and created incredible problems

for me. I just wasn’t prepared, at Bennington in

the early ’70s, for the whole decadence that

didn’t really hit the culture until 10 years later

—

the cocaine decade depicted in Brett Easton Ellis’

novels. I was completely unprepared for these

rich bitch, decadent students, hedonistic and

self-destructive. We of the ’60s, We were quite

naive in our way. We were quite Rousseauist,

quite romantic, and it was sort of like, 1 don’t

know, Wordsworth encountering Baudelaire!

HS: It was like Baudelaire encountering Brett

Easton Ellis!

CP: I was utterly unprepared for my experience

with the kind of cynical, manipulative student

that I met. Certainly not you, Heidi!

HS: You accused me of looking like a milkmaid, I

think.

CP: Yes, you were in your Dutch girl phase! I

remember that. Did you also take “Blooms-

bury”?

HS:1’m sure that 1 took every course that I could

with you.

CP: And eventually you ended up doing your

Oscar Wilde thesis with me. My memory of

course is of you sitting in front of my desk sys-

tematically mutilating a paper clip!

HS: I had to, you were making me nervous!

CP: Oh, that was the life-sized Mick Jagger post-

ers that were plastered all over my office!

HS: No, it was you that was making me ner-

vous!

CP: May I ask why?

HS: Because you were seizing like a beaked bird

on things that 1 did not expect to have seized

upon! I never knew what it would be next—it

was fascinating.

CP: Was I psychoanalyzing you?

HS: You were analyzing me as if 1 were the lost

city of Troy! I would say something 1 thought

was trivial, and you would deduce volumes from

it! I would be sitting there stunned, and I would

need to break up another paper clip to calm my-

self down.

CP: So at the point when you were doing your

thesis with me, I was writing the thing that be-

came the book Sexual Personae.

HS: Absolutely. Everything was Apollonian and

Dionysian, and little did I know that wasn’t the

main line of English Literature! In my graduate

school teaching I was finding the Apollonian and

Dionysian in Edith Wharton or whoever, and I

just assumed that all the other teachers were



teaching this as well!

CP: I was teaching all these bizarre courses at

Bennington. It was a wonderful crucible for me
to be testing my ideas out, because at Bennington

you could teach whatever you wanted. Part of

the general chaos of the college was that there

was no kind of control over us in that way. In

fact that was true of everything in that period,

including what was going on in the general cul-

ture. We were in the disco period in music. You

were always interested in dance music.

HS: Do you remember driving to that bar in Troy,

New York?

CP: Yes!

HS: And you said, “I’m going to teach you how
to cruise.”

CP: Oh my God, as if /was successful! 1 was the

biggest failure at cruising in all of world history! I

have never succeeded, and / was dreaming to

teach you’

HS: Frankly, I could tell that you weren't a good

cmiser, but 1 did follow you around and watch. You

went about five paces, and then you would stop

dead still and turn from right to left, right to left.

CP: 1 still had great hopes for lesbian culture at that

time. I imagined thatsomewhere, somehow 1 would

find the dream girl, who of course never showed

herself. That was a very long period, another one

of my sexual droughts. So much of my life has

been spent in nunlike, seethingly sexual, soli-

tary confinement!

HS: You are happily involved now.

CP: I’m very happily involved now, for the last

two years. But back in those days, you had to

drive an hour, to Albany, New York, to find civi-

lization.

HS: That’s right, except for the seething lesbian

culture at Bennington, where 5 women alter-

nated among themselves.

CP: And they all were the most dreary types!

They were practically creating P.C. culture, those

women.

HS: It’s true. That was where I flew to you in

my terror of P.C. There were popular ideas which

one was supposed to subscribe to whether they

were true or not. Ideas that were supposed to

be better than truth. Like: men and women are

exactly alike. Or, you were supposed to be able

to have sex without becoming emotionally at-

tached. I think you’re better at this than I am.

CP: (ruefully) Oh, no.

HS: But I would get attached to people and ev-

erybody would say, “What’s the matter with

you?” ‘Why is sex so important to you?” asked

Gail Parker.

CP: Oh, the president. You were actually having

conversations about your sex life with the col-

lege president?

HS: She was my advisor.

CP: And a great advisor she was! She was run

out of town on a rail, too!

HS: That’s right! Why was sex so important to

her?

CP: The famed adultery that ended up in the

pages ot Esquire, memorialized by Nora Ephron.

Though apparendy the most pernicious thing

was that Gail wasn't having sex with her lover. I

mean it looked like a very weird withered up

father-daughter fixation. That’s the strangest and

most decadent part of that story. They were pre-

tending to have sex but they weren’t!

HS: They were really ahead of their time!

CP: Actually it’s like Bill and Hillary, now that I

think of it. You know Gail Thain Parker had defi-

nite Hillary qualities.

HS: Unfair to Hillary.

CP: It’s a certain kind of WASP style that’s cor-

dial but trapped in some way, in its own cold

ambition. I admire Hillary but there’s something

self-thwarting about her. Actually, Bennington,

then, was at its high point. Nowhere since have

1 had such interesting students.

Sometimes they were dyslexic

or psychotic or delusional, but

what interesting minds they all

had! Students have become

more and more banal—part of

the general banality of the cul-

ture. But those Bennington stu-

dents were very important to

forming my ideas. And or/r con-

versations, Heidi, as you well

know, have been one of the

primary sources ofmy research

about male and female, and

about sexual relationships. 1

mean, every single thing, the en-

tire saga ofyour life, Heidi, cer-

tainly entered in, deef'ly, to

Sexual Personae in ways that

people would be scandalized

about. I do not know why
people are blaming me for a lot

of things, when they should be

blaming you for providing so

much of the raw material!

HS: I was the laboratory rat in the maze! You

can’t blame the rat, you just give it an injection

at the end!

CP: Who can forget that graduation day when
your family came up and gave one of the great

Dickensian performances of all time? I mean, I

thought only ethnic families were in such a state

of embroilment!

HS: We have none of the benefits of ethnicity

except for the drama!

CP: I will never forget your mother in that skimpy

minidress as she swirled around and lambasted

your father at the reception!

HS: Great for her to have such a large audience,

to make it count!

CP: The vividness of self-expression in your fam-

ily has certainly been very influential in my think-

ing! So you graduated, and in the late 70’s we

began corresponding. And I think our letters to

each other were certainly very important in help-

ing both of us as writers.

HS: Absolutely! My letters to you are everything

to me as a writer. Speak of Dickens, I’ve been

shipping my life out to you in weekly install-

ments for years.

CP: So you went to Hartford. And then when I

got fired from Bennington, I ended up moving

back to New Haven to finish Sexual Personae at

the Yale library, and I was teaching briefly at

Wesleyan. So we were very nearby and I started

coming up to have dinner with you at that In-

dian restaurant. And we’ve been chronicling

each other’s romantic lives all this time.

HS: The entire emotional lives, because we can-

not forget the family lives, of which we have

not missed a punch.

CP: It’s such an amazing principle, as you and I

observed a long time ago, that lovers, the intense

relationships, go in and out of one’s life, while

friendsbif^ is the continuity. Think of how many

lovers we have complained to each other about

over the phone!

HS: Who we wouldn’t be able to find now.

CP: Their names are shrouded in the mists of

history! And the number of hours

—

woman

hours—we have spent on the phone. Or the

emergency late-night calls. I might caO you from

wherever 1 was, sometimes from a highway.

HS: Or if I was in the grocery store and I’d be

paged.

CP: What? What grocery store?

HS: That all-night grocery store at the bottom

of the hill—the Price Ghopper!

CP: I had you paged in a grocery store? That is

how desperate I was in some romantic crisis?

HS: It might have been after you stormed out of

that lesbian-feminist dinner party where the

women professors were insisting men and

women were exactly alike. And 1 remember ask-

ing, “How did they decide they’d rather sleep

with women then?”

CP: I tell reporters my ideas come from three

different areas. First is my book research as a

scholar. Second is my experience as a member

of the sexual revolution and as someone who
had a massive gender dysfunction when young.

Third, my ideas come through observation and

dialogue. 1 listen to people at shopping malls, on

busses, and so on—and to my friends. Like this

exchange you and I have been having, this

long-running scientific experiment of our mu-

tual romantic relationships, and our just constant
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discourse over such a long period. People often

say to me accusingly, “Well, you’re not married!”

or “You're not involved with a man!” I’ll say, ‘Yes,

but my immediate friends are!” And 1 will make

veiled allusions to my sources. Heidi, you must

stand up and take the blame for this!

HS: I’ll pop up from underneath the black hood

for one minute—an unindicted co-conspirator!

CP: Here she is—the Wizard of Oz! After Hart-

ford, did you go to Iowa?

HS: I went to Iowa because, in the Indian res-

taurant, over the tandoori chicken, you told me
to go there! I had never heard of the Iowa Writer’s

Workshop, but you told me to go, so I did!

CP: 1 have a notebook in which for 30 years, 1

have recorded great remarks by my friends, and

I have little pieces of your letters pasted in here.

One of my favorites from that period is when
you were going to a costume ball that evening,

and you wrote, “1 am going as Madame Bovary,

but 1 can’t think how to make it obvious!”

HS: And why is that your favorite? Because it

was obvious in every bone in my body that I am
Madame Bovary?

CP: Finding a costume that screams Madame
Bovary—it’s drag queen material! There are hi-

larious snapshots of our lives in these quotes.

HS: One of my favorite remarks of yours was

when you said “Heidi, why must you surround

yourself with all these Dickensian characters?”

And 1 said, ‘Well, what about my husband?” And

you cocked your head for a second and said, “It’s

true. He’s Melvillian.” So I was forgiven.

CP: One thing that draws us together is that we
believe in a dramatic, expressive vocal style. This

is why I don’t like contemporary fiction, because

most of it is dead as a doornail. It utterly lacks

the vitality of the spoken voice.

HS: Though it thinks it has the vitality of the spo-

ken voice. It actually mimics the voice of the tele-

vision situation comedy.

CP: Yes! The thing is that my boisterous conver-

sational style is certainly coming from my eth-

nic past, which is why I feel a rapport with

working-class African-American culture. The

minute you get people moving into the middle-

class, working in an office, then they have to

scale down their body language and the loud-

ness and theatricality of their spoken style. This

is why 1 have never succeeded in institutions

which involve teamwork, such as sitting on com-

mittees. I’m too disruptive. You and I are both

very loud and very expressive. But where you’re

getting it from is unclear.

HS: Well, certainly it comes from my mother.

My father never said anything at all.

CP: I’m quite interested in this issue, because I

think that the oral tradition is veiy powerful in

the history of the arts.

HS: And essential. The British have it far beyond

the Americans, and the British aren’t loud or

emotionally expressive, but certainly they live

by language.

CP: Yes, it’s very odd how comfortable I feel in

England. There’s a level of verbal intensity over

there that makes me seem much more normal

than I do over here. One thinks of the British as

very decorous. They believe it’s vulgar to be too

autobiographical. But there’s a strange combi-

nation of decorum and propriety about the per-

sonal, combined with this intense verbal expres-

sion, in every level of society there, from the

working class up to the Oxford-Cambridge class.

HS: And that style allows them a subtlety of ex-

pression that Americans don’t even aspire to.

CP: It’s hyperconsciousness of the verbal. They

are exquisitely conscious of every syllable that

you’re saying, and they listen intently, to intona-

tions. They love humor, so you can be very ag-

gressive and they find you humorous. Over here,

if you’re aggressive, they find you overbearing,

you’re a bitch, you’re a castrator. Last time I was

in London, I was at the airport ticket counter,

and all of a sudden the line lurched forward, and

1 said, “Ah, the queue is moving forward at

breathtaking speed! I am cjuite dizzy!”, and every-

one laughed. Imagine doing that at an American

airport, people would take you away in a paddy

wagon!

HS: It would be like the man who said he thought

his bladder was going to explode as he went

through the metal detector, and they put him in

jail for 4 days. Because he mentioned explosions!

CP: My favorite incident with an airport metal

detector was when I had found a rubber chicken

at a notion shop at home over Christmas in Syra-

cuse. I loved it, I loved this rubber chicken which

Groucho Marx might have used, so I had to carry

it onto the plane with me. Well it must have

been coated with metallic paint, because the

entire image of this rubber chicken came up on

the screen! And the black security guards were

laughing uproariously. They went, “What do you

have in that bag?” And it was like, “Hey, Hal,

look at this!” You have not lived until you have

seen a rubber chicken on the screen at the air-

port!

HS: Now this is emblematic, because I think one

of the most important things I have learned from

you is that the essential is everywhere. I know
that you would never turn your nose up at a

rubber chicken. You will enjoy the chicken! You

will find the significance in the rubber chicken!

CP: Yes. Everything is meaningful.

HS: Yes! And in modem day America, people

are constantly looking for the signif.cant with a

capital S, and they miss the truth, because they’re

afraid to be considered silly, or afraid that they

will be considered trivial because they examine

the trivial.

CP: Yes, I really think that! That truth is in the

ordinary. In fact that’s a kind of Zen insight.

HS: There’s no truly great artist who has failed

to realize that.

CP: There’s a childlike quality to creativity. Ifyou

are afraid to make a fool of yourself, you can

never be fully creative. People are much too in-

terested in seeming lofty and serious—it’s com-

ing out of this French post-stmcturalist thing,

Lacan, Derrida, and Foucault. These people

imagine themselves very superior to everything.

And you know when people act like that, that

they are completely blocked off from the truth.



Israel, and around the world.

HS: And even, as you say, in the academy. This

is the terrifying thing. Because it’s one thing to

say, we’re this brash, energetic young country,

but if we’re not developing an intellectual tradi-

tion, a tradition where we think deeply and

broadly

—

CP: Absolutely. The campus is as polarized as

anywhere else. You have the people who call

themselves progressive, and they hate people

whom they call reactionary and conservative,

the My unhappy experience is that the so-called

“The entire scya ofjour life, Heidi,

entered deeply into Sexual Personae,

in ways that would scandalize

people. I don ’t know why people are

blaming me when they should he

blamingyouJor providing so much

of the raw material!”

That’s why 1 take great care to be constantly

exf’lodittg (1 hate to use the word explode again)

my own fame. When Sp>y magazine asked me

to write that advice to the lovelorn column,

people said “Oh, you won’t be taken seriously if

you do that.” I said, “Oh, really? Well, that means

I must do it all the more.” You must know how
to play. If you can’t play, then you can’t create!

The essence of the ’60s was: we believed in

speaking the truth, we believed in great art, but

we didn’t believe in fromfrosity and posturing in

this kind of establishment style! People in

university are the biggest bunch of idiots

right now, and they take themselves so seri-

oiislyl The whole effort of the '60s to revise

that, to question it, to overturn it, simply

failed because so many of us didn’t go into

the professions. But that just brings us back

to Bennington again. When I first knew you,

and was writing Sexual Personae, 1 was still

imagining that my ideas would be under-

stood. And then the tow/ rejection of all that

work, in the early ’80s. I had totally given

up. 1 had been fired from Bennington, my
academic career seemed like it was over, I

was on the unemployment line, I had these

part-time jobs.

HS: Pigeons in the Classroom! Remember

pigeons in the classroom? It still troubles me
that a lot of people haven’t read Sexual Personae,

that they're judging you on the Sfry column and

such.

CP: Well, that doesn't trouble me because I’ve

always said that it takes 10 years for an original

book to reach its audience. I’m way, way ahead.

After all. I've had three best-sellers in five years.

HS: Well, you've always been prescient in this

way.

CP: If one's work was immediately accepted and

absorbed, then the revolution that one was do-

ing was not that much needed. When I was a

college student in the '60s, one of my favorite

book series collected early critical responses to

major authors, and I found it fascinating how
almost every important work, whether in litera-

ture or philosophy or whatever, was always met

with misunderstanding, derision, and indiffer-

ence. That in fact seems to be the definition of

the arrival of a major work! Not to compare my-

self with Emily Bronte, but the criticism of

Wuthering Heights is so stupid it’s hilarious! Com-
pared to the great neglected geniuses like Emily

Bronte and Emily Dickinson, I have already en-

joyed five years of amazing attention and ac-

claim. They got nothing back. No one in their life-

times ever said: “This is a major work.”

HS: That brings me to the second thing that most

troubles me about the intellectual community,

which is that there’s not a grain of subtlety. Ev-

erything is like MacNeil-Lehrer, where people

who have fixed ideas, from opposite sides, talk

f^ast each other, without listening, without the

slightest concern for solving the problem at hand.

CP: Everything is very politically polarized in the

country. I’ve complained constantly that there’s

a sterile liberal vs. conservative dichotomy and

that we lack the kind of defined gradations of

political thinking that are the norm in Europe,

progressives are completely mediocre. They’re

at the Village Voice level of political insight. They

have no sense at all of the larger world, no

present experience of life. And the people called

conservatives are unfortunately much more var-

ied: they generally include people who still be-

lieve in art! It’s very discouraging when I go out

to college campuses, because one senses how
demoralized everyone is, how exhausted they

are from their political battles. I just love to get

back to my own campus, the University of the

Arts, in Philadelphia. There I’m dealing with ap-

prentice artists who are struggling to earn a liv-

ing at part-time jobs to stay in school. There’s a

sense of reality. My visits to the elite schools are

excruciating. You can feel the fatigue, the de-

spair, the passivity and the negativity, the lack

of fresh thinking. As far as the humanities are

concerned, our major universities are in a state

of incredible decadence right now. So what I’m

trying to do is to appeal to the young, and that

is succeeding. I’m invited to campuses either by

dissident faculty or by students. And I’m always

boycotted by the major faculty who imagine

themselves progressive, and so I exfrose them! I

arrive, a thousand people turn out, it’s incred-

ibly energetic, and the students look around and

they see who’s not there. The faculty tries to stop

them from going, which happened at Wellesley

College a year ago. Some English department

faculty put it on the E-Mail, urging the students

not to attend my lecture. Now, where are we,

when at a major women’s college, you have fac-

ulty trying to stop the students from seeing one

of the most famous woman writers in the world

right now—who has written a 700-page book

on the whole history of literature and art, pub-

lished by Yale University Press?

HS: Even if they disagree with every word you
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say, why try to control these students' minds?

CP; The American academy is usually seen as

divided between people who support the canon,

traditional learning, and those who are trying to

expand in the new directions of popular culture

and multiculturalism and gender studies. I’ve ac-

tually outflanked my critics. In terms of scholar-

ship and traditional learning, my opponents may

be very knowledgeable in one area, but none of

them have the broad learning that I do. So not

only do 1 uphold the canon, but I’ve also stopped

them, like the angel with the flaming sword, on

the other side, where my writing on popular cul-

ture is far more vivid and influential than theirs.

And of course 1 am now in the popular culture.

They can’t escape me! My real effect is on the

students. I am liberating them so they can think

for themselves. And there is a huge popular re-

sponse. At the University of Chicago last fall, in

their biggest theater, this enormous crowd

turned out—but of course I was boycotted by

the hipsters as usual. I began by saying that once

the University of Chicago was known for its

scholarship. 1 applied there for grad school and

was accepted. 1 said I would have been glad to

have gone because it was so distinguished, but

now it has become so PC. that I would not dream

of going there nor would I advise anyone else to

either. And the entire crowd cheeredl Amazingly!

Something very, very strange is going on in the

culture. I’m out there like an Amazon warrior,

and I have literally changed the culture around

my critics.

HS; What has surprised you most as you’ve trav-

elled around?

CP: At Brown University, I was surrounded by

this screaming mass of very pampered, affluent,

white middle-class girls. The infantilism of these

Ivy League students was shocking. They clearly

had deep psychological problems, not coming

from their individual personalities but from the

general culture. When 1 compare these girls to

the kind of student I had at Bennington, who all

had their own individual personalities or style,

whether bohemian, or urbanite, they had a level

of self-possession—even when they were annoy-

ing! Something has happened, and the white

upper middle-class girls in this culture are in an

appalling state of desolation and crisis.

HS: What can we do to rescue art?

CP: 1 think art is making a comeback. People are

getting very sick of the low level of fiction and

painting and sculpture and videos, and even

dance, that’s emanating from the PC. wing of

leftist politics. 1 think the cliches have become

very apparent. Certainly the cliches of race, gen-

der, class, were obvious to you and me years

ago and were making us despair. The trendy topi-

cality, the maudlin AIDS melodramas, which

some people mistake for artistic insight

—

HS: Yes, speak of grandiosity and pomposity!

The desperation of the American artist to find a

Big Subject

—

CP: Yes, because so many of them are white

middle-class types who have never had any im-

portant experience in their lives. They didn’t

know the Depression, or the rise of Nazism, they

didn’t go off to the Spanish Civil War. They are

desiderate for something important, rather than

realizing that they can just write out of the reve-

latory ordinariness of their own lives. I despise

this use of AIDS as a big crutch metaphor of our

times. In Vainids and Tramps, I have a memoir of

four of the six gay men who have had a huge

effect on me. Two of them died of AIDS, but

the way they died was not the most important

thing about them. That is not what made them

valuable to culture. I’m tired of this sanctimony

about AIDS. In fact. I’m one of the few people

who has said openly, “Stop with the AIDS rib-

bons!’’—the constant red badge on every per-

son who comes up to give an award in Holly-

wood!

HS: It’s puritanical, it’s the sanctimony of the

puritans saying, “I’m a better Christian than you

are.”

CP: It’s phariseeism!—the hypocritical public dis-

play of your own charity. And this past week-

end at the Golden Globe Awards—the first ma-

jor awards show since I made my statement in

Movieline magazine last fall—guess what? Hardly

anyone was wearing a ribbon. It’s clear a lot of

liberal people were unhappy with this. There

was coercive pressure behind the scenes at these

awards shows, ideologues forcing these ribbons

on people.

HS: Making a fad out of other people’s deaths.

CP: Right! The ribbon has become virtually

meaningless at this point, it’s a kitsch cliche. Gay

men created fashion, for heaven’s sake, and these

tacky ribbons interfered with that. For me, what

gay men have done for aesthetics is much more

important in the history of the world than the

way they have sickened and died. Spirit and

imagination are greater than the body.

HS: You discuss the gay male contribution to

western culture at length in Sexual Personae.

CP: Yes, it’s one of my inspirations.

HS: What alternative lives can you imagine for

yourself had you not been a writer?

CP: Either a soldier or a nun! If my father had

not been the only one of his 10 siblings to go to

college (which he did on the G.I. Bill after World

War II), I might well have gravitated toward the

military. I can also imagine being behind the

scenes at an Italian opera. 1 think 1 would be

very, very good as a stage manager, the person

who is in a constant state of agitation, yelling

things like “Where is the tiara for the third act?

And where are the horsesf I would love that, I

would love to be behind the scenes of a gigantic

opera production!

HS: All the world’s a stage, Camille! If you had a

daughter what would you want for her?

CP: If I had a daughter. I’d pity her!

HS: I’d worry about her a little myself!

CP: I’d foresee her future hook Mommy Dearest.

1 would want her to be an independent being

who would develop her own talents and think

for herself.

HS: What past epochs were women best off in?

CP; What?

HS: What past epochs were women best off in?

What epoch would you pick

—



CP: Oh, I thought you meant E-P-l-C! Like Virgil!

Well, for me we’re best off now and in America

because 1 can be whatever 1 want to be. There is

!

no other time in history, or any other place in

the world, where 1 could express myself more

fully. Probably the other ideal moment for me
would have been the 1830s in Paris, the period

of George Sand. Or the 1890s, Oscar Wilde’s

London. Or possibly Shakespeare’s London. But

I’m happy to be alive now.

HS: Me too. And 1 think you, and others, are

working to fix things, so that there’s room for

people to speak a sentence that has a complex

idea in it, that people don’t have to simply agree

with one party line or another.

CP: This is the problem, when you live in places

like Provincetown or Cambridge or Manhattan,

or any of the college campuses, like Ann Arbor,

New Haven, or Princeton. They are under the

most horrible reign of political correctness. Last

I

February, speaking at Harvard, at the Kennedy

I
School of Government, 1 was just ayyalled. Be-

I fore the speech I had dinner with the Fellows,

! maybe 50 in all, very prominent people from

the media and academe and politics who are

I spending their year at the Kennedy School. And

the level of conformity of thought was absolutely

I mind-boggling! The smug desiccated white bour-

jj

geois liberalism there! I speak as a libertarian, a

I

radical ’60s libertarian, not a conservative. 1 am
very lucky. I have the ability to be free, to stay

: outside every mental ghetto. 1 teach in down-

I

town Philadelphia, in the very sophisticated,

fast-track area of the gay bars. A lot of people

would kill to live right there. But 1 try to avoid

I people whose cultural interests are too similar

^ to mine. As an intellectual, 1 make an effort to

live in middle America, in suburbia, to try to keep

my ear close to the ground. That is how I re-

j

main an astute observer of the culture. You have

to be a kind of exile in your own land. The

minute you surround yourself with people who
agree with you, it sucks you into this quagmire,

the quagmire of PC. that now engulfs every

single formerly interesting heterodox area!

Provincetown was once one of the most inno-

! vative

—

HS: —alive

—

CP: —one of the most cutting edge places on

the globe. But it has slowly turned itself into one

I

of the most suffocating cells of political correct-

ness. Cambridge has too. To enter that zone is

' to commit cultural suicide. You become part of

the establishment. When we went up there for

I my first lecture several years ago my Vintage

publicist Katharine Barrett said, “People at

Harvard are in golden handcuffs.” 1 love being

this sort of commando figure. As a lecturer, 1

I

come in like a SCUD! 1 teach in the morning, 1

!
tramp down the streets of Philadelphia, get in

my car, go to the airport, get on the plane. 1 feel

I’m coming in over these universities in a war-

I

plane. I speak out, I name names, 1 agitate the

students, and then I leave and allow them to

setde their business!

^

HS: Next question: What are we going to do
I without religion, as we grow more and more

atheistic, as we lose our sense of belief?

CP: Well, what I see in the world is a movement

back toward religious fundamentalism.

HS: Well, yes, but I think fundamentalism usu-

ally stems more from fear of the void than from

real belief.

CP: I see an increase in the power of evangelical

Christianity. And an increase in Roman Catho-

lic belief. People think the Catholic hierarchy is

waning, but they’re very mistaken. In fact, Ca-

tholicism is very powerful, especially among the

young worldwide. I see fundamentalism gain-

ing in power, and my analysis is that this is a

response to the failure of modernism. Modern-

ism thought that it was possible to live without

belief. It turned against the organized codes, but

modernism was powerful in the arts for only

one generation. It produced great masterworks-

Woolf and Joyce and Proust and Mann-but it’s

over! Post-modernism is just disastrous and

trivial. I think the world is turning back to reli-

gion. Only small cadres of artists and intellectu-

als imagine that religion is dead. I have been

warning about this for years. The Republican

sweep of 1994 was no surprise to me. There was

a gross underestimation of the power of the right.

Progressive thinkers long ago should have real-

ized that the left for the last 20 years has be-

come spiritually empty. I don’t believe in God,

but I have a healthy respect for huge metaphysi-

cal questions, a sense of awe about the mystery

of the universe. Progressive politics have become

simplistically social constructionist—all this

bitching about authority figures, all this whining

about social structures as if they are responsible

for all the evil in the universe! So the progres-

sive wing of the Democratic party has itself to

blame for this debacle. We must pull the people

back toward the middle, away from any nar-

row, sectarian piety. As a Clinton Democrat, I’m

quite concerned about what’s happening in

Washington. My party has self-destructed. But

the people who have taken over the Republican

party are anti-art!

HS: In the deepest sense!

CP: They are utilitarians. They do not understand

art. They really are puritans, workaholic puri-

tans who see only the economic realities of

things. But the left has itself to blame, because it

itself has become anti-art with its Stalinist insis-

tence that art must conform to a social agenda

and be made a vehicle of approved messages, of

compassion and concern and so on, for margi-

nalized groups. The left itself killed art. There’s

a huge audience out there that wants to know
and love art. I consider it my evangelical mis-

sion to rescue art from the ideologues and mor-

alists on both sides of the political spectrum.

HeidiJon Schmidt is the author ofa story collection,

The Rose Thieves (Harcourt Brace Jovanovich).

She lives in Provincetown.
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QIAEL CUNNINGHAM has been a freqpent’

>vincetown ever since his stint as a Fine

,terWriting Fellow in the early 1960^^^

el and I have been friends for

only recently that we

pth talk, writer t^j^

we love

^ our ambitionsrj^

numv mc criM

ofthe World, and the recently

released Flesh and Blood; a play.

Wonderland; and short stories in the

New Yorker, Atlantic Monthly, and

Penguin Book ofGay Short Fiction .

His awards include fellowships from

the Guggenheim Foundation and the

National Endowment for the Arts.

This interview took place on a brisk, bright

afternoon in late March, over Chinese food and

volumes of coffee, in the New York loft Michael shares with his

companion of eight years, Ken Corbett, a psychotherapist.

Their living room looks out over lower AAanhattan toward the

World Trade Center; in the comer stands a decorative screen, a

collaboration between Provincetown artists Polly Burnell and

Richard Baker, it was only a few hours before the opening of

the Whitney Biennial, and Michael was fretting about that

age-old question: what to wear?
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A TALK WITH MICHALL CUNNINCHAM
BY PAUL LISICKY

PAUL LISICKY: Is there any truth to the rumor

that you first wanted to be a painter?

MICHAEL CUNNINGHAM: When I was a young

kid I drew and painted. At seven or eight, I did

religious scenes—crucifixions and madonnas and

Christ childs. We weren’t Catholic, so I don’t

know where 1 got this from. My mother bought

me a big piece of canvasboard. It must have been

18 by 24 inches, but it felt like the wall of the

Sistine Chapel to me. My masterpiece, my piece

de resistance, was a painting of a graveyard at

night with all these litde souls rising up out of

their graves and going towards heaven. The souls

had litde Barbie faces and long hair, and there’s

a tiny heaven in the right-hand comer. And I

just thought I’d be a painter.

PL: What prompted your shift away from paint-

ing?

MC: I realized one dark night that 1 wasn’t tal-

ented enough. I was talented enough to know
what a good painting was and not talented

enough to create one. 1 was really broken up

about it.

PL: I’ve always sensed the influence of visual art

upon your work.

MC: Things arrive visually. Whatever led me to

become a painter when 1 was younger is still in

my head. It has a lot to do with the way in which

the writing emerges.

PL: You’ve written that your work results from

an “often uneasy marriage between design and

intuition,” that you get hold of a “vivid mental

image and work backward and forward from

there.” Could you talk more about that?

MC: That’s how it works for me. I get a strong,

disembodied image. Writing Home at the End of

the World, 1 somehow saw a woman standing in

a little suburban backyard, tearing out a little

piece of her hair. 1 didn’t quite know what it

was or what it meant, but I wrote from that,

and it became an image in the book. I don’t think

it’s the central image.

PL: That was Alice in the backyard?

MC: Right. It wasn’t the singular grain of the

book, but it was one of the pivotal points, one

of the first forms in which it arrived. 1 don’t mean
to sound pretentious or otherworldly, but it feels

a little psychic sometimes. Not that 1 think some

higher intelligence is sending me these mes-

sages—I’m not quite that deluded—but 1 do tune

into them in the way that psychics do.

PL: It’s usually a visual image, then, rather than

an emotion or a character that drives your writ-

ing?

MC: It’s an image that leads to an emotion that

leads to a character. That seems to be the rough

breakdown of the sequence.

PL: It occurred to me not long ago that your

books are structured around a sequence of pow-

erful, reverberating images, in the manner of the

lyric novel. When I mentioned this to a poet

friend recently, she seemed to be surprised that

there would be any other way around which to

organize a novel. Which led me to believe that

you think like a poet.

MC: I think there are endless possibilities. 1 know
a lot of gifted writers who work so differently

that it’s hard to imagine that they come from

the same species, let alone engage in the same

fundamental work. 1 can’t quite imagine work-

ing from plot. 1 don’t know any writers whom 1

admire who work that way, who have a story

in mind and find characters to act it out. That

seems to bring about an artificiality that’s poi-

son.

PL: Updike has described his ideal reader as a

young boy who wanders into a library and ran-

domly picks one of his books off the shelf. Do
you have a primary reader or audience in mind

when you’re writing?

MC: A long time ago I worked in the bar of a

restaurant in Laguna Beach. 1 was just starting

to write, and there was an older woman. She, at

least, seemed older; she was in her mid-30s, I

was 23. She had four kids. She’d never really

worked before. Her husband had just vanished

one day. He’d taken the money and left her with

nothing but these kids to raise, and she got the

only job she could find. She was a hostess at

this restaurant, and then she was a clerk at a

drug store when her shift was over. She worked

like crazy, doing menial jobs for little wages, but

she somehow was managing to hold it together,

to make the rent and feed the kids, and every

night she would go home and get into bed and

read a book. She was a voracious reader, though

she’d never been educated in literature. She once

told me she’d just read Crime and Punishment. “1

love Dostoyevsky,” she said. “He’s so much bet-

ter than Travanian, but he’s not as good as Ken

Follett.” She’s my favorite kind of reader. She

derived huge comfort from what she read. A
good book was an oasis waiting at the end of a

long hard day. And 1 always thought of myself

as writing the sort of book that Helen would

like.

PL: Though your work has found a wide and

diverse audience, you write from a queer per-

spective. Do you think the queer writer has any

specific responsibilities or obligations?

MC: 1 think the queer writer has the same obli-

gations that any writer has, which is to write

the best goddamn book that he or she can. As a

gay man, I feel that it would be ludicrous for me

to ignore what 1 know from being gay. It gives

us a different perspective. The world shows a

different facet of itself to us. At the same time, it

would feel equally ludicrous to me to leave out

everything else 1 know about straight people,

who, after all, there are a lot of. But, ultimately,

I think the whole question of queer writers ver-

sus straight writers and obligations was never

especially interesting and is getting less interest-

ing by the minute. Writers in general need to

concern themselves with writing the biggest,

smartest, deepest books they can possibly pull

up out of themselves.

PL: How do you feel, then, about gay writers

who consciously write only for a gay audience?

MC: 1 think there was a time when separatism

probably had some real validity and usefulness,

whether it involved joining a lesbian commune

where there were no male animals, or whether

as a gay man you only wrote books for other

gay men. At this point, it feels only slightly less

tired than the idea of being a hairdresser and

living in a chintz apartment with a lot of little

dogs.

PL: So do you write with a specific purpose in

mind?

MC: Yes and no. 1 like to get as much on paper

as 1 can. The best analogy 1 can think of is to

ask. Am 1 with my lover for a purpose? The an-

swer is no. I’m not after his money. I’m not with

him for social advancement. I’m with him to get

as much out of him and to give as much of my-

self as 1 can. That sounds sort of corny. But 1 do

feel driven when I’m writing. It has more to do

with trying to do some justice to the world, to

the experience of living, than it does with achiev-

ing a specific goal. 1 don’t know about goals

when 1 sit down to write. 1 find them out as 1

write.

PL: How do you write? Do you keep a schedule?

MC: 1 don’t think I’d function very well without

one. I need to wake in the morning and go

straight to the writing without doing errands,

without talking on the phone. It’s the one real

constant for me, the one inviolable rule. 1 have

to sort of segue from sleep and dreams into the

work. 1 get up, 1 get dressed, 1 sling back some

coffee, I mutter something to Kenny. 1 walk

down to my studio, which is about eight blocks

away. And get right to work. 1 usually start about

eight or nine in the morning and I write until

—

depending on how it’s going—until two or three

in the afternoon. Sometimes 1 sit there hoping

that I’ll start writing until two or three in the

afternoon. But 1 sit there. And then if I’m really

wailing 1 may go longer, but that’s pretty rare.

My brain has usually pretty much turned to rub-

ber by the middle of the day.

PL: Do you work every day?

MC:1 seem to have a bourgeois schedule. 1 work

from Monday to Friday, and sometimes on the
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weekends, and sometimes not. It’s very

bankerish.

PL: I'm curious about the multiple narrators in

Home at the End ofthe World. What were the chal-

lenges inherent in writing a novel using four

voices? Did you find yourself struggling with the

intricacy of the form?

MC: I found myself struggling with the limita-

tions of writing from only one point of view. 1

just couldn’t do it that way, or else I would have.

I don’t usually try to make more work for my-

self than 1 absolutely have to. I was originally

trying to tell the story just from Bobby’s point

of view, and that felt very constricted and con-

fined. So 1 started doing Jonathan, and I thought,

we’ll get the two boys going. Once again, that

felt not only confined but a little precious. These

two people talking about their fabulous friend-

ship got a little too ickily loving, without any

counterpoint. I was in New Orleans, writing. I

was staying with a friend, working in a little cafe

down the street, and 1 thought, Alice could have

a voice, too. Let's throw her in, that mean old

thing. She can really look at the boys in a very

different way. And then I went voice crazy. In

prior drafts of that book everybody had a voice.

Household appliances had voices, and then 1

went back and pared it down to the four. I also

decided—and this is something that some people

had trouble with, but so be it—1 decided after

reading The Waves by Virginia Woolf that I wasn't

going to make their voices truly idiosyncratic.

That actually felt a little kitschy to me.

PL: It directs too much attention to the author’s

technique.

MC: Exactly. It feels a little too much like ven-

triloquism —“Watch me speak through this

character's mouth while they’re drinking a glass

of water.” So their voices are just slightly in-

flected, because I really wanted them to be

speaking from their souls, pardon the term. They

don’t have very varied, differentiated voices.

PL: Carole Maso says, ‘1 don’t think it’s possible or

even desirable to write the perfect novel. But that’s

what 1 love most about the form.” Do you agree?

MC: That’s lovely. It’s absolutely true. The com-

plication is that I also don’t think it’s a very good

idea to stop trying to write the perfect novel.

Part of what has fascinated me about the novels

I love best is that mortal discrepancy between

an author’s endless ambition and what’s actu-

ally possible.

PL: Which novels do you love best?

MC: It tends to change from month to month

depending upon what I’ve read. But there are a

few standards I go back to. I reread Madame
Bovary every few years. I love To the Lighthouse

and Mrs. Dalloway. Anna Karenina is really im-

portant to me. I don’t love everything about it.

It has failings, but it matters to me a great deal.

As far as newer writers, Jayne Anne Phillips

made a huge difference to me. I think she’s a

remarkable writer, and I read her at a crucial

point when 1 was feeling discouraged and

hemmed in by the limits of my own talent. 1

read Black Tickets and 1 realized. Oh God, you

can do this. Now and then the right book comes

along at the right time and it saves you. Jayne

Anne’s book was certainly like that for me. Ber-

nard Cooper. Maps to Anywhere is remarkable. I

love Richard McCann. Denis Johnson. Jesus'

Son—amazing. Dorothy Allison. 1 really loved

Bastard out of Carolina.

PL: How do your characters develop? Do you

model them on specific people or are they com-

posites of people?

MC: They’re composites of people with a big

measure of invention thrown in. 1 sort of worry

my characters to life. I have to zap them with

about ten thousand lightning bolts before they

even come to half-life. I just write and write and

write about them, and I always throw a ton away

to get the final pages. For Flesh and Blood, I wrote

three times that much. To get a 550-page manu-

script, I must have written 1500 pages. That’s

material about the characters, things that I

thought would be chapters, that 1 thought would

be germane. Once I wrote them, I thought.

Nope. I needed to know this, but the reader

doesn’t. Out.

PL: There goes that six-month’s work.

MC: Forty-five pages that get summarized in

three lines.

PL: Have you written a character whom you dis-

liked? Do you feel a special duty to humanize

your characters?

MC: I want to write about all kinds of people.

There are people who do tremendous good in

the world, and there are people who do real

harm.

PL: Constantine is a very dark character, and yet

the book doesn’t demonize him.

MC: Constantine is the nastiest character I’ve

written about yet. And it was important for me
to get under his skin. I couldn’t let him become

the villain, because that oversimplifies the story.

It makes it into a story in which everything

would have been all right if the father had only

acted better. I think that’s a lie. It’s a big fat lie

that’s a very popular one right now.

PL: We’re preoccupied with the notion of blame.

MC: Right. Let’s specifically blame our parents.

There’s this epidemic of revelations by people

who have been abused as children. I think many

of these stories are absolutely true, but I also

think we’re getting carried away with it, as hu-

mans are wont to do.

PL: I think the culture leads us to expect easy

answers, but the human psyche is much more

elusive than that.

MC: One of the great ways in which the novel

justifies its existence is in its ability to get under

the character’s skin, all the way under every layer

of skin, so that it really tries to understand how
this person explains himself to himself. We have

journalism and biography to chart the rise and

fall of the evilest members of our society, and I

love a good juicy story like that, but I don’t think

it’s a novelist’s main business.

PL: You spent six years working on Home at the

End ofthe World and four on Flesh and Blood. Do
you feel a post-partum feeling after finishing your

novels?



MC: Sure. It's a shock to work on any one project

for that long and suddenly be done. What do I

do now? It’s been my whole life for such a long

time; I've lived to finish this thing. As I get to-

ward the end of a book, I find that 1 become

paranoid about dying. 1 think I’ll be hit by a car

or killed by a falling piano. Naturally, I'm relieved

I

to be rid of some of that. Now I can cross the

street without some pangs of terror.

PL: During the course of writing those long nov-

i els, have you ever found it necessary to take a

break to recharge? What have you done in those

i

circumstances?

I MCI wrote a play. Wonderland, which I’m still

fussing with and rewriting. This was during Flesh

and Blood. It’s about a white family and a black

family. There was a reading of it at Playwrights'

Florizons about a year and a half ago, and it went

well. It was a thrill to sit in the audience and

watch it happen. There’s no parallel experience

for a novelist. Novelists put their stuff in a bottle

and throw it in the ocean. But it wasn’t quite

right It felt like it was almost there, but not quite,

and I’ve essentially spent the

I
last year and a half trying to

i

get to that last litde distance.

It’s proving to be very recal-

citrant. It’s in the body shop.

' PL: Your first novel. Golden

States, was published when
you were fairly young. Is

there a danger in that?

MC: I’m not sorry I published

that book. I wrote it very

quickly because I decided I

had to have finished a novel

before I turned 30. It was

foolish, but it wasn’t such a

bad idea. It really shocked me
into some kind of action, be-

cause I’d pretty much pissed

away my 20s. I’d published

a few stories. I said I was a

writer. 1 went to Iowa; I left

the Workshop and went back

to bartending jobs. I was

probably in real danger of just

letting it all go by. After all,

it’s easier to tell people you’re

a writer and to let them imagine you’re brilliant

than to actually write something and show it to

people. I sort of woke up in the middle of my
29th year and thought. I’m on my way to never

doing this, aren’t I? I’m going to turn 30 without

having really done much of anything. So I

cranked this novel out, and it’s not a bad book.

It was published, but I didn’t feel quite right

about it. I even felt queasy at my own publica-

tion party. 1 just knew it wasn’t the best book I

could have written. And whatever its virtues, I

knew they could have been compounded if I’d

only sat with it longer and worried over it more.

PL: There’s great material there.

MC: I got something out of writing it. There was
a paperback offer that I turned down. And so

it’s been consigned to the ether. And that seems

right to me. I learned a lot from it, but I don’t

think it needs to be taking up space in the world.

There are so many demands upon readers’ at-

tention, the few readers that are left. 1 just don’t

feel that a pretty good book that someone wrote

too fast for slightly funny reasons needs to be

out there. I’d rather people read these other

books of mine, and if they’ve read those, read

somebody else. 1 don’t think they need to read

Golden States. I’m perfectly happy with it laid to

rest.

PL: You’ve published a number of articles, many
of which have been of a political nature. Do you

think that non-fiction is the best form for direcdy

addressing social issues?

MC: I do. All fiction is inherently, inevitably po-

litical, but it’s oblique. And 1 always recoil from

fiction that moralizes, or oversimplifies, or tries

to deliver a message, even if I agree with the

message. 1 think journalists and philosophers and

sociologists, who are all better equipped to com-

ment on these things, should use their particu-

lar forms of expertise to comment on them, and

fiction writers should deal with the chaos and

confusion of human life. Into which politics in-

evitably intrudes.

PL: Do you think the politi-

cal novel is a dubious pros-

pect?

MC: I can’t imagine being

interested in a novel whose

main purpose is political any

more than I can imagine be-

ing interested in a novel that

really starts from a plot. It

just feels back-asswards to

me.

PL: Have you ever felt any

trepidation about approach-

ing certain subjects in your fic-

tion? Are there things you

don’t consciously write about

MC: My ambition is really to

write about every goddamn

thing in the world, but there

are lines that seem to be re-

ally difficult, if not impos-

sible, to cross. Writing in

depth about a character of

another race, for instance, re-

ally trying to get into the

head of a black man or woman, may be some-

thing that I’m just not equipped to do. It’s an

experience that’s so different from my own that

I might just need to stay away from it. It breaks

my heart. I’d like to think that anybody should

be able to go anywhere, that a black man could

write about a white woman, whatever. But there

are subjects, certain areas of experience in which

I feel an insufficient authority. It’s like what

Carole says. You probably can’t write the novel

that has the whole world in it, though you des-

perately want to. Have you found that there are

areas of experience that you can’t crack?

PL: I guess I was thinking more along the lines

of particular states of being. In the past I felt

driven by a need to provoke or disturb, but that

in itself seemed to be too easy. It’s just as neces-

sary, I think, to offer the reader hope—not false

hope, but genuine, earned hope. Your work does

that. You balance that darkness with joy and ten-

derness and faith.

MC: 1’m glad to hear that. 1 try to make it as

much like the whole world as possible. It’s a

world with sudden deaths in it and squirting

boutonnieres from some novelty store. I want

to account for all of that.

PL: You can’t just record the dark deeds.

MC: Not just those. You don’t want to leave them

out, but you don’t want to confine yourself to

them either.

PL: Back in 1993 at a PEN Symposium for gay

literature, you spoke about the limitations of the

English language regarding sex. You felt that you

“wimped out” on sex in Home at the End of the

World. Do you think you addressed those con-

cerns in Flesh and Bloodl

MC: I ’ve grappled with them. If, by addressed,

you mean solved them, then, no, 1 don’t think I

have. What 1 said then, and what I say today, is

that I find sex hard to write about. The actual

vocabulary of the English language goes thin,

and it’s kind of fascinating. It really betrays a

certain prejudice in the culture. The French, for

instance, have all kinds of words for anatomy,

for sexual movements. In English, you find your-

self choosing between words that are either clini-

cal or adolescent. There is, for instance, no re-

ally acceptable term for the female sex organ.

What are you going to call it? A vagina? A cunt?

PL: The terms are incredibly loaded. “Cunt” has

an aggressive edge, with power to rile.

MC: Right.

PL: And “pussy” trivializes.

MC: And vagina feels too medical. It’s not like

something you would talk about in an intimate

moment. I find it very difficult. But I think it's

important to write about sex. If you’re writing

about what people do to and with one another,

it’s sort of crazy to leave sex out. I think Oscar

Wilde said, “Everything in human life is really

about sex, except sex. Sex is about power.” And

I think he’s got something there. To whatever

extent you’re writing about the power people

have over one another and give to one another

and lose with one another, what they do sexu-

ally is really important, and I find it both com-

pelling and tricky to write about. It felt impor-

tant to me to write about sex in Flesh and Blood.

PL: Are there other aspects of language you are

struggling against?

MC: Against every aspect of language. Language

is basically this lukewarm tar that I’m trying to

force through cheesecloth. I want the language

in my fiction to be tight and unexpected and

surprising. At the same time, I don’t want it to

be mannered or too crafted. And I worry over

that with just about every sentence.

PL: Were you ever a poet?

MC: No. I read poetry. I love poetry.

PL: Which poets do you read?

MC: Wallace Stevens all the time. John Donne. I

have a Ettle Whitman in my bathroom which I

go to a lot. Galway Kinnell, Jorie Graham, James

Merrill. Marie Howe is really important to me
both as a friend and as a poet.
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CUNNINGHAM

PL: I'm always surprised by the number of fic-

tion writers who don’t read poetry, who don’t

even seem to be interested in the form. 1 recog-

nized that at Iowa, where there was a kind of

apartheid between fiction and poetry programs.

Sometimes I wonder if that isolationist mindset

is fostered by the writing schools.

MC: I don't know. Sometimes 1 think fiction writ-

ers don’t read poetry, because nobody reads

poetry. Go out and try to find 10 intelligent,

well-read people who can name you 10 living

American poets. You’ll have a hard time. It’s just

fallen into disuse, and I’m terribly sorry about

that.

PL: How is your work changing?

MC: I hope it’s getting bigger and more ambi-

tious. I don’t find that I learn very fast, but I'm

learning gradually how to write better, and I find

that I can do more. 1 can bring a larger scope

and scale to the work, though the new book I'm

starting takes place in one day. I want to really

crack that day open and make it enormous. By

getting larger, I don't mean that the books will

get longer and longer. Or that they’ll be about

the Crimean War or settlements on Jupiter.

PL: How is the new book progressing? Have you

written much?

MC: Very little. I’m still really pondering it and

jotting down some notes. It’s going to be this

queer version of Airs. Dalloway with gay men. I

don’t even have a first sentence yet. By the time

I have a first sentence. I’m pretty far along be-

cause I’ve developed a voice for it and have a

way of writing it.

PL: Have your novels transformed much in the

course of writing them? Was Flesh and Blood al-

ways about the Stassos family?

MC: It was about the Stassos family. But what

happened to them in the finished book was very

different from what I’d intended to have hap-

pen to them. 1 say that what I’m writing next is

going to be this queer version of Mrs. Dalloway

and who knows what I’ll end up with? It may in

fact be exactly that or it may be something com-

pletely different.

PL: Unlike many writers who’ve embarked on a

teaching career, you’ve largely stayed away from

academia. What are your thoughts about teach-

ing? Do you think it’s possible to integrate suc-

cessfully the teaching life and the writing life?

MC: I don’t think it’s possible for me. I feel that

writing is a vocation and teaching is a vocation,

and two vocations require two lives. I just never

felt comfortable taking on the obligation to teach.

It feels too large to me when what I’m already

doing takes up every last scrap of my energy. So

I always did stupid jobs. I tended bar until I just

couldn’t look at drunks any longer, and then I

got an office job.

PL: What kind of office job did you have?

MC: I worked for the Carnegie Corporation,

which is a foundation. And it was a good job. I

wrote the annual report and some press releases.

PL: Was that freelance?

MC: No, I had an office there. I wore a tie. It was

a very real job. 1 could show my parents my of-

fice. “Look, Dad. File cabinets. Built-in.’’ That

got something out of my system.

PL: And this was during the writing of Home at

the End of the WorhP.

MC: Right. It was a 40-hour-a-week job. They

gave me a great deal. 1 will be forever grateful to

them. They let me make my own hours. I’d come

in during the afternoon and work late. They got

a good deal because 1 worked far more hours

than 1 got paid for, but I didn’t go in until about

two or three in the afternoon, which was a life-

saver. The trouble with these funky jobs that

don’t fully engage all your faculties is that you

finally hit the wall—you just can’t do them any-

more. I loved working for Carnegie up to a point,

and then 1 just couldn’t write another annual

report. I was literally paralyzed at my desk. And

I sort of sat there for a few months, not doing

anything before 1 realized I just had to quit.

PL: Who has been an influential individual in

your life?

MC: My lover Ken has been hugely important

as a lover, as somebody I spend my life with,

and as a reader and editor. I said earlier that I

tried to write a book that Helen would like. I

also very much try to write a book that Kenny

will like. And he actually has a huge effect on

how the books turn out. I show him much
rougher material than I show anybody else, and

he gets deeply involved with it. He has ideas.

He had a lot to do with the shape that Flesh and

Blood took. He promoted a bigger role for

Cassandra, who was a very minor character. He

said. Beef her part up. He had an idea that Zoe

should be hallucinating as Ben was drowning,

and he suggested cutting the very last chapter

about a page and a half before I’d ended it.

Nobody’s always right, but he’s right an awful

lot. He has dreams about my characters—he’s

that involved. It feels to some extent that we
collaborate on these books. My name still goes

on the front cover, though. I still write the

fuckers.

PL: Finally, if you had the chance to live another

life, would you still want to be a writer?

MC: I would. If I received the news that I was

going to die in six months, I’d keep doing what

I’m doing, which feels like some indication that

I’m doing the right thing. I’d probably only buy

some better clothes.

Paul Lisicky is a graduate of the Iowa Writers'

Workshof. His awards include a National

Endowment for the Arts Fellowsltiff, a James

Michener Fellowship, the Henfield/Transatlanttc

Review Award, and a second-year fellowship at the

Provincetown Fine Arts Work Center. This past

spring he was a Yaddo fellow; he's currently

completing a novel.
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BY CHRISTOPHER BUSA

L
awrence Ferlinghetti came to promi-

nence during the San Francisco poetry

renaissance in the 1950s, a movement

he helped create with his Bay Area bookstore

and publishing house, City Lights. His sec-

ond book of poetr\', .4 Coney blntui ofthe 4 liiui,

published by New Directions in 1958, sold

over a million copies. His newest book, These

.4rc Mv Rivers: New and Selected Poems 19^^-

1993. is a happy/sad song of a roller-coaster

life made high by love and low by politics.

More than another hat. the poet wears the

green eyeshade of a publisher who made a

success of selling books of poetry, beginning

with the historic publication of Allen

Ginsberg's Howl, and continuing with other

Beat writers even as they were eclipsed.

Ferlinghetti is therefore the only poet in

America who could write this line: “We have

seen the best minds of our generation / de-

stroyed by boredom at poetry readings.” Last

year, Ferlinghetti visited Provincetown as the

inaugural guest of a senior fellowship pro-

gram established by the Fine Arts Work Cen-

ter to honor distinguished

lawrence fereinghetti
tember in the lull follow-

LAWRENCE FERLINGHETTI,

FINE ARTS WORK CENTER IN PROVINCETOWN, 1994.

PHOTO BY RENATE PONSOLD

ing Labor Day and before the new fellows had

arrived for residencies that begin in October. Ev-

eryone was gone. Ferlinghetti, who also wears

the beret of a lifelong painter and who claims

collateral descent from Camille Pissaro (whose

sister married a Monsanto, Ferlinghetti’s

mother’s family name), had little to do but paint

in a vacant, light-filled studio provided by the

Work Center. In the afternoon, he cycled up and

down Commercial Street, “the strip,” he called

it. He met few painters, except those on the skel-

eton staff around the compound. On an excur-

sion to Truro, he viewed Edward Hopper’s

house, deciding, because of the strong wind on

the high bluff, to write a poem, “The Hopper

House at Truro” (published in this issue), rather

than paint it. At the end of a two-week stay, he

gave a public reading in the Stanley Kunitz Com-

mon Room, directly adjacent to the studio he

occupied, chosing poems exclusively about

painters and painting. A huge crowd material-

ized. Pinned to the wall, behind the backs of

those latecomers who were obliged to stand,

were a series of paintings on paper, freshly com-

pleted figures and boats, which he titled

Provincetown Suite. In his prefatory remarks,

Ferlinghetti mused that at the airport in Boston

a stranger in the portals of Cape Air said to him,

“Going to Provincetown inflates the organs.”

That had turned out to be true, he said, beam-

ing, “I am inflated to be here.”
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Christopher Busa: Your upraising was extremely

uprooted. Your father died before you were born.

Your mother was committed to a mental hospi-

tal when you were two. You were separated

from your four older brothers, placed in the care

of your uncle and aunt, a native of France, who
soon divorced and took you there as a baby. You

learned French before English, then were re-

turned to an orphanage in the U.S., retrieved,

than adopted by the family that had founded

Sarah Lawrence College and that engaged your

mother as a governess shortly before she disap-

peared for good. You say in one poem, “The

world is a beautiful place / to be bom into / if

you don’t mind happiness / not always being /

so very much fun / if you don’t mind a touch of

hell / now and then.” And you have said that

life itself is like going on a boat where the place

to position yourself was not at the front, but at

the stern, where it was calmer.

Lawrence Ferlinghetti: And where the rudder

was, too, so you could be in control.

CB: You were captain of a sub-chaser during the

Second World War. I can see why you make a

lot of paintings of boats.

LF: Yes. I have a whole series of boat paintings

and drawings—got hundreds of them, actually.

CB: I notice one boat doesn’t have a rudder,

doesn’t have a pilot. That must be a spiritual

boat. And the two figures that are strapped

to the mast, is that like Turner doing his re-

search, or Ulysses with the Sirens?

LF: Maybe. The viewer can bring whatever

he can to it, depending on how much he

has to bring to it. He can lay on all kinds of

classical applications, or none at all, and take

it as a symbolic image without reference to

anything else.

CB: Your figures look like Lawrence Ferlinghetti

in their body type. Tall and lanky, tending to-

ward the ectomorphic.

LF: Oh, no, much thinner than I am. Quite

often the case with minor painters is that aU

their figures in their paintings or drawings

look like themselves. Quite often the case

with a minor talent.

CB: Are you putting yourself in that category?

LF: No, 1 didn’t think of it as that, but that’s

what happens, so maybe 1 put myself in that

category without meaning to.

CB: Well, your figures are sketched, ghostly

shapes that seem to me elongated and

stretched by some atmospheric condition,

as if they were clay figures, not yet fired and

melting in a heavy rain. A poem of yours,

‘The Painter’s Dream,” talks about one of

Picasso’s women “looking tragic / with tur-

pentine like rain running down
her shoulder.”

LF: Yes, actually in that paint-

ing of Picasso’s you can see

where the turpentine ran down.

It’s very noticeable, but it’s a minor painting of

his that’s hardly ever exhibited.

CB: You would enjoy Motherwell’s series called

Drunk on Turpentine— automatistic, calligraphic

drawings that show the blending of highly-

thinned pigment into a sepia edge. In the same

poem you say you are “with Motherwell and de

Kooning and Kline and Pollock and Larry / Riv-

ers in the broken light in the shaken light of the

late late / late twentieth century.” Around here

we call that shaken light “Cape light.” This was

your first visit to the Cape, wasn’t it?

LF: No, I’d visited several years before. Gene

Feinblatt, a lawyer from Baltimore who has a

house in Truro, was in the Navy with me. He

was executive officer on my sub-chaser. His

house is just up the beach from the Hopper

house. When I returned this last year, my origi-

nal idea was to set up on the beach and do a big

oil painting of the Hopper house. But that proved

impractical. For one thing I didn’t have a car and

second it was always windy when I would set

up a canvas.

CB: Do you know how Hans Hofmann handled

the wind when he painted on the dunes?

LF: How?
CB: He weighted the easel down with huge

water jugs, tying them to the supporting ledge

of the easel.

LF:I can see something like that would have had

to been done. I could have done it with a small

canvas, but I like to paint six- or eight-foot can-

vases. It wouldn’t have been practical, so I ended

up writing the poem instead. I did do a paint-

ing—remember the painting I had tacked



unstretched on the wall ofmy studio, at the time

of the poetry reading? Two people were lying

down in the bottom of this long boat. 1 really

did nothing but the underpainting in Province-

town. Then 1 had it stretched and 1 worked on it

for a couple of months. It’s called “Provincetown”

I

and it’s now in an exhibition—a finished oil

I

painting and not just a sketch. If you remember,

it’s about nine feet long, four and a half feet high.

CB: This exhibit is traveling, right?

LF: No, it’s in an exhibition space in Somar, which

is a section south of Market Street in San Fran-

cisco. The University of Maryland show opens

July 19. I was supposed to have one in Rome,

but they put it off until next year, again.

CB: Is this unusual for you to be so active in

showing?

LF: The biggest one-man show I had so far was

at the Butler Museum of American Art in Ohio,

three years ago. I just came back from an

exhibit at the University of Charleston,

West Virginia. They produced a book ofmy
drawings, volume two oi Leaves ofLife. We
sent them 30 drawings from the model, and

they did a beautiful little edition, same size

as my first book, which has 50 drawings.

CB: I read an interview you’d done with

Alexis Lykiard in England in the late ’80s.

He commented that you have multiple

roles—editor, publisher, poet, painter. You

responded by saying that if you had some-

thing to say the medium was almost irrel-

evant. The thing that had to be said would

be said.

LF: The medium may be different, but it’s

the same message. It goes better in one me-

dium or another, depending on what the

message is.

CB: Certain images in your poetry are sus-

pended visually. In one poem, Praxiteles sculpts

the Greek heroes on their way to death, but be-

fore they reach it. In another, you say that Goya

shows us people exactly at the moment they

attain the title of “suffering humanity’’ and

“writhe upon the page,” as if to say that visual

art cannot deal with human agony the way po-

etry can. If you showed a person in extreme dis-

tress physically, it wouldn’t be as effective as

writing it.

LF: I have a poem about this. I just put out a

new edition of Pictures ofthe Gone World, my first

book, which City Lights published in 1955. Forty

years later the book is still in print, so I added 18

new poems to it. There’s one poem on this very

subject. I’ll send you the book and mark this

poem so you can see.

CB: In another poem you say that the French

Impressionists were having nice daydreams.

LF: They had no social or political consciousness

expressed in the paintings. But Manet was ori-

ented toward what was going on in the world. I

did a parody of “Dejeuner sur I’herbe.” It took

me years for my painting technique to be good

enough to bring it off. I put the figures in the

same poses, except that I took the men’s clothes

off. I put them on the grass in the middle of a

freeway.

CB: You might be amused to know that a big

celebration is planned in Provincetown this sum-

mer to honor the Pilgrims arrival on the May-

flower, 375 years ago. In one of your poems you

had remarked wittily that when the Pilgrims first

came they should have arranged to have the

“picture story and tv rights / sold in advance to

the natives.”

LF: That’s in my old poem, “1 Am Waiting.”

CB: It’s a very contemporary idea. Maybe they

can do it now, retroactively.

LF: They probably will.

CB: The Government just sold off $8 billion of

future rights to the airwaves. It’s a very poetic

idea to pay off the national debt with the broad-

casting of our breath. You must have had some-

thing of the same idea when you began City

Lights. Here was a new way for poets to sur-

vive—let them sell books! I love Jack Kerouac’s

description of you in Big S«r and his description

of the rolltop desk in your office. Kerouac said it

made him “feel chagrin because it was always

the ambition of my youth to end up a kind of

literary businessman with a rolltop desk, com-

bining my father image with the image of my-

self as a writer, which Monsanto”—he calls you

Monsanto in the novel—without even thinking

about it has accomplished at the drop of a hat.”

LF: Well, I’m more or less like a genial business-

man, right?

CB: He’s envious.

LF: I was good at chopping wood—that’s in

there, right?

CB: I think he admired you as an aristocratic lit-

erary presence who was in control of his life.

LF: I was pretty straight. I didn’t really know

him very well. He was down in my cabin in Big

Sure for a couple of weeks, but I never really got

to know him.

CB: What magic made City Lights so successful?

LF: Peter Martin had a pop culture magazine

called City Lights. It published the first columns

of people like Pauline Kael at a time, 1952, when

there was no such thing as pop culture. He had

a little office in northeast San Francisco. To pay

the rent, he thought of having a paperback book-

store. There weren’t any in the world. I came

along and said, gosh. I’ve got $500. We opened

in June, 1953. We couldn’t get the doors closed.

We were open from morning till midnight seven

days a week right from the beginning. There was

a huge void for a place to buy paperbacks. Pocket

books weren’t considered real books by the book

trade. The only quality paperbacks were Pen-

guins, which we imported from England. There

were no cheap, 25-cent copybooks. Signet books

were sold mostly in drugstores where the drug-

store owner didn’t know them from toothpaste.

I’m the one that’s always wanted a used book-

store. I’d sit in the back under a green eyeshade,

reading.

CB: Like George Whitman at his bookstore in

Paris, Shakespeare and Company.

LF: George Whitman is my oldest friend. His

wasn’t the original Shakespeare and Company.

His store was called the Libraire Mistral and he

started it a couple of years before we started City

Lights. Then, I think on Bloomsday one year in

the late ’60s, he went out and

bought a brass plaque and

started calling himself Shake-

speare and Company. Sylvia

Beach’s bookstore had been

out of existence since 1947.

George realized that there was

no Shakespeare and Company

anymore and he just took the

name. He’s my oldest friend

and we still are sort of sister

bookstores. In the new City

Lights Review there’s a full-page

ad for Shakespeare and Com-

pany, the only ad in the whole

magazine. George lives in his

own universe. He never goes

out. Never goes to any other

cultural centers or events. It’s

his world and everyone has to

come to his world there. It’s like the rest of the

world doesn’t exist.

CB: It struck me that your dream for City Lights

is a very unified, lifelong desire, with the book-

store functioning as the cultural heart of the city.

LF: That’s true, and that’s what George always

had in mind in Paris, but his was more for the

American or expatriate community. You know

him?

CB: Well, when I lived in Paris the year before I

started graduate school, I used to go to

Shakespeare and Company all the time and I

met George.

LF: No one’s ever remarked on it, but the French

literary community there doesn’t have much use

for George. He doesn’t deal with French books,

for one thing. And some of the French poets I

knew never go there. No commerce between

the French poets and American expatriates, and

not through George.

CB: Is it true that George is a great grandson of

Walt Whitman?

LF: No. He doesn’t claim to be. I know that’s the

gossip. He was from New England originally. 1

have no idea if there’s any connection. I knew
his sister at Columbia University. She was a

graduate student in philosophy and I was get-
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Why don't you sometimes try-

cried the poet to the painter

(totally turned off

by the silence of painting)

Why don't you sometime try

and see what you can do

to break out of it

Just try to show

with your dumb brush

Just try to show

with your mute eye

How the earth trembles

as lovers after loving

echo like bells
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ting an M.A. in English in 1945. VVe used to go

out. Right after that I went to Paris and she gave

me her brother's address. That’s how 1 met

George.

CB: You got a doctorate in French at the Sorbonne

when you were there. What was your thesis

about?

LF: A funny stor\’. A professor at the Sorbonne

was writing a book on the Beat Generation. In

the '60s he came to me in San Francisco and

asked me what my thesis was about. 1 told him,

“Histoire de la pissoir dans la litterature

francaise”—history of the pissoir in French lit-

erature. He wrote it down and it came out in his

book. 1 was just putting him on. He was furious

when he found out years later.

CB: Kerouac called you “Smiler" because of the

bemused smile you wear so naturally. Are you

Mona Lisa’ing me?

LAWRENCE FERLINGHEni, "PROVINCETOWN"
OIL ON CANVAS, 1994-95

bol of modem poetry.

CB: I have been reflecting on the aesthetic of

“first thought-best thought” and the impulsive

quality of some of the Beat poets. You said that

it’s okay if it is really the best thought, but often

it’s not. You don’t revise that much, do you?

LF: It’s a trade secret. Does Macy’s tell Gimbels?

1 always resist. Whenever I go to a university

now, they want to bore in on the process, same

in the art world. 1 put them on when anyone

asks me. Say it is a trade secret.

CB: TTie poems, if they are to be poems, must

also embody the process.

LF: Coney Island came out all at once, with hardly

any revisions. And Pictures ofthe Cone World, my
first book, did too.

CB: You were at the reading at the Six Gallery in

1 955 when Ginsberg read from the unpublished

Howl. Were you conscious then that it was a big

deal?

LF: No, I didn’t realize the reading itself was go-

ing to be written up so much. I was conscious

that the manuscript of the poem was a big deal.

1 sent Allen a telegram that night when 1 got

home. Old-style telegram, using the same words
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that Emerson used when he got the first copy of

Leaves of Grass and wrote to Whitman: “1 greet

you at the beginning of a great career.” That’s

what 1 said in the telegram.

CB: It became true. I’m amazed how you’re able

to handle in a small publishing house the com-

plications of a major career like Ginsberg’s. You

were his publisher for years.

LF: Harper and Row took him over about 10

years ago, but we’re still allowed to publish the

original Ginsberg editions.

CB: The great thing about those little square

books is that they are really handy to keep in a

pocket.

LF: We’re just working on Number 52. We’re

putting out a City Lights Pocket Poets anthol-

ogy to celebrate 40 years of publishing, with

selections from each of the volumes, in the same

format, same trim size.

CB: What was the initial strategy behind the se-

ries?

LF: One of the ideas of the Pocket Poet Series

was to intermix famous international or national

poets or really classic poets with unknown po-

ets, completely unknown poets. That keeps the

series going when the series is unknown itself.

To get it going, you intersperse the unknown

with the known. Ifyou find an old text by Kafka,

you can run it between two unknowns.

CB: 1 see that is still a strategy in the new City

Lights. The material here is fantastic, especially

some of those documents. The Carl Solomon

memorial. 1 love that interview that Pasolini did

with Pound in 1967.

LF: That had never been published in the United

States.

CB: What a brutal interviewer Pasolini is.

LF: Well, he was also very friendly or disposed

toward him, even though he was opposite—he

was a communist and anti-fascist. 1 thought it

was brilliant, the way he started quoting from

Whitman.

CB: “1 have detested you long enough, let there

be commerce between us”: that’s the respect of

literature.

LF: There was a Pasolini film festival in San Fran-

cisco at the Italian Cultural Institute. They had

small videos and documentaries that were go-

ing to be shown at the film festival, and they

were never shown. This interview was one. 1

got it transcribed from the video and wrote to

the Pasolini Foundation in Rome for permission

to use it. Surprising that it had never gotten

around to the States before.

CB: To my mind, that’s first-class editorial work.

In the same issue, you printed a new poem of

yours, actually a prose poem, part of a work in

progress.

LF: It’s a continuation oi Coney Island ofthe Mind.

I’m developing what 1 call open form typogra-

phy which is the typography of Gone World and

Coney Island.

CB: When you say “open form typography,” do

you mean the laying down of the words at vari-

ous points along the line?

LF: No, all over the page. Forces the reader to

read the poem the way you want it read. The

amount of silence, the amount of white space

between words and lines, indicates how much

silence there should be. Forces the reader to read

it your way. A word may be all by itself, iso-

lated all by itself, or the line may be several

spaces down where it would be. The poem is

perfectly balanced on the page, like a mobile,

like a painting.

CB: At the Provincetown reading, you made a

comment that space between paintings is like

silence in a poem.

LF: Yes, that’s the reverse of it. 1 usually say at

poetry readings that one poem shouldn’t be read

right on top of another. There should be a si-

lence between them, and paintings in an exhi-

bition shouldn’t be jammed together.

CB: An open form goes way back for you and

also is concurrent. In other words, you are con-

firming the rightness of your initial procedure.

LF: Oh, yes. I’m developing that form, extend-

ing it, you might say.

CB: Another lifelong belief concerns the subver-

sive nature of poetry.

LF:I was just writing a letter to a professor who
did an interview with me, saying that the poet

is a bearer of free spirit and eros is free spirit in

terms of love and joy. Inherently by definition,

he’s an enemy of the state which wants to re-

press these very things. So therefore poetry has

to be subversive to be worth its salt.

CB: The problem is, who is the enemy? How do

you identify the state?

LF: The state is not only the political state, which

is definitely the enemy. There’s the state of the

consumer society. General dominant culture re-

presses the individual continually. The electronic

culture is taking over everyone’s consciousness.

Everyone has to be hooked into the Internet,

they have to have a computer to operate. This is

the new cold war. The human against the non-

human. People become more and more addicted

to their screens and to a screen life.

CB: When 1 was a teenager, 1 remember seeing a

cartoon in Playboy that 1 cut out. It was a picture

of a person on a couch leaning forward raptly at

a television set, and the caption read, ‘This is

magnificent! I’ll never watch real life again!” I

thought it crystallized what you were saying,

the substitution of the simulated for the real. You

can think you’re connected when you’re really

alienated.



LF: We're publishing one of the few books that’s

anti-electronic. It's called, Resistittgthe Virtual Life.

In the 19th century, when there was only one-

10th as many people on earth as there are now,

everything could be organized in small units.

} With the population explosion you have to have

i
some kind of supra-national organization that

I

goes beyond national boundaries. But national

boundaries are meaningless in the electronic

world. They don’t exist. They could not sup-

press Tiananmen Square. It was all over the

world by FAX. They will have to have some kind

of supra-national, ecological control over the

population. You just can’t have pure anarchism.

(

Anarchism was always an ideal, never an ideol-

ogy-

CB: 1 know overpopulation is an important sub-

ject in many of your poems. A fact that strikes

I
me as fantastic is that there are more people alive

I

right now than have ever lived on this earth.

I

LF: 1 know!

j

CB: That means that there are as many geniuses

I

concurrently living as all the geniuses we’ve ever

I

learned about historically.

(

LF: That’s just it—in the art world there’s always

leisure, so many people are at leisure to become

artists—but I don’t think the genius quotient has

I

gone up proportionally to the population. We

(

have an enormous waste of people who call

themselves artists. That’s why most of the gal-

leries are a wasteland. They should be called

something else. In one corner, there’s a heap of

coal. In another comer there are some old clothes

in a heap. That’s the show. It’s something. It’s

valid. It’s interesting, but what is it? It doesn’t

require artistic talent. It’s more like a promotional

talent. Sooner or later, there’s got to be a divi-

o

sion where you can say the fine arts tradition

came to an end with Warhol, or his generation.

We’re talking about fine art versus postmodern.

I know the head of the painting department in

one art school in San Francisco. I le doesn’t know
how to draw and he’s proud of it. He said it’s

boring, a waste of time. He invited me to give a

lecture there last fall, and I did, on art. It was

called, “Why don’t you paint something impor-

tant?” It was fun. I got a lot of reaction from the

students.

CB: In other words, are you suggesting that it’s a

good idea to paint something important?

LF: Yes.

CB: As opposed to a bad idea. You could argue

that point, too. Julian Schnabel’s portrait of God

may not be as important as Van Gogh’s still life

of a sunflower.

LF: It’s important the way the sunflower grows

by the railroad tracks in Allen Ginsberg’s poem.

I suppose it is old-fashioned. I think that if you

have enough talent you can overpower the op-

position. You have to believe in your own tal-

ent. If your work is strong enough, it’s going to

make it anyway. 1 never make it in academic

circles for my poetry because it’s too clear. 1 com-

mit the sin of too much clarity. So I never make

it the way Robert Greeley does. You have to be

opaque to get that abundance of profundity.

These AreMy Rivers was not reviewed in a single

East Coast publication.

CB: You have a new poem that asks, “When I

am old / will they accept what I say / as the

absolute truth / and call me maestrof

LF: I don’t really care if I get reviewed in the

New Yorker. The other day a guy and his wife

came in here and they’ve got two 10-year old

kids. This happens all the time. He says, “1 wrote

my first love note to my wife in the basement of

your bookstore, but before that I was al5-year

old kid and I was coming up from Salinas in a

bus with my junior high school baseball team

and someone was reading your Coney Island of

the Mind aloud in the bus. That’s the first poetry

I ever heard in my life and it really turned me
on.” Can you imagine? This junior high school

baseball team is reading my poem aloud in the

bus on the way to their ball game. Now that

really made me high. It’s better than a review in

the New Yorker, m

Christopher Busa is editor ofProvincetown Arts.
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Feminism and the Sculptural Object

ANN WILSON LLOYD AND JEFFREY KEOUGH

Olfjcct Lessons: Feminine Dialogues \\nth the Surreal, a group sculpture exhibition at Massachu-

setts College of Art (January 17 through February 25, 1995), was co-curated by Ann Wilson Lloyd

and Jeffrey Keough. The exhibition was comprised of 13 women: Janine Antoni, Lillian Ball, Petah

Coyne, Judy Haberl, Lisa Hoke, Nene Humphrey, Dodie Logue, Portia Munson, Rona Pondick,

Janice Redman, Carole Seborovski, Beverly

Semmes, and Stephanie von Clemm. Their

works were chosen primarily for an evoca-

tion of, and core relationship to, Meret

Oppenheim’s 1936 archetypal surrealistic ob-

ject, "Le Dejeuner en fourrure," or as it’s more

commonly known, the “Fur-lined Teacup.”

An equally important intent was to examine

the influence that nearly 30 years of femi-

nism has had on the sculptural object. Shortly

before the show opened, the curators dis-

cussed the way the exhibition concept had

evolved and some of the issues of feminist

art, beginning with the question, “Why a

show of all women artists?”

PORTIA MUNSO, "PINK MIRROR"

PHOTO COURTESY BERTA WALKER GALLERY

Jeffrey Keough: In a lot of shows I was see-

ing, some of the most interesting, most en-

gaging work was being done by women
sculptors and they were connected in a num-

ber of ways—one of which was unorthodox

use of materials. It’s been building as a phe-

nomenon. Some of the work was socially en-

gaged, some of it politically engaged, and

some, deeply personal. Some was all three. I

started keeping a log of that in my mind.

Ann Wilson Lloyd: I had noticed the many
younger women addressing feminist issues in

subtle, innovative ways, but 1 became even more

intrigued when 1 noticed that several older

women artists, women my age who matured

during the mid-’60s dawn of feminism, had of

late turned away from very highly formal,

minimalist inspired, somewhat content-less

work, to work that really had a charged political

or personal message. It was as if these women
just woke up and discovered they had a past.

They had a personal place they could work from,

and they felt the permission finally to make work

out of that. Like most revolutions, 1 guess it's

taken two or maybe two and a half generations

for the tide to fully turn.

JK: It's been a slow build and in nonlinear direc-
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tions. While working at an art school, I was also

seeing that happen, paralleled by an explosion

of work by younger women artists. This work

has feminist content, but it also has some strange

combinations of naivete, an unabashed kind of

sensuality and sexuality, and a kind of experi-

mentation with feminist/feminine content. Ev-

erywhere I looked, there was this combination

of the older generation and the younger genera-

tion.

AWL: One could say the older generation paved

the way for the younger women to be able to

confront the taboos of femininity. The younger

women never thought about these issues or sub-

jects being taboo, or how, in former days, they

would not have been taken seriously by the art

world. The pioneers of the women’s movement

had to be vigilant about certain things. Portia

Munson said that while she studied under Bar-

bara Krueger, she did not completely identify

with Krueger and her generation because she,

Portia, felt it was okay to incorporate “pretty”

into her work. With many of the younger art-

ists, militancy must seem less a necessity. They

feel quite free to use paint, for instance, as op-

posed to conceptual strategies of text, graphics,

or photography. The strongest women artists

who came on the art scene in the '80s were

people like Krueger, Jenny Holzer, and Cindy

Sherman, for whom everything is highly con-

ceptual and photographic, with text, or those

who play appropriational, deconstructivist

endgames like Sherry Levine.

JK: In talking to some of the artists in

this show about whether they felt

that this new explosion of feminist

content and this new embrace of non-

traditional materials had been some-

what suppressed, particularly in rela-

tion to surrealism and the ‘Tur-lined

Teacup,” Judy Idaberl got very excited.

She said that piece was radical be-

cause it had its outside on the inside,

and the inside on the outside.

AWL: That certainly relates to her

work in this show.

JK: As for suppression, I remember

some early conversations with you

about our focus. You said that now
that Louise Bourgeois is very hot, crit-

ics, directors, curators, are all saying

“Oh yes, we’ve loved and supported

Louise forever.” That isn’t altogether

true. In fact, a lot of curators used to

say that if Bourgeois would only get

away from the sensuality, the mul-

tiple breasts, the reference to the

body, then she would be acceptable.

AWL: Yes, anything that was very per-

sonal and highly emotional was em-

barrassing. A couple of years ago I

asked Henry Geldzahler about when

he curated the big New York paint-

ing and sculpture show for the Met

in the '70s. There were no women in

it and 1 asked him if he had looked at

Bourgeois at the time. He said, “I

knew Louise, but I have to admit that

when I saw her sculpture, I was so repelled by

it, I almost felt physically sick. These many-

breasted figures and those sculptures reified my
worst nightmare. 1 couldn’t deal with it at the

time. Now I love her work and I just gave her a

show at Dia on Long Island.” So it all comes

around eventually. But there is a compel-repel

element to this work that the “Fur-lined Teacup”

probably has too.

JK: I think a lot of artists knew in their minds

that Bourgeois was monumentally important, a

pivotal artist, but there was some lag time in the

art world in recognizing it. We’ve talked about

another example of this, a under-appreciated,

important talent, Yayoi Kusama. She is almost

Bourgeois’ kindred spirit with her multiple pro-

tuberances, the reference to the body, but un-

like Bourgeois, who was at least palatable and

embraceable because she was using traditional



materials— marble, bronze, and steel— Kusama

committed a double sin. Not only did she have

sensual, charged, surrealistic content, but she

made it with materials and ways which could

not be taken seriously at the time—fabric, sew-

ing, shoes, chairs, domestic objects. This is the

lineage that pulled the whole exhibition into

focus, from Oppenheim’s “Fur-lined Teacup”

through Bourgeois and Kusama.

AWL: There’s one other element that links all

three of those artists. Each woman does work

very deeply out of their own per-

sonal, emotional, minefield. The
mainstream art world at the time was

much more detached from the per-

sonal. In the years since then, per-

haps not only the women’s move-

ment but the widespread acceptance

of psychotherapy has had something

to do with our comfort level for emo-

tionally charged work.

JK: And then there’s the issue of the

decorative. I mentioned to a col-

league that we considered Kusama,

Bourgeois, and even Lynda Benglis

as the foremothers of this movement.

She said, “Oh, I find her work very

decorative.” I asked her, “Do you find

her work more decorative than Frank

Stella’s?” and she said yes. I think of

the kind of embrace that Stella’s con-

structions have encountered—basi-

cally every bank in the world has a quar-

ter-million-dollar Frank Stella — and

how people see his work as macho and

heroic and important. Then I think

about Linda Benglis’ huge, heroic,

fabric-inspired pieces, and they both

seem to have remarkably similar ambitions and

physical presences. I’m really interested to see

how people could dismiss her work immediately

as decorative, simply because of a reference to a

kind of ribbon or bow.

AWL: The word decorative is very loaded. It

could easily be linked with “domestic.” Speak-

ing of materials being associated with non-seri-

ous art: Carol Seborovski said that when she first

began to pick up blue baby bottle nipples and

look at them as possible materials to incorpo-

rate in her small painted objects, she realized

they would be charged and loaded materials. At

that point, however, she had the confidence to

go ahead and use them. She acknowledged that

when she was younger, she would have feared

using things like these lest her work not be taken

seriously. She had come to a turning point when
what was formerly forbidden could be used.

There is another aspect of materials, particularly

in reference to Kusama, and that’s the crafting,

the obsessive crafting that goes into many of

these works. That’s always been typically

woman’s territory, too.

JK: There are various connections in these works.

Surprisingly, there is a high degree of stitching,

or stitch-like care.

AWL: Such as Stephanie von Clemm’s stitched-

together fruits and vegetables, Lisa Hoke’s large

matted thread drawings and Beverly Semmes’

monumental dresses. And weaving, or descen-

dence from weaving, like the tiny pieces of jute

that Dodie Logue obsessively glues over the

board, hair by hair. She said obsessiveness used

to worry her. She thought there might be some-

thing wrong with making obsessive work. She

mentioned Lucy Lippard’s biography of Eva

Hesse, and how Hesse was obsessive about ty-

ing and knotting tiny strands of rubber thread.

Logue said, “1 realized they were accepting it in

her work and so 1 could be obsessive, too. 1 let

myself off the hook.”

JK: Nene Humphry’s references meanwhile are

Giotto, Rodin, Eva Hesse and Georgia O’Keefe,

a very interesting combination. I thought she

would say that the Hesse reference was to the

body, but instead she said Hesse furnished “ideas

about absurdity and a lesson in repetition, rep-

etition as a way of knowing.” Repetition con-

nects to obsession. You can know something on

a different level, not by rote, not by memoriza-

tion, but on a new level by repetition. She said

that was a most important double messages she

got from Hesse.

AWL: When you do repetitive things, it aOows

you to slip into these subliminal places because

you know the routine so thoroughly. It could be

considered a kind of surrealism in action.

JK: Repetition is involved in the way a lot of

these artists work.

AWL: Yes, Petah Coyne’s wax dripped chande-

lier—the continual layers, over and over and

over.

JK: 1 was surprised by the various references

these artists had. I expected Eva Hesse, Louise

Bourgeois, Joseph Beuys, Richard Gober, Linda

Benglis. I was not expecting to encounter Rich-

ard Serra, Giotto, Rodin, Magritte. 1 was sur-

prised but 1 shouldn’t have been.

AWL: There’s an interesting footnote on Rich-

ard Serra. Carole Seborovski and 1 decided his

work had gotten a little more feminine of late.

His piece at Gagosian last winter was comprised

of these enormous, yacht-sized sheets of steel,

four of them, curved and arced in a very delicate

way to be vessel-shaped, two layers each of a

double-sided vessel. You walked in between the

layers, in between these exquisitely balanced

arcs, as opposed to encountering some monu-

mental phallic shape. Yet it remained related to

“Tilted Arc.”

JK: Maybe it comes from being besieged. Maybe

even he feels the pressure.

AWL: Feminism has undoubtedly been a social/

cultural force. It has infiltrated everybody’s think-

ing on some level, whether they admit it or not.

JK: The movement’s had many aspects to it aside

from social politics. A lot of the work embraces

diverse aspects of humor, absurdity, surrealism,

naughtiness, and a militant irreverence toward

the use of unorthodox materials. But in and of

itself, it is very serious.

AWL: The main criticism has stemmed from the

idea of essentialism, thatwomen make work that

is inherently feminine. That has been pinioned

by major critics and it’s become another taboo

—the idea that feminist art is feminine, that art

has a gender, or that either sex has an essential

nature. It must also be a very controversial idea

for most of the first generation, pioneer femi-

nists who fought very hard to be accepted in

the male art world by denying any idea that their

work was inherently feminine. As we looked at

work, I kept in mind our criteria concerning the

social impact of the women’s movement and the

art historical lineage of surrealism—specifically

looking for work with the kind of succinct for-

malism and charged physical impact we both

felt exemplified in Meret Oppenheim’s ‘Tur-lined

Teacup.” Without ruling out men’s work, we
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edited and shaped the show without them and

got to the point where the strongest work that

met those criteria happened to be women. Was

it your idea that we would put together a show

reflecting a larger range ofwomen artists, which

naturally would exclude men?

JK: Yes. this exhibition acknowledged the fact

that there is this phenomenon, this reality, this

JANICE REDMAN, PROVING ETOWN STUDIO, PHOTO BY NORMA HOLT

fact. Right now, there is a huge explosion of

women artists delving into new directions. That

fact justifies this look, this focus. I think we ended

up at the same place.

AWL: We did. I asked several of the artists if they

minded being in a show of all women. Portia

Munson had no problem with it. She said she

thinks of feminism as a positive force, and while

it’s exciting to find a man who puts himself out

there as a feminist, there really aren’t very many

men who fit into that category. I thought that

was a gutsy thing to say. She also said she was

doing work out of her experience as a woman
and while it’s great that men might address that

experience, maybe it’s kind of stretching things

to expect them to be coming from feminism, or

to be making work based on feminism that has

the same charge or the same strength. Which

goes a little dangerously back to the idea of es-

sentialism. But almost every artist 1 talked to said

that basically we had to face the fact that gen-

der is reality based, there is a biological, genetic

difference.
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JK: Lillian Ball said, idealistically, that it shouldn’t

matter about being in an all-woman show. But

she thinks that the best work done today relat-

ing to gender is about blurring the distinctions,

not so much about declaring the differences. She

feels the best work makes one think about both.

AWL: Her work certainly does. You could talk

about the interiors that she uses to make her

objects—how she’s delving into the inner rather

than making a monumental object that creates

an outer—but overall, herwork seems genderless

while staying very sexy.

JK: All the artists listed as

many male influences as

female. Which did not

surprise me.

AWL: Rona Pondick

mentioned African art.

She mentioned Giaco-

metti, but she acknowl-

edged that he also looked

at Egyptian art. And so

did the Surrealists, which

was a fact that wasn’t of-

ten talked about. She felt

connected to the Surreal-

ists, if not directly rooted

to them. Janice Redman

said that her work is very

autobiographical. The

objects she uses in her

work are personal things

that she has used in her

own domestic setting.

They come right out of

her kitchen or her studio.

Her favorite works con-

tain things she has actu-

ally used in life before

they were made into

sculpture. Her teapot

piece on the hotplate, for

instance. She’s British

and when she first came to the U.S., the teapot

was a comfort from home. She used and used it

until it began to crack and she was afraid it was

going to come apart. She thought she would

make a tea cozy to hold it together, but got car-

ried away and completely enclosed it. So that’s

how this body of work was born. As for her

connection to surrealism, she has a series of post-

cards that she carries around with her, her touch-

stones, images that give her confidence in her

own work. Curiously enough, the “Fur-lined

Teacup” is one. She’d never really investigated

Meret Oppenheim, she just loved the image.

JK: TTiere are soulmate relationships, human re-

lationships to an object that has a certain reso-

nance. And objects have resonance with one

another, or have a propensity for resonance.

When unexpected pairings come together and

play off each other, it can be a surrealistic tactic.

Janice Redman’s impulse is obsessive, warm, and

nurturing, but it quickly diverges into something

smothering and frightening, which I find disturb-

ing and intriguing at the same time. It has a deaf-

ening quietness to it, which is surrealist at its

core.

AWL: Those physically, intellectually, emotion-

ally charged aspects are present in all the work

in the show. But frequently there is also the ob-

sessive crafting. Several of the artists talked about

the actual soul of the object and the energy that

was put into their work. Janice talked about how
she might be in the kitchen, cooking something

with a nice whisk. It will go in the drawer and

then, when she’s in the studio, she finds the

whisk is needed. She said, “It’s not a matter of

getting a whisk from the hardware store, it’s a

matter of using the one that has become filled

with my own energies, so there’s both loss (of

the whisk from my kitchen) and creation of an

object with a life and essence of its own.” The

artist has endowed the object with synergistic

materials which continue an intense and edgy

dialogue about a former or ongoing relationship.

JK: Are you describing eroticism or compulsive-

ness?

AWL: On the surface, compulsiveness more than

eroticism, but that too. A lot of the artists did

talk about how their work came from a very

psychological place, how they were working out

their compulsions, their anxieties, their dream

states.

JK: But there’s irreverence in the work as well.

AWL: We haven’t really talked about the humor-

ous subversiveness of the “Fur-lined Teacup.”

JK: When Janine Antoni was here in Boston she

was asked about the influence of Yves Klein and

his relationship to the model—his erasing the

barriers and distinctions between the model and

the subject and himself. Klein did his blue paint-

ings with nude models applying the paint with

their bodies 44 years ago. Now Antoni paints

the gallery floor with her hair, does eyelash blink

paintings, uses her body to imprint a tub of lard,

and has cast her nipples in solid gold. There’s a

44-year flash back to when male artists did these

things specifically with female models.

AWL: Antoni’s work has not really been seen

for the humor it contains, and she gets frustrated

by that. She said she takes her humor very seri-

ously. She plays with serious militant feminism

as well as the long-standing male hierarchy in

the art world. She’s saying, “Lighten up!” She’s

a great example of the second or third genera-

tion whose birthright allows them to break ranks

in subtle ways with the primary revolution.

Amt Wilson Lloyd is an indef^ndent curator and

critic vc’lto writes for Art in America, Art New
England, Sculpture, and other art journals.

Jeffrey Keougit is director of exhibitions at

Massachusetts College ofArt.
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KUSAMA, "BLUE COAT," PLASTER, CLOTH AND HAT STAND CONSTRUCTION
COURTESY OF PROVINCETOWN ART ASSOCIATION AND MUSEUM

KUSAMA
in Provincetown
THE JAPANESE ARTIST YAYOI KUSAMA,
along with Meret Oppenheim and Louise Bour-

geois, were primary inspirations for the exhibi-

tion we discuss in the accompanying interview.

Kusama's stuffed-fabric, phallic sculpture is ob-

sessive, eccentric, almost pathologically personal.

She is an under-recognized artist whose oeuvre

since the 1950s has been a kind of non-deliber-

ate surrealism/feminism in action. Japan, not ex-

actly the most liberated country when it comes

to women artists, surprisingly chose Kusama as

their representative in the 1 993 Venice Biennale.

She was the first artist ever to be featured solo

in their pavilion. Though Kusama now lives and

works in Tokyo, during the 1960s she was on
the scene in both New York and Provincetown,

where she became an unattributed pioneer of

just about every postwar avant-garde move-
ment, from pop art to performance to installa-

tion. Kusama made soft sculpture out of furni-

ture, clothing, and everyday objects before Claes

Oldenburg did; created total gallery-filling envi-

ronments well before Warhol, and showed a

large mirrored room that replicated infinity be-

fore Lucas Samaras showed his very similar

work. Her signature motifs were, and still are.

polka dots and stuffed, fabric phallic shapes that

she uses to “obliterate” sofas, shoes, dresses,

boxes, even boats. Donald Judd, in his early days

as an art critic, was one of the first to write about

and collect her work. His private arts founda-

tion in Marfa, Texas, has several Kusama pieces

from Judd's collection.

Tony Vevers remembers Kusama during her

years in Provincetown. He recalls that while she

was somewhat reclusive she was well supported

by Walter Chrysler, who, Vevers says, “was very

much taken by her work as he was with all things

phallic.” Just about everyone else thought her

work odd. As Vevers says, “It was very personal,

very idiosyncratic. Lucas Samaras was the only

one who was doing anything like it.” In both

1965 and 1966, Kusama had solo exhibitions in

Provincetown, accompanied by “Nude Happen-

ings” at the Chrysler Museum.

Recendy Kusama’s work returned to Province-

town. In 1991, just months before Japan an-

nounced her as their 1993 entrant in Venice, sev-

eral of her phallic-covered sculptures were

deaccessioned from the Chrysler Museum (now

located in Norfolk, Virginia) and offered for sale

with no minimum bid in the annual Province-

town Art Association auction. Vevers bought

several of them and has since resold them to

Japanese collectors for a nice profit. His pieces

consisted of an untitled kitchen chair piece and

about two dozen women's high-heeled shoes.

all signed and dated 1962. Vevers says it’s most

likely they were made in Provincetown. Other

Kusama pieces in the auction were “Blue Coat,”

a fabric and paint-coated piano bench, which

Robyn Watson, director of the Art Association,

recalls arrived in very poor condition, and a plas-

ter-and-wood piece tided “Coffin,” both ofwhich

sold for $50 per piece.

While it is dismaying that the present-day staff

at the Chrysler Museum did not regard Kusama’s

work worthy in general, it must be particularly

embarrassing to them that the pieces were

pitched less than a year before her international

Biennial re-debut. Furthermore, last fall the

Guggenheim Museum (Soho) showed several

Kusama works in its large traveling show of

postwar Japanese work. Scream Against the Sky,

an exhibition undoubtedly years in the making.

The Chrysler Museum’s strangely timed

deaccessioning of Kusama’s works sadly and

ironically supports the premise of Object Les-

sons: that there’s a disrupted art historical lin-

eage of women sculptors descending from the

archetypal surrealistic object, “Fur-lined Teacup,”

and hitherto, a general lack of respect for work

like Kusama’s that involves the body, fabric, sew-

ing, obsessiveness, eccentricity, the personal, the

domestic. . . .
—Ann Wilson Lloyd
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“These trees!

This sky!

This breeze!

The sunlight!’'

A CONVERSATION ABOUT CONCEPTUALISM WITH DOUGLAS HUEBLER

BY CHRISTOPHER BUSA

D
ouglas Huebler, along with Robert Barry,

Joseph Kosuth, and Lawrence Weiner, is

a seminal figure of the conceptual art

movement that began in the late '60s, a period

when they, and others, felt that the formal is-

sues inspirational to the modernist enterprise had

been thoroughly examined, and exhausted. In

the course of his distinguished career, Huebler

has succeeded in de-constructing the traditional

nature of the art object to the extent that some

collectors are hard put to identify the exact place

where the “art" is located in his work. He is re-

cendy retired from the faculty at the California

Institute of Arts, the famed citadel of postmodern

thinking, where he served as program head and

dean of the School of Art. Colleagues included

John Baldessari, Jonathan Borofsky, and Laurie

Anderson, and students with whom he worked

included Sue Williams and Mike Kelly. For years

he exhibited with Leo Castelli and he is now
represented in New York by Holly Solomon.

Huebler does not object to the term “con-

ceptualisC but he is just as happy with the more

general term, “artist,” since his activity includes

drawing, painting, and sculpture. He has been a

seasonal resident of Truro since 1963, when he

built a house with virtually no studio. This spring

1 visited, after a long hiatus, and my first im-

pression was that the house was brand new. A
hill had moved. The old driveway was a newly-

framed garden. The house was now twice as

large in spatial volume but the design was so

spare it looked smaller. Walking in the door, 1

was greeted by a painting 1 had only seen in a

museum, Mondrian’s famous diamond, “Broad-

way Boogie-Woogie,” hanging by its apex on a

wall across the open room. The room was light-

filled, dazzlingly white, and the painting ap-

peared pristine, perhaps more pristine than the

original. I had to look carefully at the small

squares of bright, taxi-cab colors, jammed into

the narrow lanes of the painting's linear geom-

etry, to see the subtle changes that Huebler had

wrought. Huebler’s “correction” of Mondrian,

one of the many corrections he has imparted
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upon works of art that have themselves under-

gone a cultural process of canonization, was

exacting and painstaking. Huebler’s son. Dome,

home for a visit from California, where he is a

special effects film artist for Disney Studios, did

some of the painting, and some of his work, like

most of Mondrian’s, required correction as well.

Huebler’s speech is like his handwriting, so vis-

ible in his written texts — large, simple, highly

legible, and flowing with a hypnotic transpar-

ency — and, also, riddled with absurdities that

get carried along in the flow of another logic.

We began in late afternoon and talked on until

the tape ran out.

Christopher Busa: You became a conceptual art-

ist before conceptual art existed.

Douglas Huebler: Before the term existed. How-
ever, I had heard Barbara Rose use it when she

described Donald Judd’s sculpture as being fab-

ricated by others from his working drawings.

Like architect’s drawings. At that time I was

making minimalist sculpture, but with my own
hands. My work was included in the first major

exhibition of that kind of thing, the “Primary

Structures” exhibition at the Jewish Museum in

1965. But by 1967 1 began to make some moves,

some probes.

CB: What kind of probes?

DH: I drove steel rods into the ground in one

configuration or another. Being beneath the sur-

face of the earth, those forms did not compete

visually with the environment. They could be

seen in the drawings I made. I did things with

the tide and the sky, with the postal system. 1

wasn’t thinking it would be accepted as art by

anyone, including myself.

CB: What was the motivation to attempt those

probes or experiments?

DH: The motivation?

CB: Were you feeling boxed in by options avail-

able to young artists?

DH:1 wasn’t that young. I had been around the

world a little bit in terms of art.

CB: Still, you were in your late 30s, early 40s.

DH: Right. I’d already painted for years and then

made minimal sculpture for several years. In

1950 I went to New York and worked as an il-

lustrator. When 1 saw de Kooning, Kline,

Hofmann, I soon became a second generation

abstract expressionist. I also began to do a lot of

reading in philosophy with no intention of re-

lating it to my art, but simply because I was in-

terested in it. I read John Dewey. 1 read the exis-

tentialists, especially Camus. 1 developed a

strong interest in Zen thought. I was intrigued

and still am about following certain impulses I

derived from Robbe-Grillet, Barthes, Merleau-

Ponty.

CB: You mentioned a book. Patterns ofDiscovery^

I’d never heard of it.

DH: A great book. It was written by L.B. Hanson,

a physicist who makes a vital connection be-

tween language and visual patterns. He shows

a black-and-white pattern, then tells you this is

a representation of a herd of holstein cows. As

soon as you get the language, you perceive the

visual phenomenon. And you never stop seeing

it. If it’s hidden from you, it remains abstract

and meaningless. Once someone unlocks the key

to your perception through language, you see it

instantly.

CB: You were teaching art history at Bradford

College, here in Massachusetts, at the time?

DH: Yes. I had studied a great deal of art history

as a graduate student in Michigan which quali-

fied me to teach where a Ph.D. is not required. 1

began to wonder if I was telling the truth. I would

stand up there and I would relate rhetoric I had

read: Cezanne this, or Giotto that, formal analy-

ses. I would look at what I was seeing on the

screen, the slide, then wonder, how true is what

I’m saying? Do I believe it myself? I learned it,

but is this really the truth? That was a very strong

challenge for me to look more deeply and to

understand that what I was saying had so much

to do with what I’d read. The language had so

much to do with the perception. Easily enough,

1 would get to cubism, and I would say to my
innocent students, here’s a clarinet, here’s a man

with a hat, this is where his hands are. I would

begin to penetrate the mystery of the analytical

cubist work and the students would say, “Ah,

yes.” I began to realize, it’s so much about Ian-



guage. The same thing would be true if you

showed a naturalistic or realistic representation

I and then said, this is the story of the Christ Child

and these are the Three Wise Men. Most people

used to bring a pretty good understanding of the

Christian mythology — less so as 1 continued

teaching— to the experience of looking at paint-

ings and they knew who key figures were in

mythology. 1 realized there's a literature embed-

ded in the mind of the viewer. The reading of

the imagery corresponds with the language. This

;

turnover began to interest me very much.

CB:1 am very taken with slides of one piece of

yours from this time, the late '60s, in which you

seem to say farewell to minimalism. You floated

several large cubes of white styrofoam on the

high seas off Ballston Beach, photographing

them from the shore while your young son and

daughters bravely ducked underwater without

snorkel gear to hold the cubes in alignment.

When released, they drifted off on separate cur-

rents. Who knows where the pieces ended up?

DH: When 1 began to do what we now call con-

ceptual art, 1 was asking myself, “What can 1

work with that isn't limited to direct perception

but which can be communicated through lan-

guage.” The styrofoam, once it had floated away,

was no longer a visual phenomenon, but it did

remain in the form of photographs (which I be-

j

gan to call “documents,” another form of lan-

I guage). All of my works are accompanied by a

typewritten statement. In this case, I stated the

facts about what the photograph depicted in a

particular relationship to time. The more I be-

gan to do this sort of thing, the more I began to

see how it related to my Zen concerns, espe-

cially the conviction that what we experience

phenomenologically exists indifferent to the

words we attach to it, indifferent to the words

that assign aesthetic or anthropological labels.

A tree is only a tree.

CB: We talk to the tree. The tree doesn't talk to

us. Growing up, watching my father make ab-

stract paintings, not pictures of trees, I often

thought, “What's the title?" The title was the clue,

the language, into the meaning.

DH: All you need is one word, cows, and you

begin to see cows. Otherwise you see blobs. It's

like Rorschach in one respect. There were a lot

of forces merging in the '60s for me. While I was

working on the minimal work, the effort was to

reduce the anecdotal references of the object. A
cube is a shape, but it's general. I'm not one to

invent a way of talking about this, but it cer-

tainly was part of my investigation into a kind

of work that had no narrative reference, as a cube

does not.

CB: Or any platonic or ideal form like the circle,

square, or triangle.

DH: What interested me when I made minimal

sculpture was that by working with the most

reduced visual forms, but placing them in a con-

text, like a room, the viewer becomes the sub-

ject of the work, as much as the object of per-

ception. He recognizes that he exists in as strong

a general way, a phenomenological way, as the

cube. And the cube resonates fi-om the cultural

construction which is a wall. Walls are not in

nature. Walls are man-made. The cube is man-

made. Ifyou exist in the space between the cube,

which is framed by the architecture, then you

recognize yourself in this space, existentially and

phenomenologically.

CB: The whole impulse, I feel, is to bring the

audience into the art, or for the artist to objec-

tify himself or herself as merely a member of

the audience and not in control of the experi-

ence, which may seem to have a life of its own.

The audience becomes an active part of the art

experience. Even now, with so-called activist art

we are having to develop a new language to

describe how to judge an activist work aestheti-

cally. How you get the audience to participate

becomes an issue in the aesthetic judgment of

activist art. Your art isn't activist in the same way
activist art utilizes political issues to insinuate

itself within a bureaucratic system. But it's ac-

tivist in the sense it imposes an action upon the

world. Something happens. Action creates nar-

rative, a documentary experience, and once gone

by, washed away, there is the residue through

either the anecdotes about the experience or the

photographs, and yet you don't have the actual

object. But you have proof that it existed. Which

is incredible.

DH: One of the first insights I had, in my depar-

ture from making concrete objects, was to pro-

duce a conceptual activity in the mind of the

viewer, without anything to see in the work.

There was no mystery within the work. It was

on the surface and coexisted with all other phe-

nomena, like a tree. I actually learned that right

here in Truro. If I tell you again about the cube

and say it has four sides, your mind can leap to

understand the other sides. You don't necessar-

ily need to see the other sides. Conceptually,

because of our cultural conditioning, you can

understand the other sides. You may go around

the other sides to confirm what your mind tells

you, that there is another side exactly like the

first. If you look at the back of a nude figure,

you know there is a front, though it's not the

same thing as knowing exactly what that front

will look like, the way you would the other side

of the plane of the cube.

CB: Because there's no experiential contact.

DH: That's right. As my interest evolved, I be-

came very frustrated with making objects. I made

some of these pieces in Bradford, where I lived.

I worked in my basement which was about three

inches taller than my head. The work had a

massive character. The biggest was about as big

as a bed. For me to make it in that low-ceilinged

basement was very difficult. I was struggling

with the universe. I remember the summer I

brought one of those pieces down on the top of

my station wagon and set it out in the woods

behind here. It looked puny. It hit me. Remem-

ber, 1 had this interest in Zen and how the small-

est looks like the biggest. The rock has as much

quality, character, and existential being as a

mountain. I thought, “My God, these trees, this

sky, this breeze, the sunlight, all of these natural

things have as much intensity, as much volume,

as much expressive character, as this funny ob-

ject I'm making. This object does not work in

nature. It works in the cultural environment of

a room, called a museum or a gallery.” I thought,

perversely, that I might try to make it bigger than

the woods. I thought I could paint it and make

it stand out in nature because of color. But I did

not want to compete with nature. I wanted, Zen-

like, to move in harmony with nature. I began

to think that maybe another way would be to

simply put a row of stakes down and run a string

from this hill up to the top of that hill. That's

exactly what I thought back in 1967. A series of

stakes, a string, and I would have a piece of sculp-

ture. Why not? Why wouldn't the string express

space, a continuum and a form, as much as a

solid object like minimal sculpture? Then I

thought. But if 1 do that, what happens over the

crest of that hill? Where do I stop this thing? If

my sculptural idea is to expand into nature and

to be in harmony with nature, when does it stop?

I began to think in terms of infinity, then of maps.

I began to see the map as the model, and 1 still

regard it as the primary conceptual model. It is a

cultural instrument which tells you where you

are, existentially, in relationship to any phenom-

enal location. You and 1 are now sitting here in

Truro, Massachusetts, physically on this lot,

which has a number. We're on Truro Center

Road, which has an address now. I could draw

you a map to show you. If you want to know, I

could also show you where Ballston Beach is,
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where Pamet Harbor is. 1 can do all of those

things on a two-dimensional surface, called pa-

per, and 1 could do it with a series of lines which

are visual signals. What else do 1 need? Words.

Truro Center Road. Pamet Harbor. Ballston

Beach. If 1 go a litde farther, Provincetowm. If 1

go a little farther. New' York. If 1 go a litde far-

ther. the West Coast. One of the first works 1

made here in Truro w'as the “42nd Parallel Piece.”

CB: A great piece.

DH: Thanks. That came about when I thought

of making a sculptural piece that would extend

from coast to coast. It turned out that Truro is

on the 42nd parallel and goes from here through

Davis, California, to the Pacific Ocean. It is also

the border for a number of states. I had already

made some works in New York and Boston by

placing “markers” on sidewalks and streets, de-

scribing forms which 1 called “sculpture.” I wrote

to the heads of the Chambers of Commerce of

one town in each state through which the 42nd

parallel passes. I chose a town as close as pos-

sible to the 42nd parallel and asked them to place

a sticker, that was enclosed, somewhere in that

town.

CB: Why did you call that kind of work “sculp-

ture”?

DH: When I tried to use the earth, I was trying

to describe forms in terms of measurements,

rather than using constructed objects. A line,

marking from coast to coast, also qualified as

sculpture.

CB: It’s more than going up a hill in Truro.

DH: Exactly, it started with that idea. Stringing

up the hill, but why stop there? Why not the

whole country? I sent out certified letters and

obtained receipts, and only later decided to use

them as “documents.” I was working with intu-

ition alone, probing, because there was no model

for my ideas. There was no one out there mak-

ing what’s now called conceptual art. TTiere were

no answers to my letters until a got a postcard

from some tiny town, a one-sentence answer

from the Chief of Police, who said, more or less,

“We have no Chamber of Commerce.” I had not

expected that result and saw my piece collapse.
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Then, it hit me that 1 wasn’t going to give up so

easily. The letters had already done the marking

simply by arriving in those locations. 1 realized 1

could work with another system, the U.S Post

Office. Other social systems could be used. I’d

used maps. I had used the tide as a natural sys-

tem. There was an absolute explosion in my
mind of possible things that might be explored,

not necessarily pictured, but which produce in

the imagination or the conceptual network of

the guy I call the percipient an image of an en-

tirely different nature from traditional visual rep-

resentations.

CB: I have always been interested in money as

an abstract system that was never valued suffi-

ciently by artists for its conceptual power. Money

is a symbolic system, especially paper money.

The value is not in any particular valuable chunk

of metal, but in the Government's signature.

Uncle Sam is a conceptual artist.

DH: A guy in California was having a show about

money at the Ace Gallery. Larry Weiner called

me and said, Do you have anything you’ve ever

done about money? I said no, forget it. I had

nothing. Within two hours after talking with

Larry, it hit me that I could do a piece. What

would I do with money? I thought, wait a

minute, what don’t you do with money? What’s

the wrongest thing that everybody knows not

to do with money?

CB: Don’t throw it away.

DH: No. If I ask people, they say don’t burn it,

don’t waste it. Even more, don’t send it in the

mail. So I thought, yes, you don’t send cash

through the mail. So I will send a piece of cash

through the mail. I’ll put it in a clear, plastic en-

velope. I’ll send it to California as my piece in

the exhibition. 1 typed out on a piece of paper

the address and the text which said, in effect,

this piece is being sent for the “Money Show,”

Ace Gallery, blah, blah, blah. And if this does

not arrive, 1 have made a xerox of it, both sides.

One side had the address and the other side had

a $5 bill. Now 25 years ago $5 out of my pocket

was about as much as I wanted to lose on art.

Today I might have sent $50.

CB: Here is where the artist may risk less than

the entrepreneur.

DH; I addressed it. I put the serial number of the

$5 bill on the text of the letter, put it on a piece

of cardboard about 4" x 7". I framed the bill in

clear plastic on the back side, so you see it im-

mediately. I went down to the mail room at Brad-

ford College where this sweet woman was the

postmistress. Her name was Mrs. Shays. I said,

“Can you weigh this envelope for me and put a

sticker stamp on it?” She looked at it and said,

“Mr. Huebler, you can’t do this.” Well, 1 told her

I was going to do it and see what happens. She

metered out whatever the postage was and said,

“I’m going to put the stamp on there but 1 will

not put it through the mail here. You take it out-

side and put it in a public mailbox! I don’t want

the responsibility because this will never get

there!” Well, by God, it got there. Frankly, I was

surprised.

CB: I’d have bet it would. It’s so obvious and

blatant that maybe a thief would think it a booby

trap.

DH: I don’t know. I guess nobody ever looked at

it. Anyway, that is in Count Giuseppe Panza’s

collection, now owned by the Guggenheim

Museum. 1 loved it. I did keep the xerox I’d made

as my own copy. 1 did another money piece right

here on the Cape, as long as I'm onto money

and you’re interested in money. I made a work

in which I got $100 in dollar bills. I took the

serial numbers and typed them out. Then I said

that this money will be returned to public dis-

persion, recommitted to the public use, and if

someone buys this work in 25 years, any of these

dollar bills that still exist can be returned to the

owner of the work and redeemed for $1000. In

those days, I often put a burden on the owner

to take responsibility for completing the design

of what was actually a work in process, not a

completed work, not an object. And also to take

the responsibility to pay $1000 to any of these

dollar bills that could be redeemed in 25 years.

CB: The U.S. Treasury does that when they sell

bonds. You buy a bond. In 25 years you redeem

it for a lot more money gained from interest.

DH: A thousand bucks is pretty good for a dollar

bill.

CB: Do you know if some of those dollar bills

are out there lurking to be redeemed? Will you

get stuck?

DH: Well, the 25 years is up. I’m not the one to

get stuck. Panza bought the work. He could get

stuck. I kept four of those dollar bills. Each one

should be worth a thousand dollars. But where

are the rest? Dollar bills wear out, rather soon.

CB: Before 25 years?

DH: Sure. The only ones that exist are the four 1

have. I just kept those for the fun of it. The work

itself I think stands independently and I like it,

but there’s a story you might find interesting.

During the summer when I made that work, Sol

LeWitt was visiting me for a few days. He saw

me do the work. He was fascinated and asked

me if he could have a copy of the statement, the

text. I said, “Okay, Sol, but this copy is not art.”

I have always specified that only a signed work

is the “original,” whatever that means to any-

one. I gave him a xerox, most of which was a

list of the serial numbers. I didn’t find out until
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later that he had gone with my wife shopping

for groceries and bought back the dollars at the

checkout counter with fives and 10s. Much later

someone told me they had seen about 30 of

those dollars, and my xerox, in Sol’s studio,

framed and hanging on a wall, like “art.”

CB: Perhaps more Huebleresque than Huebler.

Did he sign it Sol LeWitt?

DH: No, he just did it because he liked it and has

always been an avid collector of the kind of work

he connects with. By buying such work, he sup-

ported the galleries who supported it. 1 give him

a lot of credit for that support. Eventually he gave

a major collection to the Wadsworth Atheneun

in Hartford. 1 forgot about the money piece un-

til, several years later, 1 got a call from the John

Weber Gallery asking me the value of that work.

1 said that it wasn't worth anything because Sol

was not the real owner. 1 knew that Panza had

acquired it. Sol had loaned the copy that he had

to John Weber and Weber hung it in his apart-

ment which was burglarized. The only art ob-

ject stolen was that particular money piece. 1 was

delighted. All aspects of its existence were gone.

Whoever took it spent the money. I told the

woman who called that she could claim $3000

or $4000 for insurance. But I love that story be-

cause the money got recirculated, as I intended

in the first place.

CB: In speaking about the string you strung on

stakes on a hill in Truro, the propelling question

was how to end the piece. Where did one stop?

At least, if one went coast to coast, there were

the oceans as boundaries. Completion also hap-

pens when one comes full circle to a stated ac-

tion. This interview will be completed when the

last word is spoken. We are not yet done. We
haven’t spoken about teaching, which sustained

you while you were producing work that was

extremely difficult for anyone to purchase.

DH: Not really! The difficulty has been in find-

ing enough people as willing to take on the chal-

lenge of this kind ofwork as the Europeans have.

Yes, teaching sustained me, but I made that

choice 40 years ago, rather than continuing to

do commercial illustration in New York where I

was beginning to do well. In those days there

was no art world as we know it today. Few gal-

leries, few careerist artists. At least I didn’t know
any. When I began teaching there was a simple

trade-off between what I knew to talk about and

the student’s interest in learning about the things

I knew. I found it very satisfying to teach draw-

ing, painting, and art history in such liberal arts

environments as Bradford College and Harvard.

Along the way 1 developed a reputation as a

conceptualist and was invited to teach at Cal

Arts which proclaimed itself to be engaged in

the professional training of young artists, or

something to that effect. That brought in the

careerists, and it’s well known that during the

last 20 years the school poured out a steady

stream of hot young artists. The problem was
that the faculty were regarded as stepping-stones

to success and more than one student made it

clear that that is what they expected to buy with

their tuition dollar.

CB: You were hired guns.

DH: That’s how it felt most of the time. On the

other hand, a great many of the students were

marvelous and I’m happy to have known and

worked with them, actually to have learned from

them. But all in all, the pressure was intense,

especially when David Salle, Eric Fischl, and

other former students hit the top. Not only did

their success make the current students want
tlteir's right now, some Los Angeles galleries

made studio visits even to freshmen, holding out

the carrot of a one-person show. What student

is willing to wait, work, and develop? The art

world, the practice of making art itself, and the

demands of teaching that practice have all

changed radically. The time came when 1 wanted

out.

CB: Can you say more about those changes?

DH: The whole business has become overheated

in the last 30 years. The truly obscene specula-

tion in art practiced by collectors has, in turn,

produced a similarly disgusting hunger for popu-

lar success on the part of too many artists. I have

to remind myself, however, that this isn’t the

first time. Frederic Remington, whose work I like,

desperately sought acceptance by the National

Academy. He wanted to be recognized as a

painter, not an illustrator. Also, many Renais-

sance artists engaged in rough house competi-

tion for recognition and commissions. It seems

as if only folk artists have been free of it.

CB: Why speak in the past tense about folk art?

DH: Because it’s mostly in the past. It’s become

a commercialized industry in craft shows today.

In his Pmcif^les ofArt the British philosopher R.G.

Collingwood wrote in 1938 (he died as an air

raid warden during the bombing of London) that

movies, radio, magazines, and other forms of

popular media smothered the average man with

such an abundance of imagery that virtually no

one would need to generate personal imagery

out of the imagination. Today, who can match

the flood of computer-generated images that fill

our television sets. I saw a lot of attempts a few

years ago when I sat on an NEA panel for alter-

native art. It all looked the same because it v,^as

handcuffed to technology.

CB: So, instead of resisting, you turned to an-

other direction, choosing not to make objects or

images.

DH: More to the point, I had begun to consider

how to play out the role of language combined

with imagery. Collingwood drew a line between

what he called true art and magical art. He re-

lated magical art to the way the ritual performed

by a witch doctor can produce a specific cure

when the patient already knows that it will

work. He shows that art can produce a foresee-

able response when the artist and the receiver

share the same cultural beliefs and feelings. Ad-

vertisers sell telephone service or beer by ap-

pealing to the most base kind of cultural prac-

tice. Or the most noble—who isn’t touched by

a picture of a woman holding a baby? But true

art, Collingwood says, is what happens when
the process of creation produces an entirely new
language.

CB: What you’re doing is shifting from the

fetishized object to information about the fetish.

DH: Not until 1 saw The Purple Rose ofCairo did I

realize how much my work had in common with

Woody Allen’s. The film is based on a near-cliche

about people going to the movies to escape the

harsh reality of the life played by Mia Farrow’s

character. What is new is the language produced

by the way the film tells its story, the idea that

the fictional character in the movie Farrow

watches walks through the screen and has a fling

with her, etcetera. If my work provides infor-

mation about the fetish, it also provides infor-

mation about the most familiar kind of phenom-
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ena, in a voice that is less familiar. If it is less

familiar, it ought to be given more attention, a

second or third reading, or more. 1 know 1

haven't read a poem unless 1 go back to it at

least once.

CB: There's no point skimming a poem. Even if

you quickly absorb it, the poem won't come to

life until you dwell on it and attach it to your

ongoing mental contents, memories, thoughts,

ideas, sensations. The gallery ethos encourages

us to treat visual art as an instantaneous experi-

ence, forgetting that the work must also act on

one's brain over time.

DH: For too many years I've seen people walk

into a show of mine and give a cursory glance,

maybe read one work. Some few others spend

hours, which I like. But many just say that

words are not art. Ideally, 1 want my work

to inspire someone to come back again and

again, essentially to think. I made a show

with Castelli a number of years ago. This

young artist was helping hang the show.

After he put a particular work on the wall,

he kept staring at it for a half hour. Then he

came over to me and said. That’s really

funny. I said thank you. The next morning

he came back to help finish hanging the

show. He had been thinking about that

work. It was not funny, he said; it’s theme

was sad, pathetic, moving.

CB: You tend to use humor as a kind of bait

for attention, as if you are obliged to impart

"information” through a form of entertain-

ment. You added to your vocabulary of the

photograph and the language and you be-

gan to use narratives about the art world in

the form of a comic strip, with all elements

expressed under the title Crocodile Tears.

Among others, a character, “The Great Correc-

tor,” emerged in the guise of a revered art pro-

fessor at an art school who loves to demonstrate

the flaws in masterpieces of art through his cor-

rections. Of course, you are the one who actu-

ally makes these corrections, inhabiting your

own character by actually painting the correc-

tions yourself, then exhibiting them along with

a reproduction of the original, a photograph from

your ongoing project of photographing every-

one alive in the world, the narrative of the comic

strip, and an aphorism connected with people

represented in the photograph. I see here in your

studio that you are currently painting a Bruegal.

How close is your Bruegel to the Bruegel it is

based on?

DH: It isn't based on any single Bruegel. It's a

pastiche combining elements taken from Bruegel

paintings and woodcuts which are combined

with a lot of images 1 invented, based on, of

course, Bruegel. You can see the pile of refer-

ences I have there on the floor.

CB:I see a reproduction of the ‘Tower of Babel”

almost surmounting the pile.

DH: My painting quotes it, referring to only a

tiny aspect. The guy beating on the dragon-

headed drum refers to a Bruegel woodcut, ex-

cept that I added the dragon to what was merely

a drum in the original. The monkey sitting on

the back of the man being forcefed from a fun-

nel held by a dwarf—that group and that action

is my invention. But I could imagine Bruegel

doing it. It goes back and forth from one Bruegel

work to another, my “original” contributions, and

a fragment borrowed from Bosch. I'm doing the

things an ordinary forger would do. I can tell

you it’s more difficult to do that than to paint in

a style you’ve developed over the years. Even

though the narrative in Crocodile Tears tells you
up front that it's not authentic, I try very hard to

give it the aura of an original, so that how well

it’s done becomes a secondary issue. I think of

the paintings that go along with Crocodile Tear

as a backup group in a band and hope that they

wash through the structure of texts in the fore-

ground of the work. By that I mean to say a new

language appears where the photographs, apho-

risms, and the narrative which is the subject of

the comic strip come together to resonate from

the painting. Regardless of the years of effort that

have gone into the paintings, they are not the

subject of the work.

CB: What’s really subversive about this is that

it’s a genuine involvement with the history of

painting and also the skills of painting. Which

would drive a lot of people crazy if they are try-

ing to categorize conceptual artists as pointers,

rather than doers. The Magritte I saw upstairs in

your house is very witty.

DH: There is a very well-known Magritte, “The

Black Signature,” that is the model for my
Magritte. What I did was take Magritte’s scene

of a woman riding a horse through trees, with

sturdy brown trunks, then imagine how he, with

his surreal sensibility, would have painted an

Appaloosa horse whose black-and-white mark-

ings merge with those of the trunks of birch trees,

changes that I believe are aesthetically consis-

tent with Magritte. The painting is from the “Bur-

ied Treasure” text of the Crocodile Tears project,

which is a critique about forgeries, originality,

and speculation in art. The paintings I make pose

as works that have been held in private collec-

tions until now; at the same time I pronounce

their inauthenticity.

CB: You have another Magritte here in your stu-

dio.

DH: This is a correction of his “La conditione

humaine” which shows an artist's canvas on an

easel set in front of a window where the land-

scape seen outside is exactly the one in the paint-

ing. But the Great Corrector has perversely

changed the sky into a medley of sun-drenched

clouds, completely undermining Magritte’s in-

tention. Metaphorically speaking, correctors

abound in our cultural landscape.

CB: Is the kitschy sky your only correction?

DH: It's the only correction that was necessary

to play out the point.

CB: That word “correction” amuses me, as an

editor involved with amending flawed text. Your

paintings ultimately become part of your vari-

ous art world narratives. They get eaten up as

objects and disappear into a documentary sta-

tus, not an original, not a copy, hardly even a

Huebler, but odd evidence of acute perception.

DH: What I want my work to do, always, on

any level, beginning with those earlier works

about process and phenomena, is to have it con-

stantly reentered and reconsidered, so its picto-

rial aspect, color, form, and so forth, are com-

pletely beside the point. I try to make the best

paintings I can to establish the fact that they re-

ally wash through these other dialectical rela-

tionships, the various texts, from the naturalism

of the photographs, to the culturally determined

texts in Crocodile Tears, which join with and re-

flect from the aphorisms which, in turn, bounce

off the photographs by saying, “ Represented

above is at least one person who is”— poor but

happy, beautiful but dumb, or so on. Which per-

son in a photograph who is determined to be

the appropriate subject of the aphorism, if any,

becomes the responsibility of the percipient, a

fact I intend to stand for the larger issue of how
responsibly cliche-driven ideas are employed.

Gonnected with that kind of cliche are art-world

meanings having to do with signature artists,

great correctors, forgery and originality. Forgery

is part of the system, inspired by the abundance

of naive collectors who think there is gold in

them thar' hills. My art is not forgery. It's role as

text is clear. 1 am not trying to demonstrate that

I can paint a brilliant fake.

CB: There is something very Zen-like in the way
you empty yourself out of your work. Yet, no

doubt, there is an ambition in the apparent mod-

esty. Do you feel isolated, living here in tiny

Truro?

DH: Truro is considered the most rural town on

Cape Cod. I grew up on a farm in Michigan, so

I’m very much at home here. As long as I have a

place to work. I'm not isolated.

Christof^her Btisa's interview with Lawrence

Ferlinghetti aff^ears elsewhere in this issue.
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Farewell, Jaek

EJ. K.\HN,JR

1917-1994

TRIBUTE BY JOSEPH P. KAHN

E.J. Kahn Jr., 77, a New Yorker staff writer since

1937 and a Truro resident for 45 years, died on

May 28, 1994. Jack, as he was universally

known, occupied a central position in the Outer

Cape summer community and wrote about its

denizens with a practiced, puckish eye—when

he wasn’t dueling with them on his tennis court

or fueling them with libations at one of his fa-

mous Labor Day parties.

Born in New York City and educated at

Harvard, Jack went on to produce 27 books and

more wordage for the New Yorker than any single

contributor, from profiles and ‘Talk of the Town”

pieces to nighdife columns and war reportage.

In the 1950s, he wrote passionately about vic-

tims of McCarthyism. Later he covered the

anti-apartheid movement in South Africa and

profiled U.S. Foreign Service officers in China

whose careers were destroyed by Commie-
hunters back home. He wrote about showgirls,

agribusiness barons, and Dr. Seuss, too. He cov-

ered six Olympics and the Berlin Airlift. A cli-

che, but Jack truly did it all.

His reputation as a gamesman was as leg-

endary as his reportorial output. Jack attacked

(and occasionally composed) crossword puzzles

with astonishing alacrity and was a world-class

competitor at backgammon and gin rummy. He

could beat almost anyone at almost anything, it

often seemed, to which he applied his resource-

ful mind.

Jack was married twice—to Virginia Rice, the

actress, and to writer and critic Eleanor Munro

—

and raised three sons and two stepsons, all of

whom have maintained strong Cape Cod ties.

For four consecutive summers in the 1960s, the

Kahn family wrote and published a weekly

newspaper. Park Here, for their Outer Cape

friends and neighbors. Jack also supported nu-

merous local institutions, including the Truro

Center for the Arts at Castle Hill, where he

taught a writing class for many summers. He

adored large dogs and old jazz standards and

blueberry picking on his Pamet Valley property.

Jack’s unfettered enthusiasm was infectious.

More than most, he created a sense of commu-
nity around the people and places he loved.
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Last July, family members scattered Jack’s

ashes at Ballston Beach in Truro. Two memorial

services were held, at the Truro Congregational

Church and the Century Association in Man-

hattan. In excerpts from tributes paid to Jack, as

well as in pictures and words of his own, we
remember a writer whose career—and life

—

touched a lot of us.

You Learn Something New
Every Day

Volume one of Jack’s memoirs. About The New
Yorker ami Me: A Sentimental Jomml, was built

around a diary he kept in 1977, the year he

turned 60. The book was published in 1979 to

friendly, though mixed, reviews.

In 1981, a surprising thing happened.

Seymour Krim stumbled across the book in a

remainder bin and re-reviewed it for the Village

Voice, under the headline ‘The Resurrection of

E.J. Kahn.” Jack loved the piece—what vindicated

autobiographer would not?—and tacked it to his

kitchen wall in Truro. Krim on Kahn:

Fretting about money is just one of the small

details that makes Kahn so real and readable right

now. But it is also his cutthroat gambling at back-

gammon, his worry (after 40 years on staff!) as

to whether New Yorker editor William Shawn

will accept his profile on the State of Georgia,

his lying to his wife that he has kicked smoking-

—it is his simple, unaffected, ebullient human-

ity that makes About the New Yorker andMe such

a sparkling show. And there is more to it than

that.

In an age of one-sided sensibilities, of ram-

pant monomanias, Kahn is a life-loving,

all-around guy in a refreshing sense. He has an

eye for a pretty chest, but would never dream of

making it with anyone but his second wife, art

critic Eleanor Munro. He works like a demon -

more wordage in his magazine than any other

writer, climbing toward three million by now -

but would never think twice about pushing his

typewriter aside to befriend his three sons, two

stepsons, three grandchildren. He loves the New
Yorkerwkh spaniel-eyed loyalty, but still has the

uncomplicated guts to say he’s practically

stopped reading all poetry in the magazine be-



cause “it is plain too heavy.” Shameless light-

weight!

What makes him (and his book) unique is

that he seems to be startlingly at home every-

where—covering Idi Amin amid the crocodiles

in Uganda, attending a modern dance concert

in the wilds of East 14th Street—and writes

about it all with the same unfailing high spirits,

boyishness, pride in accuracy, and feel for a good

yarn that lights up this entire document. If he

put his mind to it, he could even cook up a very

funny and true E.J. Kahn-type story about the

fact that his best book, the climax of an enor-

mously hard-working and unpretentious career,

only got the praise it deserved after it had been

remaindered.

“You learn something new every day,” he

might innocendy reflect, just as he did in his jour-

nal on July 13, 1977 when a fellow member of

the Harvard Club told him that Chivas Regal is

the brand of Scotch that all the Jews drink.

Literary Life on the Cape

In the mid-’70s. Jack wrote an essay on the Cape

literary set for the New York Times Book Review.

It was fitting, inasmuch as for years the Times

had sent reporters to write about the coterie of

writers, artists, and shrinks who settle season-

ally between Wellfleet and Provincetown. More

often than not, these dispatches opened with a

scene from the Kahn tennis court or a Kahn cock-

tail party. Jack supplied some further thoughts

on his book-writing brethren:

People who are not especially familiar with

the folkways of the Outer Cape sometimes de-

scribe it as a summer literary colony, but to those

of us who more or less earn a living by writing

and who happen to spend summers there, the

characterization seems a mite high-toned. Most

writers who gravitate to our region make a point

of saying very little about their work, and pre-

tend, insofar as possible, that they never do any

writing after they cross the Cape Cod Canal. One
would never suspect, for instance, from seeing

Stanley Kunitz putter about his Provincetown

garden, whip up souffles in his kitchen, or prance

around a tennis court that a single line of poetry

had ever crossed this protean man's mind. When
my children were growing up, to cite a further

example, 1 used to work seven days a week, all

summer long (as I still affect to do), from 8 A.M.

until lunchtime, except on mornings when the

tide was right for sea-clamming. But inasmuch

as the boys rarely got out of bed before noon, I

succeeded fairly well in convincing them that

the one thing no self-respecting writer would
ever be caught dead doing was writing. They
thought that 1 was, like Robert Jay Lifton, Will-

iam Gibson, B.H. Friedman, Mark Strand, and

other conscientious but reticent writers in our

midst, just a tennis bum.

What sets Cape Cod writers apart from other

summer residents in their communities is that

the writers never really take vacations. Accord-

ingly, we are rarely joined by publishers or edi-

tors. . . . The publishers and editors avoid us be-

cause they regularly go off on holidays—pub-

lishers go to tonier resorts than writers can af-

ford (Chatham, say, where people wear neck-

ties in August) and editors to grubbier ones, such

as the Hamptons—and it would embarrass them
to be obliged to perceive that writers do not.

Parking Space

By the mid-’80s. Jack and Ellie had arranged their

working lives to spend half the year in Truro,

typically arriving in mid-June and staying

through Thanksgiving and into December. In a

1985 op-ed piece, he reflected on his changing

relationship to the local community:

1 don’t feel the same urge with which some
of my August neighbors are afflicted to cram

everything possible into a single month, because

1 am what 1 call a third-class Cape Codder. First

class is a category occupied exclusively by

year-round residents who were born on the

Cape. Second class includes year-rounders, like

my son Tony, who were bom off-Cape.

My category is composed of homeowners

who spend about half the year on the Cape.

Straggling along behind our group, in diminish-

ing order of consequence, are Summer People,

August People, July People, Ovemighters, and,

at the end of the procession, people who take

the boat from Boston to Provincetown and go

back the same day.

These daytrippers do have one advantage

over the rest of us. They don’t have to face up to

August’s most demanding challenge: Finding a

place to park. There is no aspect of August life

on Cape Cod—going to the beach or the store

or the dump or the post office or a cocktail

party—in which parking is not a crucial element.

As 1 write, some women are engaged in a tour-

nament on my tennis court, and one benighted

player has positioned her car—with its keys re-

moved—squarely in front of mine.

1 hope to get myself extricated by Labor Day.

Maybe I shouldn’t try too hard. Where would 1

park if 1 could move it? A sculptor told me re-

cently that according to some informal research

he has conducted, the attendance figures at art

openings are directly proportionate not to the

quality of the white wine served nor, for that

matter, to the quality of the works on exhibi-

tion, but, rather, to the quantity of turnaround

space in a gallery’s parking lot.

Oh, well, if you can’t find a place to park

anywhere else, you can always go to a drive-in

movie.

The Society of Jobbists

New Yorker writer and longtime Wellfleet resi-

dent Philip Hamburger was a friend and col-

league of Jack’s for more than half a century.

The great judge Learned Hand spoke some-

where of what he—and his friend Justice Oliver

Wendell Holmes—called the Society of Jobbists:

true craftsmen who love their work, were de-

voted to their work, derived deep satisfaction

from the accomplishment of work well done.

These people, said the judge, had the right to

belong to the Society of Jobbists. There are no

set rules, but you recognize one of these men
and women the moment you see one. Jack was

one of them—the true professional.

It is almost inconceivable to me that 1 will

walk through the offices of the New Yorker bear-

ing the knowledge that Jack Kahn is no longer

there. You would round a bend and there was

Jack. You would walk into an elevator and there

was Jack. You would go out to lunch—with Jack.

When we all began, back in the late ’30s, the

place was familial, collegial, fun. 1 guess 1 have

passed his office hundreds upon hundreds of

times (the magazine, striving always to keep

zealously ahead of the curve, rouses itself and

moves its own offices approximately every 60

years). 1 would pass Jack’s office, and 1 would

peek in. And there was Jack, all scrunched up,

his head half cocked to one side, his face bear-

ing an expression of both gentleness and skepti-

cism, pounding away at his faithful old manual

Remington. No new-fangled, high-tech, garbage-in

garbage-out electronic junk for Jack! The words

poured out—good clean words, neatly turned.

Jack was a man of great personal courage.

He paid his dues in two wars our country fought

in this turbulent and indecipherable century. At

times, he appeared to be a positive, addictive

curmudgeon, but anyone who knew him dis-

covered that this was a mere mask, an impish

false front hiding a sweet and truly generous

nature. He had a hard time hiding his sentimen-

tality. 1 vividly recall an evening, some time ago,

at Sidney Simon’s, when old popular songs were

being sung. Someone was singing “The Septem-

ber Song,” immortalized in Knickerbocker Holi-

day by Walter Huston. 1 looked across the room

at Jack, seated on a couch, hunched somewhat

like a boxer between rounds, tears streaming

down his cheeks.

A Man of Many Hats

The Boston Globe published an appreciation by

staff writer M.R. Montgomery, who focused on

two aspects of Jack’s career that impressed many

journalists: his versatility and gift for wordplay:

E.J. Kahn did it all at the New Yorker—the

short, bright features called “casuals,” including

light verse; more than 350 'Talk of the Town”

efforts, and a dizzying array of people (Frank

Sinatra to David Rockefeller—that’s a reach),

places (Alaska, Osaka, Africa) and things as dif-

ferent in their physical state as Coca-Cola and

the Douglas DC-3 aircraft. Among his many

gifts, he was proudest of his versatility, a trait

that showed itself in his ability to handle, grace-

fully, the oddest impulses of assigning editors.

A charming Talk piece on the alleged decline in

wearing of hats by gentlemen in the year of our

Lord 1946 (“Hats On”) was spurred by the imag-

ined increase in hatlessness noted by editor

Harold Ross. Kahn created a mythical reporter

(our man in Danbury), made some phone calls,
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and whipped up a perfecdy satisfactory

piece of froth ending with the imagined

results of a marketing surv’ey on why
men buy new hats: "Fort\' percent of

the replies said mosdy bad condition

old hats, 48 percent said mosdy some

dame."

Kahn had a penchant, according to

colleagues, for puns, an art form to

which both Ross and Shawm re-

sponded with faint shudders ;
' dis-

taste. That being the case, his .was

always sharp on the bob'’ >r a quot-

able or factual, and th utected, bit

of verbal humor. Hi> porting of the

first World Series . >n by the recently

uprooted Dodgers included the abso-

lutely irrelevant news that during the

series Los Angeles mobster Mickey

Cohen had announced his engagement

to a stripper whose professional name

was Beverley Hills. In his history of

Coca-Cola (a four-part piece that pro-

vided the model for the later one-subject

exhaustive pieces ofJohn McPhee et al),

Kahn described the “mass migration of

nectar” to every foreign batdefield dur-

ing World War 11 . The Coca-Cola Com-

pany had managed to arrange to send

bottling plants and syrup dispensers

everywhere (even to China, dis-

mantled and flown over the Hump
from Burma), causing a New York

newspaper to sourly comment: “What do they

think this war is, the cause that refreshes?” Kahn

would not be allowed to create that line, but he

could not be dissuaded from reporting it.

Cat, Man, Do

Poet and essayist William Jay Smith struck a simi-

lar note to Montgomery’s, with an added feline

twist:

Jack was one of those writers so typical of

the old New Yorkerwho could write on any sub-

ject, person, or place and draw the reader in for

any length and leave him or her totally informed

and delighted. He was equally at home in At-

lanta or Johannesburg, and he once said that if

he had to single out for the New Yorker his chief

territory, it would be Micronesia. He was always

travelling, and even when at home, he ranged

far and wide. He would take what seemed a most

unpromising subject and make it sparkle, as

when in a study of the 1970 census, he produced

the series of pieces that became in book form

The American People, an unforgettable descrip-

tion of America, not a melting pot, but rather,

he wrote, “a pot au feu or bouillabaisse, with

varied ingredients bobbing about in it more or

less compatibly, but also quite individualisti-

cally.”

Jack was a gentleman—a gentle man. In all

the years that 1 knew him I never heard him

speak ill of anyone. And to my knowledge the

only creatures for whom he expressed a strong
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dislike in his writing were cats; but for this an-

tipathy he paid dearly. When The American People

came out, he appeared on the “Today” show

with Barbara Walters. Arriving at the NBC stu-

dios at the appointed time, he could not find a

seat in the waiting room; they were all taken up

by cats, since this was International Cat Show
week. Barbara Walters held up to the camera a

copy of The American People and urged everyone

to go out and buy it, but she also held up several

cats. And the result, judging by the sales Jack’s

publishers later furnished him, her audience, in-

stead of rushing out to buy the book as they

were meant to do, all rushed out and bought

cats.

Game, Set, Wheatstalk

Writer Annie Dillard, no slouch of a wordsmith

(or wordplayer) herself, paid homage to EJK the

cunning gamesman as well as EJK the enterpris-

ing reporter:

1 knew Jack most intimately as a player of

anagrams and Dictionary. He wouldn’t give an

inch—which is how we liked it.

He used dozens of psychological stratagems

to unnerve his opponent. He began every game

with a catalogue of reasons why he was off his

game—some of them quite heartbreaking —in

case you’d be fool enough to drop your guard.

Then he claimed to have suffered an unbroken

string of ignominious defeats at your hands the

last 10 times you played the game. He offered

you a variety of drinks, and if you chose coffee.

he rubbed his hands and said sadly,

“If you think you need it.”

When you sat down to the game

at last, and rolled up your sleeves, and

began the first moves, he asked how
to play. If you brought up a rule while

you were playing, he shrugged as if

he were dealing with a person well

known to be impossible, and said, “If

that’s how you want to be.” If you

protested that these were just the or-

dinary rules of the game you’d been

playing for years, he said, “Sure.”

In his 1984 book The Staffs ofLife,

Jack describes a geneticist who won

- the Nobel peace prize for developing

a useful strain of wheat. On the day

the news broke about the Nobel prize,

he was working in his field when re-

porters descended on him—and he

blew his top at a cameraman who
- , trampled a stalk of wheat he was

C/i;. meticulously harvesting.

Among journalists, there will al-

ways be those who side with the cam-

eraman—get the story while it’s hot.

Jack was on the side of the geneticist;

Jack was on the side of the angels. Un-

\ derstand the important story. Under-

^
'i

stand the war, the South African lib-

'
- eral, the multinational tycoon. He

was, himself, the meticulous, selfless

worker, the husband and father, and

friend, who prepared a generous table for all the

world.

Playing the Percentages

Nobody had a finer career on the Kahn tennis

court (including Jack) than his old doubles part-

ner Walter Bingham, now retired from writing

and editing for Sports Illustrated:

One year when we were paired in Lee Falk’s

tournament, we were scheduled to play our fi-

nal match in the round robin against our good

friends Palmer Williams and Dick Miller. It was

clear this would be our major competition, and

as luck would have it, the match was to be the

last of the day.

At noon, with about an hour and a half gap

before the match, I decided to go home, but as I

was leaving, I heard Jack invite Palmer and Dick

up to the house for some refreshment. When I

returned I found three very cheery fellows wait-

ing for me. As we warmed up, it became clear

that I was the only person on the court who

could see the ball. We won the match easily.

1 never did find out whether it was Bloody

Marys or Martinis that did the job, but it was a

typical Jack Kahn percentage play: Give up one

of ours for two of theirs.

Jack the eternal optimist: At the start of a set

of mixed doubles, partnered with my daughter

Liza, I heard him say, “This should be no prob-

lem.” Minutes later they were down 0-5, love-40.

Whereupon Jack turned to Liza and said, “This

may be more difficult than I thought.”



I

Jack often said that since he and 1 had won

the Truro men's doubles title in 1965 and 1982,

we were due to win again in 1999. 1 can hear

him now. He is saying, “Hmmm, this may be

more difficult than 1 thought.”

The Indefatigable

Corresj:)onclent

Jack produced three sons who went into jour-

nalism. E.J. Kahn 111, 49, is an author and com-

munications consultant. Joseph P. Kahn, 46, is a

staff writer for the Boston Globe. Hamilton R.

Kahn, 43, is editor of the Provincctown Banner.

Joseph Kahn remembers their father above all

as a man of letters.

“I can’t think of a better way to spend one’s

life,” he told the New Yorker advertising depart-

ment in 1979. And frankly, neither could those

of us who shared that life with him.

Jack was born to a life of privilege in New
York City, and he travelled the world as soldier,

tourist, and reporter, often in the company of

family and friends. Yet he was most at home,

and perhaps most content, in two small towns

—Scarborough, New York where he and Jinny

raised three sons; and Truro, where he raised

j

two families—whose combined populations

I
could comfortably fit into one block of midtown

Manhattan.

He wore many hats in these communities:

school board president and volunteer fireman,

tennis tournament director and writing instruc-

tor, hockey goalie, gossip columnist, fund raiser,

clam digger, even Honorary Mayor. But the one

Jack cherished most was the title listed on his

business card: correspondent.

Corresf^ondent: a thing that corresponds or

correlates; a person who exchanges letters with

another; a person hired by a magazine or news-

paper to furnish articles of a certain type or from

a distant place.

“Dear Joey,” he wrote in July 1974, “In con-

junction with the Sidney Simons we gave a large

cocktail party at our place on the 4th of July.

The fireworks were provided by the Truro po-

lice, who at the height of the party, with per-

haps 150 cars parked on South Pamet Road,

threatened to have them all towed away. 1 spent

most of the party up on the street arguing with

the cops; much of the rest in colloquy with some
friend of Terry’s who wanted to know what we
had to drink that was 'organic.' 1 finally showed
him the tap water in the kitchen.”

Jack was an indefatigable correspondent—he

loved answering his mail—and an even-less-

fatigable source of support for a young writer

making his wobbly way in the world.

In February 1975, 1 submitted a Talk piece to

the New Yorker.

“1 ran into Shawn in the corridor last

evening,” Jack wrote. “First time I’d seen him in

months. Aha! 1 thought, he’s going to tell me
how sorry he is I haven’t done anything for the

magazine in a long time, and how much etc.

etc.

“Not at all. He asked me if I had a minute

and then proceeded to say how much he liked

the piece you sent in. Not that he was going to

accept it (or so 1 inferred); what he said was that

it was a very nice piece and that ‘we’ (‘we’ be-

ing as always ‘Shawn’) could have used it, with

a little editing, if only it had been on a subject

we wanted to write about.”

Later that year Jack wrote to console me
about a manuscript of mine that had been turned

down by Viking. Cheer up, he said. Gone with

the Wind got rejected 17 times.

On paper he could be by turns sardonic or

sentimental; then again. Jack was both these

things and more. Seldom was there any separa-

tion between churl and statesman, between who

he was and how he observed the world.

On the plus side, he no longer must suffer

the evils of cat fanciers, mayonnaise, the desig-

nated hitter rule, pseudo-academic jargon, bad

backgammon doubles, major league baseball

strikes, right-wing kooks, sloppy spellers, play-

ers who don’t sweep his clay tennis court, and

people who fail to answer their mail, particu-

larly incumbent New Yorker editors.

April 13, 1976: “Dear Joey, 1 am back from

further travels. A couple of days in Washington

(1 took Elbe and the boys to call on Mike

Mansfield, who spent an agreeable half hour

chatting with them, and who, when Lexy did a

trick for him, proceeded to do a trick for Lexy), a

week in Florida (during which 1 wrote my piece

on the 1776 English newspapers; 1 thought it

was going to be short, and it turned out to be

nearly 40,000 words long, and what in the world

Shawn will do with it—if anything—I can’t imag-

ine), a 1,500-mile, two-and-a-half day drive back

to New York (the car broke down in Tampa, but

we got it fixed easily and had no further misad-

ventures), a two-hour stay in New York (where

1 found a demented woman fiction writer had

been living in—living in, not just using—my of-

fice; she had stuffed various of my book shelves

with broken glass, and destroyed my couch) and

then five days in Hudson, Ohio, where I was

writer-in-residence at Western Reserve Acad-

emy, and where 1 had a fine time visiting classes

in English, History and Ethics, and finally deliv-

ered a lecture of sorts at the weekly school as-

sembly. End of sentence.”

End of letters.

End of the road for a most special correspon-

dent.

“I can’t think of a better way to spend one’s

life,” he told the New Yorker 15 years ago.

And, frankly, neither can 1.

LEFT TO RIGHT:

E.J. KAHN III,

DAVID FRANKFURTER,

E.J. KAHN, JR.,

HAMILTON KAHN,
JOSEPH P. KAHN,
ALEXANDER FRANKFURTER

(WHO TOOK THE PHOTOGRAPH
USING A TIMING DEVICE,

ALLOWING HIMSELF TO BE PRESENT)
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HENRY
GELDZAHLER

1935-1994

BY JONATHAN WEINBERG

H
enry Geldzahler—first curator of Twen-

tieth-Century Art at the Metropolitan

Museum of Art, later New York City

Commissioner of Cultural Affairs, critic, and art

historian—died of cancer on August 16 of this

year. Just before he died. Turtle Point Press pub-

lished a beautiful edition of his collected essays,

Mahing It Neve: Essays, Interviews, and Talks,

which surveys his 30-year career in the arts. Al-

though Henry Geldzahler was based in South-

ampton, New York, in the last 10 years of his

life, he was no stranger to

Provincetown. He spent

seven summers here dur-

ing the late ’50s and early '60s at a crucial time

in his formation as a curator of contemporary

art. I worked for Henry as a curatorial assistant

in the '80s and he included my paintings in “The

Younger Underknown Exhibition” at the Dia Art

Foundation in Bridgehampton. He was always

very kind to me, made me laugh, and gave me
useful advice (he said he was my “art uncle”). 1

miss him. But the following is not a personal

memoir. Rather it is an attempt to think seri-

ously about his role in the New York art world.

It seems to me that his career deserves many

such assessments. When famous artists die, art

historians quickly go to work writing obituar-

ies, planning retrospectives and biographies,

summing up the artist’s place in history. We are

less comfortable dealing with the death of one

of our own. My colleagues and I wince when
we hear that old chestnut, “art historians are to

artists what ornithologists are to birds,” but we
are uneasy and uncertain thinking about our own
role in the creation of those movements and

careers which become art history. Significantly,

most of the public responses to Henry Gel-

dzahler’s death have come from artists: Frank

Stella, Francesco Clemente, and David Hockney.

So far the academic community has had rela-

tively little to say about the significance of

Geldzahler’s career. 1 suspect that this has some-

thing to do with a certain embarrassment about

Henry. Undoubtedly many academics would not

even recognize Geldzahler as a “serious” art his-

torian. He never finished his doctorate but in-

stead left the graduate program of Harvard Fine

Arts Department in 1960 to work at the Metro-

politan Museum of Art as a curatorial assistant

in its American Art department. His stature

among museum professionals is more secure

—

after all he fought for and oversaw the creation

of a 20th-century art de-

partment in the premier

museum in the U.S. Yet the

museum world never seemed entirely at ease

with Geldzahler. When Philippe de Montebello

called him an “enfant terrible” in his remarks at

the memorial held October 3, 1994, at the mu-

seum, he fell back on a convenient cliche to al-

lude not so much to Henry’s outspoken crusade

to get the Metropolitan Museum to collect con-

temporary art, but to his scandalous life style.

How many curators have been filmed taking a

bath or have posed for a Dewar’s Scotch adver-

tisement?

Frank Stella called him “the last of the casual

curators.” What I think he meant is that Henry

had little in common with the current crop of

curators trained to conceive of exhibitions as

occasions of scholarly debate with elaborate tex-

tual materials and ambitious catalogues. Henry

still thought of museum shows as exercises in

connoisseurship-choosing the so-called “best,”

judging quality by the “eye.” In the ’90s we have

become righdy suspicious of the confidence with

which Henry could pronounce on quality and

we have become critical of his adherence to a

canon that ignored almost all women and art-

ists of color in his famous New York School Ex-

hibition. Although he counted himself among

the followers of Clement Greenberg’s formal-

ism he was never doctrinaire, never out to ban-

ish subject matter from art. Anti-puritanical to

the core, he loved painting—figurative and ab-

stract—that was vibrant in color. He was essen-

tially a hedonist, and his shows were almost al-

ways about the pleasure of looking at painting

and sculpture. He told Ingrid Sischy in the inter-

view that introduces Making It New: “I look for

beautiful things. I’m the pleasure seeker in the

world. I spend my time reading, looking at art,

looking at birds, listening to opera. I’m the sen-

sorial viewer.” Such pleasures have become un-

fashionable.

If Henry Geldzahler was “last of the casual

curators” he also was a casual writer. He wrote

often and well, but usually not at great length.

He was not given to producing elaborate stud-

ies of artists’ lives or artistic movements. He was

at his best writing introductions for artists' cata-

logues and essays for exhibitions. Making It New
brings together some of the best examples: es-

says on David Hockney, Andy Warhol, Dale

Chihuly, Myron Stout, Francesco Clemente, and

Alice Neel, among others; interviews with

Picturing Henry

1
%/

-
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: ^Ellsworth Kelly, Larry Poons, and Georg Baselitz.

In a sense, introducing artists was Henry’s claim

iJJ to fame in that he was known for “discovering”

ijj and nurturing major talent. He was among the

^ first critics to champion Pop Art. At the famous

; 1963 symposium on Pop Art held at the Mu-

ll seum of Modern Art, Henry Geldzahler was

I

alone among a group of distinguished critics to

unambivalently embrace the new movement.

But Henry was not so much of a critic of Pop

Art as an insider. Andy Warhol credited Henry

for giving him the idea for his Disaster Series,

silkscreen paintings of airplane crashes. It also

turns out that it was Geldzahler who suggested

that Warhol make silkscreens of flowers. In later

years he was instrumental in furthering the ca-

reers not only of Andy Warhol, but of Ellsworth

Kelly, Robert Mapplethorpe, Dale Chihuly,

Francesco Clemente, and Jean-Michel Basquiat.

The discoverers of genius play a curious role in

the history of the avant-garde. Their fame rests

not on their own creative talent but in their be-

ing at the right place at the right time. Such

moments when a curator selects the unknown

. Jean-Michel Basquiat for inclusion in an exhibi-

, tion, or the adventurous collector buys a Jack-

ij son Pollock painting for $100 may have a kind

'

j

of glamour unmatched by the details of the ac-

;< tual making of art. Undoubtedly, much of the

'i hostility Geldzahler's career has raised has to do

with his ability to be glamorous in just this way.

But where many members of the New York art

ij'i world “glitteratti” became haughty and pomp-

13 ous with fame, Henry remained always acces-

sible and sensitive to artists. As Frank Stella put

it, Henry believed that “to love art is to love art-

ists.” And long after Henry was no longer useful

to their careers artists loved having Henry

around.

David Hockney is the artist most closely as-

sociated with Henry Geldzahler. Fittingly, it is

Hockney who introduces Making It New with a

short hand-written foreword, while the best and

most sustained writing in the book are the two

essays by Henry on David Hockney's work.

Geldzahler and Hockney first met in 1963 in

what must have seemed to the young artist from

England the satanic surroundings of the Factory,

Andy Warhol's infamous studio and gathering

place of artists, critics, collectors, drug addicts,

,

drag queens, and hustlers. Later, in 197 1, Henry

Geldzahler was immortalized as one of the

Hockney entourage in the film The Bigger Sp>lash,

j

a peculiar docu-drama of Hockney’s artistic cri-

; sis in the early '70s that starred the artist and his

friends all playing themselves. Henry was “cast”

as a worldly figure who lures Hockney away
from more stable surroundings in London, tell-

ing him that in New York he can paint and “night

club.” The film’s director. Jack Hazan, seems to

see Geldzahler as something of a devil. Hockney
saw him in a different light. Hockney wrote in

1976 that in order to get right the one-point per-

spective of the painting “Henry Geldzahler and

Christopher Scott” (1969), “he laid tapes from

the vanishing point, which is about two inches

above Henry’s head, to the bottom of the can-

vas. At one point in the work there were about

20 or 30 tapes radiating from his head. . . it looked

like an incredible radiant glow from a halo round

his head, with an angel in a raincoat visiting him.”

But if “Henry Geldzahler and Christopher Scott”

is an annunciation, with Henry the Virgin

Mother and his lover Christopher the Angel

Gabriel, what is being announced?

The birth of a new Christ, i.e., the

coming into being of the mature art-

ist, Hockney himself?

Henry appears in another key

work by Hockney, “Looking at Pic-

tures on a Screen” (1977). He is

shown studying reproductions

taped to a screen of several ol

Hockney’s favorite paintings in the

London National Gallery. The
viewer experiences an abbreviated

tour of what is best in the museum’s

collection by means of Hockney’s

painting and Geldzahler’s gaze. In

the end it is not so much particular

great works from the history of art

that is celebrated—van Gogh’s “Sun-

flowers” or Piero’s “Baptism of

Christ”—but a friendship and two

closely linked sensibilities. Admiring Henry’s

taste is a way for Hockney to admire his own
even as this mirroring of responses intensifies

their passion for art. In the forward to Making It

New, Hockney writes of travels in Europe going

to “very out-of-the way places just to see one

thing Henry had heard of.” “One couldn’t have

a better companion looking at and searching out

art. His eye is terrific, and trained as an art histo-

rian, different to mine, but between us we had a

very rich time... To travel with an enthusiast

seems to double one’s pleasure.”

Henry was not only a frequent subject of

Hockney’s art, he appears in the work of Andy

Warhol, Robert Mapplethorpe, Alice Neel, and

others. One of the most interesting aspect of

Henry’s career is not the pictures he showed or

wrote about but his knack for getting pictured.

Hockney said the reason he drew Heniy so much

was that he posed, that is, he stayed still. But in

another sense Henry was a poseur, a dandy, or,

as Hockney also put it, an “incurable aesthete.”

He was not traditionally handsome. He was

overweight and short. But by dressing with great

style—bow-tie, brightly colored clothes that

were dressy and casual at once, a big cigar, and

loosely constructed hat
—

”he made of himself,”

in Francesco Clemente’s words, “an image as

good as a great painting.” Henry seemed so

pleased with the way he looked that according

to Warhol he wore a mask of his own face to

Margaret Truman’s 1966 costume ball. There

was a courageous aspect to this act of vanity, a

refusal to mask himself. At his memorial service

at the Metropolitan, Henry’s homosexuality was

never mentioned. But Henry’s pose was that of

an openly homosexual man. In contrast to so

many closeted museum curators of the '50s and

’60s this pose was not a pose at all, just as his

mask was an image of himself. We cannot for-

get that being openly gay in the ’60s took enor-

mous courage—the closet was still the dominate

mode for most homosexuals. Even today gay

politicians are still few and far between. When
1 lenry was appointed to head New York City’s

Department of Cultural Affairs in 1978 he be-

came the first commissioner in New York City

to be openly gay. After retiring from politics in

the ’80s he continued to act

the part of the glamorous

homosexual patron of the

arts. With handsome young

artist at his side, Scott

Kilgour, he was featured in

a Dewar’s Scotch advertise-

ment. For many this was

Henry at his worst, crassly

selling out. Yet remarkably

Geldzahler charmed a ma-

jor corporation into using an

openly gay man to advertise

their product. Typically he

disarmed criticism with an

amusing anecdote. Henry

said that he wanted the cap-

tion to read “Scotch on the

rocks, hold the Scotch,”

since in truth he did not

drink, but this was too much for Dewar’s to swal-

low.

Hockney reported in the New York Times

Magazine that Henry was posing right up until

the end. He asked Hockney to draw him shortly

after he heard he was dying: “you can see there

was a sadness in is eyes. I realized he asked me
to draw him simply because that’s what he al-

ways asked me to do.” There is also a sense of

resignation. Although only 59, his close friends

reported that Henry seem to accept his death.

Perhaps he had been prepared for it. Henry

Geldzahler, like many other gay men, had spent

the last 15 years of his life attending the funer-

als of young men who had died of AIDS. He

told Ingrid Sischy, “It’s all a terrible loss. And it’s

a terrible anger. It’s hard to articulate this, but

you know, ... the extent to which they were

important to us, and to the culture, is the extent

to which they live on in their work.” Unlike his

artist friends he left behind no great body of

masterpieces. But just as the gods bestowed

immortality on those they loved, the artists

Henry Geldzahler dedicated himself to have

made sure that at least his image will last. Cer-

tainly David Hockney’s extraordinary portraits

of Henry made over their 30-year friendship will

keep his memory alive. This is his reward for

posing for so long and so well.

Jonathan Weinberg a fminter and an assistant

professor ofart history at Yale University, is the

author ofSpeaking for Vice: Homosexuality in

the Art of Charles Demuth, Marsden Hartley,

and the First American Avant-Garde (Yale

University Press).
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‘7 look for hcciutiful

thiiujs. I’m the

pleasure seeker in the

world. I .spend my

time reading, lookiiuj

at art, lookin^j at

birds, listenincj to

opera. I’m the

sensorial viewer.
”



Farewell, LuiJa

LYNDA HULL
1954-1994

Aftenvord

BY MARK DOTY

J
ames Merrill once noted—famously

—

Elizabeth Bishop’s “instinctive, modest, life-

long impersonation of an ordinary woman.”

My friend Lynda Hull spent her life impersonat-

ing an extraordinary woman. Perhaps “person-

ate” might be a better verb; it’s not that any-

thing about the performance was false, but that

Lynda was devoted to the creation of a self, on

the page and off. Her artifice, her maquillage

—

literal and verbal—were not disguises but part

of a quest for the authentic. Like the drag per-

formers she loved, Lynda understood that the

authentic self is not necessarily the naked one;

we forge ourselves as we forge poems, out of

the materials at hand: our histories, the stuff of

character and circumstance, all the occasions of

style. Style, at its highest, is not decoration, but

a gesture of revelation; surface can be, when

most deliberate, most consciously wrought,

what Ashbeiy called someplace “a visible core.”

Are all identities forgeries, in the sense of

made things?

Don’t we “forge” ourselves, in the work of

soul-making? How many selves can we come to

embody, to personate? “If each of us/ contains,

within,” Lynda wrote.

humankind’s totality, each possibility,

then 1 have been so fractured, so multiple & dazzling

stepping towards myself through the room where

the New Year’s dragon lies in its camphored sleep.

In the days I lived here, a thousand rooms

like it, making love was a way of saying yes,

I am here, these are my borders, hold me down

a little while. Make me real to myself.

LYNDA HULL

PHOTO BY MICHAEL TROMBLEY

(“The Window”)
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The self Lynda would make real would not

suffice were it not remarkable. In the difficult

time since her death in March of 1993—in an

automobile accident, on a wet winter road in

Massachusetts—I have found myself beginning

to focus not so much on that loss, enormous as

it is, as on exaedy how much Lynda accom-

plished, in her thirty-nine years, and what a

legacy she leaves behind, in her three volumes

of poems. No poet of my generation seems to

me more remarkable, more irreplaceable.

Lynda and 1 were friends for a decade, so I

can suggest only a little of what passed between

us. We were writers with a common
spirit—sometimes, it seemed, a

common blood. She was for me

—

as I know was also the case for other

writer friends of hers—both the

sharpest and the most sympathetic

of my critics. Her work always

pushed me forward, suggesting how
much farther there was to go, how
deeply the world of the poem might

be entered, how much more finely

wrought its language might become.

Her absolute dedication to work—
work as anchor, discipline, calling,

as a steady act of attention—both

humbled and prodded.

And we were colleagues, her

devotion to her teaching demon-

strating how transformative the exchanges be-

tween teacher and student might be. Lynda

poured herself into her teaching with the kind

of energy and passion brought to it only by

people who themselves feel the vulnerability and

uncertainty of their students. Such teachers have

a powerful desire to receive what they know
how to give: witness, faith, courage. I’ve never

known a teacher to inspire such ardor in her stu-

dents, a desire to be not like Lynda but like them-

selves—to step into their authority, their defin-

ing costume.

And we were, lastly, as straight woman to

gay man, girlfriends, a bond which is not to be

thought of superficially but can—like matters of

style—come close to the bone. Confidants, sis-

ters, fellow bitches, we could both dish and cry

our eyes out together. Sometimes she’d describe

herself as “a gay man trapped in a woman’s

body,” and I can’t think of Lynda without, in-

deed, thinking of the accomplishment of her

sartorial style: turban, jet earrings, leopard spot-

ted scarf, the angular and aubergine coif. This is

no mere matter of decor. Style, of course, con-

ceals and reveals—that is what style is for—and

Lynda seems to me now a seamless creation;

her clothes, like her poetry, alive with nerve and

glamor, her glitter allied with her vulnerability,

a characteristic alloy of strength and damage.

My lover and I bought her a black beaded

dress, at an auction, a sheer black breath of a

thing redolent of jazz, dissipation and a whiff of

sin. It was so small, and so entirely right for

Lynda’s character, that 1 doubt anyone else in

the world could have worn it. She wore it to the

ballroom of the Plaza, in Manhattan, on one of

our last nights together, accessorized with long

jet earrings and a gleaming ebony cane. That

time—and these years from which these poems



arise—was a period of enormous difficulty. A
trip to Poland with her mother awakened a deep

sense of grief at the loss of ancestry, a profound

sense of horror. Then, after her first automobile

!
accident—her car struck by a taxi in Chicago,

I

her feet and ankles shattered—Lynda was physi-

cally never the same, living in continuous pain,

j

And a season in Cambridge, in 1993, brought a

welling up of memory, a struggle with the shad-

I

ows of early years in Boston. But that evening

!
all the year’s struggle was subsumed somehow,

transformed in the dark sparkle of her self-pre-

sentation. In her dress and cane, she seemed to

!
be of a piece with all her own passions; Hart

I

Crane, Joseph Cornell, Chet Baker, the intersec-

tions ofglamor and trash, fake leopard skin, mar-

;
casite, rhinestones, wigs, violet pastilles which

came in silvery deco wrappers and were avail-

able only in New Jersey, trains, hotels, film noir,

hats with veils.

What Lynda wore, above all else, was her

own past. She inhabited it like that spangled

wraith of a dress, only less comfortably; it was

heavy and inescapable, a source of both pain and

j

glory. She had survived a difficult life, of addic-

I
tions and trouble in “the ghost city/ beneath the

j

city.” It’s amazing that she became what she was

—a writer and teacher—but astonishing that she

became who she was, a poet of compelling, un-

deniable power and vision. It wasn’t supposed

to happen. Alcohol, heroin, the streets’ ruthless

machinery all said so. But Lynda, consummate

survivor, fortunate traveller, had ideas of her

own, and a furious will. Though however she’d

remake herself, the past was a sort of huge ward-

robe she dragged about with her, and though

she was always ready to travel—one eye always

on the escape route—what she carried was im-

mense, unmanageable.

The past—our individual account with grief

—is neither to be romanticized or escaped. If

the difficulty of personal history is glamorized,

in these poems, it is because glamor is a way of

making history bearable. The wigs gleam, the

rhinestones tremble while the harsh gears of the

world go on grinding. But the beautiful gestures

of aspiration shine—even if their context is bit-

ter, tawdry or unforgiving. Perhaps these gleam

more brilliantly—certainly more chillingly—be-

cause they are set against so much dark.

“I was always,” said Billie Holiday on her

deathbed, “a religious bitch.” The credo might

have been Lynda’s own.

The religion of the poems is aesthetic; they

worship in the church of Hart Crane and Proust

—may I add Chanel? But their mission is ethical

as well, since they are after redemption. What,

in our harrowed and harrowing cities, can

be held up as lovely, genuine, human?
The stories her poems tell are often bru-

tal ones, narratives of lost or shattered

lives, and yet her language is never di-

minished or blunted. She is as involved

with how the story is to be told as with the story

itself, as if the way in which the words are ham-

mered out will make the terror of the tale ac-

ceptable, for a while, will contain it. Style, for

Lynda, was redemptive work. If the stories of a

life cannot be changed, they can be honored,

polished, set into the beautiful vitrines and

retahlos of a radiant poetics. Like Joseph Cornell,

Lynda arranged the stuff of memory and long-

ing into settings whose beauty underlines the

elegaic nature of what is contained. Lhe box is

an act of mourning, a stay against time and dis-

appearance, but its allure is permeated by loss.

Penny arcades. Times Square movie palaces, the

Manhattan skyline shaped like antique radios:

places a lonely man from Queens or a desperate

girl from Newark might turn for transcendence.

In the end, the poems of The Only World are

poems of survival. They bear the stamp of testi-

mony; they are the testament of one who expe-

riences herself as the only living witness. “Of all

that group, I alone / am left,” she tells us in “For-

tunate Traveller.” Only I lived to tell. How many
of us feel this way now? Who else knows what

we do, who else will carry our dead, or tell their

stories, when there are so many? “Oh the many
lives,” she writes, “that have fountained through

my own.”

The pain of the last years of Lynda’s life was,

for her, a source of connection to the suffering

of her times. Our century’s great accumulating

losses seemed continuous; from the Holocaust

to the burning of Newark to the epidemic, what

was erased was her family, her context. The po-

ems track the terrifying passage of having seen

it all, remembered everything, turned from noth-

ing. Lynda did not live, but she did—and does

—live to tell; she hammered out for herself some-

thing we cannot lose: a voice essential, dynamic,

unmistakable. She was a “fortunate traveler” in

that she was not numbed, not lost to any of those

forces, external or internal, which would silence

her. One response to horror— in Poland or New-

ark or Provincetown—is silence. Another is to

make what one can, to create with all the more

ardor and fury. I think now of that frail and

compromised body, so carefully clothed in a

survivor’s bravura gestures. Just so the poems:

lustrously, complexly layered, their diction gor-

geously burnished, syntax unrolling like reels of

film.

I wish that Lynda were here to wear the

beaded dress to celebrate the publication of this

book, which merits and requires our dressing

up, in our grandest clothes—not only to celebrate

its triumph, but also to stave off its chill, intrac-

table darkness. We buried the dress with her.

Now my friend's only jewels are these lapidary

phrases, in their terrifying and glittering cas-

cades—fixed now, historical. Her costume, her

signifying surface, is like the red velvet jacket

she evokes in one of these poems:

offering its drapery, its charm

ruthless, crucial & exacting.

This essay ay'pears in Lynda Hull's posthumous

volume, The Only World, edited with a preface

by David Wojaltn and ptiblished by HarperCollins

in July.

I
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ALICE FOLEY Vs. CRAZY VIRUS

BY MARGARET BERGMAN

Alien FOLLY M.YV BL H1L NlIRSL-I ILROlNi;

that mothers of the next century will want

their children to emulate. She and Preston

Babbitt founded the Province-

town AIDS Support Group in

1983, when big city hospi-

tals were refusing to treat

people with AIDS. As

PASG’s executive director,

she lobbied to change leg- ^
islation, and earned sub- ^
stantial grant monies, so

that the agency could grow as
^

the disease spread through the town.

PASG now serves over 150 people on a

budget of $300,000 a year, and Alice Foley’s

innovations have allowed hundreds of men

to live with AIDS and die with dignity.

Foley suffered a bitter divorce from the

PASG last winter. Accused by the clients

AF: I was the maid of honor at her wedding.

One of the nurses tipped off the director of nurs-

ing in our senior year that two girls were having

a “special” relationship. Everyone was clos-

eted in the '50s.

MB: Flow did you come to Prov-

incetown?

AF: I had been teaching nurs-

ing at Fitchburg State College

and got burnt out. Whenever

a student had a homosexual

crisis, I'd get the assignment. I

^
also just ended an 11 -year re-

lationship. My co-workers as-

sumed I was a lesbian, but no

one acknowledged it. I got tired

of keeping two wardrobes—my
femme clothes and my dyke clothes. That

was 24 years ago.

MB: What did you do when you came to

Provincetown?

AF: 1 worked as a bartender. I worked as a nurse

and a counselor at the Drop-In Center. When it

closed, 1 commuted to the Charles Street Jail to

work as a nurse. Eventually, I became Town
Nurse and then the Public Health Director of

Provincetown.

the first of many men who would come to

Provincetown to die. Preston Babbitt and I met

and discussed what we needed to do to prepare

for this crazy vims.

MB: Was that intuition?

AF: It was a fact. A devastating disease was head-

ing our way. This disease was going to be af-

fecting our friends and neighbors. Provincetown

is medically isolated and a system of health and

home care services needed to be put into place.

The Provincetown AIDS Support Group was

founded in 1983 to meet these critical needs.

MB: How did you get funding?

AF: By 1986, AIDS was already beginning to

become as enormous expense to hospitals. The

State Department of Public Health awarded

grants to agencies that would provide in-home

extended care for people with AIDS. Only eight

grants were given and all but one—the one

awarded to the Town Nurses’s office—were

awarded to multi-million dollar agencies. An-

other grant was awarded to PASG in 1989. PASG

grew by leaps and bounds because it was built

on the nursing model and offered tremendous

services and advocacy.

MB: How many people has PASG served?

of everything from using unladylike lan-

guage to diverting grant funds for her own

use (the former charge stuck; the latter did

not), Foley stepped down from her post as

executive director. When the AIDS resi-

dence named in her honor was razed acci-

dentally this spring, it seemed a poetic turn:

from the ruins Alice Foley will rise like a

phoenix.

Margaret Bergman: It seems as if 1995 is your

amuis horribilts.

Alice Foley: After Foley House was on the Bos-

ton news, I thought the rancor would never end.

However, the support has been overwhelming.

Many people have called and written, some I

haven’t heard from in 30 or 40 years.

MB: Who, for example?

AF: My first love, “Lefty” John Caufield. He came

from Kerry Corner in Cambridge, a tough place,

and from a single parent family. “Lefty” aced his

way into Harvard and became a star pitcher on

the baseball team. We started to date while 1

was in nursing school. It was assumed we’d

marry, but I was just starting nursing school and

knew that I would be working 12-hour days.

After we broke up, 1 fell in love with a female

classmate and the rest is history.

MB: Whatever happened to the classmate?
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MB: Do you remember the first case of AIDS

you saw?

AF: In the early '80s, I was in the Town Nurse’s

office when I heard about a sick young man who
was living alone in town. I went to see him. He

drove from Colorado to Massachusetts General

Hospital and a hospital social worker referred

him to Provincetown. I called the social worker

and asked her why she sent a dying man to

Provincetown and was told, “because the gay

community there will take care of him.” In ret-

rospect, I realize there were other people who
had AIDS, as far back as the late '70s. This was

AF: We’ve had 375 people die from AIDS in

Provincetown and only about 10 die in a hospi-

tal. The PASG’s purpose is to make sure

Provincetown residents with AIDS live as well

as possible and die with dignity.

MB: What does the nickname “P&D Foley”

mean?

AF: Protect and Defend. The PASG has only

July and August to raise money. The summer is

our busiest time of year. Five years ago, a Bos-

ton agency, AIDS Action, had its annual

fundraiser in Provincetown during our peak sea-

son. The money was raised here and taken out



f

AIDS is a metaphor

for a subgroup of

homosexual: Angry,

active, knowledgeable

and determined.

of town, so we organized a picket. If every AIDS

group in the Northeast came to Provincetown

to raise money, our local AIDS support group

would not be funded. You have to understand

that AIDS is a metaphor for a subgroup of ho-

mosexual: Angry, active, knowledgeable and de-

termined. You don’t see any needle users march-

ing in a parade with a banner: Needle User with

AIDS.

MB: Do you wear a red ribbon?

AF: I wear a gold ribbon which is a gift. AIDS

has become an industry. Neiman-Marcus now
sells the AIDS cross for a couple of hundred dol-

lars. God knows how much of that money is

really funneled into AIDS services. At the Re-

publican Convention, Barbara Bush wore a red

ribbon for a photo opportunity and the band

played “I Am What I Am” from La Cage aux

Folks.

MB: Where did you grow up?

AF: In Cambridge. My family lived near the Holy

Ghost Hospital for the Incurably 111. Those

words, “For the Incurably 111,” were wrought in

the iron archway. When we cut through the

hospital on our way to Mass at the Holy Ghost

Chapel, we’d pass the morgue, and I’d think

about what it would be like to be incurably ill

—a dreadful term.

MB: And, then, as an adult, you’ve worked with

the incurably ill.

AF: I prefer “life threatening illness.” You’ve al-

ways got to have hope.

MB: What does the future hold for Alice Foley?

AF: There are some interesting offers for con-

sulting work. One is for gay and lesbian youth.

Having served as vice-chair of Governor Weld’s

Commission on Gay and Lesbian Youth, I be-

came more aware of the problems of high-school

students in coming out. The days are over when
young people are going to walk into an office

and get information about HTV. We live in an

MTV world. After spending more than a decade

working on the health care crisis with AIDS, I’m

looking forward to spending the next 10 years

working to prevent AIDS.

Margaret Bergman is writing a book about her

family's Provincetown exf^erience. She is married to

Provincetown Town Manager Keith A. Bergman,

who is the only resident required by state law to live

in town.
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DOUGLASS ROACH, WRESTLING TEAM,

MASS. AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE, 1928

PHOTO COURTESY BRANDEIS UNIVERSITY LIBRARY

BY HARRIET JERUSHA KORIM

D
ouglass Bryan Roach was bom June 1,

1909, in the house his father built in

Provincetown on Conwell Street. The

spelling of his first name was a probable tribute

to Frederick Douglass, the African American abo-

litionist leader who had died 14 years earlier.

Roach’s father, Alexander, had come to Prov-

incetown on a whaler out of St. Vincent, British

West Indies. According to his youngest son, Alex,

“He liked it here, so he stayed. 1 guess he was

sick of that whaling business. They put him in a

boat and they had to row out after this whale

when it dived. He figured if he wanted to last,

he had better get another line of business.” He

found work as a farmer and a carpenter and

married Margaret Bryan, a domestic worker from

South Carolina. When Douglass was born, his

father was employed as a laborer in the con-

struction of the Pilgrim Monument.

At Provincetown High School, Doug Roach

shone as an athlete, and was chosen for the All-

Cape Team. His best friend, Chet Pfeiffer, was

an exceptional woodcatver and the two worked

together on many projects, including the con-

struction of at least two dune shacks. After

graduation in 1928, Doug attended Massachu-

setts Agricultural College, where he became an

outstanding amateur wrestler. Returning to

Provincetown, he gave at least one wrestling

exhibition at Town Hall and traveled the county

fair circuit. He had jobs as a carpenter, handy-

man, and merchant marine.

In the late ’20s, townspeople were shocked

when a small local chapter of the

Ku Klux Klan burned a cross on the

hill next to the Catholic chapel. One

can only imagine what effect this ac-

tion, specifically directed at Catho-

lics, might have had on a young Af-

rican American who was not igno-

rant of Klan activities in the South. A friend,

Patricia Mager, remembers Doug telling her that

growing up in town, “everything was fine, color-

wise; there was no line, until he was old enough

to date.” He said that even some girls who were

as dark as he was—they were Cape Verdean

—

would not date him because they were “white.”

The sophisticated arts community also had

occasion to display its prejudices, and to resist

them. Grace Pfeiffer Bell recalls that during Pro-

hibition, about 1930, several artists and their

wives started a litde nightclub to serve coffee

and sandwiches. They called it The Ship and it

was on the wharf where the Flagship Restau-

rant is now located. One night Chet and Doug

escorted two young black women to this club.

The owners were horrified and refused to serve

them. But Ruth Dyer, who worked in the

kitchen, was a friend of Roach’s. She went out,

took their order, and then came back and got

the food for them. That night painter Anton Van

Dereck played the piano. Van Dereck was told

that if any of this group got up to dance, he

should immediately stop playing. He refused to

do that. They got somebody else to play the pi-

ano. Chet got up to dance with his date and the

music stopped. The foursome finally left and

Ruth Dyer quit in protest. Walking out, she met

Grace Pfeiffer and Jack Tworkov on their way
in. Learning of the incident, they turned around.

During the early years of the Depression,

Roach became a member of the Seamen’s Union.

“He went down to New York a lot during the

winter,” his brother Alex recalled. ‘Tfiere was a

growing battle there that strengthened his con-

victions.” In 1932 Roach joined the Communist

party.

During this period, one beautiful summer

night in Provincetown, painter Loren Maclver

and her husband, poet Lloyd Frankenberg, were

strolling on the back street. Roach joined them,

and they continued down the street together in

high spirits, laughing and talking as naturally as

if they had always been friends. Douglass loved

to tease Lloyd, who towered over them, both

standing about five feet tall. Maclver has been

described as elfin, while Roach was “muscular

Douglass Roach:o

War Hero, Native Son

DOUGLASS ROACH
AND STEVE NELSON

NEAR BRUNETE,

SPAIN, 1937

-HOTO COURTESY
ADELPHI UNIVERSITY
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and so heavy, he couldn't swim; he'd just sink.

He used to go in shallow water and swim along

the bottom.” Maciver and Frankenberg were liv-

[

ing and working in a shack they built out of drift-

I wood on the back shore, a 10 by 12 foot struc-

' ture with “no room for cups with handles.”

j

Roach became a frequent visitor. Maciver re-

I

members him bringing groceries and supplies

from town over the dunes. During storms, she

I

said, “Doug Roach was our lifeline.”

i Every generation has its big blow—a storm

:
that leaves the landscape so changed that no one

j

who lives through it forgets it. The great hurri-

!
cane of 1938 was overshadowed by the earth-

[
shaking, man-made storms of the '30s and '40s.

Many who lived through the Second World War

remember when they first felt the political

weather change. In 1935 and 1936 early warn-

ings crackled over the radio from Germany, then

I

Ethiopia and Spain. Before long Americans were

' watching newsreels of Nazi planes bombing

Madrid. The Axis was forged in Spain when
Mussolini and Hider sent troops and arms to help

Franco overturn the democratically elected Span-

ish Republic. Communists, Socialists, Anarchists,

j

trade-unionists of all stripes and others who had

I nothing in common but their fear of fascism

mustered support for Republican Spain. Tens of

thousands went to fight, many (including more

than two thousand U.S. citizens) in defiance of

their own governments, border guards, and

blockades. While most of the later-to-be allied

nations proclaimed neutrality, sympathy for the

besieged Republic was widespread.

“That was the feeling that they had in those

days,” Alex Roach recalls. “That if they stopped

it over there, it would save a lot of lives and save

that Second World War from starting. A lot of

people were on that side, but they wouldn't go

and fight. They didn't have that strong a con-

viction.” Crawford Morgan, an African Ameri-

can who did go, reasoned: “Negroes have been

getting lynched in this country by mobs, and

that was Fascism on a small scale. 1 felt that if

we didn't lick Franco and stop Fascism there, it

would spread over lots of the world. It is bad

enough for white people to live under fascism.

Negroes couldn't live under it. They would be

wiped out.”

One of the first Americans to join the Inter-

national Brigades, Dough Roach sailed for Eu-

rope on the SS Paris on January 16, 1937.

Quick-witted and extraordinarily strong.

Roach distinguished himself in the Abraham Lin-

coln Brigade, the first completely integrated unit

in U.S. (unofficial) military history. Oscar Hunter,

a fellow member of the Tom Mooney Machine

Gun Company, remembers digging trenches

with Roach at Jarama: “They said that when
you'd get to the part of the trenches where Dou-
glass and Oscar had dug, be sure and have a lad-

der, because you're going to have to climb down.”

Finally giving up on the useless Gorki machine

gun they'd been issued, a relic from the Czar’s

army, Roach and Hunter managed to hold the

front against enemy fire: “As people died, we
took their rifles and kept loading and firing

them.”

The Lincoln Battalion held out for four and a

half months on the hills above the Jarama River.

Hundreds of volunteers were killed or wounded.

It was brutally clear how badly outgunned they

were. Paul Burns, who was with Roach at Jarama

and Brunete commented, “We had more morale

than ammunition.” By the time they reached

Brunete, the Mooney Machine-gun Company
had machine-guns, but no transport. Brigade

commissar Steve Nelson, who later settled in

Truro, wrote in his memoir American Radical:

“Orders came to go to Villanueva where the Fas-

cists were endangering the gains of the whole

offensive. There were no trucks and the route

lay up the bed of a dry river. It was not easy to

march in soft sand under a full pack. The sand

sifted into our shoes and scoured the skin off

our feet. We couldn’t go fast but we had to go

fast; we had to be in position before daylight.”

Nelson describes some of the fighting at Brunete:

“All day in continuous waves, they flew over.

They fired a field of barley close by and the sharp

odor of burning straw mixed with the fumes of

powder. The earth trembled and shook in con-

tinuous upheaval; whole trees were uprooted

and fragments flew through the air. The blast of

concussions was like a windstorm.” Roach of-

ten went for water and supplies for his com-

rades under heavy fire.

After suffering serious shrapnel wounds, he

was treated in the makeshift Brigade hospital

and furloughed to the States. En route, he hitch-

hiked across Spain and into France with Paul

Burns who still remembers the journey: “I’m

sure that trip didn’t do him any good.” When he

arrived in New York, the State Department de-

tained him for interrogation, confiscated his pass-

port, and finally allowed him to return home to

Provincetown.

When he came back he was frail. Before, he

was real rugged. Douglass showed his brother

Alex where he had been shot
—

“It was just

straight right across the chest.” During the next

few months, Douglass did some work for the

Seamen’s Union in New York. He participated

in several demonstrations. But the shoulder and

chest wounds from mortar fire at Brunete never

completely healed.

He died of pneumonia July 13, 1938, at Mt.

Sinai Hospital in New York City. After a memo-

rial service at the Mother AME Zion Church,

conducted by Benjamin Robeson, Paul Robeson’s

brother, two Lincoln vets, Walter Garland and

Paul Burns, brought his body home to Prov-

incetown. His hometown memorial was held in

a church then located next to Town Hall. Grace

Pfeiffer Bell remembers that the church was

packed. It was summertime and the war was

still on. The gathering was as much a political

demonstration as it was a funeral. The congre-

gation included friends and family, journalists,

visiting dignitaries, and government agents

busily taking down names. He was buried with

military honors at the edge of the cemetery in

back of the house where he had been bom 29

years before.

HarrietJerusha Korim is an artist living in Wellfleet.
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Memoir

Bonn Ddvs

Fift>' 't'L\RS AGO this Spring in 1945, I was one of

a group of infantry replacements en route to the

front in Germany. We had come across the north

of France and Belgium packed into the famous

“Forty and Eights,” French freight cars probably

left over from World War One, that were pro-

claimed to have room for 40 men or eight horses.

In Germany we were trucked in Army transports

through the countryside and small towns where

the white flags of surrender were still hanging

from the windows.

After several days we came to rest in Bonn

to wait for assignment to the outfits whose miss-

ing men we would replace. Most of us were re-

cruits just out of basic training. A couple of “vet-

erans” were returning from hospitalization; one

was a lively young fellow who carried a huge

scar on his right leg, from a bullet through the

fleshy part of his thigh. He had been out on a

night patrol when hit, and was proud of the

Purple Heart medal he had been awarded for

his combat wound. When I joined my assigned

company 1 got to know the soldier who had shot

him, a radio operator who had been trying out a

new weapon, a .45-caliber burp gun. Not hav-

ing been trained in the use of this new issue he

had lost control, hitting our young hero in the

leg. TTae other “old-timer” also had a sorry story:

he had become panic-stricken during the hor-

rific hedgerow combat in Normandy, and had

shot off a finger in order to escape. He was go-

ing back to face a court-martial for desertion.

Bonn was a ruined city, bombed and blasted

to rubble. We were housed in an apartment

house in a block of similar high-class dwellings

that were still intact. We had cleared them out

by following the simple command to throw ev-

erything out of the windows. Everything went

—

furniture, chests, desks, appliances, books. What

had been cozy burgher’s flats were now barren

spaces filled with G1 cots and army gear. Nowa-

days, when 1 see TV views of earthquake or tor-

nado victims looking at their shattered houses, 1
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ofan Injantry Replacement

BY TONY VEVERS

think of how those Germans must have felt,

coming back to their gutted houses, seeing all

the pots, pans, and paraphernalia of their lives

strewn over the ground.

One morning toward the end of April, we

were lined up for reveille roll call in our usual

ragged lines. Not yet part of an outfit, we had

no pride in being members of the “reppo deppo,”

feeling like ciphers, used to fill battle vacancies

in the front-line outfits. Some nervy Germans

came by and told us, “Your fuhrer is kaput.

Roosevelt is todt.” These message failed to cause

any disruption among the ranks. Comments

such as “About fucking time” and “Who gives a

shit” must have shown the difference in attitudes

to leadership between the Germans and their

democratic foes.

On another dreary April morning we were

lined up for the morning roll call. Off to the right

a rather attractive fraulein came prancing by. At

this time, before the end of war and the Occu-

pation, the U.S. military had laid down a defini-

tive ruling on U.S.-German intercourse: “No frat-

ernization.” Probably knowing this, the young

lady paraded her stuff before the ogling Gls. As

she got part way down the line, a substructural

failure was evident—her panties started to ap-

pear below her skirt. She finished her parade ac-

companied by a chorus of wolf cries and whisdes

and with her undergarments around her knees

and ankles.

One afternoon, 1 was one of a detail sent to

be an audience for a USO production. By this

time, most of us were so bored that a manda-

tory summons to entertainment was welcome.

We were led to a massive building (one of a few

still standing) that apparently had been a medi-

cal school. Inside we found the way to our

stage—the old operating theater of the school,

with steep banks of seats, rather like Eakins’

painting of the Gross Clinic. The play we were

to see hadn't started yet so with a few minutes

to spare we wandered around the halls looking

at the odd displays of medical trivia, and for loot.

Coming as we did on the heels of the front line

troops, there was always the chance that we

could turn up some choice souvenirs; SS ceremo-

nial daggers were highly prized, or better yet, a

huger pistol in working order.

Straggling on aimlessly down musty corri-

dors we found ourselves in a basement room

unlike any of the others; it was filled with con-

crete vats piled with naked corpses. In front of

us was a large container with the headless body

of a well-formed young woman. Off to the side

was a vat piled to the ceiling with male bodies,

also headless, one of which stood out for its large

male organ. As if to answer the obvious ques-

tion, a nearby container was full of heads. The

only common denominator was that all the dead

seemed to be in the prime of life, potentially vig-

orous young adults.

We looked at the dismal scene for a while

and finally went upstairs to see the USO play:

“Three Men in a Boat.” It was not until years

later when reading William L. Shirer’s book. The

Rise and Fall ofthe Third Reich, that I realized that

perhaps those cadavers were the remains of

some of the younger July plotters against Hitler.

He had sworn to destroy them and their fami-

lies. What better way to dispense with their

corpses than send them into the anonymity of

the dissecting tables of a school of medicine?

Guard Duty

The one time I felt really scared was when we

were being trucked up to the front line to join

our new outfits. We passed the big 155 mm guns,

the largest artillery pieces used to back up the

infantry. The sight of those huge weapons, set

far back from the action, gave me a sense of the

impersonality of warfare—shells could blow up

a person anywhere without reason. Nobody

knew where 1 was, or cared. 1 was completely

alone, a cipher in a strange land, aware for the

first time in 18 years that I could be killed with-

out a moments notice by a random piece of

metal.

We soon passed the dug-in 81 mm mortars. I



had trained with them back in the States and

knew that the large mortars were part of an in-

fantry division’s heavy weapons, so we were

getting close. We pulled into the command post

of “L” Company, located on a farm with outly-

ing buildings surrounded by the flat fields of

North Germany between the Elbe and Oder Riv-

ers. We were greeted by a dashing 2nd Lieuten-

ant with a Civil War-type handle-bar mustache.

(He had something of the air of the Rebel officer

in Winslow Homer’s painting “Prisoners from

the Front”). “Well, nothin’ like old faces and old

fucks,” he drawled, spotting some returning vet-

erans amongst the new recruits as we jumped

off the truck.

My squad was stationed on a farm a mile or

so away. I was glad at last to be part of an outfit,

and proud that it was the 9th Infantry, which

had fought hard all the way up from North Af-

rica. The members of the squad were rather sub-

dued; the day before their leader had been killed,

shot through the heart. Being a Native Ameri-

can, he was called “Indian” and was loved as a

man and leader. At that time, an infantry squad

numbered 12 men and was the smallest and

most close-knit group in a regiment or division.

They were all furious that Indian had been shot

by a sniper. Attempts to flush out the sharp-

shooter had failed. The new squad leader was a

quiet, serious older man who had been a coal

miner in Pennsylvania. He made sure that the

new men were made to feel at home. This was

always a touchy moment for the new guys. The

others were joined by the shared bonds of battle.

The new replacements were always a new prob-

lem—how would they work out under fire? In-

evitably, 1 was assigned the first watch. The

B.A.R. (Browning Automatic Rifle) man handed

me his weapon. I had never fired one. I went

out in the dark farmyard and waited for the

Kraut’s last-ditch paratroop attack that we’d all

heard about as Hitler’s last effort. Of course,

nothing happened, and by the time 1 was re-

lieved by the next man on watch I was both

tired and bored.

TONY VEVERS IN GERMANY, 1945

Several days later I was assigned to pull guard

at our platoon headquarters. Our platoon com-

mander was a lieutenant greatly admired by his

men for his bravado. He was a college man, from

an Ivy League School, I think, with dark-rimmed

spectacles—he looked more like a white-shoe

type than anything else. Headquarters was in a

house on one side of a street across from a house-

ful of civilians. The sergeant of the guard posted

me inside the front door of Headquarters and

said, “For Christ sakes, don’t wake up the old

man, he needs his sleep.”

About half-way into my watch, 1 heard

women crying out in the house across the street.

A young woman ran up to me and hysterically

began to plead with me in German. 1 knew

enough to understand that there was a medical

crisis across the way and that help was needed

on a high official level. A woman was having a

baby next door. Mindful of his instructions, 1

called the sergeant of the guard. Somehow we

managed to get the lieutenant up to face this

new threat. He delivered the baby successfully

—

earning the gratitude of the locals. Later we heard

that the mother had named her baby after the

American officer who had delivered it. I wish I

could remember his name.

The Russian Girl

The morning after joining the squad, 1 had a

chance to look around. The farm was like many

I was to see later, of a design that might have

dated from the Middle Ages: surrounded by a

flintstone wall were living quarters for humans

and beasts. In the center a pile of mucked-out

straw and dung took pride of place. It was smelly

and elemental. The farmer and his wife were a

toil-worn old couple. They were quite friendly

—

probably, like most of their countrymen, they

were glad it was us rather than the Russians who

were occupying their part of the country. The

old lady gasped when she saw me.

“How old are you?” she asked.

“Eighteen,” 1 replied.

“Ach Gott—so young,” she said.

Thinking of the Hitler youth who were sup-

posed to be mustering for a last-ditch stand

against us, I had no reply to that. The old couple

were helped by a buxom teenage farm girl. With

her blond hair and blue eyes, I took her to be

their granddaughter. She seemed very fond of

the farmer and his wife, and I was surprised to

find that she was actually a Displaced Person

(or D.P.) from Russia, a forced laborer seized by

the German advance into her homeland.

The U.S. policy then was to repatriate such

people as quickly as possible. A few days after 1

arrived she was flown back to Russia, after a

tearful goodbye with the farm couple who

seemed genuinely sorry to lose her as she bid

them an affectionate farewell. 1 later figured that

she might have been Ukrainian, many of whom

volunteered for work in Germany. If so, she

would have been liquidated as soon as she re-

turned. A year later we were posted to Dachau,

where a group of Ukrainian D.P.’s—who knew

the score—had to be forced onto trains back to

the USSR. Many of them committed suicide

rather than return. That poor young farm girl

was an instance of the totalitarian destruction

of so many simple lives. She was so innocent

and tmsting and full of joy at going home that I

could not, at the time, but feel happy for her.

Tony Vevers came to the U.S. in 1940 when his

family emigrated from England. After service in the

Army, he attended art schools on the G.l. Bill. He is

a founding member of the distinguished artist's

coof>erative, Long Point Gallery. His history of the

Provincetown art colony is forthcoming from

Provincetown Arts Press.
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POETRY Gerald Stern

Small Sunflowers

for Kathleen Peirce

I never saw three discs like that

facing in all directions.

It was enough to make me think three winds

were all there were,

and 1 loved the leaves that fed them. 1 stayed with them

through thick and thin,

until the seeds themselves turned black and died,

until their necks were broken

and half their faces were rubber and half were cotton.

But first the gold dust fell

and they who prayed like any others, no they

who almost knelt down,

whose shoulders were always bent, they gave the blessing.

And such it always was,

the poor give to the poor. But in this case

1 saw millionaires

showering in that gold, one kind and another,

from generals to bishops;

or our kind, whatever it is, even the young,

those very little ones

who never earned what they spent and therefore were ignorant

of what the sorrow is

and what the greed could come to. They must have prayed

for mercy, that comes to me first,

and after that for wisdom, such huge flowers

must pray for wisdom, not

for money, not for a job, or a prize, and not for

their own yellow dust, they hardly

knew their own, there were so many, they prayed

for everyone's dust, not one of them

was rude, not one was greedy, none of them

rolled his eyes, none of them moaned,

or rocked his body, although it is not bad

to do it a little. I live

in water as they do and 1 have gone as they do

from place to place, although

1 don't get ruined as they so quickly, 1 am not

dry and broken, my leaves

aren't curled and lifeless, my crown isn't bent half over,

my face isn't green, my petals

don't hang in the wind and fall like uprooted hair

nor do 1 float in filth, but 1

am sickened by lying and 1 am at last disgusted

by the same corruption as they are

and I am frightened by the same destruction.

The friend who gave them to me,

she was leaving, and was uprooted, and this

was a way for her to stay here

and leave a trail, or surprise me or give me
something new to go with

the dead honeycomb beside my bed. 1 hope

the peaches are good there. 1 hope

she won't be vexed as long as 1 was.

Gerald Stern is the author ofsix collections offnctry. His selected poems,

Leaving Another Kingdom, was ptihlished in 1990 by HarperCollins. His

new book, Odd Mercy, including "Small Sunflowers, " will be published by

Norton this fall. This summer he will teach a workshop in poetry at the Fine

Arts Work Center in Provincetown.



Maria Elena Cruz Varela

A Prayer Against Fear

The voice is flying, frail marionette with invisible threads.

The finest needles baste sweetly a tenuous chiaroscuro

over the mande of time. Of the time that leaves us.

Wakes us in suspense. The sometimes. By luck.

Multiples us. Slowly. Very slowly. Lightly. 1 look around me.

1 intone this prayer against fear. Against the fear

of the man that creeps. Whistles. Spits again. Curses.

Spits again. Praises. Is hurt. Hurts me. Folds himself.

Dissolves me. Against you 1 pray. A prayer against fear.

Both pain and joy. Lacerated fiber.

Against my darkest side. Against gentle water.

Against you. Against everything.

The voice. The voice. The fragile marionette.

The frail watch hand expecting the voice. The voice

over its axle. Here I leave the line tame.

Here the voice will be. Slowly. Very slowly. Slowly the voice

acclaims. It turns a rictus. It returns to nostalgic colors.

The ones that we were and that we killed by the fire

are imploring, and we crying return through the eye of the water.

The Circus

Come in. Seiiores. Come in. Do not stop. Please continue.

Walk until the end. This will be a great act.

You will see lizards scraping their skin. Immutably.

Finally you will see what happens

behind my curtains. Come in. Seiiores. Come in.

Do not stop. Continue. The very poor clown,

I will laugh for you. I will cry for you.

I will make the hinges jump and only for you all

will I be the dancer that, while galloping naked,

shows the shimmering arc of her pubis.

The round hips. The erection of her breasts

are also for you. All this grand fanfare.

All this gibberish. All this tense scaffold of chords

for you. I wait on you this accelerated clown.

Tinsel. Dressing. First class offerings for the lions.

Come in. Seiiores. Come in. Do not stop. Continue.

You will see how 1 transmute your crystals into gold.

And a transvestite of hatred, I will kick with happiness.

I solemnly pledge; it won’t be painful. But come in.

For God’s sake. What's a circus without an audience?

Without all the yous that applaud out of pity.

Out of sympathy. Through hypnosis. Through fear.

Come in. May everyone come in. The tent is all ready.

And ready the mendings. The patches of haste.

Come in. Seiiores. Come in.

Attention, the thumbs that will point down.

Attention, the thumbs that will point up.

You will see all your dreams broken to pieces.

This is a pure optical illusion. You will see

how I steal with my hat your poor identity.

How my hare pays for their foolish rebellion.

Come in. Seiiores. Come in. Do not sleep. Continue.

Walk until the end.

Translated by Mairym Cruz-Bernal

A Note on the Poetry of Maria

F^lena Crir/ Varela

BY DEBORAH DIGGES

There is the poetry of rivers—gravity’s genius— whose

meander takes its direction from the earth's motion,

from the narrative carved out millennia ago, the narra-

tive in place, the assumed story, by its coursing oce-

anic, overlapping, dispersed and dispersing. “Flow on,

river! flow with the flood-tide,” writes Whitman. And

in Auden’s elegy to Yeats, the poetry of rivers, “Makes

nothing happen . . . flows on south / From ranches of

isolation and the busy griefs, / Raw towns that we be-

lieve and die in; It survives, / A way of happening,

mouth.”

And there is poetry that is anything but rivers,

though the nature of rivers may be, in part, necessary

for its resistance. It is a poetry that flies against time,

“Against the fear of the man that creeps. Whistles. Spits

again. Curses... Against you... Against my darkest side.

Against gentle water,” writes Maria Elena Cruz Varela.

Such poetry defies gravity, its existence depends on

counter-motion, subversion, suspension, and it must

do more than merely survive lyric collisions with his-

tory, with social and political systems that would erase

it, erase the voices that sing in spite of it. It must make

art of that collision.

Varela's work subjugates context—prison, exile

—

and pushes beyond mere images of despair into the

visionary, the voice stripped, the language attenuated.

If there is a precedent for Varela, it is eclectic, interna-

tional, historic. Like Dickinson, Tsvetaeva, Akhmatova,

Levi, Celan, Varela’s poems retain qualities of the echo,

of one voice shattered into many like songs in rags,

lyrics that haunt sleep, particular, peculiar, anonymous.

Inside them is a mortal moaning, like the rafters where

the rope hung from one of the huge nails used to hold

horse collars takes suddenly all of Tsvetaeva ’s weight.

Inside them we hear many voices, the voices of the

cast out and the silenced, the tortured and freed, tor-

tured and returned to her cell, and the ones executed,

thrown into common graves and forgotten. In Ballad of

the Blood Varela lifts these voices up to us, caged as

they are in time, lifts them into myth where they are

better buried, named and buried and remembered. Now
they are Philomela, Hagar singing in the wilderness her

death lullaby, Dickinson's “strange Race wrecked, soli-

tary,” and the whisperings of Akhmatova’s “Woman

with blue lips,” who stands beside the poet in a queue

outside the Gulag in Leningrad. “Can you describe this?”

She asks. Akhmatova answers, “Yes, I can.” Varela’s

poems are the breath gone out of us, a broken silence

that owes nothing to history, nor to the translators. It

is our duty simply to get out of the way.

With Mairym Cruz-Bernal, Deborah Digges has help>ed to

translate and edit Ballad of the Blood, a collection of

poems by the Cuban poet Maria Elena Cruz Varela, to be

published this fall by The Ecco Press.
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Deborah Digges Mairym Cruz-Bernal

The StoiT of the Lighthouse

The autumn sun was such riding the ocean

the white brick lighthouse branded our eyes.

Blinking, we saw ligittiwtise, lighthouse.

Earlier, walking to meet my friend for breakfast,

1 passed through couples

emerging from their rooms,

the women groomed and lovely,

the distance between sexes intact entirely.

Or let me put it this way.

In the motel windows their reflections eclipsed my own.

If 1 was happy to be lost and free,

the unmade beds, like boats loose from their moorings,

seemed to drift out toward me.

1 might have called that ocean gilt,

though it refuses reductions.

As for the sky above the water, it swallows language,

the way wind can carry off a voice.

The lighthouse bore a plaque of all its keepers.

I wanted to take my best friend’s hand

as though we are not born of our mothers

who are the fire on a horizon,

starboard a round room, its scaffolds narrowing,

who carry in them, as we will all our lives,

ova anonymous as the earth

beneath headstones of sailors lost at sea.

Beneath one’s feet, not even bones!

It’s like a ringing in the ears.

Not bom of the mothers,

but of the dark called to,

a faint arterial vectoring shot through with static,

the one chance pressed close, breathed in.

Say this is where we’ve come from, broken against stone,

drifting like dresses on the waves at first light

beyond the rocks that catalog the elegies

someone must keep repainting

—

rocks risen today above a calm sea.

You can make out the names of the wrecks downed here,

The Laura Barms, The Annie C. McGuire,

ships named for women.

Excesses

to Maini Tete

She thinks she sees me, but 1 know she can’t.

She sees only shadows, thinks shadows

are what’s real. 1 think I’ll be blind

when 1 grow older. 1 tell her how beautiful

she is in her dress she can’t see is dirty,

and those wide open green eyes 1 used to

be so afraid of, like the look of cats 1 can’t read.

I still feel 1 can’t look her in the eyes.

This fear doesn’t fit my grown body. 1 have

too many years now, too many phone calls,

checks to write and letters to answer. Excess

of choices and complaints and pounds,

excess of power, political, of the men
that stand for years in front of countries

supposing good doses of paid favors

corruption, “friendliness,” traffic of influence

and nepotism. Excess of pleasure, consumption of drugs,

narcotraffic, excess of money for the friends

of those men sustaining a frivolous life

of expenses that shoot like barometers of survival,

in a new earth more interested in the latest edition

of status cars that they can’t pay for,

but borrow to pay. We finish the 20th century

with public freedom, more beautiful, more healthy,

tonified, cosmopolitan and more comfortable,

but more and more we are slaves to our private ambitions.

Mami Tete, she has an excess of years now,

an excess of stories to tell. She is so beautiful

in her lies. 1 know she got married pregnant.

Once 1 tried to make her tell me but she was smarter

and didn’t remember. Her second marriage

was with a Portuguese. He was tender.

Today he yells at her, gets furious when she’s careless

and forgetful. She doesn’t care.

Nothing is important for her anymore.

She doesn’t look scared. Inside her 1 see

nothing, just those green eyes that are lit.

Her green eyes that are open even when she’s

asleep. When she saw my daughter she was sorry,

“Why didn’t she inherit my green eyes?” Mami Tete

asked. 1 wonder what she needs to feel

she is leaving. It’s three-thirty

in the not-morning-yet. The smallest baby has

woken up three times. 1 went to take my son

to the bathroom but he was wet. 1 let him sleep.

At five my husband will wake-up to do his exercises.

My day will start without sleep,

that small time 1 need to forget who 1 am.

For S.M. Mairym Cruz-Bernal lives in Puerto Rico and writes in English and Sfmnish.

Her first collection offoems in English will be imblished next year by the

Provincetown Arts Press.

Deborah Digges is the author of two collections ofyoems, Vesper

Sparrows (Atheneum, 1 986) and Late in the Millennium (Kno/Tf,

1989), and a memoir, Fugitive Spring (Kno/rf, 1992). Her third

collection ofjgoems, Rough Music, will be fniblished this fall by Knofrf.
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David Matias

PHOTO BY POLLY BURNELL

i

Hyes To The Sun

1

I sit with my elbows on the kitchen table

after counting out the dozen or so pills

1 must stay on to stay alive.

Myambutal, Biaxin, Floxin, Diflucan . . .

into a seven chamber plastic pill box:

Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday . . .

The refrigerator motor hums,

a drip echoes in the sink

avocados fill a blue bowl,

and darkness is at the window.

Glass reflects my ghost-image,

showing my palms on my forehead,

my fingers through my hair,

my watch near my ear— tick, tick, tick . .

.

Living room pillows lie flat,

their stuffing remains an unknown color.

An empty tea mug keeps a spoon —
the thin silver handle a ramp to still air.

Drops of milk resting like tiny lakes on a map
reach room temperature.

I don't want to see illness anymore.

But we all sit.

Needing to be wiped, to be lifted.

Waiting for our eclipse.

1 step outside and Orion's Belt

twinkles fierce on this cold October night.

Dionysus threw The Hunter

into a deep sleep and blinded him.

An oracle said he could regain his sight

by letting the rays of the rising sun fall on his eyes.

My vision is also restored

as 1 look at his constellation pierce the blackness

fire-white just as it did over a century ago when
another epidemic spread through Provincetown.

I want to visit the Smallpox Cemetery

but I'm not sure where it is.

Locals claim the graves are east of Clapp’s Pond.

Simple granite markers,

tucked in layered moss. Eroding.

Some broken off. Only 5, 6, 9, and 10 legible.

Families ashamed to display surnames

picked numbers instead.

All their possessions burned.

Disgraced of any identity.

This is being gone.

No record, no trace,

no name on a tombstone.

II

Polly takes me there.

It is a May morning.

Warmth flirts with our skin as we walk.

Tree buds hold back their summer canopy

so the sun can still touch the ground.

Down a steep hill we lose our footing,

stepping on stacked leaves

damp from melted snow.

Thorns tug our clothes.

Branches scratch our hands.

We only get lost for a minute...

then find a natural amphitheater of hills.

Nesded in the valley the modest cemetery sleeps.

At the sighting of the first marker

our excitement is curbed.

We are here. Graves have been found.

A squirrel dashes in the distance.

Curious black-capped chickadees

perch above us.

All is sacred.

We count aloud —
one, two, three, four, five, six . . .

There are seven visible.

Buried in sequence after each death,

they curve away from a grassy crater.

The foundation of the shack

has long sunk into this piece of wetlands.

This was their last home.

No bigger than a room.

Diseased outcasts.

We sit across from each other

at this well of Spring motion;

small pastel-blue butterflies skirt

inches above the leafy pit,

large black ants scramble oblivious of giants.

My friend’s voice blends with the wind.

It must have been (peaceful here.

Time stretches the air

as we contemplate their lives.

On this morning they are not forgotten —
our eyes stare at stars beyond the blue skies.

The town’s noon whistle breaks our quiet

bringing us back to this century

to these decaying, undated stones.

David Matias is a fellow this year at the Fine Art

Work Center in Provincetown. Several of his

foems will afrp>ear in a new edition ofPoets for

Life, edited by Michael Klein and Richard

McCann, forthcoming from Persea Books in 1 99b.
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Cyrus Cassells Timothy Liu

Poem tor an Anni\ersar\'

1945-1995

August; at the low table,

Languorous fans,

Sly laughter,

Then each shared jest,

Each small frankness marred

By a flash —

Hv sister wetu to the market

for fish,

And then the world was gone.

Household after household

of ruined flesh —

Since that cross cloud.

That titanic wounding—
Precincts of exacting flame,

A teacup

Fused to a palm —
Every citizen has slept

With the black cicatrix

Of what occurred,

Every dreamer —
In misshapen summer,

In wind-insistent memory,

They stagger.

Unsound, human,

Yet frayed beyond the human —
No truce-clean triumph,

But the taproot

Of future harm —

Highway 6

A caravan heading east on Highway 6

with muscled men whose eyes are flashing

neon in a world of vacancy signs —
a Day-Glo decal shining on the window of a car

pulled off the side of the road, buzzards

lodged in pines with evening in their wings.

To love the moon in Provincetown as salt

glistens on the skin of shirtless men
cruising down Commercial St, hand in hand,

as if death were merely some erotic aftertaste.

We are tethered to what we own, a ring

of keys with a different name engraved on each,

the doors we have locked now creaking open

not fifty miles from here. How memory’s brake

locks up like a car spinning out on ice

while thirty birds on a wire all fly up at once.

Already I can hear the tow trucks revving up

their engines, trashbags in a moonlit ditch

filled with genitals, a full set of fingertips

last seen on a man who was leaving town

in the plush interior of a stranger’s car—
guesthouse lights floating near the water line

where dead fish wash ashore, a cloud of birds

turning into roost at the deserted harbor.

What would it mater now if a pair of headlights

suddenly swerved — and the world vanished.

Timothy Liu's new book off^oems. Burnt Offerings,

is forthcoming from Cofrper Canyon Press.

Where the crushed city has sprung

Into spry cacophony again,

A survivor clasps

An unshakable sumi brush

To fashion an extreating scroll:

World entrusted with a boy's

Agony and wonder.

Please listen, frlease

Address my burns.

Punishing and saving world.

Cyrus Cassells is the author of two collections ofpoetry. The Mud
Actor, a selection of the National Poetry Series, and Soul Make a

Path Through Shouting, published by Copper Canyon Press last

year, a recipient of the William Carlos Williams Award from the

Poetry Society ofAmerica. He lives in Rome.
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Sarah Randolph Lawrence Ferlinghetti

Homage to Mary Oliver

There’s a country beneath her tongue with great stairs going down,

stairs like thoughts, like blind eyes. Of course we are frightened.

Before death, before the shifty snow, we all loved honeysuckle.

We were ready to listen, to be forever entering the woods.

We were ready to be the accurate flowers grabbing light

under gold-rimmed pitch pines. Perhaps, going into the earth,

carefully down among the resdess, where someone is demanding

water and flowers we will know: is our misery needed?

In spring distances are opulent, measured by the exact vines.

Morning opens its lungs over the marshes and the black pastures.

Language gathers in pools with a thousand stems rising

up from the shoreline like a thousand poems or prayers.

Sarah Randolp>h is editor ofCosmos Press.

Michael Burkard

For Mary Hackett

This is what I wrote before Mary died. I think I read it to her

one day. I don’t think she said much about it. She was saying

less by then, at least to me, and often was trying to get me to

eat more (I wasn’t hungry) or to drink more coffee. Which

meant we walked o so slowly to her kitchen more than once or

twice a visit.

Maty talked much about the moon and her paintings. We
both did. She told me about a man on a lane who told her how
to always tell the old crescent from the new one. The old one

will form a C she said, and he told her to recall it by “C you

later.” The moon was like a tonic for Mary, and for me. We
even joked and laughed about the moon.

Mary’s been dead since September, 1989. She as much as

told me (more than once) to say hello to her by saying hello to

the moon. So I do. Some evenings when the moon is coming

along, especially a new one, I say hello, hello Mary, and some

evenings when it’s the old moon I wave and say, C you later.

The I I()|)per I louse at I ruro

At the Hopper house

on the beach at Truro

I look back up at it

on its high bluff

And I am Edward Hopper

famous American painter

sprawled on the hillside

on the beach grasses

looking back up at

Hopper’s World

where he lived all those

windblown years

hardly as lonely as

the people in his paintings

in their all-night diners

Sunday morning storefronts

bare-bulb bedrooms

lighthouses in sun

summer evening porches

houses by the railroad

Victorian facades

of emptiness

And yet would I paint them differently now
at the tail end of our twisted century

as if over-population now
had really overcome

our enormous solitudes

in which a symbol of success is still

an isolated house

on a hill?

An interview with Lawrence Ferlinghetti af^jgears elsewhere in this issue.

Michael Burkard is the author of three collections ofpoetry, Ruby for

Grief (University ofPittsburgh Press), Fictions from the South

(Norton), and My Secret Boat (Norton).
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Robert Lunday

Shapeshitting

TL'k-yo

Fdmuin' 20,

Dear Paul,

You’re among many I've not written in years.

I’m writing now
Because we crossed paths in a dream;

I don’t expect I'll send the letter,

Or if I do, that 1 should get a letter back.

In the part I’ve salvaged

I’m standing at the end of Long Point

Inspecting that great beached whale of yours

(I call it yours, because you photographed it)

And you’re paddling over to me
— In one of your sculptures! —

From town, across the bay.

You wave the leather paddle

As if to warn me off the beast.

Protecting her

From my scavenging ways.

When you pull your craft ashore

I try to take your hand

But you wave me away, away

And when I turn to run, ashamed,

I stumble on my name in stone after stone

In a circled path around the lighthouse

From which the door has been erased.

That is the dream. Can you explain it?

Well, dreams are seductive.

But I don’t believe in them;

Only that the brain bubbles at night.

Dredges fragments from the past

Of days or years ago.

But it’s the stewing of my mind since the dream

That troubles me:

I can’t exorcise the image of the craft

You float over in.

Which, as I rethink the dream.

Keeps shapeshifting

From coracle to outrigger

— To Pat’s kayak! —
Then to a shoe-leathered.

Tuna-finned cask half-sunk in the waves.

What troubles me is that it must have boiled

Out of envy: that you take craft

To get you somewhere solid

As I, by these lines that travel across

Could not. Paul,

I’ve kept two scenes from Provincetown

I’d like to unspool for you.

So you might cut and fit them together

Somehow:

In the first

I hike across the breakwater

Again to Long Point,

Drawn to a helix of crazed, crying gulls.

When 1 make the other side I find a single bird

Dead and picked apart.

Spread in the shape of agony;

Around his form

An angry poem of gull-footprints

Tarantellasmic

And flown from purpose;

While out toward the ocean

The helix straightens

joining its phrase

To a dragger returning to pier.

The second scene

Is out over the dunes, Atlantic-side,

During one of those end-of-summer lunch parties

At Conrad’s shack;

Two women, bare

But for the caul of sand
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"Shaf^eshiftiit^ " a collabomtive work- by poet Robert

I.unday and sculptor Paul Bowen, was conunissioned

by Uchidayoukou Corporation ofJapan for their

beadijuarters overlooking lokyo harbor. Bowen's 10'

x12' sculpture was constructed ofsalvaged wood, salt-

encrusted planks once used in the evaporation of salt.

The poem was burnt into the sculpture using brands

made by Conrad Malicoat whose dune shack is

mentioned in the poem. I.unday, who lived m japan for

several years, met Bowen in Provincetown at the Tine

Punctuation of the waves’ anger, Work Center in 1986.

Perforation of my need to see

The double nakedness,

Savor its casual use!

So they are not bodies, but writing

And cutting;

Then crawl to shore

To walk back to the party

Blocked from sight by a dune;

Then reappear close-up

Bodies blasted dry

Sculpturally real

In the awareness of being seen,

Clothed— frocked —

And ravenous for potluck.

T(3 A H
MAKE THE

FORM AN ANC

r«{RD DEAD AND FlglU

Paul,

This is a cannibal’s prayer.

I would feast on anyone

Including you

In memory

To get at the secret of form.

Now is my mind

This coracle of knowing

Fashioned of boards bones

Fog-stain blood

Footprints phosphor

Stench that glues it all together

Will not float

Nor will it sink.

To board it

You must walk around it

To navigate it

You must close your eyes

To survive the passage

You must not disembark.

OE^

MANY I’VE Ndt“wftitTEN “i’

BECAUSE WE CROSSED WTH5. INA
OREXK^ 1 CK^ T expect ILL SEND THE LETTER

.

OR IF hjO ^AT I SHOULD GET A LETTER BliCIC ,

IN THE PAR~tVE. SAL\(AGEP I’M STANOWC AT Tf«
OF LONG POINT * INSPECTING THAT GREAT -

BEACHED WMA1.E OF YOURS I CALL IT.ypURS.
BECAUSE YOU PHOTOGRAPHED IT , AND YOU RE
PACOLIN& OVER- TO ME -IN OfC’OF YOUR SCULPTLH
RES!* FROM TOV^. ACROSS THE BAY VO& WAVE-"- '-tME LEATHER PADDLE ‘ AS W TO VARN ME-

OfT FROM THT BEAST:::;,»iC>SoTECTING‘T^R“ "T"
FROM MY SCA'/ENGING WAYS WHEN YOU PULL
VaiR XRAFT ASHC^ f TRY TO -TAKE 'YOUR
HA.M) ^UT YOU WA^-yE AWAY AWAY ANB
WHCN-LTURN 70 RUN: ;&IAMED.
1 STlAieLE ON MY NAMTW STOfC AFTER b lUft •

•IN. A CIRCLED AjiOUftlQ THE LIGHT--*
,

HOUSE ?RbM WHICH 1>C DOOR HAS BEEN
ElBASBb. THAT THE DRSaM CaN \WE5T-.
PLAIN- g? WELE.TOEAMS ARE- SEDUCTTVE, *•

BUT I OON T BELIEVE IN THEM - ONLY THAT
the brain bubbles at night DREDGES FRAG-
VENTS FROM THE PATT OT DAYS OR YEARS
AGO BUT IT S THE STEWING OF MY HIND S9*CF
the ormIi that TroOblEs me i can t

FxoRgisr TTC im^.ge'^ tic craft v*

YOU FLOAT OVER IN, Rtl
think THE i^fam. keeps ^tapeshf-^ing

FROM CORRACLE TO OUTRIGGER -TO PAT S
KAYAieW- THENJ-0 A SH06-LEATHERED, TUNA
-FINNED CASK HALF-SUHk- IN THE WAVES, WHAT
Troubles me is that it must have boiled
eXJT OF ENVY THAT YOU TAKE CRAFT TO GET
reel -SOICWVCRE SOLID AS L BY TtCSE LINES

THAT trawl across ' ' O .iJLD NOT.
PAUL I'VE"K^ TWO SCEflS from PROVI.s.a
-TOWN I'D LIKE TOJJNSPQ^ POR Y^, 60^
Ydl K««HT CLTT 'ANB fit T«M TO<$rTfl!?fe

IN the FIRS"^ I -.’.KE ACROSS THE
breakwater AGAIN ’ lcp^g Point.
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Make Me Dazzle
CAROLE MASO

Drawing byJim Peters

There is something so simple really, so lovely here: this longing woman leaving all else behind.

walking down the beach that flanks the bay in winter . .

.

little sea side towm

little sea side star off season

floating

. . . recalling water: She dreams remembering the way

her eye hugged the river on the passing train — long

after the ride had ended . . .

like the lip lingers.

like the lip cleaves to the clitoris — long after, long

after.

clavicle, lilting world.

It's a long, narrow beach (blowing, salty air, sand

flying, a great expanse of gray and blue, etc., without

beginning or end), and if one’s vision is good, and

her’s is, one can see a long way, far. Far enough to

see what from here is only a blur, then a human figure,

then a woman —

Bending, picking up stones or shells, small collections

of something . . .

Wind blown, sea ravaged in winter she walks more

quickly now toward —

Two women approach each other on the otherwise empty beach.

She picks up the relics of a sea creature. A shell shaped like

a clavicle. The sound of bells.

The moan of the lighthouse and roses.

The relics of love. Bones bleached on a beach.

Battered by desire and the sea now she sees the other

woman nearing.

singing little sea songs

(The long boarded walkway away. This long beach in winter.

This long walk away from you now.)

Land's End —

The professor on holiday. She doesn’t have to teach

anybody anything she doesn’t want— the woman on a

well-deserved break, walking, walking faster now.

Race Point.

She thought by walking she might dispel certain things.

The woman nearer—

(As you turn to go— but hesitate for a moment and

turn back slightly ... As if changing your mind . .
.)

(Now as you go you hesitate, and make an odd half turn

back. And 1 am startled, offered hope by the incomplete-

ness of the gesture.)

She bends and reaches for something.

Their bones, thousands of years from now, glowing on

this beach. Recalling pleasure, the hidden sexual

residue of their lives, pulsing.

While the woman, still collecting bits of this and that,

shells and seaweed and driftwood and small sea creatures

comes closer. Then is right there.

“You’re right here.”

She nods, smiles, bows her head. She sees her neck.

The motion of a hand already moving through that tangled

hair and how now looking away she sees that motion —
a kind of downward stroke in everything. The woman’s

head now tipped back slightly.

her mouth slightly open,

her lips slightly chapped,

her head tipped back.

“Hello.”

She closes her eyes for a moment and sees her ankles

already around the woman’s neck. Back arched. Hips slung.

hips slung,

back arched.
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like an acrobat.

like a woman in a water ballet (the sea pulsing behind them)

like a dancer

like an ice skater

As a child she loved to go ice skating.

As a child she loved to go to the ice capades with her mother.

Sea whipped. Sea frenzied. Snow, now, on water. Cold.

Nods. Smiles.

“Hello."

Like the lip cleaves

Like the eye clings

ankles

downward stroke

“On holiday.”

Her knees slung over her shoulders.

Sea drunk and snow they can barely hear each other

over the moan of lighthouse and ocean and roses.

downward stroke.

The drag and pull of the tide.

Nets dragging on the ocean's floor. Sweeping . .

.

Her teeth dragging over—

Water lapping.

The way the rose clings . . . lip . .

.

As they try (unsuccessfully) to get to the end of

the sentence.

Water lapping.

The moan of the night already pressing on them.

Water lapping. Night lapping.

She can already imagine them . .

.

The moan of the lapping women.

Everything meets in this little sea side town off season.

She sees her ankles already crossed

like the river clings —

taste of water—

taste of—

and sticky . .

.

(You brought buckets of flowers to that tiny room by

the sea. We made love on the beach in spring.

Fucked on the pier, the Hudson glittering, the Hudson

River singing and our humming. Unforgotten. Bright sun.)

Taste of—

“How about a coffee or a drink?"

As bleary, delirious, the sound of bells, they make their

way to the bed at the end of the long beach and sentence,

far.

Exultation is the going

Of an inland soul to sea —
Past the Houses,

Past the Headlands,

Into deep Eternity —

She’s got a lovely laugh . . . clavicle . . .

She takes her hand in winter.

The large strong hands. The muscled arm. Biceps,

tendons. The soft pillowed breast.

Taste of—

“Fuck,” she whispers, smiles shudders.

“Huh? What?”

Is it the madness then, the extravagance of roses

opening in December in this place that makes them

want

“Fish Fry Friday night,” a voice call and the sound of

bells.

“Huh?”

“A cup of coffee? A hot toddy or a beer of tea?” (her hips

slung)

“What?”

Above their sexual static (downward stroke) and the

fury of the sea.

Her legs clasped —

Glistening and ravaged

“You’re driving me, you’re making me —

The sentence hard to reach. She stutters.

hard to breathe

hard to talk.

“You’re making me — crazy.”

At any rate who will save us? “You’re making me —

fucked up

In the litde sea side cafe off season they focus on

the maps and tourist brochures, trembling.

Hanging from her teeth (acrobat) Backward and strung

up (still blurry)
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CAROLE MASO Stranded, thigh high, driving each other—

Come to me.

(1 am finally speaking about you — if only to myself.

It was inevitable, 1 suppose. 1 am speaking about

you. 1 hope not in a bad way.)

(Your capacity for wildness . . . Your per\'ersity ... 1 miss you)

They study the swollen map together. Bells ringing.

"Where shall we go,” she asks.

.And then, "Pearl Street.”

“Or,” (her hands so large and strong and —)
“would like . . .

would like . .
.”

"What?”

She nods, “yeah.”

"To fuck you on Mechanic Street. To fuck your eyes out on —

”

“Bangs Street.”

"Easy, now,” the professor smiles. “How about on School

Street?”

They’re already shipwrecked. Sea soaked. Drenched.

She takes her hand and puts it—

like a mechanic —

"Race Point,” they say deliriously.

“You’re making me

—

Slow down a little then:

First Encounter Beach. TTiey smile. Shhh —

Cool Down. Slower:

Two women walking opposite way on the beach.

Two women finding themselves on the same beach in winter.

Two women, lovely, lilting, free a little, on this remote tip

two women, of land, strip of land, spit of land, imagining:

stranded.

Two women listen to the moan of the lighthouse and

ocean and roses as they approach one another—

Sandy beach.

Two women, stranger, pass each other on this wild,

windswept tip and bristle, stopped by something, glinting, wayward.

At any rate, who will save them?

Two women find themselves, desire driven in waves and wind

and fierce and dazzle.
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crazy

Straddled on her gorgeous mouth. Head tilted slightly

back. Or: knees over her strong shoulders. ‘Teach you . .
.”

The tongue poised just a fraction of an inch from —

“I’ll teach you . .

.

She feels her breath and oh and whispering —

And dazzle.

They smile at each other, “hello.” And oh and moan.

She’s dizzy, frightened. She sees blur and pink and

moan and moving— sucking mouth and hollowed cheeks and

glowing bones, oblivion stranded aureole — circling and the

waves of the little sea side town and beach —

dizzy dazzling spit and foam and aureole and

“Hello. My name is Aurelie and pleased to meet you

and shall we now go for a drink?”

It’s like a miracle then, again, sprung like this

from one another’s longing and desire flung and fucked

and oh and oh and aureole and mouth and straddle

Two women in a cafe, having tasted, glimpsed:

A deep deranging sentence, disorder.

Her hair draped now on the woman's thighs. She

teasingly hanging above her trying to make words, “What—

“What do you want?”

“But you don’t even know me... perfect stranger . . . huh?”

Two women in a cafe imagining

Going at each other, as their bodies draw close, approaching.

Focus:

Strong, capable hands and muscled arms and perfect back

and tendons, shoulders, thighs like a vice: “You are an

athlete then?”

“How ever did you guess?”

Having glimpsed, having imagined:

The press of the Watermark. The pressure of her hand —
one at the small of her back, the other in front, a little

lower, there, just below the stomach. The press of the —

“Crown and Anchor. Shankpainter.”

Almond skin. Dirty blond hair in tangles. Large

bones. Those hands. “You are an athlete then?”

They’re fucked up, sea soaked, shipwrecked, stranded,

drenched.

She laughs and says, “Land’s End.” Says “Far Side of the

Wind. Yeah, I’ll take you there.”



“Giro, Pucci, Pepe, Napi. The Mews." Meow. Front

Street and Back. I’d like to fuck you on —

The A House throbbing—

— God you are hot

God you are gorgeous.

spit of land,

world’s end.

dazzling night.

the moan of the fog and the cat’s cries.

,

(the long walkway away. The long breezeway.

. Where I imagine you’re O.K.)

I

Up the wooden steps and through the blue door press

and hurry oh.

Pearl gray light and night approaching and the cats

stretching and scratching and asking,

[

' With you up against, rubbing up against—
i

I
Hurry.

Sea salt and rough tongue and—

Watermark, White Horse, White Wind —

Up the wooden steps through moan and salt and swim and shudder

devouring

“You’re driving me crazy.”

“Good.”

litde sea side town off season

lilting rosy pearl in the evening light.

God, you are gorgeous.

You who guide wide ships through treacherous night, guide

me . .

.

eternity.

(I am finally beginning to talk about you — if only to

myself.

You thought you were “just a sex toy.” I suppose I don’t

understand the word “toy” in that sentence, or the word
“just.”

And was it always only about sex? Or was it your

way to keep me far, dismiss me when necessary.

Diminish what we had, if it got too painful. When it go too painful.

As you turn now. And I lose you again in the azure of a

perfect summer night on a beach.

You turn away.)

Prolong this. They build a fire. Prolong. She

closes her eyes. “God, you are so gorgeous.” Two women
having just met—and at the threshold of all possibility,

all-everything, imagine eternity—

imagine swollen, sticky endless night

“Triathlete”

Her flex and reach and pull and dare. Her arch and

skill and will and brave and true.

Lift and open. Ankle. Wrist and reach.

The sound of waves lapping and lapping at their

swollen sea door. She presses her mouth and throb. At

the blue of wild ocean deranged night.

floating humming

at the end of the world caught

caught in her pearl

caught in her pearly net

At this glistening altar. Her mouth now moments from oh

“Athletic girl.”

“And I’d like to ride you . . .

I’d like to ride you like a porpoise . . .

Ride you like a saint . . .

I’d like to ride you like a mermaid . . .

I’d like to make you sing

Like a siren

Moan like a rose

Scream —
like a siren. Luring others to our ocean bed and door.”

Delicious ship.

Most delicious ship.

Guide me. Make me dazzle.

Grinding

Glowing bones to stars and salt and sea, guide me.

Show me

And hip to hip and grind and straddle, ride and yeah,

good girl.

Two women scratching, begging up against each other, frantic.

Clipped or pierced perhaps and oh and

fuck.

Scream like a siren.

Fuck like a sailor. Fuck like a siren. Fuck like: two

women . . . sudden heat: you put your mouth on my clavicle

She puts her mouth —

And fast and hands, athletic girl and more and suck

and come and

Scream like a siren . .

.
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“They can hear you at Giro's, Pepe’s, Napi’s, Pucci’s. They

can hear you at the Pilgrim Monument,”

she smiles. Now slower this time.

(This is a message to you: not so embedded in

the text after all — 1 could start now right where we left off.

Talking to you even now, after all this time. Imagining,

after all this time, your half turn back— that turn that

might set us into animation again.)

Luminous, glowing oyster pearl and —

"Hey there — take it easy, Hon.”

Oyster, Carmelite and scratchy urchin, clam —

Her hair now draped. She’s dripping on her inner thigh

and tease and please —

"What? Come on, tell me what you want.”

The moan of the fog and the cat cries.

Shhh and slow and —

rocking on her hips

rocking like a baby on her hips

rocking on a woman’s hips like the ocean

rocking on the ocean’s hips

“oh, yeah, honey . .
.”

riding on a woman’s delicious hip, guide me.

Delicious ship.

Flushed.

like women dreaming next to water.

Guide me like a Carmelite

Sudden heat. You are flushed. A broken pier in summer.

The raging West Side Highway at our side. We are lost

in a sea of men wanting men. You pretend to want to

be them. You take me from

behind. My head pulled back. My hair wrapped around

your fist.

1 wanted you the moment 1 saw you. Your look — that of

a deranged Carmelite nun, a fallen cheerleader, a

mischievous child.

And how you made love. Sometimes like an innocent.

Sometimes like an expert. Sometimes like a foreigner,

insisting you really didn't like girls. Like a

scientist, performing experiments.

With your homemade crucifix, or slingshot. Little

tomboy. A toy gun, a water gun you would shoot into

me. How does that feel?

Your plastics and latex and shower caps.

And 1 lost you again in the azure of a perfect summer
night.

Now as you turn, now as you traipse with combat boots

and negligee into that good night. Away. But turn,

for one brief second, back.

Adieu. It seems you’ve gone to God — or where? Though

we lived in the same city, I never saw you again.

Or though we live in the same city, I have never seen

you again. Even now, I give room, for some future

sighting, hope. Anticipatory. In love with revision,

amendments. You turn, with hesitation . . .

Our unhappy love affair. All your friends urge you

to get out, but you can’t. And I, the impassive, temptress,

rivetted to you. My sin: that I loved other women as

well. Though nothing compared to you — that's it, isn’t

it, how the song goes? Your touch. Your particular

finesse. I have not forgotten.

This time they force each other, hurt each other, a

little. Grinding hard and deep and gorgeous face and

teeth and cleave and clitoris —

Triathlete!

When she’s American she says “oh baby, oh honey, tell me
what you want.”

When she’s French she says: “derangement.”

Sound of water lapping. Sound of—

Water logged. Sea soaked.Floating. Downward stroke. Fucked (so

beautifully up) up.

In my revision, my fantasy, you whisper, you tell me you turned back to

me and fully, but that I was already gone.

And then that tentative reconciliation, unseen by me, shifted,

becoming a half turn away again where it became resolute,

turned to stone, irrevocably away and engraved and

forever.

If you would let me kiss just once those stony feet, just

once now with the mouth that—

The mouth that

Let me kiss your stony feet and the stone boat of your

body with the mouth that

Two women. When they are Italian they say “ecco.”

Two women. Their hair plastered to their faces.

The sound of water at their door.

Open sea. Never ending. Eternity.

When you’re a sailor you say, “Hey and Hidey and Ho.”

She takes her hand and puts it:
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When they speak of the blue fin, the yellow tail, the

great red, the fisherman’s eyes haze over seeing some-

thing far off—

glistening.

She imagines her in a fisherman’s net now and she

begins

her slow, fevered

suction cupped a litde pressure a litde more pressure.

Trying to get at

madly

frenzied descent. Chewing, (a chewing sound)

“1 need to taste you.”

Luscious, pulsing pearl.

litde rosy pearl in the evening light.

Caught in her pearl. “God, you are fucking gorgeous.”

hard to breathe.

Licking her strung up —

If she could fuck her only one way . .

.

Licking her strung up through the net now. Caught in

this dreamy net and plan and trying—
tied and strung out.

“come on . .

.”
“fuck .

.

“you can do it.”

“huh?”

“trying.”

Who at any rate will save us?

Humiliated, you wanted to leave me before 1 left you.

But you were sex addicted, addicted to our bodies

together and so you kept putting it off, angrily. Growing

to despise us both.

And how you made love sullenly, silently, enraged, lost

in your fury and the betrayals and sadness yet to come.

You made love desperately then.

muttering buzzing humming strange words

For fun the women keep at their bedside a writing

tablet. Or else they use their sheets to scrawl —

and crawl and scratch and come

If I had only one sentence to seduce you with. To get you

back. To reach you.

She sucks on the woman’s fingers. Her ear next to

her aureole or clavicle or wondrous shell in sleep where

she hears her dreaming, on the lip, on the edge

of the known world, remembering . . .

as a little girl she used to like to go—

Summer lingering.

Like the lip cleaves and clings

Like the gull hangs in air—

You thought you were of no consequence. You thought

you were just part of a larger pattern, a dizzying

design and it made you feel sick.

You were part of a larger design. But you were never

inconsequential.

Our sad history. 1 loved others. I wanted others. You
could not see how you were any different. Or if you

were then why I would not stop, change for you. Be

someone new.

Heat and light and hours on that longing beach where

they’ve teased each other into furious, delirious —

Make me dazzle.

There is something so simple, so lovely here, really.

She’d like to coax the sand that’s lodged there and

draw from her in long slow pulls with tongue and gum
and teeth and skill— and if they’re lucky, secreted

round a grain of sand, a pearl, you gorgeous oyster girl.

sticky, a lot of practice

Sudden heat. A broken pier. You take me from behind.

The Hudson River glistening.

“Stand up. Don’t move.”

Obedient, she stands on wobbly sea legs and she fucks her

now, like this.

like this.

Then on all fours. Front Street. Back Street.

The A House throbbing.

She swearing like a sailor now.

Past the Houses,

Past the Headlands,

Into deep Eternity.

Far and deep.

One glistening sentence.

She takes her hand and puts it
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C'AROLE MASO butterfly . . “hunter’s” (something like that)

And sleep a little.

You made love to dispel emptiness and fear. What’s

that you’d whisper in the night frightened. And I’d

check under the bed and reassuring you, you’d come down

to see for yourself and fuck me there. And still you

were afraid.

Past the Headlands . . .

a dream where she is being pulled with great skill and

ring, with touch and look and a few trembling words —

far out to sea, where she’s

stranded now. The pull of the waves and the dark —

Far . . .

When she awakes the woman athlete is holding pieces of

rope and smiles, “hi, you.”

And when the professor is British she says: “please.”

And when the woman is American she says, “Yeah and

Honey and Hey and Hold your horses, O.K.?”

Hold on.

“Sex junkie,” she whispers.

"How do you, how do you, know how to . .

.”

“Come on,” she says. “You can say it.”

“How do you know how tremble shudder

“Huh?”

"How do you —” frantic, gibberish, mutter

“Hey. Come on. Take it easy, honey. Spit it out.”

“How do you know how to make such a fancy sailor’s knot?’

“I'm in the navy now,” she smiles.

Strong and muscled, salty, “yes, 1 see.”

And she and agonizing slow makes

hurry

“And this is a slip knot.”

“And this is a thumb knot.”

“The better to
—

”

“What’s the matter, little girl?”

“I’ll show you how to make a

She hums a sailor’s song and straps her to the mast.

Two women, their hair plastered

On the open sea. Screaming.

She holds her hips and rides.

blood storm and sea ache —

You who guide, who harness, strap and

She hums and watches, sings “you’ll never get free.”

From the depths of your silence and mortification and

rage you’d fuck me unconscious every time and say

absolutely nothing, except the occasional, is this

how you want it then Is this what you want?” Stony

silence. Strangers. Violence?

‘You won’t be able to move trussed up like this.”

Leverage, precision: Horse knot. Knot to use in a bad

storm, bad girl’s knot, etc.

(a dream where months from now, the professor is

sitting at her desk grading papers and she has tied

her legs open to the desk chair with one of those

fancy sailor’s knots, and she is on her knees and

sucking, while her hands deep in the sailor’s tangled hair.)

She says, “like this?”

good girl’s knot

“Uh huh.”

Like this?”

“Now you try.”

(a dream in which she is floating and singing, garlanded,

lifting her lyre)

where she is supplicated

where she is anointed

where she is pampered

where she is roughed up

where she is tied securely to the mast (for leverage and

positioning)

Oh sailor girl, oh, oh —

If you were Italian, and this a movie, you’d smile only a

little sadly, and say “Gao Bella” and shed one

pristine tear. It wouldn’t be messy like this, not

inconclusive like this—if this were a movie. Not you

in my mind, forever turning and turning back— like this

Or there might be wailing and hair tearing and threats —
not this silence. Laceration, mutilations, some sort of violent

finality.

Not then to see you in every Carmelite nun type.
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All over town.

1 hear you are busy spreading rumors, busy erasing

my name,

All over town.

Come here, just once more, and carve into me, your rage.

Let me kiss your wooden feet that descend.

Let us go then together.

Though you have turned away now for what may be forever,

your bones for an eternity will hold our pleasure — heavy

with it, like gold. To glow, thousands of years from

now on a remote beach where we once fucked.

Your clavicle and

Beauty . . . beauty without end.

They miss the Fish Fry Friday night.

They miss the poetry reading at the Fine Arts Work Center

They miss the opening at the Art Association.

The lip cleaving to the —

The professor says, now pull my ring. The athlete has never seen

such a thing. “Right, with your teeth. She bleats, “Ah, yes,

professor, teach me.

They’re crazy for it, scream and scene and bleary—

“Sex junkie.”

“No you are.”

Overdosed and bleary with it. Sick. Cleaved as she is to her

now, the sailor, salt and sea and sweat.

Hallucinating on her lip:

Watching the gull hand in the salty air above us,

like safe or love while you lowered you mouth to

me on the beach whispering

last time, last time, though it never was — not for

years, not for a long time.

Like the lip clings to the clitoris, long after, long

after . .

.

on that lovely breast of beach

and fuck and edge and sore and swollen door.

She falls into a fever dream in which she sees a woman
lying on a beach, and lifting her lyre she sings the

professor, athlete, lilting world and you and 1 into

being . .

.

And she writes on the paper thin sheet in desire

If 1 could make you shudder, come, with just one

sentence now—

The water lapping now, the sound of water lapping,

loudly, filling them, the sound, the smell of the water,

the press of the water at their blue door, only make
them want each other more and more. Seaweed. Fishnet.

Glistening.

Now in this position glistening (slightly raised,

one leg up) as she is about to

“You can’t seem to get enough.”

Slip knot. Slippery girls.

And then in your fierce, pierce, cry

Again. And then (her fist)

Rising from their sexual wreckage

She bleats “triathlete!”

Triathalon. And tribid, trible, triple, pyramidal.

(A dream in which there are three women on a bed. A
flash of three women. And the one who is the ocean,

lapping, licking— sea door— is being devoured by a second

woman who in turn is being fucked by—

and they are making a

pyramid shape. Sort of. And
they are making

lots of noises and glowing

Your mouth on my clavicle that afternoon on the pier.

Dreaming tingling clavicle a million years from now

Recalling your mouth on the beach, bleached white

Dazzling deep eternity

(the woman who is grinding on her mouth in fishnets is

fucking the woman who is fucking her. Something like

that

singing demented songs

devouring.

more —

Carole Maso is the author offour novels that will he reissued in f^aferback

this year: Ghost Dance, The Art Lover (both front The Ecco Press), AVA

(Dalkey Archive), and The Aunerican Woman in the Chinese Hat (Dutton).

"Make Me Dazzle" is front a work in /progress, 26 Erotic Etudes.
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The Real, True Angel
BY ROBIN LIPPINCOTT

T
hey called him Angel and always had, the

men in his many circles of friends over the

years, though his Venetian-born parents,

or rather his father—for he was the only one of

the two who really cared—had christened him

Angelo. But the members of the various circles

called him Angel always, and the name was

passed on from one group—member to mem-
ber—to the next; Angel not because he looked

“angelic”—his hair was not golden (nor haloed),

though it did fall in ringlets; Angel not because

he was a benevolent innocent from above (no

messenger from God he); nor could his wiry

body possibly be construed as cherubic. Instead,

Angel’s hair was black, a black so black it shone

blue in sunlight, and his almost hairless skin was

fair—the sheen in his hair somehow picking up

on and bringing out the delicate blue veins that

coursed just beneath the surface of that marvel-

ous translucent skin. Most of the time he sim-

ply looked electric.

And to further disprove any possible corrobo-

ration whatsoever between name and deed (or

being), it must be said that, dispositionally, An-

gel had an attraction to danger. Nevertheless,

the men in the various circles over the years per-

sisted in calling him Angel, and perhaps the easi-

est answer to the riddle why (other than the

wildfire theory—that it had caught on, and

spread) lay in man's sheer laziness: Angel, be-

cause it was an ever-so-slightly shortened ver-

sion of Angelo, and thus one syllable less to roll

off the old cow tongue. So Angel it was; the

name had stuck. And the one thing about it

which Angel said rang true to him, though he

hadn’t realized it until he was in his late 30s,

was the fact that he had never, not once in his

life, felt grounded, of this earth—though he

longed to: The unbearable lightness of being in-

deed!

But m the love poetry ofevery age, the woman (or

man) longs to he weigheil down by the (other) man's

body. The heaviest of burdens is therefore simulta-

neously an image oflife's most intense fulfillment. The

heavier the burden, the closer our lives come to the

earth, the more real and truthful they become.

Angel’s age? That was not a simple matter

either, but a subject of some debate. Angel him-

self claimed, in characteristic straightforward,

no-nonsense fashion, that he was now 58,

though few of the men in his ever-changing circle

had believed him whenever he’d divulged his

age, thinking that, instead of subtracting years

—

as most self-respecting homosexuals and

women, and even a few heterosexual men did,

subtracting 10 or, if they could be so bold, 15, or
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even 20 years from their true age (this latter

mathematical feat one few but Angel could ac-

tually get away with)—Angel, they said, did just

the opposite (as he had so often in his life); An-

gel, or so they conjectured, added years to his

age—so that everyone would look at him and

think, and perhaps even say, “My, you don’t look

58.”

But there it was, the unadulterated, undocto-

red proof, evidence—his Birth Certificate, or

“Certificate of Live Birth” as it is still known in

many cities and towns throughout the South,

one copy filed away in the Bureau of Vital Sta-

tistics at the State Board of Health, the other

tucked away only the devil knew where, now
that Angel’s father Giovanni had passed on:

Angelo D'Allura, born to Giovanni and

Philomena D'Allura, in The City ofNew
Orleans, in the State ofLouisiana, in

the Year ofOur Lord, Nineteen Hundred

and Thirty-Six.

But there was Angel’s body, they said—for

many if not most of those who knew him also

knew (or had known) his body, intimately: there

was no way that could be a 58-year-old body,

so lean and taut and, excepting certain areas of

the face—those soft, dark pockets beneath the

eyes and the parenthetical marks around the

mouth—so smooth and wrinkle-free (nor was

his hair graying).

Angel was 58, he simply didn’t look it, though

he had certainly and unquestionably and fully

lived each and every one of those years (months,

weeks, days, hours...). After his first 18 years,

growing up in New Orleans (if such a synonym

for maturity could be ascribed to anyone raised

in that town), in the Garden District no less,

where many of the houses, Angel had always

said, looked as if they were made of wooden

lace, he had moved to New York—Angel had

lived in and known well some of the most cos-

mopolitan and exciting cities in the world, al-

ways searching for home, yearning for a base, a

groundedness, a world beneath his feet. From

Manhattan, where he’d stayed for the better part

of a decade, after which he’d moved—naturally,

or so it seemed, to everyone at the time, most of

whom had or eventually would do the same

—

to Paris, where he had felt lightness the most

(another decade); from there it was Amsterdam

for a couple of years (which he’d soon tired of),

then Rome, his parent’s native Venice, London

and, since he’d been able to avoid Australia al-

together (for despite all the brouhaha about

Australian men, Angel knew, intuitively, that it

was not for him), back stateside in the mid-’80s

—

to San Francisco, to lovely, funky Provincetown,

and finally, once again, to a heavier place,

“home”—New Orleans, still searching. Which

was how—as if logic or fate had played a hand

in the unfolding and development of this absurd

turn in the events of Angel’s life story—how and

perhaps why he ended up where he was this

very morning, sitting on a cot in a New Orleans

prison, his head in his hands, arrested and ac-

cused, of pederasty.

The police report alleged that on the after-

noon of Friday, June 5th at approximately 3:30

P.M., one Angelo D’Allura lured eight-year old

Sanders Parker, on the way home from his last

day of school that year, into the old St. Louis

Gemetery, and therein—and for the next hour,

hidden amongst the above-ground tombs—com-

mitted “heinous sex crimes” upon the boy.

The charges would have been amusing were

they not so serious, as anyone who knew Angel

also knew just how ludicrous such allegations

were: For not only had he never favored (or pur-

sued) children—they would never be able to

bring him down, weigh him down, to earth; and

their minds were not complex enough, he said,

for what he liked.

What he liked-, his preferences: An almost-

violent aspect to sex. Not S-M, not theater of

any sort—no accoutrement necessary, but an

exchange between two men that was nearly

vampiric, volcanic, oceanic (name your synonym

for size, power, depth), in its fathomless degree

of passion and intensity. Sex was successful and

thus enjoyable for Angel if and only if the lover

left some sort of physical evidence of that inten-

sity on the beloved’s body each and every time

(it took that much for him to feel it and know it

was real)—a bruised knee, a scraped arm, a cut,

bloodied lip, nose, or ear, a sore, tender, even

slightly-tom nipple, a sensitive, swollen cock, a

heart murmur...

And so it had come to this—after all the years,

all that space, all those cities and all that life

experience (Non, je ne regrette rien, Angel had of-

ten said)—a 12' x 12' jail cell (6' x 6' if you con-

sidered the fact that he was sharing it). But as in

every city he had ever lived, Angel had friends,

friends everywhere, in high places and in low,

and he quickly set them to work, searching for

an explanation as to what had happened to him

and, more importantly, for his key to freedom.

Disallowed bail and visitors (except his lawyer),

Angel passed his first few days ruminating, re-

membering, and wrestling with the problem, the

question, of who had set him up (never mind

the why just now).

That he must have a few enemies in New
Orleans Angel did not doubt, because he knew.



too, that the natives did not look kindly upon

one who left them, as Angel had those many

years ago; nor do Southerners forgive and for-

get easily, Angel reasoned: Witness the Civil War.

But who those enemies might be Angel could

not guess. A relative, he supposed, would be the

most obvious choice, given natural law, but only

two remained in the City of New Orleans as far

as he knew: His 98-year old maternal grand-

mother Sophia Orioli, and his Uncle Luigi, his

father's younger brother, who had been drunk

for at-least the past 40 or 50 years; and Angel

had neither seen nor heard from them since he’d

left the city in 1954.

June 5th: Angel remembered the day well.

Rain had fallen in sheets all that afternoon, much

of which he spent, in the company of another

man, ducking in and out of dark churches; the

air smelled of copper and the architecturally ap-

propriate copper slowly refined its greenish hue,

like a sunbather working on his tan. And then,

late in the day, the two of them had entered the

old St. Louis Cemetery. Angel closed his eyes

now and tried to remember, to picture the scene

that day: Had he seen anyone, or anything

—

suspicious looking? Or could the other man,

whom Angel had met only that morning, some-

how have been involved? No-Angel trusted his

instincts implicitly. A friend of the family’s then?

Angel racked his brain and came up empty, and

it was then that he realized, after several such

days of considerable cogitation and aggressive

self-questioning in general and more specifically

from his lawyer, that for the sake of his mental

health he would have to let it go, to leave it to

his lawyer and to his friends to resolve. Looking

around his cell now, at everything that was cold

and sterile-the iron bars over the ice cube of a

window (with neither green nor blue in sight),

the metallic, lidless toilet, the creaky cots, even

his cellmate was cold (pale and hairy)—Angel

knew that if he was going to survive this, he

would need to dream... And, he told himself

(intuition?) that perhaps a trip back in time would

also help him discover how he had arrived at

where he was, and who had sent him there.

Because he had so many lovers and sexual

experiences in the almost-45 years he’d been a

player (yes, Angel had long sung the body elec-

tric!), his memories of those lovers and experi-

ences—for those were the dreams he turned to

now—were fractured, cinematic, but there were

a few scenes he could remember vividly.

Angelo, as he was still called then, was 13

when he lost (or gave would be the more ap-

propriate, active verb) his virginity; it was dur-

ing that still-exuberant, burgeoning time in

American history between the end of World War
Two and the beginning of the silent, lobotomized

’50s.

They had just met, Angelo and his man of

choice, had run into each other amidst the wild

roses growing in some rude field outside ofNew
Orleans center, not far from the Mississippi; it

was past two in the full-moon summer morn-

ing. Angelo, need it be said, was decidedly pre-

cocious (Angel sat back and let the screen roll):

Have you ever noticed, he asked the man,

his voice still at the cracking stage and doing just

that (much to his embarrassment), how the tex-

ture of rose petals, not these but those of the

long-stemmed variety and particularly when still

buds, seems to resemble the head of a penis,

especially when erect—that soft, velvety,

multi-striated look? Even the shape... (Angelo

was nothing if not verbose in those years,

whereas Angel was known for a much more la-

conic style).

The other man, somewhat older but devasta-

tingly attractive and wearing a crimson tie (a sig-

nal to those of like mind back then), a Dirk

Bogarde type, seemed caught off-guard with this

rather florid display of verbal foreplay, and gave

Angelo a questioning, surprised loll!

Have you ever eaten one—a rose petal?

Angelo went on.

The man shook his head.

They’re surprisingly bitter; not at all the pleas-

ant taste you might think.

And then 1 took the rose into my mouth

and...

Sweet memories! The field, it turned out, was

well-known for such nefarious activity, and

Angelo became a frequent visitor. For at 14 he

had been inspired—ignited might be the more

appropriate word for what he felt—by the pos-

sibility of a true brotherhood of men, boon com-

panions, one which included sexuality, a uto-

pian dream brought on by his reading of

Whitman (‘Twenty-eight young men,” etcetera),

D.H. Lawrence, and—much to his surprise

—

Melville. In fact, it was the following passage

from Moby-Dick (dedicated by Melville to his

beloved Hawthorne) Angel recalled now, still

able to recite it from memory, which had set him

on his path in life:

I washed my hands and my heart of it...

while bathing in that bath, I felt divinely free

from all ill-will... Squeeze! squeeze! squeeze! all

the morning long; 1 squeezed that sperm till I

myself almost melted into it... till a strange sort

of insanity came over me; and I found myself

unwittingly squeezing my co-laborers’ hands in

it... Such an abounding, affectionate, friendly,

loving feeling did this avocation beget; that at

last I was continually squeezing their hands, and

looking up into their eyes sentimentally; as much

as to say—Oh! my dear fellow beings, why
should we longer cherish any social acerbities. .

.

Come; let us squeeze hands all round; nay, let

us all squeeze ourselves into each other; let us

squeeze ourselves universally into the very milk

and sperm of kindness. Would that I could keep

squeezing that sperm for ever. . . In thoughts of

the visions of the night, 1 saw long rows of an-

gels in paradise, each with his hands in a jar of

spermaceti.

That was the life Angel had first envisioned

and wanted for himself at age 14—a fantasy life

really—an open, generous, magnanimous, sen-

sual life in the natural world in which he was a

part of and surrounded by a chorus of men. And,

it was, more-or-less, the life he’d had.

Doesn’t the warm air feel nice on your bare

ass?

Another voice. Another experience. Another

memory. It was something someone had said to

him once, after sex, as they were standing in the

weeds along the shores of Lake Pontchartrain,

their pants down around their knees; (Angel

could remember that the man’s cock was as stiff

and as long as the tongue in the bell of St. Louis

Cathedral, extending a full third of the length of

his leg); Angelo might have been 16. Such a

simple statement—Doesn’t the warm air feel

nice on your bare ass?—but Angel had remem-

bered it always, and treasured it, because of its

simplicity, its sheer, simple, truth and beauty, its

contentment with, and in, the moment—that

the moment was enough. Somehow, that one

sentence seemed to capture or express the very

life that he wanted.

The next day, awake before the rooster’s

crow, Angel lay on his cot worrying over the

fact that, after a mere three days, the relation-

ship between his cellmate and him, a large, bulky
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man named Brice (who was still asleep), had

begun to deteriorate—not that it had been much
good from the start. But this was unusual for

Angel, since he generally got along well with

people, particularly men—men of all types, and

he found it troubling.

All he knew of his cellmate, besides his name,

was his number, 406754, and that he

was in, this time—his third, for raping

his 11 -year-old niece, of which he'd

told Ajigel that first day: (“Brice, Brice,

red beans 'n rice,” his sister had teased

him when they were teenagers. Then

he’d added: “Guess 1 got her back.”)

Brice had become unfriendly and

dowTiright unkind to Angel—refusing

to talk much after the first day, or when
he did talk, it was only to castigate or

curse at Angel for something or other,

something as innocent and involuntary

as sneezing, for example. Brice’s

bullishness and theatre di machismo had

the unfortunate effect of seeming to

reduce Angel’s space in the cell to

something less than negligible. And then

it hit Angel: Of course! Brice must have

somehow found out about the charges

against him—and believed them.

That same morning, after breakfast,

of which Angel only drank the coffee,

black, his lawyer—Francis Hardin—and two of

Angel’s friends, men of the chorus, awaited him

as he was brought into the visiting area prompdy

at 9 A.M.

“Victory Number One!” the zealous young

Hardin said, arms raised to the skies, his fleshy,

white underarms like some white-bellied fish lost

swimming in the loose folds of his short-sleeves;

he was referring to the fact that he had won the

right for Angel to have visitors, two at a time,

other than himself.

Though Amgel and his friends were separated

by a wall—half of which was made of concrete

and the other half of a thick, almost opaque

Plexiglas, even that couldn’t dampen their plea-

sure in seeing each other. But Hardin insisted

they get right down to business, saying there

was no time to lose. He told Angel that his two

friends there had visited his Uncle Luigi and that

Uncle Luigi could confidently be ruled out as a

possible suspect: Now that, he said, that was

progress.

“He was very sweet,” one of the men said,

looking Angel directly in the eyes.

“If also constantly drunk,” the other said. “It’s

his ‘lifestyle,’” he added, winking.

“He spoke about your father,” the first friend

continued, “his brother Giovanni. And about

how much Giovanni loved you, his only child

—

his son, and how he could still remember your

father’s happiness, the look on his face—how
he glowed with pride, when you were born

—

his Angel.”
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“And he told us the story about the time

when your mother was out of town for a month

visiting relatives in Italy. You must have been

about seven or eight, he said, and the three of

you—Luigi, Giovanni, and yourself—set-up

house together, for the month. He said he had

the both of you drunk and wearing aprons in no

time!”

Angel smiled, remembering, and Hardin

blushed. What was next? Hardin’s body language

seemed to verbalize. The grandmother
—

"the

Orioli woman,” he finally said aloud, raising his

eyebrows and looking away from Angel.

Always quick, vigilant, and perceptive, An-

gel caught it, that something, an evasiveness.

“What is it, Frank?”

“What?” Hardin replied, knowing he wouldn’t

be able to wiggle out of it. He looked down at

the floor and muttered: “Advance word is not

good on that.”

A question mark formed in the furrows of

Angel’s brow, where it seemed he held an end-

less supply of punctuation symbols. But before

Angel could say anything, Hardin stuck out the

palm of his hand—like a traffic cop. “Let’s just

wait and see,” he said. “We’ve got a couple of

people, friends of yours, working on it.” And

then their time was up.

Left alone once again, virtually, spiritually

alone, Angel returned to the arduous, if also ar-

dent task of remembering. But he was tired to-

day, and instead of actively willing his memo-

ries, this time he simply let them wash over him.

June 5th. It was the last time he’d had sex:

Angel and the man. They’d spent much of the

afternoon dancing around each other, so to

speak, until finally, what they did together was

so tame, yet so fulfilling—just what the doctor

had ordered that particular day: The man stood

behind Angel, his stiff cock between Angel’s legs,

and fucked him while jerking-off Angel with one

hand, the palm of his other hand pressed tightly

against Angel’s heart, almost constrictingly, so

that he was enwrapped; enrapt. Someone was

practicing the organ in the church at the time,

and so it was to that deep purple gothic strain

that Angel—by now a connoisseur of the or-

gasm—came: And in his mind’s eye he saw—in

quick flashes—the flying buttresses and the

stained glass windows of Chartres, the open-

mouthed gargoyles of Notre Dame, and in his

ears he heard an aria by Callas.

Angel had come in endless waves

that day it seemed to him now, lapping

at the shore of the man who was—at

least for the day, the moment—his

lover; it reminded him of how—as a

boy edging puberty, he had loved to

kneel, naked, along the banks of the

Mississippi, and masturbate into what

little ebb and flow there was.

Such thoughts carried Angel past

dinner—a tableau in which he felt him-

self to be both the diner and the pro-

verbial, implattered fowl—which he

didn’t touch, and into the night, further

into dreams, and finally to sleep. But

his sleep that night was fitful and in-

constant, as he could not escape the

sinking feeling that Brice, and possibly

others as well, were watching him,

hunting him, hovering over him even,

at times—all yellow teeth and matted

hair: positively Werewolvian. He heard

voices, too, in the night, voices saying

something about “Go fish!” Voices seeming to

call to him, saying “What’s she in for, Brice?” And

“Sister Angel, what you in for?” “I’m gonna be

in you for what!” And then a deep, sinister laugh-

ter that tingled his spine.

•

The next morning Angel sipped his black

coffee in silence, sitting in the path of the shaft

of soft light projecting in through the tiny win-

dow while Brice continued to sleep (or pretended

to sleep, Angel couldn’t be sure). This was

Angel’s sixth day in prison, imprisoned, and

though he had awakened feeling groggy and

tired from the sleepless night, he now felt ener-

getic and was looking forward to going outside

as scheduled—one hour after lunch: The exer-

cise; the fresh air; the open space.

That time, too, when it came—like the pros-

pect of sleep the night before, a seeming respite

which proved otherwise—was not what he’d

hoped it would be. Oh, the first few minutes

were delicious all right—the feeling of the air,

though hot and humid, on his skin; he could feel

it bristling through the hairs on his arms. The

natural light on his face and on the faces of the

others, shading bones and five o’clock shadow

—

chiaroscuro; and all the colors and the wide

openness of it all.

But before long Angel became aware of a

sort-of collective bad mood among some of his

fellow inmates in the yard, a foulness that ap-

parently had something to do with him, like a

conspiracy. Fortunately, this feeling seemed to
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be contained to a group of less than 10 men,

some of whom—when they thought they were

out of sight of the guards (or as out of sight as

: they could be)—pulled out their penises and

mocked jerking-off, taunting Angel, making pro-

nounced, exaggerated sucking noises as they did

so; others pulled their pants down and mooned

him. And a couple of the larger men walked past

him so close that their uniforms brushed against

his and whisded a secret, menacing, non-verbal

message, and at the same moment they

1

mumbled, almost under their breaths but not

quite, still audible, mumbled some deep-voiced

threat like “Just you wait, sister!” and “Pervert!”

and “Boy-butt fucker!”

Because the group seemed relatively small

and contained, Angel was hopeful; he believed

in his powers to tame them, in fact he felt some-

what challenged and excited by the possibility

and the danger. And yet he spent the rest of the

day and night feeling as though he were walk-

ing in a dark tunnel—not much space, nowhere

to run; the walls closing in around him; the en-

trances and exits blocked off. He was trapped;

surrounded.

A wedge of light returned with the new day.

“1 baked you a cake honey,” said another vis-

iting member of the chorus, a petite drag queen

holding out her hands as if. It was the next morn-

ing and Angel had somehow slept like a baby.

Now he was greeting Hardin, and two other

friends.

“But don’t you go lookin’ for no file,” she

went on, “cause there ain’t one. Ain’t because 1

didn’t try, though: Mr. Hard-on here wouldn’t

let me.”

Hardin blushed and pulled at his lapels,

which Angel recognized as the opening moves

of his trying to take control of a situation. “We’ve

seen your grandmother—Madame Orioli.”

Angel said he was all ears. Hardin looked at

Angel’s friends.

“You shoulda seen Miss Thang,” Angel’s pe-

tite friend went on. “I mean that girl is big, as in

HUGE! And old! Honey, you ain’t see nothin’

that old since the last time you was in Europe.

And that place o’ hers! Splendid squalor, that’s

what it is. Splendid squalor! And her squattin’

there in that dilapidated Peacock chair o’ hers

like it was a throne, and with enough chins to

make a chinchilla. Why, I couldn’t tell where

Granny ended and the chair began. Pity that

poor, sagging wicker’s all I got to say!”

Angel was smiling.

“All right, all right,” Hardin interrupted, “Let’s

cut to the chase.” He fixed Angel with a serious

look. “She says she’s responsible. Voodoo.”

“Seems she’s been practicing for years,” his

sober friend chimed in. “And recently, well, af-

ter Giovanni died and left everything to you, you

became her chief target.”

“1 don’t believe in that crap,” Angel cried. “I

mean, she couldn’t have made all this happen

by mixing up some, I don’t know, some concoc-

tion of newts eyes and pussy willow and a strand

of my hair and a fingernail clipping and what-

not, could she?”

His three visitors. New Orleans natives all

—

like Angel, looked back and forth at one another

without saying a word.

“She said most of what Giovanni left you was
actually your mother’s money, and that given

how your mother felt about you, she was sure

Philomena would have wanted her to have it

instead of you.”

“Is that all?” Angel cried. “Let her have it! 1

don’t care about the money.”

‘That still doesn’t solve the crime,” Hardin

jumped in.

“So then why is this significant?” Angel

changed the subject. “Voodoo, shmoodoo. What
about the boy?”

Hardin lifted a finger. “Ah, the boy! Madame
Orioli says he had absolutely nothing to do with

it, but that her curses are broad. She says once

she casts them she can’t always say exactly

where they’re going to land or precisely what

form they’ll take.”

‘That’s not what I mean,” Angel interjected.

“I mean, do we know who he is, who he’s re-

lated to, why he might lie-things like that?

“Not yet,” Hardin winced. And so the two

friends and the one eager attorney left with their

proverbial tails tucked between their legs. “Back

to the drawing board,” Angel overheard the

ever-original Hardin say as they were walking

out.

That night, sometime past midnight, Angel

lay on his cot just barely awake, hovering be-

tween this and that other world, still mulling

over the day’s bad news (so many sheep to

count); but he was also attuned to the unusual

silence in and around his cell. Fortunately for

him, though, instead of keeping him awake and

alert, he was far-enough gone and exhausted to

allow the quiet to push him over into sleep.

The next thing he knew something cold had

clamped down on and clinched his ankles and

wrists, and immediately after that some sort of

cloth was stuffed in his mouth. His eyes opened

and darted around, and it was then he saw Brice

and four other inmates, all of whom he recog-

nized from the yard.

Angel squirmed and tried to scream, but his

arms and legs were handcuffed, and his screams,

muffled by the rag in his mouth, sounded more

like low moans.

Angel then experienced his own weightless-

ness and watched the ceiEng seem to move past

overhead as he was carried to the cell door. Once

there, he was stood upright and his face was

pressed up against two of those cold, iron bars.

The men quickly unlocked and then re-locked

the handcuffs, so that he was suspended and

splayed on the bars of his own cell.

They must have stolen handcuffs from

guards, Angel reasoned, over a period of time.

The guards, where were the guards? And then

Amgel remembered the unusual silence he had

heard earlier in the night and felt a deep, sinking

feeling in the pit of his stomach. They must be

in on it, too!

Next, Angel felt his clothes being ripped away

from him, heard the sound of buttons bouncing

on the cold, cement floor, the thud of his shoes,

and the soft, plush fall of cloth collapsing in a

heap; and then the heavy, labored breathing of

his captors. Before long, amidst a deafening din

of cheering and jeering, one of the men had pen-

etrated him and begun thrusting away.

After awhile Angel could no longer tell when
one man had stopped and another taken over,

or if, in fact, they were still fucking him. He was

both all sensation and no sensation whatso-

ever—acutely sensitive, but also numb. His mind

now took him outside the cell, where he imag-

ined—if anyone were watching—it must have

looked like some sort of medieval ritual, a feed-

ing frenzy, as the men hovered over and around

him like so many crows. What was going on in

the minds of his attackers Angel could only imag-

ine, and that he’d rather not do. Instead he would

just feel what he felt, experience what he was

experiencing—get through it. He had no other

choice.

Several weeks later, having spent a full week

recovering in the prison infirmary, Angel lay on

his cot in a new, single cell, staring up at the

ceiling. With his mind, he had projected the fu-

ture onto that ceiling and, again with his mind,

he could push right through it and rush head-

long, out of his cell, out of his particular build-

ing, out of the entire prison compound. New
Orleans, Louisiana, the United States of

America—if he liked, and into blue, blue sky.

Beckoned by that call of release, he projected

into a future when he would be a free man,

cleared of the ludicrous charges against him, a

time when he would look back on and remem-

ber the horror of what had happened to him in

prison. And he could also see that there, with

the proper distance, he would be able to locate

in that nightmarish experience a true heaviness,

a solidity and closeness to the earth he had never

felt before.

"TIte Real, True Aitgel" is from Rohm Lif^fnucott's

story collection, In the Full-Moon Summer

Morning.

Drawing byJim Peters
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kissed but always stopped at that.

It was like high school in that respect, kissing

and slobbering and pulling on each others’ hair

in cars and behind closed office doors, in the

librarv’ once, after Sam had finished teaching and

I'd finished teaching and we ran into each other

in the stacks. I saw two college students a few

rows over and wondered, for a second, if they

were there to kiss as well, but then quickly real-

ized that, of course, they weren’t. They’d just

go back to one of their rooms and screw. It was

only the middle-aged, married professors with

loving spouses at home and minds which had

calculated to a fine and precise degree where be-

trayal began who were in the bookshelves neck-

ing.

But it was different than high school, too,

because in high school all I wanted to do was

kiss. That’s what it means to be pure, 1 guess.

Not to even know what it means to want some-

thing. Or maybe it's just the opposite. Maybe, if

my Irish Catholic upbringing had not stymied

all my sexual desire then, 25 years before, the

bottom half of my body would have ached, as it

did now, and then 1 truly would have been pure

and natural and free.

We decided to go to a motel, just to kiss, you

understand. It was so hard for us to find places

to kiss. Students were always knocking on our

office doors wanting to explain why they weren’t

in class and colleagues were always dropping

by to ask why the Xerox machine wasn't work-

ing or which way we were going to vote at the

next department meeting. We didn’t want

people to see us coming out of a door that had

been closed too long with red cheeks and

messed-up hair. We didn't want to become the

next Peter and Carolyn of the department who
were married to each other now and wore but-

ton-down shirts and kept to themselves but who
(as four different people felt the need to tell me
the first week I was there) had five years ago

been married to other people but were con-

stantly seen kissing and necking, and some

people even say, undressed. Peter’s wife showed

up once and made a terrible scene. What bitch

was he fucking, she kept screaming, or was he

fucking every bitch in the place? It was so bad

that everyone went into their offices and locked

their doors and pretended that nothing was hap-

pening until the police showed up to take her

away. So we went through the Yellow Pages and
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settled on a Red Roof Inn 45 minutes south of

the city.

The kissing was great. It was wild and erotic

and after we’d been kissing for 15 or 20 minutes

he ran to the bathroom and, while he was gone,

1 masturbated, too, and when he came back we
lay side by side, satiated and cheated at the same

time.

“People are animals,” I said, lying there, star-

ing up at the silent TV that was mounted high

on the wall. “Just animals and that’s all there is

to it. We’re run by our glands. Last Saturday,” 1

said, looking at Sam who lay next to me on the

bed. His graying hair was messed up and his light

bluish eyes were dazed. “You know 1 told you

that Michael and 1 took Josh and our dog,

Cranston, out to the park? It was a beautiful day

and we had a picnic by the lake and then we
started throwing frisbees and Cranston ran to

catch them. He’s the best dog in the world, re-

ally. He fetches Josh’s teddy bear and Michael’s

slippers when you tell him to. Well, there we
were in the park just having a great old time

when Cranston saw this rabbit and went nuts.

He ran after it and caught it and started clawing

at it and it was screeching and Josh started

screaming and crying harder than I’d ever seen

him cry before and Michael and 1 started throw-

ing rocks at Cranston and screaming, hoping that

we could get Cranston to drop it, but he

wouldn’t. He kept beating it against the ground

and clawing at it until it was dead. He tore its

insides out and then he ate it right before our

eyes. 1 made Josh, who was still screaming and

crying, look the other way and then I had to try

to explain to him why it had happened. I talked

about survival of the fittest and the food chain

—

how dogs eat rabbits and rabbits eat mice—

I

don’t really know how it goes. I was just basi-

cally going by size, having the bigger things eat

up the little things. And when I was finished

with this whole long explanation. Josh started

screaming that he hated Cranston and that

Cranston was a bad, awful dog. And I said that

Cranston didn’t do it because he was bad, he

just did it because he was a dog and that was

what dogs did. And Josh kept yelling “He’s a

bad dog. I hate him. He’s bad, bad, bad.” 1 was

silent for a moment. “People are like that, too,”

I said. “People are just animals controlled by their

glands and that’s all there is to it.”

“Not us,” Sam said, after a few seconds has

passed.

I let out a little laugh, hoisted myself up on

my elbow and looked down at him. He was

handsome and nice and funny. He had pretty

eyes and a friendly, sincere kind of look, much

like Michael, my husband, had. He looked like

Michael, too. Not exactly, of course, but he was

the same type. Boyish, is what my mother would

have called him. Boyish-looking. He’d make a

great husband too, I was sure. As a matter of

fact, he was a great husband. He cooked and

did the laundry and read bedtime stories to his

kids and took them sledding—all the things that

Michael did with Josh. Sam was just like Michael,

really. The only difference between being with

Sam and being with Michael was that when I

was with Sam I felt as if I were levitating. I felt

as if 1 had left the ground and my feet were dan-

gling in the air and time and space and people

(all except Sam and me, of course) had disap-

peared and I was free—completely free. Of

course, I’d felt that way with Michael, at one

time, too. But after the first six months or year

(can people be in love for as long as a year?),

Michael and I had returned to the ground and

the world had started up again around us.

‘Y'ou’re right, I guess,” 1 said to Sam, laugh-

ing, still propped up on my elbow, looking at

him. “Not us.”

Laughter’s always been my downfall. Once

something is funny, things become possible that

had never been possible before. I'd known Sam

for months, discussing book reviews and classes

and movies with him, the attraction between

us palpable, he always saying his wife this, his

wife that, and I always saying my husband, my
husband, my husband before he said to me in

the cafeteria one day, “Just kissing a little bit,

wouldn’t be so bad, would it?” I laughed and

that’s how it all started.

I couldn’t have been having an affair with

him if he hadn’t been so nice. If he hadn’t wanted

so desperately not to cheat on his wife, just as I

had wanted so desperately not to cheat on my
husband. If I had any indication when I first met

him that he had wanted to sleep with me. I’d

have sent him packing. When he sat down next

to me in the cafeteria, I would have been polite,

spoken with him for five minutes, then I would

have stood up and left. Whenever I ran into him

in the halls, I would have been in a hurry. And if

that wasn’t enough I’d have done everything in

my power to make him look like a fool. I’m good

at that. But he made no indication whatsoever

that he did. He, like me, kept pretending with

all his might that he didn’t. He talked about his

wife constantly and I talked about Michael con-

stantly, even when I didn’t want to, just so 1

could always keep saying my husband, my hus-

band, my husband.

On the Sunday after Sam and I went to the

Red Roof Inn, Michael came in the kitchen where

I was sitting at the table, flipping through the

paper, drinking coffee and daydreaming about

Sam. He stood over me, his face flushed with

anger, and said, “What’s wrong with you? 1 called

you four times just now. Didn’t you hear me?”

“Nothing,” I said, my heart sinking. “I was

just looking through the paper.”

He just kept staring at me, his eyes wide with

anger. “Josh just fell off his bike. His leg is bleed-

ing. He won’t let me pick him up. He wants you.”

I ran out to the driveway and picked Josh up

and carried him into the kitchen where 1 washed

his cuts and put bandaids on them and, when

that was done, 1 gave him a popsicle and tried

to hold him on my lap but he wouldn’t let me.

He had a long face and wouldn’t look at me. He

insisted on being in a chair of his own.

“You’re so distracted these days,” Michael

said, when he walked back in the kitchen a few

minutes later to wash the dirt off his hands. He

was planting a garden out back, the way he did

every spring. Long rows of carrots and toma-
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toes and onions and beans. This year he'd put

in a row of pumpkins for Josh. “What’s wrong?”

he said. ‘What’s bothering you?”

“Nothing,” I said, shaking my head. “Noth-

ing. Nothing’s bothering me. It's just such a busy

time of year, you know, with the end of the se-

mester and all. There’s just a lot on my mind.

That’s all.”

‘Well, I hope it ends soon,” he said, drying

his hands on a towel and looking at me. “Be-

cause half the time, lately it’s like you’re not even

here.”

When Josh finished his popsicle and he and

Michael went back outside 1 sat stone still in the

kitchen chair, my blood frozen in my veins. 1

kept staring at Josh’s drawings that were scotch

taped to the refrigerator door. The cow. The

chicken with four legs. The old Valentine’s Day

card that said “I love Mommy” and I made a pact

with myself that it was over between Sam and

me.

I walked outside and found Michael in the

garage, leaning across the front seat of his car

trying to dislodge the radio which was no longer

working. When he saw me he sat up.

“I’m sorry that I’ve been so distracted lately,”

I said, after I’d leaned over and kissed his cheek.

“I know that I haven’t been paying enough at-

tention to you guys, but it will be over soon. I’ll

be finished with papers and everything soon and

I’ll be much better.”

He just nodded his head.

“Are you still mad at me?” I said.

“No,” he said, not very convincingly. “It’s

okay.”

When I walked into the room at the Red Roof

Inn the next day, as Sam and I had planned, and

saw Sam’s smiling face looking up at me from

where he was sitting on the bed, I said, 'It’s over.”

Sam’s face dropped.

“It’s starting to come between Michael and

me," I said, still standing at the door. “No more

kissing, no more hugging, no more nothing. It’s

over.”

He just kept staring at me, his mouth hang-

ing open.

‘What if something really bad happened?” I

said. ‘What ifwe hear while we were here, right

in this room, that there had been a nuclear ex-

plosion or some leak of a dangerous chemical,

we’d leave each other in a flash. I’d go running

to find Josh and Michael and you’d go running

to find your family and we’d never think about

each other again, right?”

Sam didn’t say anything. He just kept staring

at me.

“It’s our families that matter to us and if we
think that we can do what we’re doing and still

have our families, we’re crazy,” I said, practi-

cally shouting. “It’s over. Over, over, over.”

He stared at me for a while longer and then

nodded his head slowly and looked down at his

hands and said, very softly, “You’re right.”

I breathed a heavy sigh of relief and let my
shoulder drop forward. I walked over to the bed

and dropped heavily down next to him. I stared

at the tan wall-to-wall carpet for about half a

minute or so, and then I looked up at that little

cube of a room and thought that 1 may as well

be dead. Without this one high point in my week,

without this to look forward to, to get dressed

up for, and get all my work done quickly for,

and see his face light up when he saw me, what
was there?

I put my hand on his back and he turned to

me. 1 started crying and he started crying and

we held each other and rocked back and forth

and then 1 kissed him gently on the lips and he

kissed me back gently at first and then harder

and harder and all of a sudden we were kissing

each other more passionately than we had ever

kissed each other before. I ran my fingers between

his legs and pulled off his pants and he was on

top of me and inside of me and when it was over,

and he had roOed off me, I was terrified.

From that moment until three weeks later

when 1 finally got my period, I was crazy. 1 gave

myself sb( of those over-the-counter pregnancy

tests and they all came back negative but 1 didn’t

believe them. They were only supposed to be

about 80 percent accurate. (“Not For Professional

Use” was written, in capital letters, on the side

of each box). I burnt dinners. 1 ran the car into

the side of the garage. I wouldn’t make love with

Michael. I couldn’t. What if I got pregnant and

didn’t know whose it was? I couldn’t have an

abortion if it was Michael’s. I’d have to have an

abortion if it were Sam’s. What if I had an abor-

tion? How could 1 ever hide such a thing from

Michael? What if I told Michael? No, I couldn’t.

Never, never, never, never, never. Things would

never be the same again.

One day, about two weeks after Sam and 1

had made love, I forgot to pick Josh up at school.

That was when Michael broke.

‘Y'ou’re going to have to tell me what the

problem is,” he said, when I got home and he

was there already. It was only four and he never

got home until six. The school had called him

when I failed to show up and he had left work

early and brought Josh home. “Or get some pro-

fessional help or something because 1 think

you’re starting to lose your mind.”

“1 know I’m distracted,” I said. “I know. It’s

this way at work too. I think I’m working too

much. I feel weak sometimes.”

He was staring at me, angry and amazed.

“Josh, sweetie,” I said, walking over to him

on the couch where he sat facing the TV, not

looking at me. “Josh, honey. I’m so sorry.”

Josh stood up and ran to his room.

“Maybe I have anemia or something,” I said,

looking back at Michael. “I’ll go to the doctor.

I’ll make an appointment right now,” I said, run-

ning to get the phone book and riffling through

it, looking for my doctor’s number. ‘Vou’re right.

I’ll get a complete physical. 1 should have done

this a long time ago. I’ll tell him about every-

thing that’s been happening. I’ll tell him about

how I’ve been getting absent-minded and for-

getting things and how I can’t seem to focus my
attention and maybe he can help. Maybe he can

give me some pills or something.”

I prayed and prayed and prayed as 1 never

had before that if 1 only wasn’t pregnant I’d never

do it again. I even stopped at a church to light a
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candle, because that was what my parents al-

ways did when things were really bad. When

my mother’s brother had that really bad heart

attack. When my father ran over that woman in

a rain storm and she was in the hospital and

everyone thought that she was going to die.

1 hadn’t been in a church for 20 years. It was

dark and cool inside and, when my eyes adjusted

to the light, I blessed myself with the holy wa-

ter in the big marble urn by the door and walked

down the long aisle between the dark pews to

the devotional candles to the right of the altar. I

put a $20 bill in the slot in the medal drawer un-

derneath the rows of candles and then, instead

of just lighting one, as my parents had always

done, I lit every candle in all three rows and when

I was finished, I went to the left side of the altar

and lit every single candle on that side too. TTien

I knelt down at the altar, and prayed.

Kneeling there, staring at the crucifix, I was

reminded of how, every Sunday morning when

I was young, I got up early, anxious to be in

church, to see all the wonderful things that I had

heard about—people throwing away their

crutches and walking miraculously up the aisle,

bad people being stoned, and bolts of lightening

and crashes of thunder as Jesus ascended into

heaven. But when I got there, I never did. There

were just people there, sitting and kneeling and

standing, and the priest said things in English

and Latin but, except for the incense and the

singing and the fact that no one spoke, it was

just like any other place. After many, many Sun-

days, thinking each time, this is the one, this

Sunday something miraculous and wonderful

will happen, and it never did, I learned that if I

squinted my eyes as hard as I could, while star-

ing at the altar, I could make Jesus on the cruci-

fix open his eyes and smile at me. And then, if I

kept concentrating, I could make all the colors

on the altar melt together and the crucifix begin

to sway and move across the wall.

1 stood up, blessed myself, and, as 1 turned

around and walked up the aisle, I realized that a

priest, wearing a black suit and a little white

collar, was standing by the back door, watching

me. When 1 got close to him, I nodded my head

and said, “Hello, Father,” as my mother had al-

ways done.

“I’m usually around in the late afternoon,”

he said. “Between four and five, ifyou ever want

to talk.”

When I gotmy period, I was true to my word.

I never spoke to Sam again. In those first few

days and weeks after I’d gotten my period, I

appreciated everything that I had so much. I

loved making dinner and giving Josh baths and

walking the dog. 1 kept thinking of a woman I’d

worked with, before Josh was born, who had

cancer and had to go every six months to have

tests to make sure that it hadn’t recurred. Every

time the results of the tests came back negative,

every time they told her that her lungs and bones

and blood were clear, clear, clear, she told me
that she would sit down and cry and when she’d

finished crying, she said, she’d look around and

everything seemed more itself than it had be-

fore—every color, every taste, every smell. And,

she said, after she had sat there marvelling at

everything for awhile, she always promised her-

self that she would never be petty again.

When I saw Sam in the halls, after that, I

didn’t look him in the eyes. I just walked past

him, staring straight ahead. I did that for three

or four months at least, but by then I was be-

ginning to feel strong again. So when 1 saw him
once, instead of looking straight ahead, 1 turned

my head towards him and smiled. He didn’t

see me, thank God. He wasn’t looking at me.

He was looking straight ahead, as we both, by

that time, had learned to do so well.

At the end of that year, Sam left. It wasn’t

because of me. He and his wife had been ap-

plying for jobs for a long time and the perfect

situation had finally come through. Southern

California, I heard, with more money for him

and fewer courses. She was getting a company

car.

I didn’t see him again for three years. It was

at a conference. One of those really huge ones

with thousands of people milling around. I’d

listened to lectures all day and my brain was

fried and I just wanted to have something to

drink and eat some dinner and then go to bed.

When I walked into the ballroom, where din-

ner was going to be served, I saw him across

the floor, and my heart started pounding wildly,

as it had, just days before, when I had just nar-

rowly escaped a head-on collision with a truck.

It had been late at night and it was raining hard

and I couldn’t see very well and, instead of head-

ing up an entrance ramp, I had headed up an

exit ramp. Both I and the truck driver swerved

at the last moment and I ended up in a ditch,

right side up, and he through the guard rail.

Sam was standing with a group of people.

His hair was grayer than it had been when I

had known him and he had put on some weight.

He was talking and moving his hands, as he

had always done when he was in the middle of

some particularly complicated and funny story

that involved coincidence and folly and twists

of fate. When he was finished, everyone in the

circle laughed.

Standing there in the ballroom of the

Sheraton, El Paso, looking at Sam—just another

guy, a nice guy, to be sure, but still just another

guy—talking and eating and drinking, I thought

that if I could just squint my eyes as I used to in

church when I was young, I could make the

sparkle from the chandeliers melt into his hair,

and then move downwards to cover his jacket

and pants and shoes. And, when that was done,

1 could remove him from the circle in which he

stood and make him ascend straight upwards

to the sky. And that way, I thought, picturing

him glittering high above the crowd, I could

recapture for a moment what it was that he

had meant to me.

Patricia Harrington Wysor has published stories in

Folio and The South Carolina Review. She

lives in Pittsburgh.
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DONALBEAL, "BATHER," 1 994, OIL ON CANVAS, 5' X 4'

PHOTO COURTESY GALLERY MATRIX

Donald Beal

BY LUCY GREALY

I NOTICED DONALD BEAL BEFORE I MET
him. It was at an opening for another artist’s

abstract sculptures. I noticed Beal because he

bears a slight resemblance to my brother, whom
I had not seen in many years, and 1 noticed Beal

because he is much more handsome than my
brother could ever be, despite my brother’s

dearly held misconceptions about himself. That

evening I also couldn’t help but notice that Beal

looked a bit uncomfortable at the opening, a bit

unhappy in his own skin, as if he wanted out.

Sometimes feeling is immediately translatable

into idea, and luckily my feeling that this man
was an artist proved right, even though it would

be several months before we finally met through

a mutual friend, and several more months after

that before we developed our own separate

friendship. It’s been a friendship based on

troubles and answers: troubles in life we answer

through art, troubles in art we answer through

living.

This last thought might sound trite, or per-

haps overly idealistic, except for the fact that few

people I’ve met live out their lives through their

art as indefatigably as Beal. 1 know this because

I've sat with him for endless hours in his studio,

looking at lines, color shapes, becoming ac-

quainted with how these basic visual events are

the central vocabulary to how Beal answers, or

tries to answer, questions about meaning, form,

value, and even those “big” questions concern-

ing beauty and truth; immense issues that can

only honestly haunt us if we are willing to re-
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turn again and again to the simplest, most

minute details. The most gorgeous, vo-

luptuous beauty dwells in the most un-

adorned gestures, complex meanings re-

side in the most rudimentary angles.

“It’s tricky,” he told me recently.

“You’re trying on one hand to create

something, but you’re also really just try-

ing to express something that already ex-

ists, that doesn’t need to be created, be-

cause it’s already there. I feel all I can do

is try to be honest in my attempts. Of

course, the trouble there is, how do you

know you’re being honest? How do you

know you’re not just kidding yourself?”

For a long time, Beal was doing a great

many landscapes. When looking at these

landscapes, it’s easy to feel that one's neck

is craning upward, one’s eyes peering up

through and past the league upon league

of branches that occupy most of these

paintings. It’s a dizzying sensation. Other

landscapes, all of them taken from Cape

Cod’s Beech Forest, have you peering down ac-

tual or only suggested paths, guiding your vi-

sion past more trees and leading toward a con-

tinuous promise of ever greater space. Despite

the densely wooded locations, these small can-

vasses filled with kinetic and usually opposing

lines offer not a sense of claustrophobic enclo-

sure but rather one of inexhaustible openness

and space existing just beyond the line of vision.

It is this use of space, this involvement of the

language of painting, of line and plane, which

make these landscapes compelling, for it is im-

mediately apparent that there is no false mys-

tery here, no mere attempt at an optical illusion.

By being fluent in the language of his art, Beal

is able to render his love of space and light in a

manner which honestly and openly accounts for,

even welcomes, the truth that all of this volatile

movement is taking place on a static, two-di-

mensional surface. As the skewed lines lead us

simultaneously off and onto the canvas, passing

through colors which are basic and subtle in their

range, and even in the most recent of the land-

scape series, with its more dissolved lines which

do not rest in any clearly definable fore, middle,

or background, there is just the right degree of

ambiguity and tension, that razor edge where

the world and preconceived notions of it meet

and fuse.

This same inexhaustible trust and mistrust

of space and any attempts to represent it also

makes for equally compelling figurative paint-

ings. “For me as an artist,” he said, “the human

figure is the one form which compels me end-

lessly. Many artists think the figure is passe, that

there isn’t anything left to do there. But I think

the opposite is true. One needs both an incred-

ible amount of audacity to try and render some-

thing as complex as space and light onto a flat

plane, but you also need a great deal of humil-

ity, a reverence for, not just your subject at hand,

but for the whole of life, for being alive. Why

things engage us is and should be a mystery:

that they engage us is sometimes the most tan-

gible thing we can know about them. Our en-

rapture becomes our knowledge.”

Beal’s figure paintings employ a similar

though often darker use of color than in the land-

scapes and they depend less on the primary

strength of his lines. If the Beech Forest paint-

ings are arenas for the stark conflicts between

different levels of perception, Beal presents us

now with paintings more concerned with the

meditative attempts to resolve these conflicts.

Even in “Embracing Figures,” which physically

and allegorically divides the two seated subjects

with dark, heavy vertical lines, there is an open

acceptance of the artificial which makes the sepa-

ration taking place within the canvas that much

more poignant, and the overall visual union of

what is on the canvas that much more penetrat-

ing. In the “Seated Figure” series there is an in-

sistently straight line used to describe the

subject’s outstretched legs, a line which has noth-

ing to do with what “real” legs are, yet, some-

how, despite every idea which previously in-

formed us to the contrary, have everything to

do with how real legs appear. The dark figure,

which remains shadowed and pensive even as

she looks outside a window made up of almost

pure white, a window that is less about what is

seen through it than it is about existing as a thing

and a presence, resists becoming clear to us,

hovering instead just behind and beyond our

sense of her. In the more abstract “Pink Nude,”

the dynamic of how we perceive being equally

to and inseparable from what we perceive is

played out even more, or perhaps I should say

even less, because the brazen flatness and inor-

ganic shapes of the painting demand even more

sharply that we examine, via their absence, the

three-dimensional fullness of form we usually

assume a work of art is going to attempt, and

necessarily fail, to render for us.

Most recently, Beal has been working out this

relationship to the three dimensional through

the most obvious path: sculpture. Working small

most of the time (“my studio is small”), Beal has

been doing clay and wax self-portraits and por-

traits of his son. Max. “I’d like to work more

with granite,” he said, “and marble, of course,

but sometimes it’s hard to come by the materi-

als. Working with such solid masses works two

ways on my psyche; I’m both very, very careful,

because stone doesn’t let you take any move

back, and. I’m very, very open to new avenues.

Once something happens, is literally set in stone,

your only choice is to move forward, to possi-

bly abandon and reinvent an idea or image you’d

held very dear only moments before.”

Beal’s two largest recent sculptures are both

of the human figure. “Walking Woman,” in lime-

stone, is simple, streamlined, elegant, and im-

possible. The angle of the figure’s pelvis does

not correspond to her shoulder. Beal said he felt,

“on an instinctual level, even as my measuring

tape told me I was wrong, that her shoulders



had to go that way. The difference between dif-

ferent kinds of reason is that some are easily

evidenced and made manifest in the world by

rulers and laws: others, just as valid, are more

invisible.”

The second sculpture, my favorite, is of

Marysis, the ancient hero of myth who was

I

flayed alive. The torso is beautifully crafted, as

much for what is left out as for what is left in.

Beal chose to work around a defect in the stone,

not realizing how raw, how simultaneously vul-

nerable and heroic the figure would end up seem-

ing. It is as if the material, rose alabaster, a pink,

highly veined stone, crafted the piece, and that

Beal was simply guiding it. “It started out as just

a male torso, but once I started polishing it, the

alabaster started showing me all this flesh, all

this drama. It was really startling. It seemed more

than simply fortuitous.”

One can’t help but enter Beal's work. There

is a mixed sensation of a painting or sculpture

and, at the same time, of a world beyond the

work, full of a difficult, on-going drama impos-

sible to articulate. The strength of the work lies

in that one senses the artist is never exhausted

by this drama, only endlessly drawn toward it,

searching for it.

Lucy Grealy is the author of the widely acclaimed

memoir, Autobiography of a Face, published by

Houghton Mifflin in 1 994- She teaches at Sarah

Lawrence College.

The OqDhic Art of

Varujan Boghosian

BY JOANNA FINK

Achild at play may take an ordinary object, a

doll or a block, for example, and imbue it

with his or her own special meaning. A story

then evolves around the object. Varujan

Boghosian takes up the premise of “play” in his

constructions, collages, and watercolors, trans-

forming the artifacts of everyday life into the

vehicles for his own stories. The found (or res-

urrected) objects that Boghosian collects and in-

corporates into his work become metaphors for

grander themes of human endeavor. What dif-

ferentiates the activity of the child from that of

the artist is the breadth and complexity of the

vision, but what remains common is the basic

instinct to give structure and meaning to the

world through metaphor.

This is also, one might conclude, the purpose

of myth. Our struggle to make sense out of a

world that offers up so many mysteries is mani-

fest in the ancient stories that play out our high-

est hopes and deepest fears. Boghosian is an art-

ist who understands the vitality and relevance

of myth in the modern world. Central to his art

is the myth of Orpheus and Eurydice, which

VARUJAN BOGHOSIAN, "ORPHEUS (THE PIPER)," 1993

CONSTRUCTION (WOOD, BRONZE, CARDBOARD)
PHOTO COURTESY ALPHA GALLERY, BOSTON

embodies themes that have captured the imagi-

nation of numerous artists, writers, and filmmak-

ers over the years. For Boghosian, the idea caught

on early. While still a student in 1957, he ex-

ecuted a portfolio of woodcuts and poems that

tells the story: Eurydice, the wife of the gifted

musician, Orpheus, dies after being bitten by a

snake. She descends into Hades, but is rescued

by Orpheus, who uses the power of his music

to convince Pluto to allow her to return to earth.

Orpheus leads Eurydice out of the underworld,

on the condition that he not look back, or she

will be lost forever, but Eurydice cries out for

Orpheus, prompting him to look behind. She

plummets back to the underworld. Orpheus re-

turns to earth alone. He is subsequently killed

by the Maenads and rejoins his beloved in Ha-

des.

The myth illustrates the dichotomy between

man and woman—the desire for the “other,” but

also the fear of the consequences of that desire.

With love comes the inevitability of separation,

most poignantly through death. From an artistic

point of view, the myth may also represent the

(male) artist's unrelenting search for the (female)

muse, a quest that necessitates the artist's aban-

donment of earthly reality. The muse must be

met on her own turf.

Boghosian’s visualizations of the Orpheus

myth have gone through numerous permuta-

tions over the years. In his recent monotype/

collage “Orpheus and Eurydice” (1994), a proof

from the series included in a portfolio for the

Fine Arts Work Center, Boghosian poses two
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birds, one above the other, as representations of

the doomed couple. The body of the Orpheus

bird, on the top, is demarcated by notes from a

musical score. A cut-out of paper flowers fills in

the body of the Eurydice bird, which appears

below. Orpheus is presented as the bearer of

music, Eurydice as the bearer of feminine beauty.

However, if one examines this collage closely,

one recognizes that underneath Eurydice’s flow-

ers lies an obscured musical score, similar to that

of Orpheus. Could it be that it is she who holds

the mystery of the music, secreted behind her

beauty? Does she then bestow upon her mate

the power that the music contains through the

inspiration of that beauty?

An earlier work poses a different set of ques-

tions. Boghosian’s construction “Orpheus”

(1983) again portrays our hero as a bird, this time

cast in bronze, in the act of breaking through a

weathered canvas on stretchers. The viewer is

presented with the back of the canvas, and one

can only imagine what lies on the other side.

Clearly, the inference is of Orpheus re-emerging

from the underworld, or that place which we
dare not imagine. The violent tearing of the can-

vas suggests that it is not without some struggle

that his mission is accomplished, like a baby

chick who must crack its egg in order to be born.

But what is to become of this Orpheus bird?

He has successfully made it back to the land of

the living, but must now confront it alone. And

once he has journeyed to hell, can he possibly

return unscathed? It is worth noting the parallel

between Boghosian’s art and the poetry of his

friend Stanley Kunitz. Kunitz has implied that,

once one has witnessed hell, it remains embed-

ded in one’s psyche (see Provincetown Arts, 1 992).

In his poem, “In a Dark House,” Kunitz acknowl-
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edges the fate of Orpheus who, having been

tainted by evil, found no place of comfort for

himself back on earth. Eurydice’s call to him was

not accidental: she, too, knew that once her in-

nocence had been lost, she could not return.

Boghosian’s construction echoes this dilemma

of crossing over from reality to the dark un-

known, and back again. The fact that we have

experienced hell on earth (Kunitz refers specifi-

cally to the Holocaust) points to the continuing

relevance of myth in our time.

A comical twist to this theme is evident in

Boghosian’s sculpture “Orpheus (Piper)” from

1993. In this instance, the figure of the musician

is seated awkwardly on a pile of building blocks,

his arms stiff, his head tilted to one side. A sprue,

the remains of the bronze casting method used

to create the figure, leads from the hands to the

chin, becoming the pipe with which he plies his

trade. He wears a conical hat, a dunce cap. Per-

haps the artist sees a bit of himself in this hap-

less musician. After all, the artist too is a kind of

performer, doing his best to express something

of the soul through his chosen medium. And

perhaps the dunce cap implies that one has to

allow oneself to be a bit of a fool in order to

undertake such a task—a fool for love.

Boghosian’s lifelong appropriation of this

myth is apt for an artist whose own creative pro-

cess leads him on a journey into the dark re-

cesses of our visual history. Like Orpheus’ mu-

sic, it is Boghosian’s particular talent that enables

him to traverse back and forth. The artist finds

the muse in the land of lost objects. His Eurydice

calls out to him, and he answers.

Joamm Pink is the director of the Alfdia Gallery in

Boston. Her hook reviews have appeared regularly

in Art New England.

BY MIRA SCHOR

litical content and conceptual rigor, David Diao

is one of the most elegantly subversive.

Diao’s early success with minimalist, process-

based abstraction was followed by a hiatus of

creative doubt from which the artist emerged,

in the mid-’80s, with a new mechanism for the

continuation of painting: he began to look to

the history of modernist painting for iconic im-

ages whose appropriation provided a frame-

work, almost an excuse to keep painting. Color-

ful abstract paintings were based, for example,

on the shapes of the objects in a famous photo

of a 1915 Malevich exhibition; other subjects

included emblems and logos of the Bauhaus and

DeStijl, artist signatures, and atelier stamps. In

the early ’90s, Diao, struck by how few works

Barnett Newman had made, began a series of

works detailing that production in a format and

style analogous to Newman’s. These led to paint-

ings examining his own career: for example, in

“Sales” (1991), red dots of different sizes turn

out to be symbols for Diao’s checkered sales his-

tory.

Diao’s spring 1995 exhibition at Postmasters

Gallery in New York City, entitled ‘The Bitter

Tea of General Yen,” continued this area of in-

vestigation, keeping the artist on an intriguingly

dangerous edge between the low road of petty

self-absorption and the high road of socio-his-

torical commentary.

In “Synecdoche” (1993), a collage and silk

screen on paper on five panels, he has repro-

duced, with alterations, a catalogue text by the

highly respected and canonical art historian Ben-

jamin Buchloh on the equally respected and ca-

nonical Gerhardt Richter, placing reproductions

of similar but earlier (by about a decade) works

of his own on top of Richter’s, crossing out

Richter's name wherever it appears, inserting his

own above it in red marker and re-captioning

the inserted paintings. Behind Diao’s color

xeroxes of his abstract paintings of broad

squeegied vertical expanses of color are what

appear to be similar paintings by Richter. Simi-

lar except that Diao’s paintings were done in the

moment of the particular style, whereas Richter’s

are ironic (or so it is generally thought, although

this is sometimes denied by Richter himself) re-

takes of this late modernist phase of painting. A
sentence will thus read, for example, “Diao’s [for-

merly “Richter’s”] so-called ‘Abstract Paintings’

—a series that originated around 1966 [formerly

“1976”] and has since undergone a number of

subtle transformations—has elicited on numer-



ous occasions, in particular with American view-

ers [crossed out], the question concerning their

historical place and their aesthetic attitude.” Diao

addresses the question oiltis historical place and

of Buchloh’s role in the maintenance of a closed

system which may prefer ironic rc-creation (com-

mentary, i.e., erasure) of painting to its most pri-

mary, sincere cousin, abstract painting, and may

not permit to artists considered “Other” access

to modernism, abstraction, or, indeed, irony.

Diao is a male artist with a curious attitude

towards patriarchy. Seemingly less Oedipally re-

bellious than most, a respect-

ful admirer of modern art, he

is nevertheless compelled to

critically needle its iconic in-

stitutions and personalities;

Buchloh and Richter are bul-

warks of late modernism’s in-

frastructure, while other

works develop Diao's fasci-

nated and fascinating rela-

tionship to the Museum of

Modern Art.

It is many artists’ dream to

have a retrospective atMoMA.
One can hardly trust any art-

ist who denies planning what

she or he will wear to the

opening. Diao presents vari-

ous “documentation” and

“evidence” of such an event:

“Board of Trustees” (1994) re-

quests “the pleasure of your

company at the opening of

the exhibition David Diao: 25

Years of his An on Tuesday,

August 7, from nine o’clock

until midnight.” The creamy

color and block letters clearly

evoke the heavy matte card-

stock of such invitations. A
private joke is that this date

is that of the artist’s birthday

but also the worst time to ex-

hibit! “MoMA I,” “II,” and

“III” (1994) are three monochromatic paintings

of possible covers for his MoMA catalogue: the

angle of the words “David Diao” at the top and

‘The Museum of Modern Art” at the bottom

produce a frowning face in optically hallucina-

tory red letters on brilliant blue (“MoMA III”),

and a smiling face with blue letters on a golden

ochre yellow ground (“MoMA II”). “25 years of

his art” forms the nose of these masks of trag-

edy and comedy.

“Carton d’invitation” (1994), a large silk

screen, vinyl, and acrylic on canvas, continues

the examination of career fantasy while tracing

the actual mechanics, the bits and pieces of busi-

ness, of career production—inviting us to Diao’s

retrospective at the Centre Pompidou in Paris.

Lettering on the right is juxtaposed to an over-

lifesized image of a half-naked Bruce Lee in mid-

karate chop—the humorous return of the re-

pressed aggressing the institution as surely as

Diao’s erasures and insertions in the Buchloh/

Richter text.

An enigmatic work represents the title of the

exhibition: “The Bitter Tea of General Yen”

(1995). A silkscreened still from the 1933 movie
catches as if in mid-projection three frames of a

scene in which the elegantly handsome General

Yen (Caucasian actor Nils Asthers), in Western-
ized military attire, sits between and slightly be-

low a loutishly-attired Walter Connolly and an
exotically-robed Barbara Stanwick. Despite Yen’s

visual centrality in the frame, the power of his

uniform, and his aura of forbidden sexuality, he

seems trapped and subjectified by these two

white people. It is tempting to see Yen as a stand-

in for the always already displaced Diao. Born

in mainland China, as a young boy he rejoined

his father in America while his mother remained

permanently behind the bamboo curtain. Fully

Americanized and a total Europhile, deeply com-

mitted to the discourse of western modernism,

in this work he allows the dualism of his per-

sonal history, his consciousness of cultural am-

bivalence to emerge with a trace of anger, of

eroticized sadness, and of perverse humor.

Diao takes a tremendous risk of appearing

uppity (how dare he question Buchloh’s author-

ity or put his name in the place of Richter’s?),

deluded and vulnerable (hey, pal, don’t hold your

breath before that MoMA retrospective), “bit-

ter.” But his analysis of career production points

to broader realities which he is able to comment

upon only because he has understood the limi-

tations of his own career desires. And the hu-

mor in the work has strategic value: in a work

not in the Postmasters exhibition are the words

DAVID DIAO, "CARTON D'INVITATION," 1994

SILKSCREEN, VINYL, AND ACRYLIC ON CANVAS, 76X96"

“Pardon me, your chinoiserie is showing.” Diao

pokes fun at the West’s double standard: West-

ern art can boast of its usage of Asian influences

while restricting Asian, including Asian-Ameri-

can, artists’ access to western modernism.

You might think that it would be enough to

just hear about the concepts behind these works

and yet, while not painterly, they have undeni-

able physical presence and continue to grow and

surprise even after repeated viewing. The im-

pact of the statistics of Newman’s production in

“Barnett Newman 1” (1992) is enhanced by its

Newmanesque expanse of red with optically

striking “zips” of lettering. If MoMA were as

committed to the meaning of its collection as

Diao is, it would acquire this work as a histori-

cally necessary companion to Newman’s “Vir

Heroicus Sublimis” (1950-51).

Diao evokes and mocks the artist’s desire, or

“yen,” for success, which like all desire, can never

be sated. What removes this work from a sour

grapes reading is the certainty it produces that if

Diao ever achieved his MoMA retrospective,

despite his own wish to fit in, he would surely

spot more flaws in the institution, re-kindling

the heat under the kettle of “The Bitter Tea” of

this perversely subversive artist.

Mira Scitor is a yainter living in New York City.

She is co-editor ofM/E/A/N/I/N/G, a journal of

contenifrorary an issues.
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Four Artists Talk

BY JENNIFER DITACCHIO

rhis Marcli 1 went to New York to visit with

tour painters whom I have met over the

years in Provincetown. All of these women

recot^nizecl tlieir need for creative expres-

sion at an earlv age and have maintained a

strong connection with their art throughout

their lives. Each of them continues to

exhibit and to spend summers on the Cape

and winters in New York.

Lily Harmon
The creative impulse is the strongest impulse.

Without doing something creative, whether it’s

painting or writing, 1 just don’t feel right. People

are bom with needs like that and I seem to have

always had that need. I just didn’t feel alive un-

less something was coming out of me about my
reaction to the world, whether it was visual,

emotional, or both. I think there are people who
don’t have that need and who are very fulfilled

in the function of being a mother or a wife or a

lover. That has never been enough for me.

Lillian Orlowsky

1 have never thought in terms of being a woman
painter, even though I sign my name Lillian,

which is a female name. I have never felt that

particular stigma of being a woman. 1 have never

joined a women’s group. Not because 1 am anti-

feminist. 1 feel 1 don’t paint like a woman. I don’t

know how a woman paints. I don’t think like a

woman painter, I think like a painter. 1 never

got myself into a situation where I would have

to defend myself as a woman painter. So that,

when someone calls me a woman artist, 1 re-

sent it.

Nora Speyer

My mother was very supportive of me because

she was an artist herself. She put it on a back

burner because it was typical of that period.

Actually 1 was rather angry at her that she hadn’t

worked harder and been more ambitious. 1 didn’t

see any reason why she always put herself and

her interests at second fiddle. One summer I

started doing pastels in my mother’s garden. I

just loved it. Then my parents got me a student

from Carnegie Tech named Mavis Bridgewater

who would come and talk to me about my draw-

ings. She was the most encouraging person in

the world. It was a revelation. It was just what 1

wanted to do. From then on there has been no

short circuit whatsoever except the complexi-

ties of life. Life does have a way to trying to de-

ter you from what you want to do.

MARJORIE WiNDUST
HALPER

MARJORIE WINDUST HALPER, "YELLOW GUSHER III," 1963

OIL ON CANVAS

LILLIAN ORLOWSKY, "TWO JUGS"

C '905, INK ON PAPER

LILY HARMON, "MOROCCAN BRIDE," 1970

OIL ON CANVAS, 30" X 24"

NORA SPEYER, "STUDY FOR NIGHTMARE #2," 1983

CHARCOAL ON PAPER



NORA SPEYER

Marjorie Windust Halper

At the Art Students League there was a teacher

who used to say, “What’s the use of teaching

women to be artists when they just grow up

and get married, have children, and give up paint-

ing?” He used to hate to come and give us cri-

tiques but after all, it was his job. It was fun to

fool him. I don’t think he lived long enough to

know that women were going to paint seriously

and show. After all, they weren’t showing any

women in the galleries then so how would he

know? Of course, it is entirely different now.

Women have had to bother to get their place in

the sun.

Jennifer Ditacchio is a fainter who grew tif in

Provincetown and currently shows at Gallery 349-

John Dowd

Inside the Dark, the

Only Source Light

BY MICHAEL KLEIN

D usk: the shortest span of daylight and

then—the death of day. This is where John

Dowd’s vibrant house-paintings are located

—

in a fragile lapse that seems unpopulated, out-

side of paintings. Dusk: the champagne light

thrown on what has always been here, the illu-

mination of children at the end of play.

The comparisons to Hopper are obvious, ex-

cept that Dowd puts no people here—no gor-

geous blond saddening a row in a movie the-

ater; no alien disguised as a human being at the

gas station, just right of fire. Dowd’s paintings

feel much like an architectural equivalent of

abandonment, but they are equally concerned

with what happens when the bottom of the sky

touches the top of the house—these houses

—

stark and conservative and indigenous to Cape

Cod—the region Dowd is honoring here—a re-

gion of light as twilight.

Houses aren’t the whole story and neither is

the somewhat static but mystic quality of the

paint. Dowd’s painting technique displays an

emotional clarity about the end of a journey. His

compelling light, like Hopper’s, is what forces

the paintings into memory and, because dusk is

the briefest part of the day, the colors in Dowd’s

paintings are saturated without the sun at full

force.

These are paintings about looking (as are

Elizabeth Bishop’s poems, some of them) that

feel like views from a car. Dowd's sturdy houses

always hit a vague line of road—a kind of washed

out horizon without distance, with telephone

poles and black cables that hint at an outside

world one can only reach by voice and not by

eye.

The great place for the imagination to roam

in these paintings may very well be in the sky.

Dowd’s skies are lyrical and huge and Eakins-

like, i.e., American. Of course the language here

is mosdy clouds, but also streaks now and then

—

vapor-like pre-cursors to thrilling sunsets.

The haunting going on in these paintings is

not about the dark, but out in the light of day

—

a kind of haunting I discovered in an image made

by poet Beckian Fritz Goldberg of a bare lightbulb

blazing in the middle of a day—illuminating

again what the sun has covered. Dowd man-

ages to find inside the dark the only source of

light: not from the stars and the moon (what

we want to happen in a night sky), but from

somewhere else, behind a house—lighting it up

like a house from a night in a dream.

Because of the shifting point of view—from

JOHN DOWD, UNTITLED, 1994

OIL ON CANVAS

a car, looking down a hill, or with the landscape

and the real estate at eye level—there is no mis-

taking any scene for exactly what it is. The paint-

ings are beautifully restrained. At their most rich,

Dowd’s art reveals not the “view” of the painter,

but the “review”—the work of a passionate gaze

turned on Cape Cod itself as main inhabitant of

these houses in the sky.

Michael Klein is the author ofa collection offoems,

1990 (Provincetown Arts Press, 1993), and is

editor ofPoets for Life: 76 Poets Respond to

AIDS (Persea, 1994)-

AUGUST 4-17, 1995

168 Commercial Street

(508) 487-3435

Due to circumstances beyond his control.

Jonathan Blum will not be at his opening. But

come anyway, because, who knows, it could be

better this way.

Gallery Matrix
presents

Jonathan Blum’s

Rabbi Portraits

DNAcallery
288 BRADFORD ST • PROVINCETOWN • 508.487.7700

SUMMER 1995
6/30 THAD BEAL paintings

till 7/20 JARED HANDELSMAN installation

STERCK and ROZO photographs

KAREN MILLER sculpture

7/21 SUSAN LYMAN sculpture

till 8/10 BREON DUNIGAN prints, sculpture

PETER HUTCHINSON portraits

MICHELLE WEINBERG
DE PEREYRA paintings

8/ 11 ANNA POOR sculpture

till 8/31 DANIEL RANALLI earth art

CHRISTOPHER MINOT constructions

CONRAD MALICOAT alphabets

9/1 JOEL MEYEROWITZ/
till 9/22 WIN KNOWLTON installation

BOB BAILEY large paintings, prints

FROM BERLIN new work on paper

9/22 SHELLEY LOHEED paintings

till 10/10 JOAN GERITY paintings

BRIAN BOMEISLER paintings

MARY BEHRENS paintings

JAY CRITCHLEY Olympic cut-outs

Receptions: Fridays (dates in bold), 7-9 pm
Please call for events and readings schedule

ERIC WEBSTER, DIRECTOR

NICK LAWRENCE. OWNER

12 AM 8 PM DAILY OR
BY APPOINTMENT
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Janice Gordon

BY JENNIFER HAGAR

I FIRST ENCOUNTTERED JaNICE GoRDON’s WORK AFTER IT

was singled out as the winner of a juried com-

petition. "The League at the Cape,” sponsored

by the Art Students League in New York and

the Provincetown Art Association and Museum
in 1993. But it was not until her one-person ex-

hibition, The Turquoise Shoe ami Other Stories, at

the Art Association the following summer, that

1 experienced the power of her work. A series of

15 box constructions, made of forsaken antique

wooden structures and elemental materials

—

hair, polished shells, flat stones, beetle carapaces,

waxed bluefish jaws, oil paint, butterfly wings,

wallet-creased photographs, bits of books,

threadbare fabric, handmade papers—were ar-

ranged around an intriguing story containing

both factual truth and fictional truth. Like Jo-

seph Cornell, Gordon shapes her obsessions in

boxes that repeat and vary certain images, but

whereas Cornell let the randomness of what he

found in the environment shape his story, Gor-

don is compelled by an interior narrative, a story

that wants to be told so compellingly that it at-

tracts objects to it.

Enclosed in a hidden pocket of the first piece,

“Maxims and Instructions for the Boiler Room,”

is the beginning of a narrative about a mysteri-

ous woman. Gordon reveals in her catalogue

statement that the constructions were inspired

originally by a woman who disappeared in Zan-

zibar. The relationship of subject to artist, fact

to fiction, remains elusive. The artist can say she

“knew” the woman but not how she came to be

in possession of the woman's letters and per-

sonal belongings. “Through unusual circum-

stances, 1 acquired some of her belongings—her

luggage, postcards she sent home, some photo-

graphs, diary notes. 1 was strangely moved by

her courage to travel through this dangerous

world, wanting to become whole.”

The exhibition’s governing icon, 'The Tur-

quoise Shoe,” is the gateway into the story. A
worn woman’s shoe, empty, yet shaped with

the memory of the wearer’s foot, is framed

within the open arch of an old window casing.

TTie window arch is outlined in turquoise paint,

exquisitely blistered and burnished by years of

exposure, and very close in color to the battered
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JANICE GORDON, "THE TURQUOISE SHOE," 1993

CONSTRUCTION, 20" X 20" X 10"

turquoise shoe, as if the anonymous painter of

the window were a soulmate of the shoe’s

owner. Contained in a compartment within the

construction (and displayed in a separate glass

case built for the exhibition) are small, palm-size

cards. One, a faded photograph of a young

woman’s face, is collaged upon the image of a

small city built on hills whose sepia-stained

stucco walls look ruined from too much sun. On
the back of these cards, in neat handwriting, are

scraps of narrative about hushed, urgent, and

haunting secrets, perhaps drawn from the artist’s

own childhood, and containing the story within

the story.

The successive pieces reveal evidence of a har-

rowing journey. They suggest loss, perhaps rape

and even dismemberment. In ‘The Night Desert

Wandering,” a blackened coffin-shaped box ex-

poses swaths of charred and stiff hair, like a dried

scalp or patch of pubic hair. At the bottom, a

tiny splash of red suggests blood. Painted im-

ages, partially hidden on a panel on the top of

the box, can be pulled out and examined. We
see several views of the lower half of a woman’s

nude body, suspended in blue water, and sur-

rounding a central male figure dressed in a pale

Arabian robe and appearing calmly confronta-

tional with one hand poised on his hip. Gordon

imagines the woman wandering the desert, “so

exhausted that she lies down on the desert and

is captured by the night sky and the comfort of

dreaming.” “Captured by the Night Sky” be-

comes the title of her next work.

Gordon reminds us that the word “narrate”

comes from the Latin word “to know,” and in

that sense all art is an attempt at narration. “One

of the things that has really inspired me is litera-

ture,” she said. “I have been in awe of the com-

plexity incorporated in a novel, for instance, or

in a film, and what you can do in an entity of

work like that.” It was only after she had done

several of the pieces in the Ttirquoise Shoe that

she realized that the series was unfolding like a

novel, with each new piece revealing to her the

next step in the woman’s journey. She achieves

a kind of temporal layering even in her surfaces

where layers of old paint, wood rubbed smooth

with use, or handmade paper with letterpress

text from the 18th century, read by unknown

people, leave a residue or patina of actual indi-

viduals across generations. “1 feel grounded and

even consoled by these materials,” she writes.



I

^ “It is as if time and light and weather and the

' remnants of people's spirits are embedded in the

[.
material itself.”

The journey culminates with several resolu-

!
tion pieces, including “Moment of Grace” and

“Dark Warm Nests, An Egg of the Wild Goose,”

which the artist said was inspired by a poem by

' Mary Oliver, “Wild Geese”:

This poem and these works by Janice Gor-

don refer to the formation of spirit in a founda-

tion of tangible things. The artist grew up in

Kellogg, Idaho, in a small mining town in the

foothills of the Rockies. When she thinks of the

town now, she remembers mostly what was not

revealed to her—the mining tunnels, the vital

center of activity, hidden deep within the hills. I

can not help but think of Jane Bowles, a white

woman in North Africa, estranged from the for-

eign culture, intensely committed to the psychic

journey within herself, and trying to communi-
cate in the market place with veiled strangers.

Gordon’s own despair reached a low point

shortly before her decision to

become an artist. She felt

directionless. Even though

she is not Catholic, someone

suggested she visit a certain

Maryknoll nun, a cloistered

sister, who practiced contem-

plation and prayer and did not

go out into the world. Instead

she worked with people as a

spiritual guide the way a thera-

pist has clients. Her name was

Sister Grace. ‘That was her

name,” Gordon said. “Can

you imagine?”

Sister Grace told Gordon,

“Just listen to a voice deep

within you and listen very

carefully. Do not listen to

your mind, because your

mind may be confused. A
deeper place is not confused at all. If you feel

like walking outside or ifyou're hungry or thirsty

or want to sleep, you just do all of those things.

A clear path will open up.” That very night a

friend called. She was an artist. She said she and

her husband were talking and realized that Gor-

You do not have to be good.

You do not have to walk on your knees

for a hundred miles through the desert, repenting.

You only have to let the soft animal of your body

love what it loves.

Tell me about despair, yours, and 1 will tell you mine.

Meanwhile the wild geese, high in the clean blue air,

are heading home again.

Whoever you are, no matter how lonely,

the world offers itself to your imagination,

calls to you like the wild geese, harsh and exciting

—

over and over announcing your place

in the family of things.

Juliet Holland

BY ROBERT METZGER

T
he multifaceted sculptural reliefs created by

Juliet Holland lead the viewer on a magical

journey into the past. When looking at these

works, the reality of the present is enhanced and

validated for us through her unique historical per-

spective. These objects create a heightened

awareness of the accumulation of time, eschew-

ing the notion of history as a series of events.

The textured surfaces resemble ruins from a half

forgotten time-out-of-mind as they submerse

one in the heady atmosphere of the antique. The

experience of contact with the past reflects the

effects of time and accident. This contact evokes

a vivid sense of non-specific, universal place

where the viewer discovers the gritty yet daz-

zling debris from archaeological excavations.

Holland relishes the role that chance plays in

archaeology and the way that it often becomes

an unexpected collaborator in the creative pro-

cess. Her joy in finding material in an unfinished

state is similar to the first century Romans’ ad-

miration for the fragmented ruins of Greek sculp-

ture. Both perceive an entirety in the smallest

part of an object.

Holland’s objects possess an inner life which

pulsates throughout the layers of surface skin.

Her devotion to her materials—sand, wood, plas-

ter, acrylic paint, pastel chalk, pebbles, paper and

canvas fragments—expresses her joy in her free-

dom from traditional materials and ways of

working. The intimacy with which she works

her materials, the tenacious experimentation, the

courting of accident, the insistent piling of form

upon form and color upon color gives her work

an astonishing evocative quality. The abrasions

have a meditative, intuitive power which takes

precedence over the rational. The process of in-

cessandy layering and removing material achieves

the shearing effect of ancient geological faults and

explores the ramifications of intense, iridescent

color gradations.

Holland’s remarkable mastery of color-

subtle and rich, yet at times conveying the

heightened voltage of a blast furnace spitting out

exquisite nuances of peach, turquoise, green or

pink—places her as an exceptional colorist with

few contemporary peers. Holland’s way of com-

municating our collective history in a distinctly

non-literal way places her among a small group

of international artists who are forging a new

vision for the 21st century.

Robert R Metzger is the director of the Reading

Public Museum in Reading, Pennsylvania.

don had always wanted to be an artist. Within a

week she found her own apartment with a

northern skylight. She soon found a mentor in

Leo Manso, with whom she studied at the Art

Students League, absorbing his extraordinary

ability to collage and transform time-worn ma-

terials into something rare.

I’m struck by Gordon’s intense personal re-

lationship to the work, as if it has become in-

fused with a life, a spirit of its own that she has

a need to commune with on a daily basis and

watch over, protect. Blonde, she has an under-

stated beauty in both her dress and countenance

and reveals that she is in her 40s. I am intrigued

by her aura of reserve and sense of something

below the surface, a complexity of emotion and

a formidable strength.

“I think that the best way to work is to not be

at all conscious ofwhat anything means,” she says.

“Otherwise you’re illustrating something in your

mind and actually you want to go the other way
around. You want to go to a more unconscious

source, a creative source that’s mixing elements.

You can’t possibly mix them if you keep nam-

ing them.” She has arranged a mystery and left

clues. Perhaps the persona of the lost woman
objectifies the lostness the artist experienced

before she became an artist. “It was very impor-

tant to me in the body of the work to be sure

that I brought her to some place,” she says. “I

couldn’t bear to leave her in that very danger-

ous place.”

Jennifer Hagar is a free-lance writer who lives in

Provincetown.

"SIPAPU," 1990, 57" X8", MIXED MEDIA ON PLASTER

COURTESY CORTLAND JESSUP GALLERY
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Magic Mary Hackett

BY ROSALIND BAKER WILSON

When I wrote to Keith Althaus about

his superb piece, “On Mary Hackett:

Two Paintings and a Note,” which ap-

peared in Proviitcetown Arts last summer, he sug-

gested I write a little memoir. My place in Mary

Hackett lore is that she gave me her very first

painting. It was of her old-fashioned wood-

burning kitchen stove, which I lost. She re-

proached me for this on many occasions

and on her death had her son, Thomas
Truxtun Hackett, put through a call to me.

She said she was dying of cancer and happy

at the thought of dying, and reproached

me again for losing her first painting. “I’m

quite the thing now,” she said. In spite of

the reproach, it was an affectionate call.

She had forgiven me enough to give me
another painting of hers, circa 1954,

"Pensione in Florence.” It depicts herself

and a man at separate tables. Another cli-

ent, a woman with a poodle, is reflected in

a mirror over the fireplace. The writer, Dan

Wakefield, upon seeing it in my apartment,

said, “ That's a novel.”

Of the magical people surrounding my
childhood and interwoven with my adult

life, Mary (Bubs) and Chauncey Hackett

were among the most captivating. Chauncey had

been a law clerk to justice Holmes, a successful

Washington lawyer, married with two children.

He had met Mary at a dance. They eloped when
she was 18. He was some years older, with a

brilliant mind, a rapier wit and more charm on

the hoof than any man should have. Mary was

tall, fair-skinned, with dazzling red hair. Over

the years, each had tendresses for other people

upon occasion, but they stayed together and
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produced enomiously bright and attractive chil-

dren.

A tendresse of Mary's was for Coulton

Waugh and tendresse is le mot juste. Coulton

Waugh, with a boyish manner, thick blond hair,

and expert sailoring skills, was married to a very

pretty woman, Elizabeth, a would-be painter,

whose mother lived with the Frederick Waughs.

Elizabeth had a fling with my father, who in true

manner boasts of it in his diaries. Why didn’t

word get out? Don’t sack up with Wilson — he

kisses and tells for posterity. My best friend,

jeannie Clymer had another close friend, a beau-

tiful Japanese girl, Toshi, who married Pete

Seeger. Coulton played the guitar beautifully and

sometimes alternated with Seeger at parties.

Coulton’s forte was sea chanteys— “When I was

a little lad / My mother told me / You’ve got to

hug and kiss the girls / Or you lips will grow

moldy / Away, Joe, away, haul away, Joe.” He

was a romantic figure who turned the heads of

myself and my girlhood friends. And gave Mary

Hackett’s head a spin or three.

Mary’s father, Cleveland Moffet, was a high-

profile journalist, writer of mysteries and

children’s stories, from Boonville, New York, five

miles from where my father, Edmund Wilson,

has his summer home in Talcottville, New York.

He was some 30 years ahead of my father, had

been editor of the Paris Herald, and also at one

time of the New York Sunday Tribune. The pages

which deal with him in The Dictionary ofAmeri-

can Biography emphasize his fame for pointing

out our unpreparedness for World War One.

I used to love to take my various beaux

around to the Hacketts’. Very often Chauncey

was there by himself, sitting at the far end of

the sitting room at 5 Nickerson Street on a small

Victorian sofa with a table with a chess board

painted on it in front of him. The walls were

filled with Mary’s pictures, some of them cock-

eyed, as Mary felt pictures shouldn’t be hung

straight. His favorite was a picture of some trains.

He was a train man. He would send us out for

ice cream cones or on occasion mix us some

wondrous cocktail from outlandish combina-

tions of juices and liquor. We would play chess

and listen to his brilliant monologues. If he had

a cold, he’d refer to The Enormous Rheum, a la

E.E. Cummings’ Enormous Room.

In later years, the age discrepancy changed

the Hacketts’ lives. He went into a retirement

home, she converted to Catholicism and went

into analysis. I used to kid Mary and say she’d

converted too passionately. But her faith was

totally sincere. She learned braille and taught it

and always had some person from Catholic

Charities she was helping.

She eventually had an apartment in The

Fenway Studios in Boston and commuted be-

tween there and Provincetown with side trips

to Europe and the White Sisters of Mary in Saint

Anne de Beaupre, where she stayed for long

periods of time. She was bilingual in French and

English. She gave them a white canary as she

said that’s what they looked like. After much
soul searching, they accepted it as it was a com-

munal canary, not a personal one.

An aunt gave her a minuscule island in the

middle of a lake in Guilford, Connecticut, which

she loved. She tripped to Boonville, her father’s

birthplace, where she discovered the enchant-

ing little Catholic church and, Mr. Althaus says,

painted some cows “in Edmund Wilson land.”

Over the years any arrangements between

the Hacketts and my father always resulted in

confusion. In those days people occasionally

went out on the fishing boats from North Truro

with the fishermen to the traps early in the morn-

ing. You had to get up at two in the morning to

breakfast and get out there. My father and I and

the Hacketts and Chauncey’s two elder children

by his first marriage overslept or mis-met for a

whole week before correlating ourselves and

were wrecks as a result.

How did Mary’s first picture disappear in my
hands? She had painted the picture in a

rented cottage on the West End of town,

called “Way Up-Along” in the early ’30s,

while I watched her. I was 10 or 1 1
.
Jeannie

Clymer was the daughter of the artist Floyd

Clymer and granddaughter of the highly

successful marine painter Frederick

Waugh, who was also known as Wizard

Waugh. The Wizard’s paintings sold for

enormous prices. Her uncle, the afore-

mentioned Coulton Waugh, did Dickie

Dare and was later to become a successful

painter. Life magazine did a piece, “Waugh

Fils and Pere.” The Frederick Waughs lived

in what was to become Hans Hofmann’s

house, a house then full of Chippendale

furniture and silver tea sets and a studio

full of marine paintings. You felt as if the

waves were going to roll in on you and

fantastic pieces of driftwood, altered here and

there so they represented people. The garden

had plaques around it with pieces of sandwich

glass he’d picked up at the old factory and in-

laid. Coulton and his wife, Elizabeth, ran a

hooked rug shop in the oldest house in

Provincetown, almost next door, and lived in

another house diagonally across Commercial

Street from the parents. Floyd Clymer also lived

in a house in a similar position to the Hacketts.

The whole outfit was known far and wide as

Waughsville as opposed to the East End of town



occupied by the Dos Passos's, my father, who

intermittently rented the house, and Susan

Glaspell.

Until my early 20s, my second home was

with the Waughs or Clymers, wherever they

might be, with the result that 1 often left my

things there or had them there. And the Waughs

and Clymers eventually moved to New York

City after the Wizard’s death and then to

Newburgh, New York. Naturally, wherever they

went there were canvases moving with them. 1

had the painting with me in my room all through

Bennington but some time after that it disap-

peared amongst the Waugh-Waugh and Clymer

canvases. Could Elizabeth Waugh, in an intui-

I

tive fit of jealousy over Mary and Colton, per-

I

chance have purloined Mary’s painting, as it was
' stored with the myriad other canvases?

Mary Hackett’s “Pensione in Florence,” ex-

hibited at the Provincetown Art Association in

1954, has lasted well. 1 have looked at it spo-

radically while writing this, and there is some-

thing new every time. The pictures in the pic-

tures on the walls of the pensione, the dishes in

the side cabinet, the flowers in the vases. It is a

novel, as well as a painting, and brings back

Mary, a woman of extraordinary innocence,

humor and talent and fundamental reactions,

never destroyed by the sophisticated milieu in

which she lived.

Rosalitici Baker Wilson is the author ofNear the

Magician: A Memoir of My Father, Edmund

Wilson, fntblished by Grove Weidenfeld in 1989-

Further Notes

on Mary Hackett

BY KEITH ALTHAUS

1

One reason Mary Hackett’s paintings have the

feel of "novels,” as Rosalind Baker Wilson re-

ports, is because they are full of suggestions and

hints, plots and sub-plots, characters, and dra-

matic situations. In her landscapes a man walk-

ing a dog can assume great proportions and be-

come a source of mystery or symbol of melan-

choly. Beyond this her works are novelistic be-

cause each is a full statement, made with ex-

traordinary concentration and concision. They

have an aura of completeness, wholeness, reso-

lution. Here, we feel, is beginning, middle, and

end. The are “big” in an unassuming way. They

have a calm about them 1 am not sure the painter

ever felt. But that peace is what she strove for.

Camus’ great line, ‘To create is to live twice,” is

subject to many interpretations. One implies that

what we seek but cannot achieve in one life we
may achieve in the other. For many art is an in-

tellectual or emotional appendage, an added

room in which to play or act out. But for others

like Mary I lackett it is the same room in which

they live transformed, or hopefully transfigured.

2

So many of Mary Hackett’s greatest fans and

collectors are fellow artists. She has a special

appeal for them because they are in a position

to recognize and appreciate the risks she took.

Her boldness and sense of freedom exhilarate

those daily faced with similar constraints and

limits. In an age of great scale and deliberate

shocks it is easy to overlook the fresh approach

she continually exhibited in ostensibly conven-

tional canvases. We are struck by her quirky

content, her daring use of blank space, which

can be as difficult and disconcerting as silence,

the common touches that are so true they make

you wonder why you only see them in her work.

Where else have we seen so many dangling cords

and electrical outlets! Often eccentricity and

idiosyncracies lend credulity, since people as-

sume, “It must be true because nobody would

make that up!” In quiet but telling ways, and on

a modest scale, much of the detail in her por-

traits and landscapes act to reinforce our impres-

sion of truth.

3

The growing interest in what lies beyond main-

stream studio and academic art represent a hun-

ger for authenticity and power. Our increased

sophistication is measured by our knowledge of

how we are being manipulated, by the our con-

sciousness of the artist’s intentions toward us.

There is therefore special beauty and power in

these works of a self-taught artist that were also

to a large degree self-pleasing and whose moti-

vation must remain a mystery to us. Their au-

thenticity derives from their lack of self-con-

sciousness. Their power is the gift of vision. Long

after we have seen them, Mary Hackett’s paint-

ings resonate and occupy us. Stanley Kunitz says

a good poem is one which never lets its energy

leak out, no matter how many readings. Mary

Hackett’s paintings yield so much upon first

“reading” it feels it will be forever before we’ve

read all that is there. Even her most spare and

simple canvases reverberate, reminding us how

quickly combinations of a few numbers com-

pound themselves, growing exponentially, ap-

proaching infinity.

4

It is always best to return to the work. In this

case very little is readily available for public view-

ing. Today that is due to the fact that those who

have her picture love living with them and are

reluctant to part with them. Earlier 1 think she

was under-appreciated. In the heated milieu of

successive waves of art movements and their fol-

lowers, she followed her own vision and was a

perennial outsider. Working in Provincetown her

work was essentially unchanged from her earli-

est paintings through her last ones, though

Robyn Watson remarked that toward the end

she used her oils almost like a wash, “as if she

were running out of paint.” In a less hierarchi-

cally rigid moment there comes time to consider

her. Then, now, happily, after such neglect, we

can invoke another sense of Camus’ ‘To create

is to live twice.”

Paintimjs hy Mary 1 1ackett

in Public Collections

THE PROVINCETOWN ART ASSOCIATION

and Museum has an oil, “Nickerson Street.” It is

a view out of the front window of her house in

Provincetown on a somewhat dreary fall or win-

ter day. One of her favorite themes was either

looking out of windows and doors or inside

through them. This painting often appears in

variously curated shows or in PAAM’s satellite

shows at local banks. Open yearround.

The Heritage Museum has a large painting,

‘Tom Hackett Walking AJong Commercial Street

Past the Delight Delight Delight House” (1938).

The title refers to a house in the West End into

which the carpenter had fashioned those words.

With the fish factory in the background, the

painting captures a view of Provincetown that

no longer exists. Open summers only.

In the Parish Hall of St. Mary’s of the Harbor

there is, appropriately, a painting of the interior

of the church. It looks down the center aisle to-

ward the altar, from the back of the empty

church. Open by appointment.

In the Rectory of St. Peter’s is a somber paint-

ing of the graveyard in Provincetown with the

Pilgrim Monument looming at the crest of the

hill on the left and the top of St. Peter’s on the

right. At the center right of the painting a seated

figure, leaning against a headstone, is reading a

newspaper. The great gloom and seriousness of

this painting may be traced to the paper’s head-

line which we can read: “Paris Falls.” Open by

appointment.

In Provincetown Town Hall there is a mys-

terious painting of a rider on horseback headed

toward Provincetown on Route 6A. One can see

across to cars along Route 6 and beyond to Pil-

grim Lake and the dunes. This painting hangs in

a rather obscure spot: above the door in the large

room at the end of the hallway where certain

offices are located. Open business hours.

Keith Althaus is the author ofa collection ofproems,

Rival Heavens, fniblished by Provincetown Arts

Press in 1998.
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Trouble

All Around:

M.P. Landis

BY NICK FLYNN

i

n Buster Keaton’s movie The Navigator, there’s

a scene where Keaton tries to pull the ocean

liner he is stranded on with a rowboat. The ship

has drifted out of sight of land without captain

or crew. The only people on board are Keaton

and the woman who has recendy refused his

offer of marriage. Keaton’s character, an early

definition of “idle rich,” doesn’t understand hu-

man limitations. As he tries, impossibly, to pull

the ship, the camera focuses on his mask-like

face, then pulls back and shows the rowboat,

then the line leading to the Navigator's bow. At

last we see the ship in all its enormity and laugh

at the futility of his hope and expectation. Slowly

the rowboat scuttles beneath him, for a split sec-

ond he is rowing only water in the outline of a

rowboat, then he vanishes into the waves. His

face, etched with defeat, sinks in without a

ripple.

Looking at the paintings of M.P.Landis, 1

thought of this struggle against what is greater

than ourselves. His figures stare straight at us,

angry, imploring, lost. In “Emerge” (1994), an

outline of a blue head, Landis’s signature face, is

rising from or sinking into the background, also

blue, with a single word, “Fog,” scratched into a

reddish corner at the top. TTie eyes, the nostrils,

the mouth: white, the color of the soul surprised

by its own inner burning. A tension, between
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defeat and insurrection, between obscurity and

revelation, resists resolution.

In “Kind of Blue,” a tribute to Miles Davis,

who once said, “My sound is a round voice,”

the silhouette of a body is bent around a barely-

seen presence, like a trumpet player bending

around his instrument into the force of what he

is creating. As Landis paints, jazz surrounds him.

Mingus’s “Oh Yeah.” Roland ICirk from 1961,

"Hog Calling Blues.” Something unprecedented

being pulled out of thin air, created from breath.

On the walls of every room there are those eyes,

blank, following you. Mingus follows, Roland

Kirk’s energy, his sudden silences. His breath.

“Jazz is creating from whatever you have,”

Landis says, “using whatever is in

front of you.” In his work, he is more

comfortable using found objects: old

drop cloths for canvas, salvaged win-

dow frames for stretchers, house-

paint or paint someone is getting rid

of. He says, “It’s more organic, and I

hate deciding what color to buy.”

Listen to Roland Kirk breathe

through the notes, almost gasping.

Look at the heads Landis paints. On each letter

he writes, a sketch. When we can’t find each

other one day, he scrawls a note on a paper cof-

fee cup, “Sorry I was late.” He keeps a drawing

from when he was seven, a head in

the middle of the paper, a Jesus-Iook-

ing figure with a beard. Above the

head, a voice bubble, but unlike a car-

toon there are no words in the

bubble. In “Untitled Face #2” (1994),

the head hangs beside the stereo. Yel-

low eyes, yellow nostrils, yellow

mouth, as if a yellow room, a sick

world, or the sun, can be seen

through the openings of the face.

Like a Modigliani, only scratched in

blood.

M.R Landis was bom in Landis-

ville, Pennsylvania. Mennonite up-

bringing. Early years spent traveling

around the world with his mission-

ary parents. There were lots of carv-

ings in his home from Central

America and Africa. Carvings with

faces on them. At six he was diag-

nosed with diabetes. “My mother

gasped when I took off my shirt, I

was so skinny,” he remembers.

‘They put me in a hospital and 1 went into a

coma. While I was there 1 told her I’d either be a

doctor or an artist when 1 grew up. She gave me
my first paint kit a few years later.” Because of

the diabetes, he has to be careful of neuropathy

in his feet. He uses broken bottles to scratch out

the surface of the paint. “Sometimes," he says,

“I step on the glass and I don’t always feel it. I

have to see the blood on my feet first.”

April 1. 1 listen to a tape. Bird Calls, from the

radio show that Landis has aired on WOMR ra-

dio for the past five years.

Roland Kirk again. Landis returns my call. I

ask him about the influences of jazz on his work.

“Oh, yeah,” he says, “in the improvisation, the

emotion, in the beauty born of anger, of oppres-

sion. It is protest music. Bebop broke down the

structures of music.” Coltrane’s “Alabama” af-

ter the bombing in Birmingham. Billie Holiday

singing “Strange Fruit.” He tells me about Patrick

Clarke, who wrote that Landis’s paintings “her-

ald a wry, sardonic age of dissolution and grief,”

and now is gone himself. Landis says, “Some-

thing’s in the air. People are jumping off the

planet. There’s trouble not just in other coun-

tries. It’s next door. I want to bring that to the

forefront of my work.”

The ubiquitous head in “In Keeping” is sur-

rounded by and falling into a heavenly white

light, separated from a dark turmoil that is filled

with language. Questions are asked

and buried. The paint is layered,

built up, scratched away, ques-

tioned. “Are dreams for keeping?”

Nearly obscured at the edge: “What

am 1 keeping?” Leading into: “What

am I keeping from you?” The ques-

tions seem to rise from the paint,

like a face in a photographer’s de-

veloping pan of someone recently

dead.

Landis says his work is successful “when it’s

having a dialogue with me. This is memory
work, dream work.” I think of early De Niro,

Mean Streets De Niro, standing on a pool table,

wielding a cue, and how we knew he was act-

ing and how we believed this act was essen-

tially him. Landis cuts close to some real pain,

real truth. Not by the words, which mislead as

much as guide; not by the open-mouthed, wide-

eyed specters, caught in some headlight’s sur-

prise, threatening and imploring; and not by the

layered archeology of his surfaces, which lead

us back into the fog as much as into the light;

but by their accumulated weight, by the sub-

stance achieved with each step, both surefooted

and tentative. I think of Keaton straining against

his ship until he submerges. I think of M.P. Landis

standing in his studio, blood on his feet.

Nick Flynn is a froet who lives in New York.

Herman Maril:

A Daughters Memoir

BY NADJA MARIL

M y father liked to walk. He liked to take his

time, look at things, and talk to people.

Summers in Provincetown, he was always quick

to volunteer to walk up to Bryant’s Market for a

loaf of bread when needed. He knew that on

his way he would run into a few friends with

whom he would stop and chat and if not he

could look out at the bay between the houses

on the waterfront.

He and I made a ritual of walking to Tillie’s

Market, where he would buy two Narraganset

M P. LANDIS, "KING OF BLUE." 1991

ACRYLIC ON CANVAS, 44" X 34"
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"I Step on the glass

and I don't always

feel it. I have to see

the blood on my

feet first."



Ii sodas, one for him and one for me. In order to

avoid paying the bottle deposit, he insisted we
• drink our sodas then and there, and down his

went in a few gulps. I would spend a few pen-

nies on candy displayed in the large glass case,

which 1 would carefully select, while Dad would

make some other purchase of wine or milk. He

liked to spread his money around. 1 had the im-

pression that all the grocery shopping could have

been done by my mother but that my father liked

to have a definite purpose behind his walks.

Newspapers, magazines, and cups of coffee were

always purchased at The Patrician. Along with

Jim Forsberg’s Studio Shop, where he purchased

his stretchers and canvasses, these were my
father's favorite stops.

If he drove somewhere in a car, he was the

I

passenger. He wasn't interested in keeping pace

:
with the antics of other cars on the road. He

Iw

HERMAN MARIL, "PROVINCETOWN," C. 1934, GOUACHE ON
PAPER, 6" X 10". PHILLIPS COLLECTION, WASHINGTON, D.C.

wanted to look at the scenery. “Beautiful trees,”

he would tell the family. “Look at those dunes.

There's been a lot of wind erosion in the past

few months.” My mother, the driver, often se-

lected routes based on their visual appearance.

Dad liked winding country roads, barns, horses,

boats, tall office buildings, and construction sites.

They all had interesting colors and shapes.

What makes someone an artist? It was a

question 1 asked myselfmany times growing up.

The children at school in Baltimore where we
wintered would ask me what my father did. I

would answer, “He's an artist. He paints.” “Oh,

my aunt paints pictures,” a classmate told me. I

was immediately suspicious of their intent to

place my father in the same category of painter

as their aunt. I was certain at age six or seven

that there were many people who painted but

were not artists. Growing up in an artist's house-

hold, it was easy to see where my father's ideas

came from. They were fashioned from the ev-

eryday life around us and from the shoreline,

dunes, mountains, ponds, and marshes that he

admired during a walk or car ride. He never cop-

ied. He never set up an easel to translate what
he observed literally onto canvas or paper. He
would sometimes sketch, taking shorthand notes

when he went to a new place, to help him re-

member a relationship, an idea. But he would
always select. Simplicity was the key to a paint-

ing he thought was successful. The less you place

on a table, the more significant becomes the

importance of each object.

I enjoyed watching him work. First he would
pencil certain placements, then he would sketch

in shapes and oudines with black paint, and then

he would begin to fill in surfaces with color. He
would observe his subject carefully, working
quickly when he had a definite idea, then sitting

back in his rocking chair to smoke a cigarette

and study what he had achieved. At least half of

my father's painting time was spent looking at a

work as opposed to actually applying color to

the surface. He often asked me what 1 thought

and I enjoyed giving my opinion. If something

wasn't working he'd remove it. Sometimes shad-

ing and color would replace a definite object and

many details were often only hinted at or sug-

gested. One reviewer wrote, “There is something

unfailingly personal that recalls the viewer to

closer scrutiny. He finds himself demanding if,

after all, the simplicity might

be misleading.”

My father enjoyed painting

early in the morning. In Prov-

incetown his studio was adja-

cent to his bedroom and he

would often slip out of bed,

leaving my mother asleep, and

work in his studio wearing his

pajamas and robe. By the time

I woke up, he was usually on

his second cup of coffee, sit-

ting back and reflecting on the

work in progress. 1 got the im-

pression that he had been

dreaming about painting, then

woke to work, and now was

finding the dream in the canvas underway.

1 remember the first time I looked at the paint-

ing called “Feline Domain.” It depicts the hall of

my parent's Victorian house in Baltimore with

its deep-set narrow window, pieces of my
father's African sculpture collection placed on

shelves inside the window, a red cushioned bal-

loon-back sidechair, and the family's black cat

perched like a piece of sculpture on the top of

the stairway banister's newel post. It's a great

painting. I knew where the idea for the painting

had come from, but the hallway in our house

was different. In the actual hallway there were

two chairs, an oriental rug, more sculpture,

books, and magazines. In the painting, there are

fewer objects to distract us and the spatial rela-

tionships are striking. Anyone looking at the

painting could look through my father's eyes and

see what he sawwhen he sat in his rocking chair

in the living room and looked out into the hall.

At the time of my father's death in Septem-

ber, 1986, a small painting, mounted inside of

his easel, was found. It depicted a section of the

Cape coastline and bay. It was ethereal. To my
eye, it went beyond the boundaries of the can-

vas, expanding into a realm of its own.

Nadja Marti lives in Atmafolis where she is a

freelance writer specializing in antiques.

M.P. LANDIS
MOVING
new work

aug. 5-25, 1995

CALLER Y 349
349 Commercial St, Provincetown
508.487.1200

American and European

Fine Jewelry and Crystal

"The Feast of the Vivian Girls,” 1994,

acrylic, 60”x 48”

Original paintings by Jonathan Summit

In the West End of Provincetown

167 Commercial Street

(508) 487-2504 • MA 800-339-2504

OPEN YEAR ROUND
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Provincetown

Art Association

AND Museum
1995

Oiir 80th Exhibition Season

Exhibitions:

Collective Elements

M.P. Landis

The Second Grade

Sketches the Collection

Trees

Members Juried, Photography

Members Juried, Early Work

Lillian Orlowsky, Retrospective

Members Outdoor Sculpture

Members Open, The Harbor

The Harbor in the Collection of

Helen and Napi van Dereck

Eighty Drawings

Provincetown Portraits:

The hirst 80 Years

Recent Gifts to the Collection

Members Juried, Recent Work

Women in the Collection

•

Chamber Music Concert Series

PAAM Eorums

Art Pair

Dance Evening

Theater Evening

O’Neill-By-The-Sea Pestival

•

Annual Consignment Auction

of Early Provincetown Art Works,

Saturday, September 16

•

Antique fair, Saturday, September 23

460 Commercial St, Provincetown 508-487-1750
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Richard Rosenblum

BY DEBRA BRICKER BALKEN

‘‘In television, images are projected at you. You

are the screen. The images wrap around you.

You are the vanishing point. This creates a sort

of reverse perspective which has much in com-

mon with Oriental art.”

Marshall McLuhan

The Mcdiimi is the Message

“The powers of photography have in effect

de-Platonized our under-standing of reality, mak-

ing it less and less plausible to reflect upon our

experience according to the distinction between

images and things, between copies and originals.

It suited Plato’s derogatory attitude toward im-

ages to liken them to shadows—transitory, mini-

mally informative, immaterial, impotent co-pres-

ences of the real things which cast them. But

the force of photographic images comes from

their being material realities in their own right,

richly informative deposits left in the wake of

whatever emitted them, potent means for turn-

ing tables on reality—for turning it into shadow.”

Susan Sontag, On Photografdiy

R
ichard Rosenblum’s new digital prints en-

gage grand allegorical themes. In “All the

World’s a Stage,” the interior of Milan’s opera

house. La Scala, has been set in a mountain cra-

ter while the towering figure of a wood nymph
ascends from the stage into a dense mass of

clouds. An impossible conjunction of images? A
surreal opera with apocalyptic overtones? A
dream? A simulacrum of the future? Rosenblum’s

work has always been visionary in nature, a view

that obviates any precise reading of narrative

content. Rather, this print is multi-layered in

terms of its meaning and contains more varia-

tions than fixed description.

Until five years ago, Rosenblum worked as a

sculptor. While a certain thematic continuity

exists between his earlier, sometimes more than

life-size mythological figures and his new digi-

tal prints, the medium that he now employs al-

lows for even greater elaboration on the fictional/

factual, illusionary/actuality dualisms that lie at

the core of all of his work. These prints are made

up of photographs extracted from a number of

sources that have been scanned into a Macintosh

computer. Subtly altered, these found images

have been brought into juxtaposition and re-

contextualized into seamless tableaux that look

quite life-like and natural in origin. In “Rwanda,”

an epic story of chaos and human destruction

unfolds with beguiling accuracy and persuasion.

A throng of war lords is in the throes of massa-

cring a number of victims. Someone screams in

the lower right while a woman implores an in-

attentive deity. All of this pandemonium recedes

into a wall of clouds with hovering figures which

compounds the brutality of the scene. The huge

scale and theatricality of this work have link-

ages with 19th-century history painting. The

surreal imagery, the emotional excess, the dis-

orienting sense of perspective, the extravagant

setting, are reminiscent of romantic paintings of

tragic events by Delacroix, Gericault, and oth-

ers. But an important distinction may be drawn

between these forebears and Rosenblum’s work.

“Rwanda” is an evocation of a real occurrence.

While the scanned images which have been

deftly blended into this composition fool us with

their verisimilitude, “Rwanda,” at least as repre-

sented here, exists only as fiction, a cyberspace

or mythic plane that is an extension of the artist’s

imagination.

By drawing on a genre that previously was

the domain of painting, Rosenblum has invaded

the sacred area of “high art” with all its claims to

authenticity, originality, and mastery. His digi-

tal prints dispense with the traditional expecta-

tion that art be unique and conjure up presence.

They borrow or appropriate from existing im-

ages. Moreover, like film, video and photographs,

they are infinitely reproducible. The combination

of these features redefine the purview of art.

Rosenblum’s new digital prints grow out of

a number of earlier preoccupations. While the

computer is a contraption to which he recently

turned, he feels a continuity shapes all of his

work. The link that ironically explains the tra-

jectory of his studio production is a collection of

Chinese scholar’s rocks that he has amassed since

the early 1970s. Rosenblum was one of the first

collectors to identify the correspondences be-

tween the rocks that were sited, in either gar-

dens or indoors on carved pedestals by the Chi-

nese literati from the ninth century onwards, and

the 20th-century Western artistic obsession with

the found object; “I was attracted to a field of

sculpture 1 had never seen before. Struck by the

similarity to our modern abstract sculpture, the

more I learned about the rocks, the more I real-

ized that their intellectual history had parallels

to that of modernism. It occurred to me that this

is the first form of abstract art and perhaps the

first form of ecological art.”

What was apparent to Rosenblum was that

certain resemblances exist between modernist

sculpture such as Pablo Picasso’s “Bull’s Head”

(1943), a work configured of discarded indus-

trial parts, and a Chinese scholars’ rock in that

both have origins outside of their present desig-

nations as works of art. Moreover, the process

of naming, of assigning new attributes to old

materials are also common traits. For the Chi-

nese, like mainstream 20th-century Western

sculptors, have invested their scholars’ rocks

with abstractions such as infinity, danger, and

awkwardness, as well as with material likenesses

such as landscape features (the mountain and

cave predominate) and sometimes even anthro-

pomorphic elements. This kind of cultural prac-

tice is not far from avant-garde preoccupations

with chance and the accident. The found object

here was recast in a similar manner and piled

with aesthetic references, an elusive text now
framed within the confines of art. But these con-

nections have not made their way into main-

stream art historical discussion. Rosenblum feels

part of this omission stems from the gradual
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RICHARD ROSENBLUM, "ALL THE WORLD'S A STAGE," 1994, INK JET PRINT. 46" X83".

COURTESY BERTA WALKER GALLERY

diminishment of nature as a subject in 20th-cen-

tury Western art:

Found natural objects are new to mainstream

Western art, but they have many antecedents in

other cultures. The most highly developed are

Chinese rocks and root carvings: suggestive con-

figurations that were taken out of their environ-

ment and mounted for contemplation. The Chi-

nese took a small piece of nature, a stone, for

example, to describe a larger piece of nature, a

mountain. Many of these pieces are even more

similar in style to modern abstractions than Af-

rican masks or Japanese woodblock prints, yet

modernists never studied them. They looked to

every culture to renew art, but not to nature.

The presence of these objects in his home

effected the eventual transformation of both the

form and content of his sculpture. The small

bronze narrative tableaus of morality tales which

comprise his early work were superseded by

bolder gestures. Rosenblum’s sculpture from the

mid-1970s onwards was fashioned from natu-

ral objects (some of which were cast in bronze

and combined with unaltered fragments'). In oar-

ticular, the roots and limbs

of trees were worked into

large-scale figures that

read as primordial appari-

tions of man, or lumber-

ing incarnations of tree

spirits. Like the Chinese

scholars’ rocks, these figu-

rative representations thri-

ved on a certain degree of illusion. They also

retained their identity as natural matter. Rosen-

blum has elaborated on these dual characteris-

tics:

Found natural objects are evocative objects

because they are complex and contain tension.

From one view, they are absolutely unique phe-

nomena, each stick is particular and recalls the

inexhaustible variety available in nature and ac-

cessible to imagination. Each is original, and

meets the modernist expectation. But from an-

other view, the unique natural object does not

stand alone. The artist chose this object because

of its resonance, because it suggested archetypes

or cultural narratives, figures or historical images,

constructions or fuller natural forms. Evocative

natural objects bring together that which is

unique and at the same time connected to other

things, the fragment and the whole to which it

belongs.

But how does the computer now factor into

Rosenblum’s involvement with the found ob-

ject? Moreover, how does the machine square

with nature, and with an imperative to reveal

something of nature’s essence, especially as it

has been brought into juxtaposition with and

even re-presented as art? A contradiction in

terms? A forced mingling of metaphors? Rosen-

blum has said that he first turned to the com-

puter to draw: “My original purpose was to work

out problems in sculpture before making molds

and casts.” His Macintosh computer (and Adobe

Photoshop software) allowed him to scan pho-

tographs of his existing sculptures of giant wood
nymphs and phantom-like men to alter aspects

of their mornholoev. The technologv was as

much a revelation to Rosenblum as were the

Chinese scholars’ rocks. “There are so many

choices, you can’t calculate them,” he said. He

felt the computer generated the “original ran-

dom art,” images that were produced by an ele-

ment of chance rather than the sole result of

design or programmatic intent. This realization

resulted in his relinquishing sculpture and yield-

ing to the numerous options which the computer

offered.

Challenged by this technology, Rosenblum

began to feel that “the hand or the mark [of the

artist] was no longer interesting.” His sculpture

receded into history, an incident in his evolving

fascination in the role of chance. While many

artists after Marcel Duchamp have denied the

aura of art—especially as it is manufactured by

the various staging and lighting devices em-

ployed in its exhibition by museums—Rosen-

blum’s project skirts such polemic and emanates

from a desire to be unencumbered by materials.

The very erratic, random way in which he culls

images is analogous to the Chinese literati lo-

cating their rocks. Rosenblum has also found that

the relationship of the computer to nature is not

all that distant, or for that matter, in conflict.

‘The computer gives you access to wild nature,”

he said, that is, to the type of unpredictable yet

structured, disordered yet patterned binary fea-

tures that chaos theory or new sciences such as

fractal geometry assert define nature.

The images that appear in Rosenblum’s digi-

tal prints are gleaned from sources such as Na-

tional Ceografhic magazine. Their origin is tell-

ing. His attraction to the magazine is nostalgic;

it reminds him of his youth. It also provides an

endless supply of shots of nature as it exists in

its most fantastic, strange, and alien states. The

derivation of these images runs counter to the

prevailing art world orthodoxy on appropriation.

Rosenblum’s manipulation of the various images

that are blended into “All the World’s a Stage”

or “Bones of the Earth” is unaffected by the criti-

cal strategies adopted by many artists who scav-

enged photographs for their work from the early

1980s onwards. His prints are without literary

theory and political content, approaches he finds

“over intellectual,” especially as they have been

used by contemporary artists to deconstruct the

media and economic power structures. If any-

thing, Rosenblum’s work places a premium on

the imagination. The elaboration of intellectual

issues, he feels, stifles visionary experience. Part

of his emphasis on the imagination comes with

the territory of cyberspace, the conceptual appa-

ratus of his work. As one writer on cyberspace,

Michael Benedickt, has observed:

The ancient worlds of magic, myth, and leg-

end to which cyberspace is heir, as well as the

modern myths of fantasy,

fiction, movies, and car-

toons, are replete with vio-

lations of the logic of ev-

eryday space and time:

disappearances, under-

worlds, phantoms, warp

speed travel, mirrors, and

doors to alternate worlds,

zero gravity, flattenings and reconstitutions,

wormholes, scale inversions, and so on. And

after all, why have cyberspace if we cannot (ap-

parently) bend nature’s rules there?

While the tradition of photomontage—as it

extends from the Dada movement in Berlin in

the 1920s and unfolds through the Surrealist

period—initially was informed by a distinct po-

litical content (the work of George Grosz, Raoul

Hausmann, John Heartfield, and Hannah Hoch
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The computer gives you access to wild
nature ... to the type of unpredictable yet
structured, disordered yet patterned
binary features that chaos theory or new
sciences such as fractal geometry assert
define nature.
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FEATURING
“A Consume of Art”

Oils & Original Prints

Cape Cod Artisans

World Handicrafts

Framing

Earl de Vries, director

3A Standish Street, P. 0. Box 943

Provincetown, MA 02657

508 - 487-2589

JENNIFER DITACCHIO

NEW WORK
July I 5—August 4, I 995

©
GALLERY 349

349 Commercial Street

Provincetown, MA 02657

508 • 487 • 1200

HILDA NEILY
GALLERY

TRADITIONAL IMPRESSIONIST

OIL PAINTINGS BY HILDA NEILY

Photographs by M.M. Battelle

336 Commercial Street • No. 5

P. O. Box 1402

Provincetown, MA 02657

(508) 487-6300 or 487-0144

The
Collection

Gallery

167 Commercial Street. No. 6

Provincetown. MA 02657

(508) 487-2227

Cellular: (508) 364-1011

The Hawthorne School of Art
29 Miller Hill Road, Provincetown

(508) 487-1236 • 1-800-383-7476

The Hawthorne School of Art was established almost

1 00 years ago by the painter Charles Hawthorne, who
was mostly responsible for creating Provincetown as

an art colony. He was drawn to the beauty, unusual

light and remote location of the small fishing town,

cinoosing the top of the highest sand dune for his

Studio School to sit on. Last year we reopened his

studio for experimental art Built in 1899, it still has

its original charm and contains 25 built-in artist cup-

boards, old model platforms, I 2 easels and huge I S'

X IS' north light window. A stairway and lovely

natural trails connect it with wonderful gardens, its

own sand dune, wild heather, blueberries, and vast

sea views from the highest point.

Summer School
Cape Cod by the Sea

representing the art of

John Lennon & Jerry Garcia

and Warhol Superstars

Ultra Violet, Taylor Mead

& Billy Name

featuring Cape artist

Doug Johnson

432 Commercial Street, Provincetown

(508) 487-4100

were all acerbic condemnations of the oppres-

sion of government), Rosenblum’s prints are

beholden only to the invention of this practice.

Like these visual precursors, his images are also

“cup’ from magazines and “pasted” into various

new formats. But they part company ideologi-

cally: the subject matter of his work is tied to art

with bizarre events and landscapes. The work

of Rene Magritte figures high on Rosenblum’s

list of favorites. A painting such as “The Castle

in the Pyrenees” (1961) in which a huge boulder

capped with a medieval castle hovers motion-

lessly over a body of water, exists thematically

in the background of his work. The same dream-

like character and feeling of extreme dislocation

unifies Rosenblum’s digital prints. The photo-

graphs of Jerry Uelsmann also offer a counter-

part. The same type of surreal scene—in

Uelsmann’s work the conjunction of two or

more images results in a frequently jarring pic-

ture of an otherworldly place—is akin to the vi-

sual conundrums which Rosenblum confects.

Other prototypes such as the eccentric paintings

of portraits composed of fruit and vegetables

(more natural found objects) by Giuseppe

Arcimboldi, the 16th-century Italian painter,

could be alluded to, but if any debt exists here it

is to William Blake, perhaps the foremost vision-

ary artist and someone whom Rosenblum ac-

knowledges in his “Blake’s World,” a print that

elongates the scene of “All the World’s a Stage”

and sites an image of Jehovah (from one of

Blake’s illustrations) in the sky in the upper left.

Rosenblum is basically after realizing a feel-

ing of transcendence in his work. Replete with

fantasy, his prints offer visual pleasure while they

trigger personal associations, memories and

emotions in the viewer. The enigmatic occur-

rences, outlandish terrains, and mysterious fig-

ures that appear in his work seem oddly famil-

iar, a factor which might be explained not only

by their origins in popular nature magazines but

also through their resemblance to dreams. This

sense of familiarity is reinforced by a number of

chromatic effects. The colors in “Rwanda,” for

example, have been de-saturated to suggest a

faded, historic print. Similarly, many of these

works are cast in sepia, a tone associated with

19th-century vintage photographs. On the sur-

face, these images seem washed in sentiment.

But their transformation of existing sources, their

visual audacity, their wildly imaginative proper-

ties, and their redefinition of originality, remind

us that these prints are situated squarely in the

late 20th century, in a culture that touts the bor-

rowing of images for some other artistic purpose.

Rosenblum feels he has just begun this new

direction: “I haven’t used up my Nntioml Geo-

graphic magazines yet!”

Debra Bricker Balkeit is an indefmident curator

who writes for Art in America, Art Journal, and

other [uihlications.
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Voices of the Xiled:

A Generation Speaks for Itself

Edited by Michael Wexler

and John Hulme

Douhleday

TWENTYSOMETHING EDITORS MICHAEL
Wexler and John Hulme, frustrated by the

media's attempts to stereotype their generation,

have assembled an anthology of short stories

allowing the members of Generation X to speak

for themselves. While a few of the authors here

are actually young Baby Boomers, all are none-

theless tapped into America’s youth culture.

For the most part, the protagonists populat-

ing these 20 stories are of the desperate sort,

short on purpose and devoid of ambition. Let

down, fed up, strung out, these newly-hatched

adults are down on their luck, victims of a sys-

tem on the blink.

Reading this book is a bit like panning for

gold: there’s a lot of sifting through sand, sev-

eral promising chunks of pyrite, but there’s also

the occasional strike. At least four stories are

mother lodes of talent, in particular. Dean

Albarelli’s 'Winterlude,” a long story thoroughly

textured with wit and dark humor. A recently

fired journalist, Christopher Hampson, follow-

ing the breakup of his marriage, has begun to

rely on downers, the “little melt-in-your-mind

masseuse,” to get him through his “spates of

spleen and self-pity.” He’s also broke, and con-

cocts a clever ruse to secure some easy cash,

which leaves him unexpectedly tangled in a

twisted romance with a young shoplifter.

Albarelli’s prose is honed to an edge between

the sophisticated and the streetwise: “He’d just

met a young med school student specializing in

pharmacology, a white-robed rube who hadn’t

yet figured out the street value of floaters. Do-

ing business with young Dr. Discount might just

allow him to maintain his frequent-flyer status.”

Elsewhere in the story, Hampson, contemplat-

ing a robbery, thinks to himself, “if all went as

planned he could bag the bookstore job and score

enough floaters to lie back and levitate until

spring. Then maybe get his amputated ambition

out of hock. Make a down payment on some

incentive.” Making a metaphor of marriage, he

muses, “In three years he’d thrashed his way
through enough of the conjugal jungle to do him
in for a lifetime. Why suffer another safari when
you could always visit the zoo?”

“Like a Normal Human Being,” by E. J. Graff,

is another accomplished work. TTie protagonist,

Arlene, is tom between a supportive, sibling-like

relationship with the man she lives with, and

an exciting affair with a woman who represents

the lesbian lifestyle she longs for. At the expense

of her own emotional well-being, she attempts

to live in both worlds, deceiving both partners.

Graff succeeds in rendering a voice that is na-

ively appealing; Arlene is able to win the reader’s

sympathy even as she steals her boyfriend’s truck

to spend the night with her girlfriend. By the

time she discovers a nest of baby birds, late in

the story, the reader recognizes the moment as

underscoring the emergence of Arlene’s true self

and longing: “I went down there and found these

skinny rags of birds, damp bits of egg sticking to

them, screeching like hell. . . Those huge mouths

were scary—like all that hunger scraping open

their gullets was just too big to fit inside.”

Three former fellows of the Fine Arts Work
Center in Provincetown are represented in this

collection, including Albarelli, Fred Leebron, and

Melanie Sumner. Leebron ’s “Lovelock” concerns

a man driving cross country, trying to put dis-

tance between himself and

prison. The narrative is gritty

and uncompromising in its

adherence to stark reality.

When Benjamin West stops

to rest in a Nevada casino

town, he meets and has a

sexual encounter with Ana,

a young retarded woman:

“She was behind the cur-

ve but she was not that far

behind. But she was far

enough behind as to be be-

hind the curve. She was ca-

pable of complex thought the

way a 12-year-old was ca-

pable of complex thought—serendipitously. It

was a long word and he took a dip with it into

the bourbon. He wished he did not have a room.

He wished he were back at his old seat at the

other end of the horseshoe. He wished—al-

most—that he were back in prison.”

“How, exactly,” he said. “How exactly did we
get into this?”

Melanie Sumner’s “The Monster” is the com-

pelling story of a young girl’s obsession and near-

incestuous relationship with her uncle. Eager for

his attention, she tries on different personas like

outfits, achieving a faux-sophistication in her

search for a self he will appreciate. Sumner shows

the girl’s naivete in subtly humorous passages

that are also touchingly sad:

‘Would you like a cocktail?” I regretted that

immediately, because I didn’t know how to get

him a cocktail if he did want one.

“If you’re having one, that would be nice.

That is, if Adela doesn’t mind.”

“Adela is asleep.” I had just started calling

my mother by her first name, and it felt strange

on my tongue.

Other noteworthy pieces include Elizabeth

Tippens’ “Back from The World,” Abraham

Rodiguez, Jr.’s “Babies,” Charles D’Ambrosio’s

“Her Real Name,” and Charles Oldham’s

“Longstreet’s Stearman.”

Unfortunately, the editors’ preoccupation

with generational subject matter seems to have

allowed for the inclusion of some less accom-

plished work. Stories such as Tim Hensley’s “The

Proofreader,” Chris Hallman’s “Utopia Road,”

and Mitch Berman’s 'Wabi” don’t achieve much
other than fitting a particular theme scheme.

Christopher Taggi’s “95,” the story of two un-

happy, uninspired people who pack up and take

off, addresses the romance of the open road, but

where does it take us finally? Several of these

stories lack focus or tension, or both.

The more innovative, ex-

perimental pieces are also dis-

appointing. Nicole Cooley’s

“The Photograph Album” con-

sists of fragments of prose re-

sembling snapshots—scenes

and situations loosely and ob-

scurely connected, but never

satisfactorily illuminated.

David Foster Wallace’s “Girl

with Curious Hair” is another

adventurous attempt that falls

short of delivering a fully real-

ized story. He manages a fresh

and unusual first-person voice,

but it’s ultimately too stylized

in its self-conscious repetitiveness. The piece also

relies too frequently on shock value, and the ef-

fect is superficial and empty. Tamara Jefferies’

“Black Tea,” told in the voice of an unborn fe-

tus, achieves more in the sense of actually relat-

ing some semblance of story, but again a lack of

tension renders the work less than compelling.

The anthology's occasional neophyte tone

isn’t helped by the fact that many of the lengthy

bio notes—some of which are written in first-

person—are embarrassingly juvenile. The edi-

tors’ decision to reprint a number of letters they

received in response to their nationwide solici-

tation was also ill-advised. Still, they have given

the generation raised on Space Food Sticks and

“I Dream of Jeannie” a chance to speak for itself.

More than few of the voices they’ve assembled

are well worth hearing.

—Dorothy Antczak

Dorothy Antczak is a fiction writer who lives in

Provincetown.
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rectly on plexiglass rather than on canvas,

sometimes using both sides of the material,

sometimes more than one layer, but always

creating a rich luminous palimpsest. An ex-

ample of such work can be seen in the back-

ground of Asher’s portrait, where what may

be fish swim as elusively, surely as allusively,

as if the artist wrote on water. However, by

the mid-’80s, while retaining the free liquid

imagery and the luminosity of the work on

plexiglass, Asher returned to painting on

canvas and linen and to drawing in various

mediums on paper. Her new book, The Vi-

sionary Gleam, concentrates on 35 paintings

of the last decade but also includes eight of

the earlier works on plexiglass and four

drawings. The text is even more generously

retrospective and anthological. There, Asher

presents some of the literary sources that

inspired her visual art, ranging from the

Psalms and Shakespeare, through the next

four centuries, to her own poetry and prose.

The book's title comes from Words-

worth, who asks in his “Ode: Intimations

of Immortality”: “Whither is fled the vision-

ary gleam?” Immediately following this epi-

graph, Asher answers with the last stanza of

the last poem in The Meandering Absolute—

The Visionary Gleam:
Texts & Transformations

by Elise Asher

The Sheep Meadow Press

SINCE THE LATE ’40S ELISE ASHER HAS BEEN

writing and painting. A collection of poems,

many of which had appeared in distinguished

literary magazines, was published in 1955 un-

der the Asheresque oxymoronic title The Mean-

dering Absolute. At about the same time she be-

gan to show paintings in solo and group exhibi-

tions in New York; later, on Cape Cod, in Wash-

ington, D.C., and elsewhere. And throughout

this half century, she has more and more suc-

cessfully interwoven her writing and painting,

ultimately incorporating the two into something

like poem-paintings.

Beginning in the early ’70s this merging of

the two mediums was achieved by painting di-
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—as if saying, yes, the visionary gleam ex-

isted there, before going on to show that

40 years later it still exists in her work.

During these intermediate years in which

Asher created an eccentrically personal visual

world obsessed by images and reverse images

of life’s fugitiveness—clocks, locks and keys, sun

(and moon) dials, tombstones, all seen in flashes

of luminous vision—she kept an equally personal

reminiscent record, neither quite journal nor log,

of her travels through time, called The lavender

Train Ride. Its most dominant theme is death

—

the death of her father, of her youth, of her inno-

cence, of her former marriage:

YES, father who had made perpetual fledg-

lings of his brood was waiting on the leather

couch in his green study, “to be done with it,”

one could feel, knowing his contempt for pro-

crastination.

WINITRS in peaked woolen caps, boy girl boy

girl, we looked like acorns we four, tracking Fox-

and-Geese in the snow; and building large

neckless snowmen sporting pipes of soda straws

poking out of grinning slits. Summers in long

black bathing suits leaping in and out of the teas-

ELISE ASHER. "MOONDIAL." 1987, OIL ON CANVAS
COURTESY JUNE KELLY GALLERY, NEW YORK

Beneath the stretching firmament.

From the first melted moments

all the way to here

The circulating air exchanges

and rearranges;

And out of this ever capricious breeze

The autocratic child in man
Selects the grace notes to be joined

Into those singular melodies

that suit his own
astonishment.

ing spray of the garden hose we shone like lico-

rice sticks...

“NOT your worst drawings,” [my husband]

would comment, during one of his infrequent

less obsessive moods, riffling through my pad

of drawings done from a model. . . “but, my dear,

still too many curlicues, too feathery, drop all

those arabesques. Economy, girl, leanness, one

clean line is all I ask!”

He wasn’t asking. He was commanding, in

vain, however. My hand instinctively defied such

instruction. To perceive something solely in

terms of its essence, and to portray only that, is

death to me...

...IMAGINE a vast underseascape all in blue of

varying shade and intensity: a heaving blueblack

deep, in the midst of which dwell a pair of se-

renely floating gentle-eyed creatures, mutants

of mermaid and seal. Mama, the larger, smokes

a long thin reedlike pipe emitting cascading

bubbles of a milky bluegray iridescence, a mist

of opals; while slightly below, a diminutive rep-

lica of Mama sucks at a vaguely outlined bottle

of the weightless blue hue of a summer sky: two

bright cobalt blue creatures, with eyes of the

barest tinge of transparent violet, enveloped in

these blueblack pitching waters! Oh I promise

you, you will be intoxicated by this creation of

mine.

“But,” I would whimper instead, “1 like curlicues

and feathers. They make me feel 1 am doing more

living, don’t you see? They extend me!”

EACH day 1 strive towards the flourishes, the

embellishments that should make me imperish-

able. One way to be salvaged from the black

silence of neverness is to speak from the living

mouth: to animate each and everything. . . To the

oranges I remove from my shopping bag, I whis-

per just relax and you will fit on this window

shelf, all the dozen of you.

AS ASHER'S journey nears its inevitable end,

she asks:

When this train stops, will someone find me,

please?

Asher’s prose is fresh and touching. An “under-

seascape” such as the one in The Lavender Train

Ride is verbal painting, but it still remains de-

scriptive compared with the immediacy of her

actual paintings and drawings. These are her

strongest work, whether in the muted pencil-

and-pastel image of “Moondial,” which paral-

lels Louis MacNeice’s “The Sunlight on the Gar-

den,” or in the typically more high-keyed 14

paintings that both illustrate and illuminate

Stanley Kunitz’s “The Long Boat.” This poem

about both the acceptance of death and the re-

luctance to leave life is one of her husband’s

strongest, and one to which she obviously feels

an affinity. Two related paintings in this series

—

”He Tried at First to Wave” and ‘To His Dear

Ones on Shore”—indicate the freedom of the

imagery when, first, a monumental hand rises

from the departing Long Boat and then the hands

of his already faceless ones wave back from



shore. Of course the only solution to seeing such

works properly is to see the paintings themselves

but, short of that, I strongly recommend buying

. this book with its faithful reproductions. It is

both a visual and literary treat.

—B.H. Friedman

1 B.H. Friedman, author of fiction, (days, biografdiy,

and criticism, is currently conifdeting his seventh

novel.

Sappho's Gymnasium

I

by Olga Broumas and T. Begley

Copper Canyon Press

IN SAPPHO'S GYMNASIUM, COLLABORA-
tors Olga Broumas and T. Begley explicitly take

as their ancestral poets these three: Sappho,

Greek nobel laureate Odysseas Elytis, and W.S.

Merwin. And it is easy to see the allegiance in

the way these poems are filled with light and

air, the way in which personal difficulty is

alchemically transmuted into praise. The sub-

ject of these poems, an “ecstatic generosity,” is

i
felt throughout the almost 200 pages of small

poems that make up the book.

I had the opportunity to hear Broumas and

Begley read from their book. Some poems they

recited together, others they sent back and forth

to each other and the audience like birds over a

net. As I listened, I began to think of the poets

as a pair of hands, the two hands of one maker.

Ordinarily we think of writing as composed

of two separate but inseparable tasks. First is the

generation of language, the rising up of words

and their accumulation on a once-blank page.

Second (and I know writers who adopt a sepa-

rate persona to do this) comes evaluation, selec-

tion, arrangement.

Among visual artists it is easier to see examples

of work that cleaves to one or the other of these

aspects of creation. I think of Jackson Pollock

flinging his paint down on the hapless canvas,

or Ffelen Frankenthaler with her stains of color

that cannot obscure one another. Or conversely,

imagine Joseph Cornell’s boxes, an art made
entirely of selection and arrangement. You can

see this in all forms of collage and assemblage,

of readymades and found objects. Broumas and

Begley collaborate largely by each taking on only

one of these aspects of the work: Begley gener-

ates fragments of language from which Broumas

makes poems by selecting and arranging. After-

wards, they come together again to agree on the

final result.

What the generator might gain from the part-

nership is complete freedom of expression, the

suspension of the voice of self-judgment, a voice

that is often poisonous within the writer. What
the arranger might gain is a freedom from their

own material, from, in a way, the personal.

Simone Weil said, “What is sacred in a human is

the impersonal.” The intimate impersonality of

Saypho's Gymnasium is what makes it feel gen-

erous—there's a spaciousness in the work that

feels welcoming.

“Prayerfields,” the long group of poems that

opens the book, is stunning, but I find my affini-

ties are with the later groups, precisely because

of the falling away of explicit subject matter.

Where “Prayerfields” concerns the healing from

what the poets call “childhood insult,” the other

series seem to be talking about and from a state

of being, a state which encompasses healing, but

moves beyond it. My particular favorite is “Helen

Groves,” populated by poems like this one:

I am optimistic I am scared a little

what really matters is realism now incurable

too the environment produced front our feelings

my friend is it possible

to drink the ecstatic one's ecstacy

over the source ofenergy I drink it.

or the more mysterious language of the poems

in the sequence “Flower Parry”:

Antennae in the shale with big

microphones jacked in our jewels

remote from sensing eye

drifed far out I can help it

echolocate

I hear the echoes of Rumi and of Paul Celan's

late poems as well as those of Elytis, Merwin,

and Sappho. I am also brought to remember

Juarroz and Ikkyu, and the ancient Sanskrit love

poetry in the wonderful volume translated by

Mousson and Merwin, The Peacock's Egg. If there

were a tradition of ecstatic generosity, these

might comprise it. You could add Mirabai to the

list, and Lai Ded. You could add Rilke. You could

keep adding. In fact, the list is as old as the his-

tory of poetry, as widespread in time and space.

As part of this tradition, Broumas and Begley

move away from the mainstream of American

poetry with its emphasis on the narrative, on

personal anecdote. As the poetry of personal

anecdote is wrapping itself more tightly into its

own limitations, they find themselves in an open

space. Broumas and Begley extend this tradition

of deep praise into the present, in a voice that is

distinctively contemporary. They honor the past,

but live in the expanding moment. “Write po-

ems,” they say, “starve off death.”

—Sarah Randolph

Sarah Randolph's interview with Broumas and

Begley appeared in Provincetown Arts in 1 99S.

HERRIDGE

Quality Used Books

In a Village Setting

EAST MAIN STREET, WELLFLEET, MA

508 - 349-1323
Open April thru December

Books

To Tickle

your Fancy. .

.

D 4 ’

irMiiGebMiX '"A#

3c)ife^

246 Commercial Street

WEST MAIN BOOKS
West Main Street (next to Library}

Wellfleet • (508) 349-2095

A Full Service Bookstore

Summer hours: 10-1 & 4-9

Closed Sunday

Off-season: 12-5 Mon.-Sat. & by appt.

BOOK PARTIES, READINGS

AND OTHER EVENTS

WEEKLY ALL SUMMER

Call for more information
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Provincetown as a Stage:

Provincetown, The Provincetown

Players, and the Discovery of

Eugene O'Neill

by Leona Rust Egan

Parnassus Imfrriiits

GAZING INTO A TELESCOPE, WE OBSERVE
a broad image at a great distance. The image

includes the foreground, background, and a bit

to the sides of the subject we seek. Some biog-

raphers give us such a view when they record a

single life. Conversely, like gazing into the wide

end of a telescope, other biographers limit our

field of vision to a small but well-defined topic.

In Provincetown as a Stage, Leona Rust Egan com-

bines both perspectives, focussing broadly on the

19th-century development of Provincetown as

a place for artists and providing a context to

sharply define the summers of 1915 and 1916

which gave rise to the career of Eugene O’Neill.

Beginning with the Lewis Wharf stage, on

which the first of Eugene O’Neill’s plays was

produced, the chapters illuminate Province-

town’s kaleidoscopic history which led to the

play’s production. Egan examines the town’s

many stages of development as a fishing com-

munity with its pocket of artists and writers, and

she weaves together, with literary skill and well-

digested research, the portraits of the dozen par-

ticipants who supported the first production,

including John Reed, Jig Cook, Susan Glaspell,

Mabel Dodge, Louise Bryant, Robert Jones, Mary

Heaton Vorse, Max Eastman, and William

Zorach. She shows that the character of the town

derived from its population of free-thinkers who
resist any yoke of government—from surly

colonials refusing to keep records for the Gen-

eral Court, to the contemporaries of Mary

Heaton Vorse who “do not regard houses as sta-

tionary objects—a man will buy a piece of dune

land above the town and a cottage on the front

shore, and presently up the hill toils the little

house.”

Egan credits the travel journalism of Natha-

niel Parker Willis and Charles Nordhoff and the

essays of Henry David Thoreau for the growth

of early tourism, which led to Provincetown 's

establishment as an arts community. She con-

trasts the arrival of the Portuguese with the ar-

rival of artists: Trovincetown in 1916 was awash

with painters. Not since the Portuguese immi-

gration following the Civil War had the town

seen such an influx of brightly garbed exotics.”

Her prose is imbued with her love of Province-

town, which she describes as “an intimate town

with narrow streets and one... that fronted the

harbor and tied the Players together like insects

on a stick.” She sees the town as animate. “When

there is heavy usage of water ones tastes the

salty underbelly of Provincetown,” she writes.

During the period immediately preceding The

Provincetown Players’ productions, the U.S. ex-

perienced significant cultural shifts. The human

psyche came into sharp focus through the popu-

larization of Freud’s work. Political candidates

e t o w n

I.

began to be judged on ideology rather than eth-

nic or religious affiliation. The Armory Show
shocked the American art world, leaving it un-

deniably altered. It was a time rife with artistic

and theatrical experimentation.

In creating a pioneering, experimental art

theater, the Players were revolting against the

established Broadway tradition of trite melo-

drama and comedy. Egan animates this context

by showing that it was the merging of two pas-

sions that made the Players successful: “Jig

Cook’s to create an idealized community and

Eugene O’Neill’s to be an artist or nothing.” Out

of dilapidated boathouses and fishsheds, the

group staged dramas in a purely American idiom

that was kin to the new psychological realism

being produced on European stages. Using real-

istic costumes and sets, even the sound of water

lapping punctuated by the E-flat of the Long

Point foghorn, their plays dramatized interracial

sex, unwanted extramarital pregnancy, spousal

murder after years of abuse, and other serious,

often unasked, questions. The Provincetown

Players lasted only two seasons before moving

to New York, and, in total, only about a decade.

“Their failure was due to their success—they

eventually were absorbed by the commercial

theater they had revolted against,” Egan con-

cludes. But their experimental impulse resonates

in Provincetown even at this end of the century.

The book is of interest not only to scholars

but also to casual historians. It has been praised

by the noted writer and cultural historian, Alfred

Kazin, as “the richest, fullest account of how
American drama emerged on a Provincetown

wharf thanks to Eugene O’Neill’s self-discovery

as a writer and the joyous backing of that com-

pany of friends forever remembered as the

Provincetown Players.” As grand mavens of

Provincetown theater, Mary Heaton Vorse’s and

Mabel Dodge's rivalry is fascinating. Less impor-

tant to the scholar, perhaps, is the discussion of

Mabel Dodge’s “silken ladder” test for her lov-

ers. The most intense affair of the group was

the love triangle of O’Neill-Bryant-Reed, but all

the writers were “creatively explaining their

emotional choices by means of love notes, po-

ems, letters, discourses, novels, and plays.” The

psychological realism that marked O’Neill’s and

the Players’ work lends itself to the anecdotal.

Indeed, it is this comfortable blend of scholar-

ship and anecdote which makes the book such

a vivid picture of a moment in time. Leona Rust

Egan has placed her book on the shelf with the

essential accounts of the theater history of

Provincetown.

—Sheiia Sinead McGuinness

Sheila Sinead McGuinness is a free-lance writer

whose work has appeared in LaMama LaGalleria

and in Common Lives. She lives in Provincetown.
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Open Water

by Maria Flook

Pantheon

MORE OFTEN THAN NOT, EVEN THE BEST

novelists can be deficient in certain facets of the

form. One can be a wonderful storyteller and

yet relay that story in a colorless, paltry language,

as if language itself is incidental, a mere means

of reaching an end. Or one can create sympathetic,

psychologically-complex characters and not have

an engaging story to tell. Or vice versa, as is the

case in much genre fiction, where characters are

often one-dimensional devices, pushed along by

the huge machinery of a plot. Occasionally there

comes along a novehst who reaches for the full

range of the craft’s possibiEties, who produces work

that is powered by a rich fusion of all the indi-

vidual elements of the form—language, character,

story. Maria Flook is such a writer, and nowhere is

this more evident than in her second novel.

Oyeii Water is set in a slightly surreal New-

port, where the sea steers the characters' for-

tunes. Just about anything can happen in this

murky, comic world, from the production of 3-D

gay pornography, to the opening of a sinkhole

beneath an apartment building, to the theft and

death of a rare hyacinth macaw. It’s off-season,

winter; one character cannot tell whether she

feels “free enough or lost enough,” and that just

about sums it up for everyone.

In the opening chapter, Willis Pratt, one of

the book's three protagonists, has returned to

the home of his stepmother, Rennie Hopkins,

whose cancer has spread throughout her body.

Though Willis’s singular intention is to care for

Rennie, he has obvious problems of his own;

he’s recently been discharged from the Navy for

petty theft, and is in the midst of recuperating

from an excruciating wrist fracture. It soon be-

comes clear to both the reader and to Rennie

that Willis, too, needs help. Offering him a mor-

phine suppository from her stash of painkillers,

Rennie tells him, “They hand out the whole

candy store when it’s terminal.” Before long,

Willis is addicted. One senses that, among other

things, he’s attempting to salve the psychic pain

of witnessing his mother’s death from choking

many years earlier.

Over time Willis becomes acquainted with

Holly Temple, Rennie’s next-door-neighbor.

Holly, too, has problems. She’s on probation,

having recently been charged with arson after

dumping smoldering coals upon her estranged

husband’s bed; she also feels vaguely trapped

by Dr. Kline, her psychiatric counselor, who be-

lieves she’s just waiting to start another fire.

Holly gradually befriends Rennie and helps care

for her; in doing so, she becomes increasingly

attracted to Willis:

His showy leather boots had thick heels which

fetched him

to a threatening height above her, and his

lean frame looked

postmodern, post-pimk invasion, all in all like

some

nihilistic cowboy. . . Willis Pratt made her feel

nondescript.

I lis skin was pale as milk, like anemic Vic-

torian maidens,

blit his hair was dark and htscions.

It’s no surprise, then, when Willis and Holly be-

come lovers.

As the loyalties deepen between the three

major characters, Willis’ stepbrother, Munro, de-

velops as an irritating force with whom they must
all contend. Munro (Rennie’s natural son) be-

lieves that his mother should spend her final days

at the Chateau-sur-Mer, a convalescent center,

despite Rennie’s explicit desire to die at home.

Willis commits himself to insuring his step-

mother’s wishes. With Holly and his friend, Fritz,

as his sidekicks, Willis becomes engaged in a

series of increasingly outlandish schemes (involv-

ing a stolen vehicle and toxic waste disposal) to

establish a fund for Rennie, so that she may keep

her house, which Munro has been financing.

While these circumstances might seem forced

and unbelievable in lesser hands, Maria Flook

has written a book that manages to be both

comic and of great moral seriousness. Willis,

Rennie and Holly emerge as one of the most

winning threesomes in contemporary fiction.

Though their choices and actions might initially

seem to be careless and self-defeating, these char-

acters are rendered with such empathy and af-

fection that the reader cannot help but identify

with them. Just as engaging and carefully

wrought are the minor characters, the most note-

worthy of whom include a Salve Regina Col-

lege nursing student, the aforementioned Fritz,

and Gene Showalter, a creepy, yet oddly sym-

pathetic sort who collects miniature books and

who tries to persuade Willis to pose for a series

of pornographic stills.

There’s been a remarkable growth between

this book and Family Night, Flook’s debut novel.

While the first book shares many of the best traits

of Open Water, it operates at a safe distance from

its characters, its drop-dead irony functioning as

a safety net. The comic pitch never wavers; any

attempts at human connection are thwarted, as

if the writer is excessively wary of sentimental-

ity. Open Water, on the other hand, takes greater

emotional risks, and is thus the richer, braver

work. The characters emerge as flawed people

struggling against their fates; their seemingly

foolish efforts to provide solace to one another

are a testimony to human endurance and com-

passion. The closing chapters of the novel, with

their suspenseful turns and underlying symbolism,

offer the reader a startling payoff that manages to

be both entertaining and psychologically complex.

It’s a pleasure to read the work of a burgeon-

ing talent who so clearly enjoys her craft, who
exults in taking the big risks. Open Water is a

terrific novel—ambitious, haunting, and original

—

and it marks Maria Flook’s position among the front

ranks of contemporary American writers.

—Paul Lisicky

A section ofPaul Lisicky's forthcoming novel, The

Jesus Dreams, appeared in Provincetown Arts

in 1993. His interview with Michael Cunningham

appears elsewhere in this issue.

FOUR WAYBOOKS
1995-poetry

GRAVIDA
Sue Standing

Winner of the Four Way Books
Award Series

Selected by Robert Pinsky, 1993 judge

$11.95, 1-884800-02-5, paper, 80 pages

“...Gravida presents a compelling view

of life persuasively and elegantly.”

— Robert Pinsky

CORPORAL WORKS
Lynn Domina

Winner of the Four Way Books
Intro Series

Se/ecfed by Stephen Dobyns, 1993 judge

$1 1 .95, 1 -884800-03-3, paper, 80 pages

“...compelling emotional content,

clarity without obviousness,

diversity without diffuseness,

mystery without vagueness...”

— Stephen Dobyns

TWENTY SHADOWS
Stephen Knauth

$11.95, 1-884800-01-7, paper, 80 pages

“...a magnificent achievement...”

— Richard Selzer

“...Twenty Shadows is a beautiful,

desperate book.” — D. Nurkse

Books are available through

Grolier Poetry Book Shop
6 Plympton St., Cambridge, MA 02138

1-800-234-POEM or 617-547-4648.

Fax 617-547-4230

Major credit cards accepted.

You may also order through the publisher.

Add $3 shipping per book. $.50 each

additional. MA residents add sales tax.

(Sorry, no credit cards.)

Make check or money order payable to

Four Way Books.

Mail to: Order Dept., Four Way Books,

PO Box 607, Marshfield MA 02050.
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A Place in the Sun
for Writers

Two Exciting Writing E\’ents on

Beautiful Cape Coci in August

EN ENT lOth WRITING WORKSHOPS
\u”ust 13 -IS, 1995 Barnstable MA
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FICTION -Cynthia Blair,

NONFICTION- Marcia Yudkin,

JL'\ ENILE-Carol Behrman,

MYSTERIES-Jeremiah Healy

POETRY-Liz Rosenberg

•Agent and Editor-in-Residence
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conferences. Evening speakers

For information & brochures write:

Marion Vuilleumier, Ex. Director

Cape Cod Writers’ Center, Dept. P

C O Conservatory. Rte 132

W. Barnstable .M.A 02668

Tel: 508-375-0516 or 508-775-4811

member of Wnterj’ Conferences £ Festivals

PO 16 1 Provinc^town MA 02657
Tel/Fax 508-487-0313 ..
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Selected Poems: 1965-1990
Winter Numbers: Poems

by Marilyn Hacker

Norton and Conijmny

THE MID-CAREER PUBLICATION OF A SE-

lected poems gives us the opportunity to reac-

quaint ourselves with earlier work that is diffi-

cult to find or has long since been out of print,

and the single volume allows us to view the

poet’s trajectory. When such a book is published

simultaneously with a book of the poet’s new,

more recent work, the occasion is doubly illu-

minating.

Since Presentation Piece (1974), which received

both the Lamont and National Book Awards,

Hacker has been at the forefront of American

poetics. With each subsequent book she further

etched her place as a poet whose mastery of form

is only surpassed by her invigoration of those

forms with an energetic vernacular. Her

editorships at the feminist journal Thirteenth

Moon and, more recently, at the Kenyon Review

provided her with the opportunity to broaden

her vision and broaden the vision of these jour-

nals.

Until I read Hacker’s Selected Poems, which

includes work from five of her six published

volumes (the exception being the verse novel

Love, Death, and the Changing of the Seasons), I

did not realize how much of her poetry is fueled

not only by formal invention, but by

the lives of her lovers, friends, friends

who are lovers, and lovers who are

friends, as well as by the life of the

poet herself. It is friendship between

women that emerges as the narrative

center of Hacker’s work. If you are

intimidated by form, reading Marilyn

Hacker's poems is a good antidote.

Their energetic playfulness will go a

long way in mitigating such intimida-

tion.

The poems from Presentation Piece,

more abstract in feeling and less spon-

taneous in word choice than the later

work, introduce most of Hacker's

themes. Early, in “The Art of the

Novel,” Hacker admits she always

gossips in poems; she tells us she is “inventing a

city in these lines.” Her poems take place in Lon-

don, New York, San Francisco, and Paris, places

she has lived in the past 30 years. But it is not

the tourist version of these cities she depicts.

Hacker explores that part of society in which

she, a lesbian once married to a black gay man

who writes science fiction, finds herself. Along

the way she discovers how art, specifically po-

etry, intersects and diverges from the world that

surrounds her.

We immediately get a sampling of the ex-

quisite skill with which Hacker writes vilanelles,

sestinas, canzones, sonnets, sonnet sequences,

and crowns of sonnets. The evidence of how
she infuses these forms with life accumulates:

the unexpected rhymes (nurse/perverse, necks/

sex, figurines/Thorazine, adulterous/fortuitous).

the use of off rhyme, the repetition of words

and phrases. She peppers her poems with French

(sometimes rhyming French words with those

of English) and even in her formal poems she

injects a refreshing eroticism:

Late through the long

night, our tongues grappled in a double cave.

Naked swimmers plunged in wave over

wave,

hands, mouth, loins, filling and filled, until

we gave

ourselves back, tired, seawashed and salty,

strong.

(“Regents Park Sonnets”)

As we trace the various forms as they appear

in successive volumes, we also follow charac-

ters who make repeat appearances: the poet’s

mother, her former mother-in-law, her friend

Julie, other poets, and Iva, the poet's daughter,

most of all. I did not expect the work to be so

mindful of death. We move from an early elegy

for Janis Joplin to the death of the poet’s mother

to the increasing deaths of many friends, and,

with Winter Numbers, the poet’s own experience

with cancer becomes central. As 1 progressed

through the poems it became clearer and clearer

that the energy that threatens to burst through

the well-wrought forms is Hacker’s response to

the many silencings she witnesses around her:

Women have been betrayed

by history, which ignores us, which we made

like anyone, with work and words, slaughter

and silver

(“Regents Park Sonnets”)

If a man sleeps with men, and women,

he’s ijiieer. vide Wilde, Goodman, Gide, Verlaine.

A woman who does can be “passionately

heterosexual” (said Norman Pearson of H.D.).

Anyone’s love with women doesn’t count.

(“Taking Notice”)

Hacker’s tour de force, “Graffiti from the Gare

Sant Manque,” with its insistent repetition of

the line “another Jewish lesbian in France,”

counters the assumption of homosexual and eth-

nic marginality, placing the exiled “minority”

writer everywhere, and especially at the center

of Western culture. Hacker’s descriptions of

women’s bodies in passionate coupling are not

only attempts to defy the odds of fleeting love,

the fatal odds of being human, (“O could 1 halt/

/this heartfelt fall and rest love in your green/

approval.” 'The Last Time”) but concentrates on

the erotic to counter the effect of being treated

as marginal, unimportant, deemed unworthy of

notice.

Nowhere is this concern more moving than

in “Against Silence,” written for Margaret

Delany, her former mother-in-law, the grand-



mother of her daughter. Here, Hacker turns

sapphics upside down. The use of the sapphic

metrics ties the elder black Delany, who has lost

the power of speech to a stroke, to the classic

Greek, the bedrock ofWestern poetry. This poem

concludes;

A hemisphere

away from understanding where you are,

mourning your lost words, 1 am at a loss

for words to name what my loss of you is,

what it will be, or even what it was.

By the time we reach the new poems of Win-

ter Numbers, loss has taken over. The poems, still

energetic, are less playful, more focused on the

precise image, the most telling detail. Now, in

“Against Elegies,” the first poem in the book,

the poet realizes “no one was promised a shapely

life/ending in a tutelary vision.” She talks of her

friend. Lew, (whom we encountered earlier in

Selected Poems in “Nights of 1964-66: The Old

Reliable”) who, “at forty-five,/expected to be

dead of drink,” instead survived and buried his

younger lover, dead of AIDS.

All this death comes at the end of the cen-

tury that “taints what’s left with complicity,/

makes everyone living a survivor/who will, or

won’t bear witness for the dead.” These poems

are written when

Revolution became

a dinner party in a fast-food chain,

a vendetta for an abscessed crime,

a hard-on market for consumer goods.

(“Against Elegies”)

Hacker begins to reassess her past and in

poems like “Letter to a Wound,” another of her

astonishing crowns, she weaves the poem
around regret: what did not take place in a rela-

tionship she has not yet been able to leave be-

hind. Reinforcing the sense of loss, real or im-

minent, the poems of Winter Numbers are often

set at night, or dusk, or on gray, rainy days.

In “Letter to Julie in a New Decade” the poet

admits “Sarcasm is too easy when I’m scared/

the cocktail party's over, and the feast/of the new
century will be prepared/by nationalists, patri-

archs, and priests.” And so, at times, the lan-

guage of these poems becomes uncompromis-

ingly direct
—

’’Who dies well?” (“Against Ele-

gies”), “We never had a cabin in the woods” (“Let-

ter to a Wound”)—as if rhetorical clarity is all

the poet need now command.

But none of Marilyn Hacker’s poems are as

direct, as personal, or as moving, as the 14 son-

nets that comprise “Winter Cancer,” the

penultimate poem of Winter Numbers. Here, it is

brought home that the poet, too, can easily be-

come one of the men and women whom she

describes in “Years End” as “mortally wounded
where we/Iove and nourish, dying at thirty,

forty,/fifty, not on barricades, but in beds of/un-

fulfilled promise.”

“Winter Cancer” performs an elegant surgery,

opening up the crown form. Whereas in the usual

crown sequence, the last line of the previous

sonnet becomes the first line of the next, and

the first line of the sequence becomes the last

line of the last sonnet, Hacker judiciously juggles

where and when the line repetitions take place.

What we have, in fact, is two sets of alternating

crowns, where, for instance, the first line of the

first sonnet becomes the last line of the

penultimate sonnet, and the first line of the sec-

ond sonnet becomes the last line of the final

sonnet, and the last line of the third sonnet (or a

variant) becomes the first line of the fifth, and

so on. When we first encounter the repetition,

which has been delayed beyond our expecta-

tion, we seize upon it like a discovery.

In “Winter Cancer,” Hacker is not only able

to convey her first-hand knowledge of cancer,

but is able to connect what is happening to her

body with the act of writing. As her doctor’s

“sure hand” removes her stitches, Hacker de-

scribes the place where her breast has been re-

moved as “a manuscript radically rewritten”

since her “small, firm breasts” were a “twenty-

five-year-old's.”

Even though the poem is built on the poet’s

encounter with “the body I’m not going to leave

alive,” it is what having cancer forces upon her

that connects the poet’s questions to those of

her vocation, and, ultimately, to those of the

world. Increasingly, questions of the poet’s Jew-

ish identity surface, and images of the Holocaust

intervene. After she pleads: “I don’t know how
to die yet. Let me live!” Hacker asks, “Did Etty

Hillesum think that, or Anne Frank?” She de-

scribes herself as “an unimportant Jew who lives

in exile” and wonders if she should tattoo her

wound to look more like the tattoos on the arms

of concentration camp survivors. The poet be-

gins to measure her pain against that of suffer-

ers not only of the Holocaust, but of the gang-

rapes of Bosnia, or the “gutting” of El Salvador.

“Unremarkable,/! woke up, still alive. Does

that mean ‘cured’?” is “Winter Cancer’s startling

conclusion. In these lines, and throughout the

poem, the poet who earlier faced the death of

friends, has now faced down her own death,

and echoes questions raised in “Against Elegies.”

She is asking if anyone who witnesses the atroci-

ties of our century can ever be considered

“cured.” After “Winter Cancer,” “August Journal”

serves as coda. “How does it feel, in this ephem-

eral flesh, to be at my work table,” the poet asks

as she looks out the window onto the Paris

street. Precise and detailed descriptions of who

and what she sees from her window follow.

Then, she writes;

where I sit, tethered to the present tense

whose intimations of mortality

may ultimately make no difference

to anyone, except of course to me,

and finally, to nobody at all

(a touch of solipsism worthy of

an acned seventeen year old in love.)

Hacker realizes that her life “is wider than

these windowpanes” and that on her body “is

superimposed/the map of a Europe” she never

knew. She asks: if now she is a survivor, who
are the victims?” and “can any Jew stay indoors

with a book/and ruminate upon her own dis-

ease,/present or past, absorbed, alone, aloof?”

As an answer, and as a possible direction for

future work, the poem, and Winter Numbers,

ends:

All I can know is the expanding moment,

present, infinitesimal, infinite,

in which the late sun enters without

comment

eight different sets of windows opposite.

Reading the Selected Poems (and I wish the

complete ‘Taking Notice” sequence and the de-

lightful “Rondeau After a Transatlantic Tele-

phone Call” had been included) we are first

guided with the buoyant optimism and experi-

mentation of the social explosion of the '60s,

then challenged by the emerging feminist con-

sciousness of the ’70s. The tone ripens by the

end of the Selected Poems, then, in Winter Num-

bers, Marilyn Hacker gives us her most sober and

heartrending reflections of what we become as

we grow older. Her intelligence is durable and

flexible. Her work has a freedom of thought

matched by few. Her poems provide us with what

we need to take with us into the next century.

—Kenny Fries

Kenny Fries received the Gregory Kolovakos

Award for AIDS Writing for his book ofpoems,

The Healing Notebooks (Open Books, 1990).

Body, Remember, a memoir, will be published

by Dutton.
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The Common
by Gail Mazur

University of Chicago Press

IN HER THIRD AND FINEST BOOK OF PO-

ems, Gail Mazur delves into difficult questions

readers at the end of the 20th century grapple

with as they confront common, “inexhaustible

reality.” Mazur writes about the landscape of

home and the complicated territory beyond fa-

miliar borders. Her subjects include love and its

risky isolation, families altered by loss, and the

beauty and terror immanent in the natural world.

With her fluid yet colloquial line, and her gift for

precise observation, Mazur depicts the mind in

all its reflective, reflexive operations. Her poems

show how it feels to think, enacting a process of

finding and affirming one’s own “bewildering

part in this world.”

“Puffed-up windbags, black feathered bel-

lows,/ wheezy hinges: fierce yellow-eyed un-

lovable/ inexpressively expressive grackles,”

Mazur writes in the first poem's first, exemplary

lines. The natural world, described through sight,

sound, and touch (one can feel as well as hear

the grackles’ commotion) becomes a foil for hu-

man thought in all its irony and empathy. The

book begins with ambivalence and dislocation;

the poet’s year away from her Massachusetts

home-the “luxury of leaving a life”-allows her

“distance/ between the body and its biography.”

This is, of course, the American dream. “I’m

a Stranger Here Myself” admits the lure of the

open road and its possibility of reinvention: “you

want to have cronies,/ be tired together in the

Stormy Harbor/ Coffee Shop, to be bored with

the daily specials:/ you want not to be like him,

or her, not the outsider/ who’s never sure where

things are.” But, as the poem’s witty title sug-

gests, Mazur knows better than to accept “the

lonely, confused, censorious/ American-ness of

places you drive through, where you can get ice

cream or a flat fixed, places where/ strangers get

hurt” and rejects “that vicarious life” for the real

effort of separation and solitude.

“For weeks I hadn’t written a sentence,/ for

two days 1 hadn’t spoken to an animate thing,”

Mazur writes “In Houston,” visiting the zoo

where displaced rhinos wait “for rain in the

rhino-colored dirt, too grief struck/ to move their

wrinkles.” In the aviary, bird songs remain “un-

intelligible,/ ... all their various languages

unravelling—/ no bird can get its song sung right,

separated from models of its own species.” This

fallible body, in poems like “Fracture Santa

Monica” and “Desire,” is a source of wisdom and

despair, sometimes both at once: “pleasures on

the front seat of a boy’s/ father’s car were ‘guilty,’

yet my body knew/ they were the only right

thing to do,// my body hated the cage it had

become.”

The body, bereft, needs its stories. Mazur’s

are poignant, generous, and self-aware: “What

kind of teaching is this?” she asks, transporting

her students in “Whatever They Want,” “to

Maine/ to the Ukraine, they see my great uncle’s/

dementia, my cat’s diabetes.” And her students

return the favor, supplanting the fantasies re-

sisted in “I’ m a Stranger Here Myself” with

“Texas stories, with boots, with dead fathers/

and shrimp boats, with malls, with grackles,/

with fire ants, with ice houses, with neon,/ with

rifles, and the Holy Scriptures
—

” It’s no acci-

dent that many of these subjects appear in

Mazur’s own poems, transformed by her singu-

lar vision.

Although Mazur’s signature tone is shaped

by wit and brio-she writes in her sonnet, “After

the Storm, August,” “What can 1 learn from the

hummingbird,/ a big thing like me?”—her work

is grounded in the dust of mortality. The field of

flowers in “Bluebonnets,” “delft, indigo,/ sap-

phire, some heavenly word you might// speak

to a sky,” is beautiful in its transience; brushing

their petals, the poet writes, “ This is what my
hands do well/ isn’t it, touch things about to

vanish.” At the center of The Common are po-

ems of grief and loss, including a series of ele-

gies for the poet’s father. “A Green Watering

Can,” “Phonic,” “Pennies from Heaven,” and

“Another Tree,” disclose the character of a good

man whose optimism the poet honors but can-

not share. “I'd believe this story—/ but that's not my

green watering can/ nourishing the hopeful dead,”

Mazur concludes after imagining her revenant

father tending “thirsty graves,/ the old ones no

one visits,” and providing, with her tales told

and retracted, art’s multiple vision-the photo

and its negative held in a single glance.

Finally, in “Yahrzeit,” the poet opens to “flash

and color/ I’ve been blind to these two bereft

Octobers,” as grief “flares, and lets go, like de-

sire.” Acceptance and awareness mark the book’s

final section, as Mazur returns to “admire/ the

star turns of my town’s great trees,// a kind of

payoff/ (I want to think) for all the dying,” and,

in the title poem, reckons her place among “Iron

cannons from the Revolution. Ghost music—folk

songs, rock concerts, Sunday demonstrations./

A granite slab . . . where Washington// took com-

mand.” These poems insinuate the body and its

biography into the arena of history. “At Boston

Garden, First Night of the War, 1991,” shows

“the body’s. . . intelligence so easily confused” by

patriotic songs stirring a crowd gathered to

watch a Celtics game—affected the same way

the body, slyly, is moved by poetry. When, in

“Lilacs on Brattle Street,” the poet projects her

own fears about Chernobyl onto a boy “swept

for the first time by the question/ What ifnothing

lasts!” we trust her because she knows so inti-

mately the biography of “Tory Row”—Long-

fellow “lost in Dante... /or Margaret Fuller, her

father’s only son,”—as well as the Marvel Com-

ics, plastic dinosaurs and “inchling/ woolly mam-

moth” proper to the boy with “arms full/ of lav-

ender plunder, lilacs he’s bringing home/ for his

mother.”

Implicit in the statement nothing lasts is a

question: how does one act in the face of anni-

hilation? Mazur’s responding moral vision, like

the Jewish law alluded to in “Family Plot,” is

primarily social, concerned more with behavior

than belief. The Common is a worldly book

—
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tough, smart, passionate, and deeply humane.

In her previous volume. The Pose of llai^ihitess,

Mazur quotes the Persian proverb, “The world

is a bridge; build no house upon it.” The Com-

mon accepts the shakiness of stanchion and py-

lon, yet proceeds to fashion an enduring struc-

ture from common clay. In Gail Mazur’s words,

our shared, ordinary, ephemeral lives become

—

like the bluebonnets, the hummingbird, the

maples and live oaks—eloquent and beautiful.

—Joyce Peseroff

Joyce Peseroff has fnihlisheii two collections of

f>oetry, The Hardness Scale and A Dog in the

Lifeboat She teaches in the MFA ideogram at

Emerson College in Boston.

The Inferno of Dante
A New Verse Translation

by Robert Pinsky

illustrated by Michael Mazur

notes by Nicole Pinsky

foreword by John Freccero

Farrar, Straus and Giroux

THE LINKS BETWEEN SIN AND SALVATION

are, for Americans, full of contradiction. To con-

firm this all you have to do is walk to your local

Store-24 and check-out the tabloids. The deli-

ciously ludicrous collages of vicious starlets, phi-

landering politicos, overweening pop singers and

power-egos fallen from grace, the accusatory, sor-

rowful and lamenting headlines—the covers say

it all. On the one hand, they affirm the views of

our Puritan forebears: men and women are es-

sentially corrupt, the cosmos our souls inhabit

is fouled with spiritual wreckage, and personal

salvation is nearly impossible. On the other, the

celebrity of these sinners suggests that our ob-

session with sin is very much the flip side of our

obsession with destiny, ambition, success and

ascendance. Their transgressions are bound up

oddly and tightly with the sense of endless pos-

sibility that calls out from the adjective Ameri-

can.

In either case, punishment and suffering are

much on our minds. The virulence of social and

political life being only a projection of our fears

that the American dream failed — a dream of

salvation. We seem trapped now between the

vindictiveness of punishment and a fevered striv-

ing for self-improvement that simulates redemp-

tion. Meanwhile, dropping into the mosh pit that

is American life in the mid-90’s comes Robert

Pinsky’s vibrant new translation of Dante’s In-

ferno, a masterly re-making. Entirely relevant to

our moment, it holds up a mirror to a fatally

desolate and chaotic America, an America of the

spirit as much as event. But this Inferno appeals

as well for its bravado. Not only is this transla-

tion compelling, it entertains. Its exhilarations

are at least as physical and dramatic as they are

moral and intellectual. Pinsky’s Dante seems

craftier than 99% of the world’s film directors.

A movie like Oliver Stone’s Natural Born Kill-

ers seeks after this kind of power, but misses by

a mile—it remains a mere recording of event and

factoid, technologically inventive, but with no

interior, psychological force. In a way, the In-

ferno is also a piece of great technological inven-

tion. For the purposes of writing his Commedia,

Dante devised the poetic form called terza rima,

three-line stanzas that rhyme in the pattern aha,

hch, ede, etc. Difficult to translate because En-

glish is relatively rhyme-poor compared to Ital-

ian, this rhyming does something paradoxical,

it makes a language “at once propulsive and epi-

grammatic,” as Pinsky explains in his Translator’s

Note. Swiftness and expressiveness are balanced

by concision and definition. The spiritual ten-

sions are made physical. As Pinsky says: “By

devising terza rima as the body for a poem about

the fates of souls and bodies, Dante added an

expressive element as well as a kind of move-

ment. His variations in tone and idiom—from

direct to elaborately rhetorical, for example, or

from high to low—have an emotional truth that

moves in counterpoint with the current of inter-

locking rhymes.” Pinsky’s use of consonantal or

Yeatsian rhyme allows him to project these pow-

erful tensions, as well as the idiomatic intensity

of the original Italian, without either wrenching

English syntax or resorting to cumbrous diction.

John Freccero, the eminent Dante scholar,

comments in his foreword to this translation that

“the poem is written in a language that we speak

now, no matter what language we speak.” But

this vague praise is slightly

misleading. It suggests one of

those contemporary theatri-

cal up-datings of Lear that

make the king an aging CEO
facing the hostile-takeover of

his media conglomerate in

mid-80’s Manhattan. Frec-

cero means, I think, that

Pinsky’s version has imme-

diacy—its language a current

in our ears, charged, alive, as

various as the speech we hear

everyday. It is not colloquial

(in fact, at times, the diction

sounds 19th century, or “lit-

erary”). But its immediacy

feels true to Dante's original

desire to write a “comedy,”

not in the elevated speech of

Latin, but the “humble” idiom

of the Gospels, in Tuscan Ital-

ian. This “humble” idiom is

of course amazingly com-

plex-full of conflicting tonal registers, large rhe-

torical shiftings, a broad range of diction. One

can see why Emerson, Longfellow, and other

poets of the early 19th century heard in the

poem’s language a potential model for what an

“American” poetry might eventually do: make a

music equal to the contradictions of American

experiences and tongues.

In this translation, the motion of the music

implies the swiftness of the mind, an expressive

intelligence. And, as if to remind us constantly

of the mind’s ferocity, numerous scenes echo the

music, with images of turbulent rivers and of

birds swirling in the wind, the frantic legs of sin-

ners scrambling, the flailing arms of those who
drown. Dante’s powerful language would be a

great deal less important to us if it didn’t em-

body a psychological drama. The Inferno is ener-

gized by tensions between the swirling powers

of the mind—between the rational, observing,

judgmental eye and sculpted voice and the emo-

tionally impulsive, sometimes erotic, often bru-

tal and always possessive unconscious forces that

can’t seem to be repressed. The design of Hell,

with its nine circles, converts Augustinian eth-

ics into a topographic cosmology and maps a

Christian moral order. But the journey of Dante

and Virgil, his guide—a journey of testing and

education—is a great deal less resolved than it

might seem.

This swirl of psychological energies emerges

out of the split between Dante the author and

Dante the pilgrim. Few passages more movingly

encompass these vying forces than Canto V, set

in the second circle, where carnal sinners have

been sent by Minos—’’the great connoisseur of

sin,” the shipping clerk of Hell, who indicates

the level to which sinners have been assigned

by wrapping himself with his tail the appropri-

ate number of times. Here, the lovers are con-

demned to fly about in a hurricane wind that

exposes both the vulnerability of human souls

and the harshness of the judgment, a wind of

“perpetual motion”:

Dante notices in this flock two of his con-

temporaries, Francesca, wife of Gianciotto

Malatesta, and Paolo, her lover and brother-in-

law, both murdered by her husband. Encoun-

tering them, he is alternately empathetic and

inquisitorial, first moved and shaken that “pas-

sion so deep/should bring them here,” then push-

ing, quizzing them to confess “how and in what

shape/or manner did Love first show you those
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Sweeping the ravaged spirits as it rends.

Twists, and torments them. Driven as if to land.

They reach the ruin: groaning, tears, laments.

And cursing of the power of Heaven. I learned

They suffer here who sinned in carnal things

—

Their reason mastered by desire, suborned.

As winter starlings riding on their wings

Form crowded flocks, so spirits dip and veer

Foundering in the wind’s rough buffetings.

Upward or downward, driven here and there

With never ease from pain nor hope of rest.

As chanting cranes will form a line in air.

So I saw souls come uttering cries—wind-tossed.

And lofted by the storm.



MICHAEL MAZUR, "CANTO III," 1992, MONOTYPE

desires/so hemmed by doubt,” (The ironic an-

swer, of course, is that it was a book, a tale of

romance, that brought them to their ruin,) And

while Dante is finally overwhelmed by sympa-

thy for them, it is not always so throughout the

poem. Though Dante the author always accedes

to and relies upon the power of Heaven, the sym-

pathy for sinners so often shown by Dante the

pilgrim forces the reader to ask a question: what

kind of God would create such punishments, and

so lack forgiveness? The question lingers— more

so in this translation than in others — and it is

reinforced by some of the commentaries pro-

vided by Pinsky and Frecerro with Notes that

follow the poem (these notes, by the translator’s

eldest daughter, Nicole Pinsky, provide exactly

the kind of non-interpretive guidance one needs;

identifying in an uncluttered way “the literary

and historical information Dante’s original au-

dience might have had,” they indirectly make

clear to the reader in the process that Dante’s

peom was written as a response to the events

and thinking of his times).

In the Inferno, the punishment inflicted on a

sinner matches the specific wickedness, resem-
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bling in metaphorical ways

the sin itself. This is the

system of contrayasso. Its

metaphoric palpability sug-

gests as much as anything

the force of conscience.

Thus Paolo and Francesca,

who were unable to resist

lust, are buffeted by a ter-

rible wind. In other cantos,

murderers boil in a river of

blood, schismatics are tom

in half, gluttons get chewed

by Cerberus, spendthrifts

find themselves scattered

in the woods. Fortune-tell-

ers, prophesiers like Tiresias,

are forced to march at a “li-

turgical” pace, their heads

wrenched around and facing

backwards. Perhaps the

most troubling of these im-

ages is that of the grove of

suicides, those who have

harmed the soul in killing

the body—bodiless, their

souls have been trans-

formed into thickets that

bleed when broken. After

the final judgment their

bodies will be hung there,

“every one/fixed on the

thornbush of its wounding

shade.”

The unrelenting par-

ticularity of the punish-

ments imagined by Dante

both disturbs and compels.

Deeply resonant in the

ways he draws upon the

Roman poet Ovid’s tales of

bodily transformation in The Metamorphoses, they

are also oddly familiar because—as Pinsky ex-

plains in one of his notes—these inventions have

been the basis of gothic horror from Mary

Shelley’s Frankenstein to movies like Alien and

Night of the Living Dead.

If the modem imagination is a set of

conventions, then this translation makes

us more aware of Dante’s wide influence

on those conventions. In the graphic sort

of body knowledge it possesses, we see

distortions not unlike those in the paint-

ings of Francis Bacon. In its reportings of

conspiracy and intrigue in the political

world above ground, there is plenty to re-

mind us of our own paranoid theories of

power. And in the description of the city

of Dis, many will sense a subtle resonance

with the cyber-industrialized world of a film like

Blade Runner. In fact, there is a cinematic quality

in much of the action of the narrative—not just

in the transformations that are akin to morphing

and other kinds of special effects, but even more

so in the journey’s telescoping movements and

distilled images.

Dante's journey starts from the fact of being

lost, “being so full of sleep/whatever moment it

was 1 began to blunder/off the tme path.” He

must go deeper into that lostness, not away fi-om

it. He must prove his faith, by acknowledging

his need and yielding to his guide. His need

emerges out of the inadequacy of past experi-

ence in the face of what he encounters. Reading

Dante’s conversations with Virgil, it is impos-

sible not to recall Robert Frost’s canny instruc-

tion in “Directive”—to “let a guide direct you/

who only has at heart your getting lost.” Virgil,

in this role, is both consoling and cajoling. That

we recognize Virgil himself as one of the great

epic poets only reinforces Dante's own role as

narrator—he becomes in relation to us what

Virgil is to him.

This role is a privilege granted to Dante, as a

result of his faith (both religious and poetic). But,

in another sense, the privilege results from an

act of rebellion. The poem allows Dante to

achieve the immortal glory promised in Canto

XV by his old teacher Brunetto Latini, but he

fulfills this ambition by giving fame to the sin-

ners he encounters while journeying through

Hell. As the critic Wendy Lesser points out, “for

Dante to promote the reputations of the sinners

in a Catholic hell seems to be rather going against

God’s wishes—especially if that is precisely what

the sinners most desire.” He keeps alive the

names of the damned. Curiously, for the

damned, this fame resembles what we call “ce-

lebrity,” an inflatedproof of existence. For Dante,

the poet’s larger obligation is to immortalize, to

create memory. The most frequendy asked ques-

tion in the poem is “Who are you?”

That immortality is created through language

is both audacious and moving. The journey

Dante and Virgil are on has a constant counter-

point, those stories told either by or about the

ones who suffer eternal damnation. The stories

report on earthly lives, and they are insistent

about failings, imperfection. But there is an equal

insistence on speaking—on “witnessing”—even

though Dante continually doubts whether lan-

guage can render the experience. Coming upon

Count Ugolino gnawing the skull of Archbishop

Ruggieri, Dante implores him,

“You, showing such bestial hatred for him beneath,

whom you devour: tell me your reason,” 1 cried,

“And, on condition that your grievance is right.

Knowing both who you are and what wrong deed

This one committed against you, 1 may yet

Repay you for whatever you may say.

Up in the world above—by telling it.

If that with which 1 speak does not go dry.”

This sense of the strain upon, the limits of,

the inadequacy of language is intensified by the

disturbing split consciousness that dominates the

poem: the split between Dante's empathy for

suffering sinners and his approval of God’s righ-

teous justice. In moments like the passages that

deal with Ugolino's story of his imprisonment

—

the terrible fate suffered by both him and his

children—the ambiguities are acute. They force



US as readers to question where we place our-

selves in relation to suffering, how we under-

stand it. The complications of our responses are

what we sense in Dante's split consciousness.

What is suffering? What is guilt? What is inno-

cence? What really explains the genocidal sieges

of Sarajevo and Vukovar, the devastations of

AIDS, the violence of spirit and body involved

in the blowing up of the Federal office building

in Oklahoma City?

As much as the inevitability ofjudgment and

morality, Robert Pinsky’s translation emphasizes

ambiguities and gaps in understanding. He is

lucky to have worked with the artist Michael

Mazur, whose methods and preoccupations have

echoed his own. As a response to the poem, the

illustrations—monotypes—seem personal in the

best sense. The poem has lived in the artist for a

long time, ever since working in Florence as a

young man, which he discusses in his own es-

say in this magazine last year.

The nature of the monotype process gives

Mazur’s prints an immediacy like that of the

poem's speech. The illustrations have the same

physicality as the verse—expressive, dramatic in

gesture. As images they are utterly concise with-

out being literal renderings. What is not rendered

is just as important as what is—what has been

erased, darkened, smudged, wiped, marked over,

abstracted out, seems to have intensified the

metaphoric properties of what remains. I think

particularly of the image of the hurricane wind

that sweeps the ravaged souls (Canto V), and of

the one depicting those who, having practiced

prophesy, are forced to walk with their heads

wrenched around on their necks, facing back-

ward (Canto XX). And especially of the moving

illustration of the sinners crowding Charon’s

boat, to be ferried to the eternal dark. Mazur's

rendering of the massed souls is palpable and

distinct; but at the same time they are barely

there, there only as anonymous, simple marks.

Really they are the basic syntax for making a

mark. But they possess the felt presence of the

printmaker—through his fingers and thumb

—

which somehow translates these spirits as vul-

nerable and trusting: it makes us see them as

human, like us, and deserving of empathy, de-

spite their sins, maybe because of them.

This “felt presence” in Mazur’s monotypes

reminds us that a great translation is made out

of the pressure exerted on the original by the

translator, by who he is. It also helps explain a

moment of surprise 1 had last December when
listening to Robert Pinsky read from the Inferno.

Surprise that the way he'd translated the poem’s

famous opening would bring to mind someone

totally unconnected to the world Dante had in-

habited.

Midway on our life’s journey, I found myself

In dark woods, the right road lost. To tell

About those woods is hard—so tangled and

rough

And savage . .

.

The right road lost—the phrase had made me
think suddenly of the most Dantescan figure in

the most American of all art forms: Robert

Johnson, the haunted and haunting guitarist and

singer of Delta blues, who sang of a hellhound

on his trail and lived like it was true.

Who feared the devil most because he

knew him best. Maybe, as Allen

Grossman has said, it is the purpose of

poetry to make you think of something

else. But, really, it had more to do with

a subtle presence Robert Pinksy had

carried into Dante’s language—or let’s

say, at the least, a couple of slightly dif-

ferent Robert Pinskys, the one who
loves American idiom, and the one

whose love of jazz and rhythm and

blues is clear in his own poems and

essays, and who plays the sax himself.

So the right road lost, for a moment, had

something of a blues inflection to it. It

was a bright note that leapt between

our American century and Dante’s

Florentine one.

—David Rivard

David Rivard is the author ofa hook of

f^oetns, Torque. He teaches at Tufts

University and in the Vermont College

MFA in Writing jvrogram.

MICHAEL MAZUR, "CANTO XX," 1993, MONOTYPE
PHOTOS L&D WEBBER
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The Primary Colors

by Alexander Theroux

Hatr\’ Holt and Comiiany

“THERE IS MUCH BLUE CLAY ON CAPE
Cod,” Alexander Theroux tells us in The Primary

Colors, his extended, erudite, and almost-ex-

haustive (but never exhausting) riff on the col-

ors blue (67 pages), yellow (89 pages), and red

(a full 109 pages). Mary McCarthy would have

called the book, not disparagingly, a curio; other

works it brings to mind are William Gass’s “philo-

sophical inquiry” On Being Bine, and, of course,

the chapters on color in Wassily Kandinsky’s

Concerning the Spiritual in Art, from which

Theroux quotes frequently. What follows is a

review of sorts, a playful appreciation, an ad-

dendum.

BLUE

A nice, surprising touch is Theroux’s bow to “the

flat opulent heart-stopping blue” of Richard

Diebenkorn's painting “Ocean Park No. 79,” but

what of the blues of Ruisdael's varying skies,

James Baldwin’s “Sonny’s Blues,” or the charac-

teristically intense (i.e. “Lawrentian”) blue in

D.H. Lawrence’s “Bavarian Gentians”:

Reach me a gentian, give me a torch!

let me guide myselfwith the blue, forked torch of

[this

flower

down the darker and darker stairs, where blue is

[darkened

on blueness

And speaking of intense, there is Van Gogh’s

“turbulent indigo,” also the tide of Joni Mitchell’s

latest recording, not to mention her earlier “Blue”

(referring both to a lover—by name—and a

mood), cited by Rolling Stone as one of the top

100 rock and roll albums—one of the few by a

woman to make the list. Why should Queen

Mitchell be overlooked when those two kings

of Pop—Elvis Presley and the mediocre-at-best

Andy Warhol—are included?

While pillaging Pop, Marianne Faithfull (a

blue lady if there ever was one) has a marvel-

ously wicked song called “Blue Millionaire”

(“Seen him drinking gin from pale blue bottles. .

.

Lit by fire and disrepair/The blue millionaire.”);

there is a novelty song “Blue Kahlua,” taught to

me by my childhood friend Barbara Sheaffer, a

very large widow who spent many a hot and

humid afternoon in the darkness of her Central

Florida living room, listening to opera and cry-

ing. “Hearts are never blue in Blue Kahlua,” she

would sing to me in something of a yodel, flut-

tering her eyelashes. “I’m never blue, when I’m

with you, in Blue Kahlua.” A couple more titles:

Colette’s The Blue Lantern (“I ride at anchor be-

neath the blue lantern”) and Louise Bogan’s The

Blue Estuaries.

“Bluestocking” was a surprising omission

from Theroux’s book (especially given his pre-

dilections and prejudices)-that usually dispar-

aging euphemism for feminist which, according

to the Oxford Dictionary of English Etymology,

was “applied from c. 1780 to the intellectuals

who met in London at the houses of Mrs.

Montague and others, where blue worsted stock-

ings were worn by some instead of black silk.”

A bluestocking, Olive Chancellor by name, plays

a prominent role in Henry James' The Bostonians.

And though blue roses are mentioned as a

special, unique breed, those in Tennessee

Williams’s The Glass Menagerie are left out. We
first come across them when Laura explains that

the one boy she liked in high school had called

her Blue Roses.

When I had that attack of pleurosis—he asked

me what

was the matter when 1 came back. 1 said

pleurosis—he

thought 1 said Blue Roses!

Later, that same boy, Jim, becomes the play's

"gentleman caller. " He tells Laura,

being different is nothing to be ashamed of

Because

other people are not such wonderful people.

They're

one hundred times one thousand. You're one times

one!

They walk all over the earth. You just stay here.

They're common—as weeds, but—you—well,

you're

Blue Roses!

Laura: But blue is wrong for—roses.

Jim: It's right for you! You're pretty!

One wonders how Theroux could have

missed this, when the possessive form of his own
name might just as easily be mistaken for blue

roses as pleurosis was. Listen: Theroux’s blue roses.

And here is Sylvia Plath on the writing of the

poems in Ariel: “They were all written at about

four in the morning—that still blue, almost eter-

nal hour before the baby’s cry, before the glassy

music of the milkman settling his bottles.”

And who of us knew that Massachusetts

means blue hills?

YELLOW
Perhaps my favorite Theroux passage in this es-

say is his mention of “Xanthocyanopsy,” a form

of colorblindness in which only yellow and blue

can be made out: “the perfect Vermeerite,”

Theroux adds. He seems to have a color blind-

ness of his own, however, as he writes that yel-

low is the basic color scheme in the film Last

Tango in Paris. But that is not what I saw; nor

did Pauline Kael, who wrote in her orgiastic re-

view for the New Yorker (October 28, 1972): “The

colors in this movie are late-afternoon orange-

beige-browns and pink—the pink of flesh

drained of blood, corpse pink. They are so deli-



cately modulated that romance and rot are one.”

And Ms. Kael was never prone to wearing

rose-colored glasses.

And what about the Disney film Old Yclicr,

the apotheosis of boy-and-his-dog films; or the

forgotten forsythia shrub, one of spring’s first

blooms? There is Doris Lessing’s The Goldeit

Notebook, “The Yellow Rose of Texas,” ’60s singer

Donovan’s “Mellow Yellow” (“quite rightly”);

and surely a picardy third (or Teirce de Picardie),

“the name given to a major Tonic chord ending

a composition in a minor key” according to the

Harvard Concise Dictionary of Music, which has

the effect of a sunburst, would be yellow, if not

golden.

Yellow is said to be one of Liza Minnelli’s

favorite colors, in honor of her father Vincente,

director of the film biography of Van Gogh, the

Technicolor Lust for Life. And while Theroux

devotes over a page to Van Gogh in this essay

(and righdy so-the sunflowers!), wryly calling

him “an insipient xanthopsiac,” what about

Vincent’s yellow bed (“Bedroom at Arles”), yel-

low chair (“The Chair and the Pipe”), or those

swirling gradations of yellow that illuminate

“Starry Night”? “So few colors,” Theroux writes,

“give the viewer such a feeling of ambivalence

or leave in one such powerful, viscerally enforced

connotations and contradictions.” Van Gogh:

connoisseur of yellow.

But I take strong issue with, in fact 1 see red,

at Theroux’s inclusion on his subjective list of

things that seem yellow to him, along with

“maiden aunts, gumdrops, diffidence, (and) the

letter H”: “all women’s poems (except Emily

Dickinson).” Not that 1 disagree about Dickinson,

for she could do (and did!) any color in the spec-

trum. But what about the poems of Muriel

Rukeyser, Sylvia Plath, and Adrienne Rich, to

name but a few? We know that Theroux’s read-

ing is anything but narrow; could yellow also

be the color of misogyny? (Interestingly enough,

later, in his “Red” essay, Theroux quotes Plath

frequently and calls her “a distincdy red poet.”

Is he forgetting his remark in “Yellow,” or is he

differentiating between poem and poet? If so, I

would ask how it is possible for “a decidedly

red poet” to write yellow poems?

RED

“In China, brides popularly wore red and were

carried in a red carriage with a red parasol over-

head; a red card tied the caps of the bride and

groom together, and red firecrackers were ex-

ploded in their honor,” the encyclopedic Theroux

tells us. Picture that if you will. I’d like to.

But imagine this as well: My friend Sena, a

fellow transplanted Southerner, had an aunt who
liked the color red so much that not only was
everything she wore red, she also once dyed her

hair with Rit dye (Scarlet #5), because she

wanted it that particular shade of red. And she

got it, too, briefly. Then her hair fell out.

The poinsettia, according to Truman Capote,

is “the Bob Goulet of botany.”

William Carlos Williams commemorated a

red wheelbarrow in his marvelous, Imagist poem
of the same title:

so much def^eiuls

uyou

a red wheel

barrow

glazed with rain

water

beside the white

chickens.

It is a surprising omission since Theroux

writes so extensively about red and white to-

gether. “A certain fraternity has always existed

between white and red... The colors not only

look good together, but in very real terms of vi-

sual relief almost need each other.”

And while on the subject of red vehicles,

what about that little red wagon my mother was

always bringing up, as in “I’ll fix your little red

wagon”?

Am I the only one who found the red coat

on the child in the otherwise black-and-white

film Schindler's List unnecessary, sentimental, and

downright condescending?

And isn’t it surprising that Van Gogh didn't

much use the color red. Nor did Vermeer, which

is less surprising, (though when he did use it, as

in the warm red of the brick buildings in “Street

in Delft” and “View of Delft,” he used it well).

But the painter who used red most effectively-to

my eye—was Hans Hofmann—a result not only

of how saturated his red is but also because of

the colors he surrounded it with. Lime green,

for example.

English sculptor Henri Gaudier-Brzeska did

a piece called “Red Dancer” based on Isadora

Duncan (surely a red dancer) in lovely Mansfield

Sandstone. And the title of a recent volume of

poetry about French philosopher Simone Weil

is called The Red Virgin (by Stephanie Strickland),

an interesting, somewhat oxymoronically-

sounding title.

There is Provincetown’s own Joel Meyero-

witz’s book of photographs of redheads, and fi-

nally, there is Theroux’s (a West Barnstablian)

splendid book itself. What better testament to

its value can I give than the following: The morn-

ing I finished reading The Primary Colors, I went

downstairs and raised the blinds on the front

windows that overlook the street. There, parked

right in front of the house, slick with rain, was a

bright, maraschino cherry-red car. Fora moment,

it took my breath away.

—Robin Lippincott

Robin Lippincott reviews art and photography

books for the "In Short" section of the New York

Times Book Review. His story, "The Real, True

Angel, " appears elsewhere in this issue.

Original folk art, metal
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art-wear and more —
in the wildest

ways imaginable.
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By sailing on the Dolphin boats, you will have
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the Center for Coastal Studies in Provincetown.
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including Sunset Cruise
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or from the Lower Cape: 349-1900
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PAUL KRUEGER VACATION HOUSE

AL\N DODGE

DANIEL SULLIVAN

PAUL KRUEGER

BY JOAN MARKS

C
ape Cod is no showcase for contemporary

architecture, like Long Island’s Hamptons,

where a residential home costing millions may
be designed by the head of a world-class firm as

a signature piece. Thank God, you may say. But

there’s a downside, too. This is not fertile soil

for innovators in architecture. Despite the pres-

ence of Marcel Breuer, Serge Chermayeff, Carl

Koch, and Eero Saarinen, who were born in Eu-

rope, fled to the States in the ’40s, and built

houses hidden off dirt roads connecting the

ponds of Wellfleet, many new houses continue

to look as traditional as if they were built in the
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19th century. But some of the most intriguing

homes do not. Three active and talented con-

temporary architects, Alan Dodge, Daniel

Sullivan, and Paul Krueger, each with offices on

the Lower Cape, share a preoccupation with

building houses, often off the beaten track, that

are barely visible and enhance their sites with-

out being intrusive.

Alan Dodge views his witty and sophisticated

designs as a continuation of a vernacular tradi-

tion which has produced barns, bungalows,

pueblos, and Cape Cods in an area where gla-

ciers long ago carved the landscape into basins

and hillocks and scattered glittering ponds amid

thickets of scrub pine and hardwoods. Dodge,

thoughtful and soft-spoken, likens the designs

of Frank Lloyd Wright, his major influence, to a

poetry that emerges from the earth. “When you

see Wright’s homes,” he said, “you really start

understanding what inhabiting or dwelling

means.” After receiving his architect’s degree

from Renssalaer Polytechnic Institute, Dodge en-

rolled in the Rhode Island School of Design in

order to explore his ideas in a creative environ-

ment. “In a way,” he said, “I’m making sculp-

ture to walk around in. I like serene, defined

space that doesn’t need a lot of clutter. It’s free-

ing not to surround oneself with the objects our

society tries to force us to accumulate.”

The sculptural quality of a house he designed

on a strict budget is so compelling that anything

more would be excessive. Located in a Wellfleet

subdivision, the building is shaped of equidis-

tant rectangles, like a Greek cross set below an

octagon. Concrete, a comparatively inexpensive

material usually ignored in residences, becomes

a visually exciting floor when cut into varying

shapes whose single circular motif is embedded

with stones. Concrete also forms a sculptural fire-

place made of two-foot square “donuts” cast on

the job, as was an adjacent seating slab. Another

dramatic but low-cost highlight is a bath with

mirrors set into a wall at right angles, creating

the illusion of multiple images.

The opposite problem, making less out of

more, was posed by a Truro house so large

Dodge wanted to play down its size. The 4000-

square-foot structure is set on a six-acre site with

a steep hill and gully whose pitch was modified

by soil excavated from the basement. Built into

the hillside below ground level, the house, with

its low-slung, somewhat Asiatic hip roofs, gradu-

ally declares itself as one approaches. “Burrow-

ing the house into the hill,” he said, “creates a

wonderful forecourt that provides shelter from

winter winds and cuts down the scale. You feel

as though the house is part of the landscape.”

The Asian theme is reinforced by Japanese

screens and by a series of stepped terraces, like

rice paddies, that follow the angle of the 70-foot

hill down to the Pamet River.

For a master bedroom addition to an old Cape

Cod house in Truro, Dodge designed a structure

that harmonizes with the original, linking the

two with a deck crowned by an exotic evergreen

resembling a dragon’s spine. The new building,

growing rhythmically from the center with tri-

angles that subdivide and radiate from right

angles (the kind of geometry at which Dodge

excels), has the same structure as a shell which

still retains its shape as it enlarges. The architect

is also partial to polygons and has designed pre-

fabricated modular housing systems based upon

octagons.

Daniel Sullivan enjoys being persuasive about

modernism. It is the most logical option, he con-

tends, conceding only that conventional design

comforts our basic insecurities. Charming old

Cape Cod homes with small rooms and low ceil-

ings, built to retain heat and located in protected

valleys, were sensible for families headed by

absentee seafarers. Today, advances in technol-

ogy make it feasible to live in exposed areas with

superb views without sacrificing comfort. “Mod-

ern homes are intimately aligned with nature,”

Sullivan said, glancing through a large plate glass



feet, permitting the family to mingle and yet have

privacy. Except for one winterized unit, the

house is constructed like a typical summer cot-

tage with exposed wiring and pipes. The other

house, designed for a client and also on three

levels, at first glance could be mistaken for a New
England barn, except that its consistent 12-foot

width comes from a concept developed by Le

Corbusier. It was built for the $8000 budgeted

by the owners.

Other Krueger designs seem familiar and

welcoming at first glance. Their exteriors blend

well with existing dwellings while their interiors

provide increased light and greater volume of

open space. One group of small cottages, over-

looking the Pamet River, is unified seamlessly

by a meandering boardwalk which maximizes

the opportunity to savor a spectacular view.

Another project is a U-shaped house on Lieu-

tenant Island whose form was suggested by the

needs of a couple with grown children. Privacy

was created by placing the master bedroom in

one wing, a common family room in the middle,

and guest rooms on the other side. It was the

first major endeavor this couple had taken to-

gether, making them examine how they lived.

They were happy with the result.

Joait Marks is a journalist and a resident of Truro.

Site writes on the arts for the Provincetown

Banner.
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living room window in his home overlooking

North Truro Bay. “For me, sunset is part of my
daily experience. In this house, 1 am in the envi-

,

ronment.”

The opposite of an architectural statement,

his own house is hidden from view with the

exception of an exposed garage. A flight of

I
wooden stairs leads from the driveway to a

!

walled Japanese garden; what is beyond is not

apparent. Sullivan savors recapturing the expe-

rience of a first-time visitor. “You’re deliberately

slowed down by the configuration of the walk,

and you look at the wall and see a hanging sculp-

ture, then pass through a door to enter the house.

You’re in the dining room, turn a corner, and

surprise—the sea is right in front of you. The

house delights like a good meal. You bite into a

plain cake and find a chocolate layer.”

A graduate of Massachusetts Institute of

Technology and its school of architecture,

Sullivan designs deceptively simple structures

with low lines and right angles which recall the

international style exemplified by Breuer. “A

PAUL KRUEGER VACATION HOUSE
PHOTO STEVE ROSENTHAL

house can look simple and be complex," he said.

‘You should be much more aware of your own
sensations than of how deliberately the angles

are planned.” Over the past 25 years, he has

designed more than 50 houses on the Cape, tem-

pering Bauhaus purity with informality and soft-

ness. He prefers beige paint and ceramic tile in-

stead of black and white.

Another residence he designed, overlooking

the bay in North Truro, makes an immediate

impact with triangular sawtooth skylights soar-

ing alongside a long, low flat roof. The house is

an ingenious triumph over a problem site, a dune

and a large cavity where fishermen once stored

their rigs. Sullivan bridged two foundations

above the cavity and floated a deck over the un-

disturbed dune. To modify the severity of right

angles, he often uses circles, in this instance a

large porthole in an outdoor shower, circular

stairs, circles perforating exposed structural steel

ALAN DODGE, KAHN HOUSE
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beams, and strips of circular bulbs — which he

jokingly calls “chorus girl lights” —twinkling in

the kitchen and the bath. He repeats materials

and shapes throughout a structure in a spirit of

unification, “creating calmness through continu-

ity, instead of a jumpy or restless atmo-

sphere.”

“One thing that’s disconcerting,” said

Paul Krueger, who divides his time be-

tween Truro and Cambridge, “is to see a

hotel in Singapore and the exact same

building in New York. These places are

very individual, with their own style of liv-

ing, materials, builders, and atmosphere.

They should have their own architecture.”

Krueger received his degree in architec-

ture from Harvard and later became project

architect for Harvard’s Carpenter Center

for the Visual Arts, designed by Le

Corbusier. Some of Krueger’s early plans

were influenced by the master, but he now
considers the work too sleek for Cape Cod.

All the same, two international-style

homes he built almost 20 years ago of un-

treated board and batten seem an intrinsic

part of the Truro landscape. One is his own
vacation house, an angular compound in

three sections, like building blocks tossed

on a hill. Stairs, porches, balconies, and

boardwalks connect the vertical complex

in which Krueger lives, which rambles over 40
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Land’s End

BY GEORGE BRYANT

When Charles Lothrop Higgins, a bachelor,

built his summer home at 22 Commer-

cial Street in 1904 he was a Boston milliner with

roots here in Provincetown and in our sister fish-

ing city of Gloucester. His father was a

Provincetown transplant who with his partner

Gifford founded a large and internationally fa-

mous boatbuilding firm. They moved their op-

erations to Gloucester in the early 1870s when
Charles was about 10 years of age. It was appar-

ent that a far more fertile field existed on the

other side of Massachusetts Bay. Gloucester was

the principal salt cod port in the country and

Provincetown was a distant second.

If vintage Provincetown was an exciting

tangle of artists and fishermen. Cape Ann was

even more so and at an earlier time. In Charles

Higgins' adolescence the working waterfront of

Gloucester was a tough and seamy place redo-

lent with the odors of tar, fish glue, oil, and dry-

ing fish. In addition there were saloons, riggers,

ship fitters, as well as boatbuilders competing

for limited space. Higgins and Gifford were situ-

ated in the middle of all of it.

Death at sea was a constant possibility and

dozens of fishermen drowned nearly every year.

It has been estimated that 1000 fishing vessels

were lost and 10,000 men drowned there over

the course of a hundred years. Charles' mother

was well known for her interest in the welfare

of fishing widows and was frequently praised

for it.

There were heroes: Captain Solomon “Sol"

Jacobs, the Newfoundland native highline fish-

ermen who was called the “King of the Mack-

erel Killers"; Howard Blackburn who had lost

all of his fingers in a winter dory fishing trip. To

show that he still had the “stuff' he later sailed

twice to Europe in tiny boats. Somewhat less

than a hero was the famous “Drunken Duncan

from Baddeck,” a powerful Cape Breton Scot,

the terror of the waterfront who left a series of

broken jaws and bloody faces along the shore

whenever he was in port.

But there was another side to Cape Ann and

probably the one that Charles Higgins felt clos-

est to. Fitz Hugh Lane, the luminist painter, had

worked there for decades. Winslow Homer and

dozens of well-known American painters had

been drawn there by the fishermen, the sea, and

the granite shore.

Provincetown was a smaller version of

Gloucester and by the time Higgins built his sum-

mer home here artists and writers were attracted

for the same practical reasons they went to

Gloucester. These included the natural generos-

ity of local fishermen toward poor artists, which

might involve giving them a free bucket of fish

now and then. Changes in the nature of the fish-

ery opened up inexpensive housing. There was

even a Portuguese fisherman nicknamed “Sol

Jacobs” because of his great skill in catching

mackerel. Higgins would have been entirely

comfortable building and living here.

My first contact with Land's End was after

World War Two when Mrs. Cora Buckler ran it

as a tea room and guest house. I remember car-

rying large boxes of groceries up the long flights

of stairs from Commercial Street to the house

on the hill. The interior was more mysterious

than attractive. It had dark wooden ceilings and

even darker wooden walls. Against this, each

window became like a Corbusian light cannon.

Because of the contrast, the light coming through

exerted pressure on anyone present.

ALAN DODGE, LANDS END INN RENOVATION
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David Schoolman, the last owner of the

house, was fascinated by any facts related to it,

especially if tragedy was involved. It was with

intense interest that he absorbed my tale of Mrs.

Buckler’s early life. She and her sister Sarah had

been left fatherless in Provincetown's greatest

marine disaster when they were small. In Sep-

tember, 1890, the Grand Banks schooner, Cora

S. McKay sank with the loss of all 30 men on

board. Fifty-four orphans and 15 widows were

left here without any real ability to survive in a

normal way.

1 often wondered if Charles Higgins knew

Henry Davis Sleeper who built in 1907 and con-

tinually enlarged a summer home called

Beauport in Gloucester. It is familiar to anyone

interested in the decorative arts and is now
owned by the Society for the Preservation of

New England Antiquities and is open to the pub-

lic. Though Higgins was 15 years older than

Davis, they apparendy shared similar interests.

A book about building a bachelor’s cottage, dedi-

cated to Davis by the author, Gary Wetmore

Carryl, was entitled Far from the Madciating Girls.

Even though Higgins built Land’s End, I do

not think any owner enjoyed or relished the

landmark more than David Schoolman. The So-

ciety for the Preservation of New England An-

tiquities recently published a book about

Beauport and Sleeper. I am reminded of

Schoolman in the introduction: “So many apoc-

ryphal tales have been told [about Beauport] that

it is difficult to distinguish fact from fiction.

Sleeper tolerated these myths, possibly even

initiated some of them... Panache was what he

was after.”

George Bryant is an architect who writes and

lectures on Provincetown history and houses.
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Immaculate Protection Condom Company

Blessed Virgin Rubber Goddess

Art Opening and Panel Discussion

BY DY JORDAN

1 DECIDED TO WHITE R.A.T’ THAN BLACK TO THE

“Immaculate Protectioi: ,ondom Company
Blessed Virgin Rubber v , oddess Art Opening and

Panel Discussion" at the DNA Gallery one Au-

gust night last summer. After accepting Jay

Critchley's invitation to be on the panel, I learned

that, in addition to myself, all of Cape Cod’s

clergy had been invited, and three had ac-

cepted—each with impressive credentials. 1

wondered if 1 was being invited as the token

witch. Maybe 1 would be on one side of the dis-

cussion and they would all be on the other. And

what was the discussion about, anyway? Was I

supposed to defend the use of the Holy Virgin

Mother’s image on a condom package? And

could I? Was this a joke? With Jay Critchley, you

never know.

1 thought I should wear

black. In black I feel protected.

Black draws the aura in close

and weaves it tight like the

mail of a knight Zen monks and

women in mourning—those

who take time to mourn—wear

black for this reason. In black,

one can disappear into the shad-

ows and not be noticed. In

black, one is powerful. One
can strike from the shade at

something shining or peck like

a crow at something dead or

dying.

White extends the aura by

three feet and that’s always a

risk. And white adds at least

10 pounds on film and I knew this was to be

filmed. But 1 had those new billowing white

pants that Silva down at Fugalies had made me
and that long white muslin coat and they went

well together. I couldn’t decide if the white set

off my tan and made me look fit or if 1 looked

frumpish and fat and ridiculous. And what dif-

ference did it make, anyway? I put on moon-

stones and black tourmaline, hoping to strike a

balance somewhere between powerful and ri-

diculous. 1 put my hair up with one of Jim

McGaugh’s pounded silver hairpieces and

thought the amethyst in the hairpiece was nicely

highlighted by my gray hair. 1 stuck a crow

feather in my purse, just in case 1 decided at the

last minute that I could stick it in my hair with-
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out pushing the look over to the ridiculous, and

set off on my bicycle.

The DNA Gallery is above the tennis club in

the East End. It’s one of the biggest gallery spaces

in town and a little funky in a nice, open way.

You can hang out on the balcony overlooking

the tennis courts and drink wine and schmoose

while viewing the art from a distance, or you

can catch a sunset. Of course, this was not a

schmoose or sunset event but a panel discussion.

I was the first to arrive. Jay had said to come

early and I did, thinking I might get a clue as to

what this was all about, but no one was there to

clue me in. 1 was alone in the big open gallery,

sunset well underway out there on the balcony.

Rebecca Johnson’s sculpture was scattered

about on the floor among the

chairs. Patches of sand with

footprints in it surrounded her

objects of art. A huge wooden

boulder was supported on the

back of a tiny land terrapin.

The way she placed the shells

and framed the bones made

her sacred objects seem not

quite of this world—not quite

made and not quite found.

Like they came from some

similar but parallel world.

Hers, I guess.

One of Nick Lawrence's

huge paintings hung behind

the ominous five empty

chairs and podium, which is

where the panel was to sit

and speak. It drew me in. The black void spaces

burrow down into the white void spaces and

the painting looks like a cross-section of a worm
hole. It, too, is not of this world. Inside the black

void is a cocoon of day-glo color—the oranges

and greens which Nick has mastered—and you

know that from this cocoon will someday hatch

a weird, day-glo, mutant art butterfly.

Peter Edlund’s painting of the Blessed Virgin

Rubber Goddess, which Jay had chosen as the

logo for the Immaculate Protection Blessed Vir-

gin Rubber Company, was not immediately vis-

ible. It was in a cave made of blankets hanging

from the ceiling. I had to push my way past coiled

strips of rubber tires hanging from the roof of

the cave. The cave was lined with rubber tires

and in the center of each tire was a crude white

clay doll made by Jay, like tiny goddess guard-

ians of the sacred image. The cave smelled of

used rubber tires. A tape was playing jungle

sounds, birds and monkey chirps. I guess it was

a tape. I began to get the feeling of being in a

rain forest Exxon station.

The Virgin Mother Goddess of the Rain For-

est was behind a shroud of coiled rubber, like

rubber snakes dropping from rubber trees. She

glowed back there in her Virgin blue. Peter

Edlund has added the color red to her blue. A
full moon, or maybe it is a sun, is behind her.

Her arms are outstretched extending her cape

like bat wings, and the lining of her cape reflects

in the pool at her feet. She appears to be stand-

ing on water, the way the naked female figure

in the Star card of the Tarot does, but the Vir-

gin—of course—is not naked. She wears a vel-

vety gown and a crown and a brooch. She holds

stalks of wheat in her left hand, which makes

me think of Demeter, and a snake in her right

hand, which makes me think of the bitchy de-

vouring Kali side of the goddess. This is not a

traditional Mary. I guess I didn’t expect it to be,

although 1 kind of hoped it would be. I thought

of the ancient blue-eyed woodwormed image

of the Virgin on my altar beside my deceased

daughter Marasi's picture down in Louisiana and

wished that we could just put a new moon at

her feet and let her be.

1 thought of William Ryan’s image of the Vir-

gin in his poem ‘The Virgin and the Rock”

—

Gray and Ramon getting stoned in the little New
Mexico village and wanting to take her from her

ancient mountain shrine and look beneath her

royal skirt, to see if she were as smooth as a Barbie

doll under there, speculating that it wouldn’t be

hard to remain a virgin if that were so and won-

dering how easily the screws came loose from

her glass case in the side of the mountain.

I thought of the time in the Philippines just

after my daughter was born. There was a re-

mote mountain village where a statue of the Vir-

gin was, supposedly, weeping. I strapped Marasi

to my chest Ifugao style and traveled for a full

day in a jeepney over jagged mountain roads to

see the weeping Mary, but when we got there it

was raining, so we couldn’t tell if she was weep-

ing or not.

When 1 come out of the shrine, the gallery is

full of people, the panel discussion about to be-

gin. The Episcopal priest, Richard Russell, is say-

ing to Jay that he thinks the painting should be

brought out of the shrine for the discussion. He

Someone stood up and

said it was a sacrilege

to put Mary on a

condom and left, but

most thought taking

the Virgin Mother back

from the Catholic

church and putting her

to work in the rain

forest selling condoms

was okay.
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thinks that what he has to say about

the Virgin can be more easily under-

stood by the audience if the paint-

ing is visible, but Jay makes the de-

cision to leave the painting where it

is.

As for me, I didn't know what 1

had to say about the Virgin. We were

each to talk for eight minutes and

then the audience would be allowed

to ask questions or make observa-

tions about what we had to say.

Eight minutes seemed both too long

and too short. It also seemed too ex-

act. Would we be cut off after eight

minutes the way they do on those

panel discussion shows on TV where

they stop in the middle of some pro-

found discussion and switch to a

hemorrhoid commercial?

After days of research and medi-

tation on the subject, I still didn’t

have a clue. Not about the Virgin

Mother and not about her being on

a condom. In my research I kept get-

ting stuck on phrases, such as, “It has

been determined by Catholic schol-

ars that Mary was a virgin before,

during, and after the birth of Christ.”

And Mary saying, “Let it be done

unto me,” and being impregnated

through the ear by a dove. And how
Mary was a virgin her entire life, when the Bible

plainly states that Jesus had brothers. And about

this idea of Mary's bodily ascension to glory, Bar-

bara Walker, in The Woman's Eucyclof’edia ofMyths

and Secrets, calculates that even if Mary’s body

could travel at the speed of light, she would only

be about 2000 light-years away right now

—

about one-50th the distance across our own gal-

axy—and no where near glory. I'd tried to focus

my research on ideas that would somehow fit

with the theme of the Virgin Mother healing the

earth and saving the rain forest by appearing

on the packaging of condoms, but I’ll be damned

if I could find it, and I figured even if I did, it

would probably take longer than eight minutes

to say it.

With the panel discussion about to begin, the

only thing I know for certain is that the crow

feather is definitely out of the question. Every-

one looks stoic and serious and scholarly and

I'm wishing I’d worn basic black.

Jay Critchley speaks first and welcomes us

all. He tells us about his Irish Catholic upbring-

ing and how Hail Mary rang through the halls

of his house every morning while he was dress-

ing for school. He talks about the destruction of

the rain forest and the weakening of the human
immune system and the overpopulation of the

planet, and somehow it all connects and isn’t

exactly a joke. He says: “The blessed Virgin is

one of the last revered icons of our Earth-based

goddess legacy. With the planet in crisis, this

endeavor will recreate and reclaim her power to

heal the body and nurture the earth.” I get the

impression that what he is saying is that he

wants to take the image out of the Catholic

Church.

Richard Russell is the next speaker and he

asks why in the world the Goddess of the

Rainforest would be white. Why not black? Why
not naked? And why would she wear a crown?

If we are going to re-create the image, why not

re-image it as well, he wonders.

Eleanor McLaughlin, Ph.D., an Episcopal

priest, came all the way from Southampton for

the event. She wonders if maybe Jesus was re-

ally a woman, and shares her research about His

feminine side, feeding the masses and healing

the sick.

Rev. Jennifer Justice, a practicing Hindu, is

the minister at the Universalist Church in

Provincetown. She’s a master storyteller and tells

a story in which there is no wrong path and

nothing that isn’t God. She tells it beautifully. It

reminds me of the Zen koan, “How can a fish in

the sea go astray?”

When it’s my turn I want to confess that I

was raised Southern Baptist and that my up-

bringing was so white there wasn’t a Catholic

in it, let alone a Hail Mary, and that the Mother

icon I remember being impressed by in my youth

was no virgin but an Aunt Jemima somewhere

between Natchez and Baton Rouge who was so

big you could walk into her skirt and eat break-

fast.

I use up three minutes of my time talking

about the first Jay Critchley sculpture I saw

—

talking about how, when I first came to

Provincetown in November, 1981, the streets

were deserted. How pizza plates and glittered

masks and feathers and golden leaves blew

down Commercial Street, and shop

windows were boarded up, making

me feel I’d missed the carnival. 1 low I

walked to the pier parking lot and saw

one lonely car parked there—a station

wagon. Coming closer to it, I noticed

that the station wagon was completely

covered with sand, windows and all.

Then I noticed a peep hole through the

window and peered inside and saw a

sign, “The Tourists by Jay Critchley.”

Inside the station wagon was a papier-

mache man and woman and a bunch

of frantic kids in the back and there

was an inner tube and a surfboard, and

1 don’t know what all, maybe a hot

dog or dog, and I'm going on about

this sculpture and about how it made

me realize what an unusual arts com-

munity must be here and made me
raise my hand up when Napi came

racing down Commercial Street on his

bicycle shouting to any straggly

washashore he saw, “I need help and

I’ll pay five dollars an hour,” and be-

gan my stay in Provincetown, and

then, with maximum, five minutes left,

1 go and say that Mary the Virgin is

Mary the Whore.

This is not my original idea. I got it

from Barbara Walker, and I certainly

didn’t expect it to come popping out

of my mouth with only five minutes left to talk.

But I made a fairly decent recovery, I guess, talk-

ing about how the Bible says it was a sinner

woman who washed the feet of Jesus with her

tears and dried them with her hair and anointed

them with oil. And it’s Mary Magdalene, along

with Joanna and Mary the mother ofJames, who
takes oil to the tomb to anoint the body of Christ

and discovers that He is risen. I talked about the

courage of a contemporary mother, anointing the

body of her 1 6-year hemophilic son who’d died

of AIDS. I said deathing is the work of the god-

dess—and feet and weeping and sex are her

work, not just virgin birthing. And if there’s only

one goddess, then she must have many faces. 1

said that an angry mother was more disturbing

than an angry father, something about the moon,

and then my eight minutes were up.

Someone stood up and said it was a sacrilege

to put Mary on a condom and left, but most

thought taking the Virgin Mother back from the

Catholic church and putting her to work in the

rain forest selling condoms was okay. And so,

with no Catholic priest there to protest, it was

done.

DyJordan (Zingara) is a yoga and tarot theraidst

(practicing in Provincetown and Louisiana. Her

story, "Commercial Street," apfpeared in
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Marjorie Conn: Always E.R.

BY SHEILA SINEAD McGUINNESS

I

magining a lesbian in the White House is revo-

lutionary. Indeed, there are those who seek

to harm the First Lady and her husband by

imagining her so. On the contrary, the nation

will love without reserve a traditional First Lady,

as our beloved Eleanor Roosevelt is remembered.

In Always E.R., performance artist Marj Conn dis-

pels the erstwhile virtual reality created by

Roosevelt’s mythmakers. It’s

a love story alright, beginning

with an older woman burst-

ing onto the set, her voice

booming, “Lorena Hickok

here; 1 was an AP reporter

and a damn good one and it

wasn’t easy getting there.

No, I was not her bodyguard.

No, I was not her best friend.

1 was in love with Eleanor

Roosevelt and she was in

love with me.”

There are many among
us, more than we know,

whose lives and loves are af-

firmed by Conn’s portrayal of

the passionate lines from

Eleanor’s letters to Hick. “I

bring you so much unhappi-

ness. If I didn’t think that in the end it would

make you happier, 1 would be desperately un-

happy, for I love you, and you make me so much

more of a person just to be worthy of you. |e

t'aime. Je t’adore.” Some might disparage the

one-woman play as fictive and revisionist. But

it adapts the actual language of a most personal

source—Roosevelt’s letters. “Oh! I want to put

my arms around you, I ache to hold you close.

Your ring is a great comfort. I look at it & think

she does love me or I wouldn’t be wearing it.”

And the play is necessarily revisionist. Hickok’s

personal papers, which contain Roosevelt’s love

letters, were opened only 10 years after Hickok’s

death. The women’s relationship was absent

from photographs and journalistic accounts of

the day, as was Franklin Roosevelt’s wheel chair.

Conn’s performance is a revolution against

the dramatic tradition of absenting strong lead

parts for older women. In her mid-50s Conn

suffers from diminished prospects, “When I first

came to the Cape I was offered all kinds of roles.

But now they’re getting to be old grandmother

parts,” she says. So she began to search for

Always E.R., the performance piece which a

friend saw a decade earlier at the Theater Rhi-

noceros in San Francisco. No one there could

help her find it. The author, Pat Bond, had died.

The Library of Congress had a copyright appli-

cation copy, “but they told me even if I was the

president of the United States I could not see

that deposit copy unless I had permission from

her estate,” Conn says. Her break came when
Roosevelt’s biographer, Blanche Wiesen Cook,

sent Conn a copy.

In the interim she searched out other one-

woman roles. “1 settled for performing Shirley

Valentine,” Conn says. “If you can call that set-

ding—Pauline Collins won an award for it.” Even

with a doctorate in speech, she feared being

unable to master Shirley’s accent, not upper class

and not quite Cockney. But she loved the char-

acter and she loved the

story. “It’s a love story. It

doesn’t matter if it’s a het-

erosexual love story. People

can relate to love no mat-

ter what their sexual orien-

tation.” Evidently, since

Conn also won an award

for her portrayal.

Conn has not quit her

day job, so few are the

strong roles for women her

age. If you dial up one of

those fantasy 800 numbers

found at the back of maga-

zines, you just might get

Marj. “I love fantasy,” she

says. And because she re-

gards telephone fantasies

as just a job, you might get

an extraordinarily theatrical role. ‘There's one

guy who asks for this fantasy,” she says. “I do

the whole last scene from Tale of Two Cities. Be-

ing in this wagon, taking him down this street

with all these people watching, leading him up

the steps to the guillotine, and him pleading, ‘No,

no, no, I’m to young to die!’ Then, you know,

he’s gone!”

Her attitude toward the payment of royal-

ties for performing Always E.R. is unconventional.

“It’s thrilling to me to pay the royalties,” Conn

says. Her agreement with Pat Bond’s estate is to

pay the Gay and Lesbian Outreach to Elders.

They have set up an award in Pat Bond’s name.

Each year the Pat Bond Memorial Old Dykes

Award is presented to a lesbian over the age of

60 who has contributed to the community.

Last season, Eleanor and Hick came alive four

times a week at the Provincetown Inn. Always

E.R. will have a reprise season in 1995. In addi-

tion to Lorena Hickok, Conn will perform a new
performance piece she has researched and writ-

ten, based on the life of Lizzie Borden. While

examining the gruesome incident for which

Borden was acquitted, it will explore Borden’s

relationships with her father, sister, and in the

vernacular of the day, a certain actress.

Sheila Sinead McGninness reviewed

Provincetown as a Stage by Leona Rust Egan

elsewhere in this issue.

MARJORIE CONN AS LORENA HICKOK
PHOTO MARIAN ROTH



NEWS
Ron Weissenberger’s Rubicon to be

Performed Off-off-Broadway

A year ago Norman Mailer had a lot of fun direc-

ting a staged reading of a new play by Ron

Weissenberger, Rubicon, at the Actors Studio in

New York. Now the play, an Actors Equity

“Showcase” produced by Li’l Red Hen Produc-

tions, is scheduled to open off-off-Broadway this

October at the American Theater of Actors on

West 54th Street. The play concerns three men

and the absent woman two of them share in-

timately. One of these men is the woman’s

abusive husband, a Vietnam War veteran. The

other, her lover, is a high-school dropout who
avoided the draft and established a successful car-

wash business in his hometown, where they all

still live. What makes the play come to life is the

rapid, woundingly funny dialogue, such that

fighting cocks might have in a HoUywood movie

about cockfighting, if such cocks could speak.

Here they do.

AIDS Documentary Screened

in Provincetown

Shooting Stars, an hour-long video documentary

about living with AIDS produced and directed

by Roberta Starzecpyzel, brought 130 souls out

in the cold last February and into the warmth

of a packed Mews Restaurant for the premiere

screening. Yours truly was there, sitting in the

front row, weeping silently, seeing friends and

acquaintances speak in discussion groups that

took place six-months earlier at the AIDS Sup-

port Group in Provincetown. The viewer is

brought eyeball to eyeball with people who are

acutely conscious of their mortality. We see the

knowledge shining in their eyes. Their speech

is free, direct, and sharp—at intervals comic, lov-

ing, angry, profound. As Jim Rann said, “Some

people go to these groups and talk about their

medications and getting ready to die. Here we

talk about living. We express ourselves to each

other. We have found something that works.”

Dan and Mark at the Mews screening

Photo; Helen Strong

Theatre Comes to the

Universalist Meeting House

Big Wind on Camfms, an award-winning New York

performance piece by Gregory Henderson, is a

comic journey into the lives of six characters at

a university in Oklahoma. A tornado brews in

the distance. All six characters are keyed to a dif-

ferent color, and their stories are connected by

Henderson’s own autobiography, infusing his

characters with aspects of himself. His trans-

formations reportedly make the audience gasp.

The 90-minute show will run all summer at the

Universalist Meeting House. Henderson intends

to use the Provinctown run to develop the play

to its next level. He said that he used to depend

on agents and managers to make things happen

for him, but he learned the hard way that you

have to make things happen for yourself.

Gregory Henderson, in Big Wind on Campus

Forgotten O’Neill Play Staged

in Provincetown

The New York O’Neill Project performed a staged

reading of Eugene O’Neill’s early play. The Per-

sonal Exjuation, at the Provincetown Art Associa-

tion in May. The play was written by O’Neill

in 1915 but not published until 1988. It concerns

a labor strike that metaphorically strikes out

against the values of his father, the actor whose

success with melodrama supported the son’s first

efforts to write the plays that would destroy the

melodrama.

Provincetown Theatre Company
Aiive and Well

The Provincetown Theatre Gompany perform-

ed four evenings of entertainment at Napi’s

Restaurant this winter, which included drama,

music and comedy. In December the second an-

nual production of A Christmas Carol was staged

at Town Hall to an enthusiastic audience, once

again imaginatively directed by the creative team

of Phoebe Otis and Tony Jackman. This spring

Otis and Jackman also presented The Day They

Shot John Lennon.

Literary evenings were presented throughout

the year celebrating Eugene O’Neill, Tennessee

Williams, and Susan Glaspell. Stuard Derrick

directed these events, and is planning another pro-

duction for this summer.

Clifford- Williams

Antiques

ANTIQUES
PROVINCETOWN ART

DECORATIVE ACCESSORIES

225 Commercial St., Provincetown

(508) 487-4174

-OPEN YEAR ROUND-

SHOWS NIGHTLY:
7, 9 & 1 1 PM

FEATURING:
Roslyn Kind • Sharon McNight

Dirty Dreams—The Musical

The Nellie Olesons present

"Nellie A Go-Go!"

through September 4th

PLUS Legends, Illusions, Female

Impersonators, and morel

In the Lobby Bar nightly
(no cover charge)

THEODOSIA & MICHAEL THOMAS
at the piano

247 COMMERCIAL STREET
PROVINCETOWN CENTER

no reservations: tickets

available Vi hr. before performances

487-1430

WEST END
ANTIQUES

consistent quality

surprising variety

•

146 Commercial Street

(508) 487-6723
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CAPE COD’S ORIGINAL
ALTERNATIVE LIFESTYLE EMPORIUM
SMOKE SHOP • EROTIC ADULT BOUTIQUE • MARTIAL ARTS • UNIQUE T-SHIRTS

PEWTER COLLECTIBLES • NEW WAVE SUNGLASSES • TIE-DYE AND
GUATEMALAN CLOTHING • LEATHER GOODS • HARLEY DAVIDSON DIST.

We specialize in Sterling Silver, Marcasite, American Indian, Fantasy,

Occult, Bika, Ethnic and Crystal Jewelry

THE ART OF DRESSING
M E N • W O M E N

296 COMMERCIAL ST / PROVINCETOWN / MASS. 02657 / 508-487-4644

The PTC elected a new board of directors last

October at their annual meeting: Beverly

Whitbeck was elected President with Teddy

McKay Vice President^ Dennis Clark, Treasurer,

J. R. McGowan, Secretary, and Napi Van

Dereck, board member. The Board of Directors

meets the first Tuesday of the month at Napi's

at 5:00 p.m. For more information call 487-3963.

Sinan Unel’s Latest Play

Gets Rave Reviews

This spring at the Gifford House the newly form-

ed Outermost Performance Group produced Pro-

vincetown playwright Sinan UnePs one actor

piece A Mad Person's Chronical of a Miserable Mar-

riage, an original two-act play about the neurotic,

yet enduring, marriage of Leo and Sonya Tolstoy.

Sponsored by a grant from the Provincetown

Cultural Council, the play starred talented local

actor and artist John Andert who ably portrayed

both characters, first the suspicious, passionate

Sonya, then the intellectual, temperamental Leo.

Scenery was created by sculptor Tom McCan-
na and lighting and sound by Jackie Kelly, both

contributing to the brooding Russian atmosphere

The Outermost Performance Group was form-

ed in an attempt to reclaim Provincetown's rich

tradition of theater by mounting original plays

by local playwrights, performed by local actors.

For more information, call 487-4715.

FAWC Announces a New Residency

Award for Emerging Playwrights

The Fine Arts Work Center in Provmcetown has

announced the Munro Moore Award for

Emerging Playwrights, named in honor of

Munro Moore, a devoted founder and trustee

who died this winter. The first recipient of the

award will live in Provincetown from October

1 through May 1, receiving a stipend of $375 a

month plus a monthly rent stipend of $350. Sub-

missions of one-act plays or first acts of longer

plays will be accepted by the deadline of July 30th

for the inaugural year of the award.

Napi Van Dereck, restaurateur and patron of

the arts, came up with the idea of the award in

Moore’s memory to commemorate both the

town of Provincetown as the birthplace of

modern American theater and the life of Munro

Moore, a former Provincetown Selectman and

member of the Fine Arts Work Center’s Board

of Trustees since its inception in 1969. Van

Dereck spearheaded the fundraising campaign

that guarantees the award for at least two years

and funding is actively being sought to secure the

annual award in perpetuity. Call 487-9960 for

more information.

Marjorie Conn Does It Again

at the Provincetown Inn

Following the success of Always yours, ER-Lorena

Hickok and Eleanor Roosevelt: A Lo\'e Story at the Pro-

vincetown Inn last summer, the Conn Artist Per-

formance Events has expanded this season to in-

clude three one-person plays, all based on

historical personalities, with jane Wagner’s Ihe
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Search for Signs of Intelligent Life in the Universe, made

famous on Broadway by Lily Tomlin, added as

leavening. The two new additions are Miss Lizzie

A. Borden Invites }bu to Tea and lohn Thomas’s

Spontaneous Me: A Night with Walt Whitman, which

will be joined by an encore production of A Love

Story. Local award-winning actress and artistic

director of this theatrical series, Majorie Conn,

who has performed and directed all over Cape

Cod, is a multi-talented individual who lists fire

eating, juggling, and tap dancing among her per-

formance skills.

John Thomas Creates

Walt Whitman on Stage

Walt Whitman, altas John Thomas

photo Vincent Guadazno

Musical virtuoso John Thomas changes his

tune to portray Walt Whitman in a one-person

performance created by him “solely with words

written or spoken by Whitman and words writ-

ten or spoken to or about him, using liberal

dramatic license in the arrangement of the

words.” Thomas’s Whitman journeys beyond his

lusting ego, troubled romances, and shameless

self-promotion (writing anonymous reviews

praising his poetry, deplored by other critics) to

a serene compassion as he nurses soldiers wound-

ed in the Civil War. Whitman created himself

through his writings as a larger-than-life, healthy,

expansive, emotional, spiritually conscious

American, while in later years he adopted the

white-bearded fatherly image which mirrored

Americans’ interest in strong paternal figures in

politics and culture. Thomas believes Whitman
wrote largely for the theater, and although he

rarely performed his work, his public image also

created a theatrical sensibility for his writing.

Thomas for several years immersed himself in

Whitman’s writings and biographies, including

Walt Whitman: A Life by Pulitzer prize-winning

biographer and Truro summer resident Justin

Kaplan. Performances are twice nightly on

Thursday and Saturday at 7:00 and 9:00 p.m. at

the Provincetown Inn through September 3rd.

Call 487-2666 for more information about the

Conn Artist Performance Series.

SUBSCRIBE TO

PROVINCETOWN
W i

One Year (single issue) $10.00

Two Years (two single issues) $20.00

Lifetime Subscription $100.00

Gift Subscription $10.00
— we will include a card anouncing the gift in your name:

BACK ISSUES AVAILABLE:

1987 (NORMAN MAILER) $25.00

1988 (ROBERT MOTHERWELL) $10.00

1989 (ANNIE DILLARD) $15.00

1990 (JOEL MEYEROWITZ) $15.00

1991 (LONG POINT GALLERY) $10.00

1992 (STANLEY KUNITZ) $10.00

1993 (FINE ARTS WORK CENTER) $10.00

1994 (MARK DOTY) $10.00

— All rates include first class postage

PROVINCETOWN ARTS T-SHIRTS
designed by John Grille

$15.00 plus $3.00 shipping • large and x-large only

PROVINCETOWN ARTS PAINTER’S CAPS
$ 10.00

Send order and payment to:

PROVINCETOWN ARTS INC, • P. 0. Box 35, Provincetown, MA 02657 • (508) 487-3167

Curtain Going Up!
Some of your favorite stars vm he shtntng

Performances: Monday-Saturday: 8:00 p.m.

Matinees Wednesday & Thursday at 2:00 p.m.

Ticket prices from $13.00 to $27.00

JUNE 26-JULY 8

JULY 10-22

JULY 24-AUG. 5

AUG. 7-19

AUG. 21-SEPT. 2

SEPT. 4-16

THE SUPPORTING CAST by George Furth. This delightful comedy
will star Rosemary Prinz (from As the World Turns) and Marcia Wallace

(“Carol” on The Boh Newhan Show). A Malibu beach house is the set for a fire,

earthquake and upturned lives, as everyone reads a book based on themselves,

and no-one likes what they read! Directed by Playhouse favorite, Pat Carroll.

CAMPING WITH HENRY AND TOM by Mark St. Germain. Cur-

rently playing to rave reviews in New York, this new show is a fascinating

hypothetical look at what might have transpired when Henry Ford, Thomas
Edison and President Warren G. Harding went camping together in 1921.

A CHORUS LINE, the musical by Michael Bennett. The all-time record-

breaking Broadway classic comes to the The Playhouse for the first time, prior

to Its 20th Anniversary Tour. Hit songs include What I Did for Love, One

Singular Sensation, and / Can Do That will be presented with the original

Michael Bennett choreography. A must-see this summer!

A CHEEVER EVENING by A R Gurney. Two chroniclers of the

American WASP experience join together to give us this new play. Starring in

this evening of laughs and tears will be Karen Valentine and Laurence

Luckinbill. Several stories will be presented in a series of vignettes, with the

writing sharply tuned to the mind and morals of the wealthy class.

YES, THERE WERE GIANTS, a new musical revue. Broadway
giants in their own rights, Kitty Carlisle, John Raitt and Jo Sullivan will

star in this homage to musical giants Rogers & Hammerstein and Frank

Loesser. The new revue, featuring the music of these songsmiths, will

highlight the best of the best.

LAST OF THE RED HOT LOVERS by Neil Simon. Gavin

MacLeod {The Love Boat) will star as a man who stumbles through three affairs

as he tries to fight mid-life crisis. Theater’s funniest and most prolific

playwright, Neil Simon, will be honored in this revival of one of his long-

running Broadway comedies.

FOR TICKETS Si INFORMATION, CALL: 3 8 5-3 9 1 1
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DENNIS FONTE
TECHNICAL SERVICES

Apple Certified Macintosh

and Laser Printer Technician

DOS & Windows Savvy

Net Work Installation

ON-SITE SERVICES
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published by the Vale School of

Drama.Order the special double

issue on theatrical utopias for $12.

Make checks payable to Theater

.Magazine, and send with your order

to 222 York St., New Haven, Ct.

22 COMMERCIAL ST., PROVINCETOWN
508-487-0706

Dinner-Theater at the Provincetown Inn

Also at the Inn this summer is the Back Alley

Theater's presentation of Woman on The Edge, a

unique evening of comedy, theater and music—

“There are no ingenues in this series, just a bunch

of women doing what they do best and having

one hell of a good time!” A discounted dinner-

theater package is available for all performances

at the Provincetown Inn with dinner at Alfredo's

on the Bay, the Inn's new Italian/American

waterfront restaurant. Call the Inn at 487-9550

or Provincetown Reservations at 487-2400.

What’s Happening at WHAT?

Down the road in Wellfleet, what's happening

at the Wellfleet Harbor Actor's Theater is a season

of challenging plays, including The Secretaries by

the 5 Lesbian Brothers, directed by Gip Hoppe

who said the play was about “menstruation,

office politics, and diet shakes.” Later in the

season Hoppe will also direct Hot and Throbbing

by Paula Vogel. He says the play is about por-

nography, but from an interesting perspective.

Cape Playhouse, Dennis, Offers

a Star-Studded Season

A litle further down the road, the venerable Cape

Playhouse in Dennis offers six full productions,

ranging from Camming with Henry and Tom, a

hypothetical look at what might have transpired

when Henry Ford, Thomas Edison and President

Warren G. Harding went camping together in

1921, to Neil Simon's Last of the Red Hot Lovers,

starring former regular of the Mary Tyler Moore

Show and Love Boat TV shows, Gavin

MacLeod. Two musicals will also be presented—

A Chorus Line, with the original Michael Bennett

choreography, and yes, There Were Giants, a new

muscial revue which pays homage to musical

giants Rogers & Hammerstein and Frank Loesser.

A Cheever Evening presents several stories in the

form of vignettes which chronical the American

WASP experience in this new play.

Nunsense at the Gifford House

Sure to be a hilarious evening, the musical corn-

ed hit Nunsense will be peformed nighdy through-

out the summer at the Gifford House. Produced

by the multi-talented Scott Jordan for In a Heart-

beat Productions, the show stars Provincetown

songbird Phoebe Otis, with Char Priolo and

Brenda Lyons of the fabulous Dyketones as nuns

(can you believe it?) along with Melissa Becker,

Carol Chase, and Rebecca Mair. Sneak previews

have pronounced this musical a big hit and it pro-

mises to be a must-see this summer! Performances

every night at 5:00 p.m. except Tuesday, Call

487-6400 for ticket information.

LOWER CAPE
DEXTAL
ASSOCIATES!

"We Support the Arts
'

Peter W. Milsky, D.D.S., F.A.G.D.

Thomas A. Kersten, D.D.S.

48 Eldredge Park Way

Orleans, MA 02653

255-0516

Pilgrim. Blue Cross.

Delta Providers

- SINCE 1970 -

Provincetown
Public Library
Serving the artists and writers

of Provincetown since 1893

Drawing by Harvey Dodd

Prints available for $35 (limited edition of 200)

to benefit the Library's Elevator Fund

330 Commercial Street

Provincetown, MA • 487-7094
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Cafe Edwige
Restaurant

and Gallery^

Scning Fine Food

BRL\KF.^ST: Daih' 8 to .

S\T & SUN BRUNCH un:!l J

DNNER 6 TO 10- "v

"Edwige at '

Chef Stexe Frappolli ' »its his unique

style of modern Ame^uin cooking '^ith

pride he hus aeuicd un original menu

with innoi'atiue specials

prepared from the freshest

local ingredients and produce:

both flavor and presentation

are exceptional loin us for an

evening of dining pleasure
_

333 COMMERCIAL ST/

.4 8 7-2 0 0 8

Dining Out
— West End —

ALFREDO’S ON THE BAY
at the Provincetown Inn • 487-9500

This beachfront resort, located at the exact spot

where the Pilgrims FIRST landed, has a charm-

ing, slightly old-fashioned feel, reminiscent of its

hey-day in the 1930s when city folk would visit

Provincetown for the weekend in their new-

fangled automobiles, complete with chauffeurs.

New this year is Alfredo’s on the Bay featuring

three-course Italian/American full dinners from

$14.95, including a “Taste of Little Italy” where

diners match their choice of pasta to their favorite

homemade sauce. Alfredo, formerly head chef at

Franco’s and Stormy Harbor, has built up a local

following for his delicious Italian specialties, and

he’s sure to be even more popular in this new
waterfront location. Always plenty of parking-

open June through Fall.

THE RED INN • 487-0050 • Open all year

Dating from 1805, this is possibly the only tradi-

tional country inn on the waterfront in New
England. Comfortable and elegant, with fine

food and unrushed service to match the surround-

ings, the Red Inn features a selection of “Classic

Cape Cod Cuisine” prepared with artistic flair

using the freshest native seafoods and choicest

meats. The dining area and tavern are right on

the water for cooling sea breezes in summer,

fireplace for off-season. Lovely gardens, water-

front decks, and terrific views of Long Point.

Parking.

“The yellow place with

the birds on the roof”

BREAKFAST • LUNCH • DINNER

LATE FARE • BAR ALL DAY

500 407 0773

183 Commercial Street ample parking
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Provincetown’s historic Inn

on the waterfront; built in 1805,

is located on the beach where the

Pilgrims first set foot in the New World.

Today the charm and elegance of the

Federalist Period have been restored

affording you a vacation experience un-

surpassed in Provincetown,

BRUNCH & LUNCH
11—3 o’clock

DINNER
from 6 o'clock on

RESERVATIONS RECOMMENDED

LODGING
Each room and apartment is directly on the

waterfront and has private bath, telephone, televi-

sion. All are decorated with fine antiques and

original works of art.

Antj^le f^arkmg m our lot in the cjuiet West End

OPEN ALL YEAR
15 Commercial Street • Provincetown

487-0050

MARTIN HOUSE • 487-1327 • Seasonal

Located in a meticulously restored 18th century

building right next to the Boatslip, the Martin

1 louse, owned and operated by the Martin family,

has gained a reputation for serving a sumptuous
selection of food prepared from scratch, featur-

ing fresh seafood, vegetarian specialties, free-range

poultry, duck, pork, native lamb, and Angus beef.

Also serving a gourmet breakfast from 9 a.m.,

Sunday brunch until 2 p.m. Dining rooms open

onto a delightful brick terrace with rose arbors

and herb garden overlooking the bay.

BUBALA’S BY THE BAY • 4870773
This season find's Bubala’s painted bright yellow

with birds on the roof for easy identification!

Restaurant veterans John Yingling and Noreen
Bahring have transformed this large dining area

into a buzzing bistro with touches of neon, a

large mural by artist James Hansen and low
lighting. Bubala's offers serious food at sensible

prices, with their signature: baked garlic with the

bread basket. New this year is a side-walk cafe

and late fare until midnight. Lively bar, and—
would you believe—parking at town center?

SPIRITUS • 487-2808

Serving the best pizza in town, plus Haagen
Daaz ice cream. Eat out front and observe the

activity in the street, indoors at booths, or, in

warm weather, enjoy the outdoor garden at the

back. Popular with the bar crowd, it's open late,

afres bar—the scene of “the scene."

— Town Center

CAFE HEAVEN • 487-9639

A popular cafe which rivals the best New York

has to offer. Breakfast is served all day, featuring

fresh-squeezed juices; open for lunch and dinner,
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Otellar cottees and

brcaktast all dav, fresh

sun-ripened fniit juices,

celestial salads, heavenh-

hamburgers and a star-

studded choice n: ' .ts.

CaFE
HEAVEN

487-9639

199 Commercial Street

too. Ham, roast beef and turkey are freshly bak-

ed on the premises, cappuccino and espresso are

the best in town, and all desserts are homemade,

using plenty of seasonal fruits. "Hamburger

Heav'en” served nighdy beginning Memonal Day

Weekend through Labor Day. Display of paint-

ings by local artists including John Grillo. Full ser-

vice bar. Sorry, no credit cards accepted.

FRONT STREET • 487-9715 • Long Season

A romantic and elegant bistro located in the brick

cellar of a Victorian mansion. Front Street has

a well-earned reputation as one of Provincetown's

finest restaurants. Chef/owner Donna Aliperti

provides an intriguing change of menu weekly,

featuring continental cuisine prepared with the

finest ingredients, complemented by an extensive

wine list. Menu of Italian cuisine also available.

Dinner until 11, bar until 1:00 a.m.

EURO ISLAND GRILL • 4872505

Once a church, then a movie theater, the Euro

Island Grill has a style all its own. Exuding

tropical charm, the Euro dishes up a unique blend

of Ganbbean and Mediterranean flavors. Enjoy

lunch or dinner outside on the spacious patio one

floor up overlooking Gommercial Street, right

next to Town Hall. Serving dinner until 10:30,

light fare until 2 a.m., with excellent live

enteruinment— |azz, blues and reggae groups—

at Glub Euro throughout the season. Gall for

music schedule. Open May—October. A fun

place, and great for people watching!

MOJO’s • 487-3140 • Seasonal

Mojo's is as close as you can get to gourmet fast

food. Try homemade fried potatoes (with skins

on), batter-fried mushrooms, fresh seafood sand-

wiches and platters, homemade chili, humus

eURO r$L^NP0RIU
— eat to the beat —

"The taste of the islands

on Cape Cod" featuring

the Euro's famous summer

menu and frozen Island

drinks at the Tiki Bar.

Indoor & Outdoor Dining

on our large

semi-covered deck

Indoor Bar with Pool Tables, Large Screen

Music Videos & Sporting Events

open every night until 1 a,m,

lunch • dinner • late night menu

LIVE MUSIC: BEATS INTERNATIONALE-WORLD MUSIC
plus Jazz Plano Friday Nights & Reggae Saturday Nights

Watch for Open Mike Tuesday nights and Blues Sunday Nights

258 commercial street • provincetown • next to town hall • 487-2505

diningroom...

and

...a dynamite

waterfront setting...

make

...a sleek,

stylish backdrop

for some

mighty

interesting

fare

W
— Restoufonts of New Englond

—

and an upbeat upstairs

entertainment. .

.

9!

Brunch • Dinner • Entertainment— Cafe 'til I am

429 Commercial Street • 487-1500
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ROLLWICH®-Original by BOX LUNCH®
More than fifty selections on exhibit:

Falmouth / Eastham
Dennis / Hyannis

Orleans / P'town
Brewster / Wellfleet

salad with sprouts. Eat at outdoor tables, or stroll

across to the beach and enjoy your feast watch-

ing the fishing boats come and go. Efficient and
friendly service. Open from 11 a.m. to midnight.

DANCING LOBSTER • 4870900
Now in its second year, the Dancing Lobster is

one of Provincetown’s best kept secrets. Operated

by the namesake of Pepe's Wharf, Pepe Berg has

taken off by himself to open this delightful

restaurant on Fisherman's Wharf Marina. The
surroundings are swish, the food sumptuous and

the price is right—but they take no reservations

and it's tiny; so first come, first served. A
welcome addition to the town's culinary reper-

toire, and well worth a visit.

NAPI’S • 487-1145 • Open Year Round
Dubbed “Provincetown's most unusual
restaurant," Napi's certainly has plenty on which
to feast the eye as well as the palate. Owners Napi

and Helen van Dereck have embellished their

restaurant, built by Napi himself, with items from

their extensive collection of Provincetown art and
artifacts. The food is as unusual as the surround-

ings, featuring international, local and vegetarian

cuisine, all prepared to the highest standards by
Helen. Breakfast, lunch and dinner off-season,

dinner ONLY in season. New this year—parking.

LOBSTER POT • 487-0842 • Open all year

Owned and managed by the McNulty family,

this bustling restaurant serves some of the best

fresh seafood in town in a no-nonsense atmos-

phere where the main feature is what comes out

of the kitchen. The service is friendly and effi-

cient, so even when it's crowded, things run

smoothly. Chef Tim McNulty's clam chowder
won the Cape Cod Chowder Contest four years

running. Try a cocktail at the “Top of the Pot,"

<SertH/^ S mea/s a 7 c/c^ a cae^A/

: SAO^S
4 —7^.m. / ^Aoon ~7

• Baked Stuffed Shrimp with Crabmeat Stuffing

• Baked Stuffed Sole topped with Lobster Newburg
• Roast Prime Rib with Yorkshire Pudding

• Marinated Charbroiled London Broil

• Vegetarian Lasagna

Served with choice of rice or baked stuffed potato,

selections from our huge homemade salad, and bread

All-you-can-eat Fish or Clam Fry; $7.95

Starting at Noon—Inicudes 1 trip to Salad Bar

350 BRADFORD STREET, PROVINCETOWN • 487-3368
IN THE FAR EAST END • FORMERLY “BASIL’S”

PLENTY OF FREE PARKING

Alfredo d
... on the Bay

halian/Aniencan Specialty Restaurant

Full Duinero

from $M.95
Full dinners include appetizer, garden salad,

potato and vegetable or pasta,

tresh bread & butter, coiiee & dessert

“Taste of Little Italy”

'$M.95
Create your own Classic Italian dish

—

Combine your choice of pasta (Fettuccine,

Linguine or Fenne) with your favorite sauce

—

10 delicious homemade sauces to choose from

"A Taste of Little Italy " Includes

appetizer, garden salad, fresh bread & butter,

coffee & dessert

Kiddie Korner: $4.95

Landing Lounge Open Nightly

AT THE PROVINCETOWN INN
1 Commercial Street, Provincetown

Serving 5:30—9:00 PM
Blackhoan) SpecuiL • Free Parking

RESERVATIONS: 487-9500

Rl.

The Flagship
Restaurant

On the water at

463 Commercial Street

(Across from the Art Association)

Serving

Breakfast & Dinner

Live Entertainment

Call for Details

487-4200
POLLY HEMSTOCK, CHEF
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the second floor bar and outside deck with
fabulous view of the harbor and fishing boats.

Be prepared to stand in line on busy nights^ but
the wait is well worth it. Just around the corner
from Town Wharf, you can't miss the red neon
lobster signs. Buy the Lobster Pot Cookbook— $9.95.

CAFE BLASE • 487-9465 • Seasonal
The Town's most picturesque outdoor cafe, with
pink and blue umbrellas, multi-colored paper
lampshades gently swaying in the breeze, and
colorful annuals in windowboxes abounding.
The food is a touch more sophisticated than the

usual with a definite European flair. A perfect

place to sit in the sun, people-watching, sipping
a cool drink, or reading the Sunday papers^ you'll

also have the best view of the July 4th parade.

On Commercial Street next to the Town Library.

CAFE EDWIGE • 487-2008 • Seasonal

The most popular breakfast place in town, with
good reason: sample granola, omelettes, fresh

fruit, fresh-squeezed juices, frittatas, tortillas,

garden salads, pancakes, fresh-baked Danish
pastries, and more. In the evenings. Cafe Edwige
transforms into “Edwige at Night" presenting the

chef's unique style of modern American cook-
ing featuring the finest of fresh natural foods.

Brunch until 2 p.m. Upstairs at 333 Commer-
cial St., across from the Library.

BOX LUNCH • 487-6026 • Seasonal

A Cape Cod institution—Box Lunch started in

Wellfleet and now has many other Cape loca-

tions. Box Lunch sandwiches (“Rollwiches")

have to be sampled to be believed. You'll find no
wedges of white bread here—RoUwiches are stuff-

ed to the gills with imaginative variations of

choice ingredients all neatly rolled up in pita

bread. One sandwich is a meal.

HARBORSIDE RESTAURANT AND BAR

Enjoy our waterfront enclosed deck with a sf^ectacular view

of the harbor from Provincetown's East End.

OPEN DAILY FROM 11:00 AM
539 COMMERCIAL STREET • PROVINCETOWN . 487-1964

the

Luncheon: Noon to 5 p.m.

Dinner: 5 to 10 p.m.

321 Commercial Street

Provincetown

487-0842

Now avatlahle at the restaurant

and bookshops Caye-wtde:

“The Lobster Pot Cookbook” $9.95
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— East End —

PEPE’S • 487-0670 • Seasonal

Owned and operated by the Berg family since

1967, Pepe's continues to serve the finest gourmet

seafood, including bouillabaisse, lobster and Por-

tuguese dishes. Pepe's romanuc atmosphere, Euro-

pean flair and beachfront location make this a

special place to visit. Enjoy brunch or lunch in

the waterfront dining room or on the upstairs

deck overlooking the bay. Open for lunch and

dinner.

THE COMMONS • 487-7800

Formerly Oceans Inn, this rambling property has

been newly refurbished and revitalized and opens

this season as The Commons. The menu features

handmade gourmet pizzas from the wood-
burning oven, fire-roasted free-range chicken,

fresh native seafood, and French-style Bistro grill-

ed steak, as well as daily specials, including some
vegetarian dishes. The emphasis is on fresh in-

gredients and flavorful preparations. The
restaurant has a casual but sophisticated ambience

with a dining room overlooking Commercial

Street, as well as a delightful canopied upper deck

for outdoor dining in warmer weather. A bonus:

fine wines by the glass, also cappuccino and

espresso, and be sure to check out the tiny but

friendly street-side bar.

THE MEWS • 487-1500 • Open all year

The Mews, now in its third season in this

wonderful waterfront location, continues to serve

excellent food in elegant surroundings. Here

you'll enjoy some of the best views of the bay

from the dining room and upstairs deck overlook-

ing the beach. This year, the new Cafe Mews

9

cr
KH

In the West End of Town

BREAKFAST

LUNCH

DINNER
jrom 6:00 f^.m.

5:i0 f.m. on weekends

133 Commercial Street

Provincetown

487-4433
Evening free parking in Flyer's Boat yard

(rear of building)

"The best seafood in ah New England"

— Since '1967 —

LUNCH • DINNER • OUTDOOR CAFE

Enjoy Lunch on our Top Deck

371 COMMERCIAL STREET • PROVINCETOWN • 487-0670

One of Provincetown’s most innovative

Continental Cuisines and extensive wine lists.

Chef and owner Donna Aliperti

invites you to share an

evening of intimate dining in a

casual, elegant atmosphere.

RESTAURANT TIL I I PM

BAR TIL I PM

230 Commercial Street

Provincetown

RESERVATIONS SUGGESTED

487-97
1

5

WINE SPECTATOR

“Award of Excellence”
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Martin House
- FOOD & DRINK -

Five fireplaced dining rooms in an 18th centur>' Captain’s House

with water \iews and unparalleled ambiance . . .

Breakfast 9—1

feacuringfresh baked goods, home-made granola & waffles,

unique egg presentations, fresh juices, and espresso served on

ourflowering terrace afewyardsfrom Provincetown Harbor.

Dinner from 6:00
specializing in fresh, local seafood and vegetarian cosine and

featuring duck, pork, free-range chicken, Angus beef

and native lamb, reasonably priced and elegantly served.

OPEN YEAR-ROUND

157 Commercial St., Provincetown

offers a more casual menu featuring small pizzas,

pasta, and roasted chicken. The Mews is situated

in Provincetown’s renowned gallery district;

browse through the galleries after dinner, most
are open until 11:00 p.m. in season. Off-season,

catch the popular Monday night performance

series coordinated by Peter Donnelly.

GIRO’S • 487-0049 • Open all year

Giro's is Provincetown’s best known restaurant,

a romantic wine cellar servmg an extensive menu
of gourmet Northern Italian specialties. Enjoy

dinner amid the worn flagstones and straw

Chianti bottles downstairs, or join the convivial

crowd for cocktails upstairs in the intimate

candlelit lounge, accompanied by operatic arias.

Owned and operated by the Cozzi family since

the early '50s, the restaurant is now managed by

Giro's daughter Theo. Reservations are essential

in season and weekends off-season; you'll find

it down the alley at Kiley Court in the East End
gallery district. Look for Giro's new cookbook,

in stores this summer.

THE FLAGSHIP • 487-4200 • Seasonal

Established in 1931, the Flagship is one of Prov-

incetown’s oldest restaurants with an atmosphere

that seems haunted by Provincetown's nautical

past. New this season to the East End's favorite

restaurant is Polly Hemstock, formerly executive

chef of the Martin House, who brings her own
special twist to traditional food preparations,

creating a veritable feast for the senses. Right on

the beach near the Art Association, there’s a live-

ly bar scene with entertainment most evenings.

PUCCI’S • 487-1964 • Seasonal

A delightful little cafe right on the beach in the

East End serving a wide variety of snacks, appeti-

AT THE OUTER REACH

join us and enjoy unique and

innovative food, spectacular waterviews

and sunsets. Dine inside or on our

outdoor deck overlooking

Cape Cod Bay.

GOURMET BREAKFAST
8:00 am— 12:00 noon

(
1:00 pm Sat. & Sun.}

Voted "Best Breakfast—Outer Cpae"—CAPE cod life

DINNER
5 : 30— 10:00 pm

Specializing in regional Italian cuisine. Appetizers, salads, pasta dishes,

wood-fired brick oven pizzas and entrees. "Best Pizza'"—boston magazine

-TAKE OUT AVAILABLE-
Featuring original artwork by local artists

AMPLE FREE PARKING

Route 6 • North Truro • 487-4360 • 5 minutes from Provincetown

“Best Fine Dining-Outer Cape”

Cape Cod Life People's Choice Award

Fine dining in a relaxed

and elegant atmosphere

Native Seafood, Lamb &
Duckling Specialties

349-6535

Casual dining and

live entertainment in the

Tavern Room Restaurant

“Best |azz Room-Outer Cape"

Cape Cod Life People’s Choice Award

349-7369

"Wellfleet's Inn Place To Be"

East Main Street • Welllleet • Mass. 02667
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zers, and main meals throughout the day until

12:30 a.m. The specialty is Pucci's exceptional

Buffalo chicken wings, better than any other; also

available are fresh seafood, char-broiled burgers,

Mexican specialties, salads, and sandwiches. The
atmosphere is friendly, casual and relaxed and

prices are moderate. Drop by any time for wings

and a beer, or a cocktail and a plate of appetizers.

The bar is a lively meeting place for East-Enders.

MICHAEL SHAYS • 4873368
Open most of the year

Newly refurbished, Basil’s serves breakfast, lunch

and dinner in a cozy, traditional New England

atmosphere. Fresh seafood and char-broiled prime

meats are a specialty, accompanied by selections

from an excellent salad bar. Michael Shay’s is

known for quality food at moderate prices serv-

ed in an attractive setting. The early dinner

specials—served 5-7 p.m.—are an excellent value.

Open 8:00 a.m.— 10 p.m. Always plenty of

parking.

lyuro

ADRIAN’S • 487-4360 • Seasonal

This is Adrian’s third season at the Outer Reach

Resort, spectacularly located on a bluff overlook-

ing Cape Cod Bay, just five minutes from Prov-

incetown. This chef-owned restaurant serves in-

novative and creative food using the finest ingre-

dients available. Try wood-fired brick oven

gourmet pizza (voted “Best Pizza" by Boston

Magazine), grilled meats and fish, bountiful

breakfasts, or regional Italian appetizers and

pastas. Desserts are baked on the premises. Dine

on the outdoor deck overlooking the Bay. Always

ample parking. New this year, live entertainment

in the lounge, plus late night menu.

50 Main Street, Wellfleet

“Simple Food in a Funky Place”

DINNER: 5—11 PM
UPSTAIRS TAVERN: 5PM—12:30AM

AMPLE PARKING 3 4 9 - 3 0 0 3 VISA, MC, AMEX

RESTAURANT and INN

Casual Greenhouse

Luncheon cC Brunch

•

Elegant Dinner

{Jnicfue Accommodations

•

. .
.
i^lus an ufscale Bistro Menu

in the bar nightly

"... a growing number of national critics rank

It with the best in the United States. This is a

very s/zecial jzlace, not to be missed if you're

anywhere within a hundred miles ..."
ESQUIRE MAGAZINE

"Chilhngsworth in Brewster is regarded as

the best restaurant on the Cajze ..."
NEW yORK TIMES

CONTEMPORARY FRENCH CUISINE

FINE WINES & COCKTAILS

GAULT MILLAU “The Best of New England”

GOURMET MAGAZINE, April 1993

Distinguished Restaurants of North America '93

MOBIL GUIDE

Route 6 A, Brewster • For schedule,

reservations & information: (508) 896-3640

It is like thedifference
between a Pulit^Cr PlTlZie

and a phone book.

Aesop’s Tables
Artful dining and fine spirits

served in a Governor's summer Kome.

plus Tavern on tke Terrace menu
outside & in tke comfy Upstairs Bar.

Acclaimed ky Gcjurmet Magazine,

Travel & Leisure, Tke New York Times.

Reservations welcome at(508) 349-6450

Watchfor daily lunches in summer!

Main Street in the heart of Wellfleet
On exhibit: the mixed media collages of Kim V. Kettler

Come to Aesop's tonight. Life is so uncertain.
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CABOTS
CANOy

FUDGE
SALT WATER TAFFy

JELLIES

PRESERVE
' The best for ovt '0 years'

M

Z76 Commercial Street

Provincetown

_ Mass. OZ637

(508) 487-i550
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BLACKSMITH SHOP • 349-6554 • Seasonal

Located near the banks of the Pamet River in

Truro Center, the Blacksmith Shop is a charm-

ing restaurant serving fine food amid a unique

collection of hand-painted doll houses and folk

art. Chef Warren Falkenburg serves a diverse

selection of inventive dishes, including vegetarian

and fresh seafood specialties. A popular meeting

place for local residents and summer visitors.

Plenty of parking.

Wellfleet

AESOP’S TABLES • 349-6450 • Seasonal

In Wellfleet, next to Town Hall. Once the sum-

mer mansion of a Massachusetts governor,

Aesop's Tables has earned a reputation for fresh

native food exquisitely prepared and artfully

presented. Savor fresh, plump Wellfleet oysters,

fresh seafood caught daily, quality meats, and

fresh vegetables, herbs and flowers from Aesop's

own gardens. Lunch served daily outside on the

terrace overlooking Main Street. Upstairs, try the

cozy bar for appetizers, “deadly desserts," fine

spirits and live jazz twice weekly, or the “Tavern

on the Terrace" for al fresco imbibing and nibbling.

CAPTAIN HIGGINS • 349 6027

On the Town Pier right next to the Wellfleet Har-

bor Actors' Theater, theater-goers can enjoy din-

ner here before the show or a cocktail afterwards.

Featuring a wide selection of fresh seafood, raw

bar, and children’s menu. Captain Higgins offers

good food at reasonable prices. Efficient service,

casual atmosphere, great location overlooking the

Harbor, and a large deck for oudoor dining.

SWEET SEASONS • 349-6535 • Seasonal

The Inn at Duck Creeke is a charming bucolic

Store your...

Art Stuff

Garden Stuff

Kitchen Stuff

Writing Stuff

Photo Stuff

Camping Stuff

The Stuff of Life

^URE
ST0RAGE

Self-storage units of all sizes

Safe • Clean • Private

Freemans Way • Brewster • 896-7266

setting for this elegant restaurant, complete with

picturesque duck pond. Imaginative cooking and

an elegant summery atmosphere make Sweet

Seasons a special place to visit. Awarded Ca/^e Cod

Life magazine’s “Outer Cape’s Best Fine Dining”

in 1994. The popular Tavern upstairs features

lighter fare and live entertainment—call for full

schedule.

PAINTER’S • 349-3003 • Seasonal

The old Wellfleet Oyster I louse opens this sum-

mer as Painter's, managed by Kate Painter,

daughter of fiction writer Pamela Painter. Sure

to be a fun place to visit in Wellfleet, Painter's

offers “simple food in a funky place," though you

might consider “simple” a touch modest when
you peruse the tempting menu which seems to

rove the world for ideas. To round off the meal,

you can order the ultimate dessert: a pint of Ben

& Jerry's with a scoop. Dinner is served from

5—11 p.m., and the upstairs tavern’s open until

past midnight. You’ll find Painter's on Main
Street just off Route 6.

Brewster

CHILLINGSWORTH • 896-3640 • Seasonal

Just a 40 minutes drive from Provincetown, Chill-

ingsworth is regarded as the finest restaurant on

the Cape, and is well worth a visit to sample its

fine cuisine in intimate dining rooms amid ex-

quisite antiques, more reminiscent of an elegant

country home than a restaurant. Also available

is a casual Creenhouse luncheon and brunch, and

upscale Bistro Menu in the bar nightly. Chill-

ingsworth offers an exceptional wine list, and

hosts special dining events which include wine

tastings.

Everything is

worth protecting.

We are the Cape's Largest and

Most Trusted Alarm Company.

Our Certified Technicians

are bonded and

confidentiality is assured.

CALL FOR YOUR FREE

SECURITY ANALYSIS TODAY . . .

(508) 394-8900

or 1-800-872-9823

yl IntercityAlarms

22 White’s Path, South Yarmouth, MA

a fast food stand J

SEAFOOD RESTAURANT
Town Pier, Welllleet

Fresh Seafood • Raw Bar

Children's Menu

Cocktails • F’ine Wines & Spirits

Scenic deck ocerlookinq Wellfleet Hnrltor

OUTDOOR DINING
(508) 349-6027

“Please patronize the arts”

Our Insurance

Is Your Assurance

Fireside Insurance
Agency Inc.

Box 427
^10 Shank Painter Common
Shank Painter Road
Provincetown, Mass. 02657

Tel. 508-487-9044
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PROVINCETOWN GALLERY GUILD
CLIBBON GALLERY

'20 Commeraal St. • 487-3560 • Daily Warn - 5pm; Fa. & Sat. 7pm to 9pm
Directors: Robert Gibbon & Melyssa Bearse

A summer gallery specializing in color etchings of marine and animal life, romantic

themes and dune landscapes, Robert Clibbon and Melyssa Bearse, husband & wife,

sell their work directly to the public Meet the artists!

BERTA WALKER GALLERY -WEST WINDOW
1 53 Commercial St. (just west of Martin House) * 487-64 1

1

• Daily 6pm- 1 1pm or

by appointment

Presenting one-person exhibitions for: Barbara Cohen, Jane Eccles, Brenda

Horowitz, John Kearney, Richard Pepitone, Muffin Ray & Oliver Chaffee. Group

exhibitions including Haartley, Musselman, Bowen, Winter, Mangan, Jaffee,

MacAdam, Nogiec, Redman & Rosenblum

GALLERY MATRIX
168 Commercial St • 487-3435 • Daily 12n - 4pm; 7pm - 1

1
pm & by appointment

Director: David Simpson

A gallery featuring contemporary Provincetown and Lower Cape artists. Featuring

the works of Donald Beal, Jonathan Blum, Heather Bruce, John DiMestico, Jack

Louth, Peter Plamondon, John Rogers, Marian Roth, John Ruggieri, Diane Shumway,

Ellen Sidor Open weekends through the year.

IMPULSE

188 Commeraal St • 487-1 154 • Daily Warn -11pm
Director: Frederick D. Bayer

Contemporary American crafts including a nationally acclaimed selection of

kaleidoscopes, fine gold and silver 'Art to Wear' jewelry and an autograph gallery

with signed celebrity photographs, letters and historical documents.

WOHLFARTH GALLERIES

234 Commercial St • 487-6569 * Daily May through October

Director: Lavinia Wohifarth

Representing the students of the Cape Cod School of Art - past & present - in the

tradition of Charles Hawthorne & Henry Hensche.. .still life, landscape & sculpture.

Special exhibitions of works by Lois Griffel, Robert Longley, Margaret McWethy and

Cedric & Joanette Egeli. Also showing 1 5 photographers in a collective gallery

devoted exclusively to the exhibition of fine photography in Provincetown.

JULIE HELLER GALLERY
2 Gosnold St • 487-2169 • Daily 1 lam- llpm&by appointment

Across from Adams Pharm. On the Beach-Parking

Director: Julie Heller

A gallery dedicated to the artists that established Provincetown: Avery, Nordfeldt,

Lazzell, Moffett, Freedman*, W. M. Chase, L'Engle*, Marantz*, Bailey*, Clymer*,

De Groot*, Hofmann, Chaffee, Knaths, Dubs, Weinrich, Hawthorne, Walkowitz,

Hensche, Colebrook, Zorach & others. New works by Bruce, DuTolt, LaMotta, &
Mockler. * Estate representation.

ELEMENTS
338 Commercial St. • 487-4351, F7\X 487-2743 • Daily at 1 lam

Directors: Claudia Gal & Ben Kettlewell

A gallery whose primary focus is on contemporary handcrafted jewelry, representing

over 80 different designers working in 14 kt. gold, sterling and mixed media. Also

featured is an extensive collection of art glass, raku pottery, metal work and fine art

by local as well as internationally known artists. Open year-round.

349 GALLERY
349 Commercial St • 487-1200 • Daily 11am - 10pm in season; Fall & Winter

weekends 12N-5pm
Director: Kir J Priore

A gallery devoted to fine contemporary Provincetown art. Exclusively representing

Carole Carlson, David Carrino, Michael Carrol, Jennifer Ditacchio, Chet Jones, M. P.

Landis and Raphael Noz

ELLEN HARRIS GALLERY
355 Commercial St * 487-1414 or 487-0065 * Daily 11am- 1 1pm; Weekends

thru the winter.

Director: Ellen Harris Winans

The 27th season. Special exhibitions featuring gallery artists, opening Saturday

evenings on July 15th and August 12th. Previews available from Thursday of the

preceding week. Fine arts & fine crafts by America's foremost artists & artisans

aivyays available.

HALCYON GALLERY
371 Commercial St • 487-9415 • Daily

Director: Suzanne Larsen

A gallery of Art to Wear. Specializing in handmade clothing and jewelry by

American artists. Also featuring a discriminating collection of hand blown glass and

decorative items. Open year round.

PETER COES STUDIO GALLERY
25 Pearl St • 487-1405 • Daily year round: 1 1-3 & 7-1 1 & by appointment

Directors: Linda & Peter Coes

Exhibiting the nationally known narrative paintings of Provincetown, Cape Cod &
the New England region by Peter Coes. The works show a keen interest and

knowledge of the architecture and the landscape of the area as demonstrated in his

finely detailed paintings & sculpture. Meet the artist.

CAPE COD SCHOOL OF ART
48 Pearl St * 487-0101 • Summer '95 Schedule -call, write or stop by

Director: Lois Griffel

An art school in its 95th year - dedicated to the teaching philosophy of Charles

Hawthorne and his rich legacy of American Impressionism.

LLAMA GALLERY
382 Commercial St. • 487-292 1 • Daily

Director: Caroline McPhee

1 3th Season. A gallery of fine international folk art. Oriental rugs and kilims,

jewelry, tapestries & selected tribal works from Dogon, Yoruba, Kuba, Senufo, Ibo,

Fang, Baule and other major African tribes.

EVA DE NAGY ART GALLERY
427 Commercial St • 487-9669 • Daily 1 0am - 2pm; 7pm - 1 0pm
Offseason by appointment

Director: Eva De Nagy

Established 1960. Paintings, pastels & drawings by Eva De Nagy; 17th century

Phillipine Santos; ivory & semi-precious stone carvings; bronzes from Nepal; African

& Asiatic art; jewelry designed by Eva De Nagy. Also paintings by Erno De Nagy,

1881-1952, American-Hungarian artist.

RICE/POLAK GALLERY
430 Commercial St. • 487-1052 • Daily 11am- 11pm

Directors: Marta Rice & Richard Polak

Representing internationally known contemporary artists including paintings,

assemblages, photography, sculpture & one-of-a-kind works in glass. Special

exhibitions by Olga Antonova, Sam Barber, Peter Coes, Elli Crocker, Lois Griffel, Ray

Keyton, Mallory Lake, Ellen LeBow, Shaun MacDavid, Romanos Rizk, Karin

Rosenthal, Jan Collins Selman, Suzanne Howes-Selman, T. J. Walton, Robin Winfield

& many others,

HARVEY DODD GALLERY
437 Commercial St * 487-3329 * Daily 11am - 11pm* Director: Harvey Dodd
A gallery of Dodd's expressive artwork in varied media, subject matter and

approach. The 35th season.

PROVINCETOWN ART ASSOCIATION & MUSEUM
460 Commercial St *487-1 750 * Daily in July & August 1 2n -4 pm; 7pm - 1 0pm
Director: Robyn Watson

One of the foremost art museums in the country with a permanent collection of

regional art from the past 80 years. Organized in 1914. Special exhibitions, juried

shows, concerts, slide shows and other events throughout the year. Call for times.

LONG POINT GALLERY
492 Commercial St. * 487-1795 * Daily 1 lam - 3pm; 8 - 10pm or by appointment

Director: Rosalind Pace

19th season featuring works by: Robert Beauchamp, Varujan Boghosian, Paul

Bowen, Fritz Bultman, Carmen Cicero, Gilbert Franklin, Sideo Fromboluti, Edward

Giobbi, Budd Hopkins, Leo Manso, Robert Motherwell, Renate Posnold, Paul Resika,

Judith Rothschild, Sidney Simon, Nora Speyer, & Tony Vevers.

RISING TIDE GALLERY
494 Commercial St. * 487-4037 * Daily 11am - 5pm; 7pm -10 pm
Director: Katrina Parker

Openings Sundays: 6-8pm. Featuring the following contemporary artists from

Provincetown, Boston, Maine & New York: Joan Blasko, Robert Dutoit, Anthony

Fisher, Fred Garbers, Noa Hall, Elspeth Halvorsen, Sidney Hurwitz, Peter Macara,

Joan McD. Miller, Martin Mugar, Vita Petersen, Jack Phillips, Michael Rogovsky,

Michael Seccareccia, David Shainberg, Ellen Sinclair & Peter Watts. Works include

oils, watercolors, prints & box constructions.

BERTA WALKER GALLERY EAST

208 Bradford St * 487-64 1 1 * Daily summer: 1 lam-4pm; 7pm- 1 0pm or by

appointment

Director: Berta Walker

One-person exhibitions for: Graham Ashton, Bill Behnken, Romolo Del Deo, Martha

Dunigan, Sue Fuller, Karen Harding, Robert Henry, James Lechay, Thomas McCanna,

Bill McConnell, Lee Musselman, Jim Peters, Helen Strong, Selina Treiff, Nancy

Whorf, Jane Winter, lone Gaul Walker. Group exhibitions including Walkowitz,

Avery, Lazell, DiMartini, Weinrich, Motherwell, Moffett, Chaffee & Resika. (see

listing - Berta Walker - West Window)
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I^eople. CKV^e- talkii^0 about...

The Muse" Ceramic Planter by Alan Paschell

The

Most

Outstanding

Arts

Exhibition

in Vermont.

STRATTON
^ ^ I > I

“One ofVermont’s Top 10 Fall Events!”
Vermont Chamber of Commerce

“Worth the Drive!”
Yankee Travel Guide

Sept, 77 — Oct. 15

In the Base Lodge
Stratton Mountain, Vermont

Open Daily 10-5

Phone 802-297-3265



PROVINCETOWN
PAST PERFECT

Fritz Pfeiffer, 1924 Commercial Street

Actively Buying and Selling the Bedt of

Provincetown Printd eS Paintingo

Current inventory includes works by Baumann, Behnken, Blum, Claus, DelDeo, Evaul, Hawthorne,

Jones, Knaths, Kolski, Lazzell, Lindenmuth, Macara, Moffett, Mulhaupt, Patterson, Ried,

Sherv/ood, Smith, Ta3dor, V/aitnen, Weinrich and Wyman, among others.

BAKKER
GALLERY

236 NEWBURY STREET

BOSl'ON, MASSACHUSETTS 02116

(617) 262-8020 • FAX (617) 262-8019


